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hsOO K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 296-4615 Cable: Intmarine, Wash., D.C. Telex: 64325 

October 28,  1977 

Rear Admiral J. W. Montgomery, USN 
Naval Sea Systems Command 
Department of the Navy 
Washington, D.C.   20362 

Dear Admiral Montgomery: 

We are pleased to submit our final report entitled "A Study of Ship 
Acquisition Cost Estimating in the Naval Sea Systems Command" prepared as 
part of Contract No.   N00024-77-C-2013.   This report evaluates the ability 
of Navy estimators, particularly in the Naval Sea Systems Command, to 
adequately forecast required funding for shipbuilding. 

I 
Over the past year, we have studied many aspects of estimating and 

cost growth problems.   Obviously, in the economic and industrial areas, in- 
flation has played a large part in causing estimating errors and difficulties in 
project management.   More subtle problems have had an equally important 
impact, however;   productivity has been decreasing at a substantial pace, 
overhead costs are rising at double the rate of labor costs and the real costs 
of social legislation have been extremely difficult to assess. 

Since estimates are an important element of the planning, funding and 
procurement systems of the Navy, we evaluated how the systems and estimates 
interact.   Certain problems exist in this area also;   the planning process does 
not produce sufficient program stability to allow careful estimating from a 
solid engineering base;   the funding process from Navy management to Congress 
Is largely political in nature and estimates are modified or programs changed 
with little regard for fiscal realities;   current procedures require that funding 
estimates be made far In advance of appropriation and that these predictions 
remain accurate over periods of many years In good economic times and bad; 
finally, characteristics and engineering changes are so prevalent as to pre- 
clude estimate precision over lengthy periods.   All these administrative and 
political problems take their toll on even    reliable estimates. 

. (continued) 
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A third area of problems relates to engineering and construction 
activities.   Schedules are often missed and this plays a large part in 
cost growth and apparently low estimates.   The motivation   for increased 
military capability and perfomnance overshadows the Important motivation 
to comply with funding commitments. 

The impact of all these problems has been significant In recent years. 
It IS recognized that the Navy and NAVSEA have varying degrees of control 
over the situations and problems that exist.   Accordingly, the recommendations 
offered assume that the estimating environment and processes will not be self- 
correcting with the passage of time and that there are limitations on NAVSEA's 
ability to produce more accurate estimates.   However, if NAVSEA does take 
steps to eliminate estimating deficiencies that presently exist, rationalize a 
system based on sound estimating techniques and support such activities with 
experienced staff and adequate funding, the accuracy of estimates will improve 
markedly, as will the management's ability to cope with the "environmental" 
problems outside its control. 

This is not to overlook the improvements made in the Cost Estimating 
and Analysis Division over the last ten years ~ particularly the establishment 
of a Cost Analysis Branch.   This group has made substantial contributions to 
the general understanding and appreciation of the impact of economic and 
industrial factors upon shipbuilding costs. 

Ten recommendations are offered as steps in the course of action being 
proposed:   seven for NAVSEA implementation, three as suggestions NAVSEA 
may propose to other organizations Impacting the estimating process. 

1. A General Strengthening Of The Cost Estimating 
Process Is Required. 

2. The Cost Estimating Staff Should Be Closely Asso- 
ciated With The Ship Production Staff And Should 
Be Given Greater Organizational Prominence. 

3. A Procedure Should Be Instituted That Requires ♦ 
Periodic Auditing And Post Mortum Reviews Of ' 
Estimates. 

(continued) 
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4. A Substanfial Continuing Effort Should Be Made 
To Keep Abreast Of The Impact Of Changes In 
Shipyard Productivity, Overhead And Other 
Economic, Social And Market Factors. 

5. The Concept Of Estimate Classification Should 
Be Redefined And A Supporting System Of 
Estimate Preparation Established. 

6. A Standard System Of Preparing, Maintaining, 
Retaining And Transmitting Configuration And 
Estimating Data For GFM Items Should Be 
Instituted. 

7. Senior Cost Estimating Staff Members Should Be 
More Involved In The Contract Negotiation Process. 

We feel that these seven recommendations v/ould provide an effective 
capability for NAVSEA.   Since it Is recognized that actions of other organ- 
izations can limit the amount of improvement, the next three suggestions 
affecting higher echelons are submitted for use at your discretion. 

8. Planning At All Levels Should Be Redirected To 
Provide A Firm Engineering And Estimating Base. 

9. Acquisition Programs Should Not Be Included In 
The Budget Until They Complete The DSARC II 
Milestone Or Its Equivalent. 

10. A Continued Emphasis Should Be Placed On The 
Accountability Of Planning And Program Man- 
agement To Operate Within Established Budget 
Dollars. 

Although we believe that each of these recommendations individually 
would improve the quality of cost estimating, the impact of implementing all 
of them, we believe, would have a synergistic effect that would bring about 

(continued) 
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a most substantial improvement in cost estimating performa nee. 

We would not want the opportunity to pass without   expressing our 
appreciation to Captain John A. Buck, USN and the Steering Committee, 
and to George Main and   Joseph Fetchko and others too numerous to mention 
whose guidance, cooperation and assistance was invaluable. 

We sincerely hope that this study serves the purpose for which it is 
intended and provides the basis upon which the Naval Sea Systems Command 
can improve the vital function of ship cost estimating. 

Sincerely, 

INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ASSOCIATES, INC, 

73i^(£S^ 
James R. McCaul 
President 

JRMrjtj 
Enclosures 
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r INTRODUCTION 

I ■.  . ■     ■ -       '    ' . 
.  I  ■ ■   -   ■ 

This is a report about cost estimating In naval procurement and the 

ability of Navy estimators, particularly in the Naval Sea Systems Command, 
I ■ '       ' 

to adequately forecast required program funding.    It is also an attempt to 

carefully ascertain whefe improvements con be made. 

It is recognized that the cost estimating problem is extremely com- 

plex and, If at all possible, improvements should be made.   Obviously, the 

I 
national interest is at the heart of the matter.    It is believed that specific 

action can be   taken by NAVSEA to improve its   capability and inasmuch 

r     . .    .        . - 
as other government and industrial organizations interact in procurement 

activities so profoundly, areas are pointed to where NAVSEA may want to 

suggest complementary actions by organizations outside its control. 

Ul 



1. COST OVERRUNS IN NAVAL SHIP ACQUISITION HAVE BECOME 
AN IMPORTANT NATIONAL ISSUE 

The Navy's shipbuilding program is an important component of the 

defense budget.    The Figure which follows demonstrates this significance by 

comparing the Navy Fiscal Year 1977 Shipbuilding and Conversion (SCN) 

Appropriation budget to the Navy-wide budget and further by comparing 

SCN funding to Department of Defense budget totals. 

FIGURE    1.1 

FISCAL YEAR 1977 BUDGET RELATIONSHIPS 

DOD LEVEL (TOA) NAVY LEVEL (TOA) 

SOURCE: OPNAV HISTORICAL BUDGET DATA BOOK 

In   terms of specific dollar amounts. Navy shipbuilding and conver- 

sion budgets over the past five years have been as follows: 
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TABLE 1.1 

NAVY SCN FUNDS AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NAVY BUDGET 
(Dollars in Billions) 

Percent 
Fiscal Year Amount of Navy Budget 

1973 2.9 12.8 
1974 3.5 14.4 
1975 3.1 12.2 
1976 3.9 13.6 
1976 T 0.5 7.2 
1977 6.3 18.2 

In the Fiscal Year 1977 Budget, the Navy presented a five year ship- 

building program estimated to cost approximately $35 billion.    In the devel- 

opment of this program, estimators were  asked to moke  judgments about com- 

plex systems to be built over many years under economic conditions which have 

been, during recent years, difficult to predict.    Since this program would 

represent a significant portion of the national budget,  it could be expected 

that the Congress, acting for the public, would anticipate program estimates 

that accurately predict the cost of the ships required.   This becomes a critical 

issue when viewed in the light of recent experience with respect to ship 

acquisition  cost estimates. 

0) Cost Growth Of Significant Magnitude Has Characterized 
Most Ship Acquisition Programs In Recent Years 

Tliree perspectives of cost growth serve to define the problem, 

Each year the Comptroller General reports on the financial status of 
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major government acquisitions to the Congress.   A perspective on cost 

growth in Navy programs is provided in this report as Table \.? . 

This publication tends to show programs at their worst by showing an 

early estimate  and comparing it to a current estimate — no matter 

what took place in between.    It is widely distributed, however, and 

often is used as a benchmark.   All Navy programs active during the 

period of the report — ships, weapons, aircraft, etc. — show cost 

growth of over 40 percent, according to this document. 

TABLE 1.2 

COST GROWTH OF SELECTED SHIP CLASSES 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Baseline 
(Development) 

Estimate 
Current 
Estimate 

Percent 
Growth 

FFG 7 
DD 963 
LHA* 
CVN 68 
CGN 38 

3244.5 
2581.2 
5747.5 
4010.2 
820.4 

9014.8 
3810.8 
9690.8 
4653.2 
1251.7 

178 
48 
69 
16 
53 

All Programs 89,316,4 127,355.3 43 

* Adjusted for quantity changes. 

SOURCE:   Comptroller General, Report on 
Financial Status of Acquisition 
as of July 1976; published 
January 1977. 
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It is understood that cost growth in the context of GAO 

Acquisition Status Reports reflects increases from estimates prepared 

during early development phases where uncertainties are more likely 

to be present.    Budget estimates, when looked at in the aggregate 

however, should show less cost growth since the year by year sub- 

missions tend to become self-correcting.    Large variances do occur 

in these budget estimates when compared to currently estimated 

actual costs as Table 1.3 shows. 

or 

TABLE 1.3 

SHIPBUILDING PROGRAM PROPOSED BY NAVSEA 

(1970-1977) 

 Th fn   Year Do! lars In BII lions  
Budget New Estirrate 

Estlmafe or Actual Difference Percent 

S5N 688 6.033 6.382 .349 6 
TRIDENT 3.320 3.816 .496 15 
CVN 1.418 1.943 .525 37 
CON 0.944 1.140 .196 21 
DD 963 2.739 3.696 .957 35 
FFG 2.136 2.370 .234 11 
LHA 0.590 0.872 .282 47 
AD 0.579 0.708 .129 22 
AS 0.434 0.577 .143 33 
A OR 0.057 0.086 .029 51 
AO 0.443 0.375 (.068) (15) 
PHM 0.096 0.243 .147 153 

Totol 18.789 22.208 3.419 18 

Note;     SSBN conversions not included. 

SOURCE:   Budget Documents 

The table above shows total budget requests for major ship 

types between the years 1970 and 1977.   Funds requested to maintain 
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these programs in a fully funded status has amounted to $3.4 billion -- 

a cost growth of 18 percent.   Obviously, inflation plays a large part 

in increases computed as they were in Table 1.3.    When inflationary 

effects are removed by using BLS Shipbuilding Indices and all figures 

are indexed to 1970 constant dollars, however, a 12 to 14 percent 

increase remains. 

A difficulty with these figures is that the FY 1976 and FY 

1977 programs presently show negative cost growth since program 

development is not very far along.    If past history is a guide, these 

programs could exhibit cost growth in similar proportions to FY   1970 

through FY 1975 thus maintaining a high level of cost growth. 

The point that comes through here is that even after removing 

the effects of unanticipated inflation, cost overruns due to manage- 

ment and other problems occurred in significant amounts. 

Further study of the Navy budget documents from which these 

figures were taken indicates that several out of the eight basic cate- 

gories of expense show large overruns.   Figure 1.2 identifies these 

categories and,  in order of importance, they are unanticipated 

escalation, basic construction, ordnance growth.   Other categories 

are either negligible in amount or are contingency categories. 
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FIGURE 1.2 

CUMULATIVE COST GROWTH 
FY 1970-1977 PROGRAMS INCLUSIVE 

SOURCE 
NAVSEA BUDGET DATA 

(2) The Effect Of Recent Cost Overruns And Lack Of Predicta- 
bility Has Been To Focus Critical Attention On The Navy 
Program 

The focal point of criticism is in the Congress during annual 

hearings on the Budget.   In several recent years, the Navy has had to 

request additional funding, over and above that originally appropriated. 
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for the Increased costs of prior year programs.    For FY 1976, It was 

$2,268 billion; for FY 1977, three-quarters of a billion dollars. 

Congress sees new appropriation requests for programs which have 

been previously authorized either as mismanagement or cost growth 

due to optimistic initial cost estimates.    The upward increase In 

estimated end cost Is usually dramatic and often cannot be completely 

explained by inflationary factors. 

These kinds of cost aberrations, the inability to consistently 

cost predict, the state of affairs In the shipbuilding industry, etc., 

have led Congress to declare a "crisis of naval shipbuilding". 

Many government organizations have experienced overrun 

problems in recent years, but Congress has expressed repeated con- 

cern about the Navy.    During July 1976, hearings on the Navy ship- 

building program were held by the Defense Subcommittee of the 

House Appropriations Committee and the subject of cost overruns and 

faulty estimating was being discussed as part of reviewing the FY 1977 

budget requests.   Speaking for the Navy, Vice Admiral R. C.  Gooding, 

USN, stated that all Navy estimates are honest attempts to predict 

end cost but that Navy estimators did not always succeed In preparing 

accurate forecasts. 

I-S 



"Where we missed the ball badly was In our 
estimate of future escalation, . .the ship- 
building costs, judging by the BLS indexes 
between 1970 and 1975 went up,  I believe, 
some 52 percent.   Wheat went up three 
times.   Petroleum went up 2-1/2 times.   We 
did not foresee increases of that magnitude 
and again,  I don't apologize for that because 
my crystal ball Is as cloudy as anybody elsss. 

I would like to add that I plan to hire an out- 
side contractor, one independent and unbiased 
by the Navy procedure or situation.   We will 
have him make an independent appraisal of 
our cost estimating procedures and results.   We 
will certainly review the report of that study 
with great care and take actions as necessary." 

In October 1976,  Internationa! Maritime Associates,  Inc. 

was contracted to perform the study mentioned In Admiral Gooding's 

testimony. 

THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS STUDY IS TO IDENTIFY THE CAUSES OF 
COST GROWTH AND TO SUGGEST IMPROVEMENTS IN THE COST 
ESTIMATING PROCESS        ' —  

This study starts with the assumption that a solution of the cost problem 

lies Ip Improvement of estimating capability, proper use of the improved estim- 

ates In management systems and provision for a clearer understanding of the 

limitations of estimates which are only predictions subject to uncertainty.    It 

is unlike other studies which have generally addressed broader organizational 

and management policy matters. 
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More specifically, the objectives of this study are to: 

. Identify the root causes of cost overruns and the increase of 
costs — from earliest stages of ship development to current 

status. 

Study the organizational and procedural capability of the 
Navy for estimating and predicting accurately the end cost 
of ships, weapons and other GFM. 

Recommend specific improvements in staffing, systems and 
methods in NAVSEA that will contribute to better estim.ating. 

The focus of the study is limited.   Although it covers such broad sub- 

jects GS the nature of shipbuilding,  the DOD acquisition process, studies over 

the last ten years, etc., the fundamental focus relates to the influence of 

these subjects on cost estimating.   The overriding goal of the effort Is to pro- 

vide practical evaluations and recommendations for improving the cost estim- 

ating process. 

The  contractual  tasks  requested  for  this study  — and which  are 

covered  in  various sections  throughout  the  report  —  are  outlined over  the 

next paragraphs,   along with  a brief discussion of problems which  would 

presumably be addressed  in  carrying out  the  tasks. 

Unique   problems and circumstances characterize the shipbuilding 

industry — both in the U. S. and overseas.   The shipbuilding industry under- 

takes extremely lengthy, complex, labor intensive projects and when unforeseen 
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economic   problems occur they are exaggerated by these characteristics. 

A second industry problem is the rather drastic reduction In productiv- 

ity over the lost four to six years. 

Task 1 

"A review of the character- 
istics and status of free world 
shipbuilding to develop compar- 
isons between: 

a. U.S. shipbuilding versus 
heavy construction, 
manufacturing and/or 
aircraft 

b. U.S. Naval shipbuilding 
versus U.S. Commercial 
shipbul Iding 

c. Foreign versus U.S. 
shipbuilding 

d. Subsidies and government 
Involvement 

The above comparisons are to 
be used to develop the nature 
of the shipbuilding business and 
to outline the implications 
relevant to Navy cost estimating." 

Thirdly, the market- 

place for Navy shipbuilding 

Is peculiar in its structure. 

Increasing lack of compe- 

tition has directly affected 

prices of naval ships. 

Fourthly, world-wide 

labor and material Inflation 

surprised most countries and 

industries, not only the ship- 

building industry. 

it was these kinds of 

problems which motivated a 

study of free-world shipbuilding. 
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Many governmental and non-governmental groups have been com- 

1 
missioned to study the cost growth problem.    Literally,  dozens of recom- 

mendations have been made lo the Navy   concerning cost growth as part of 

at least 20 significant studies. 
Task 2 

"Review and analysis 
of all studies and reports since 
1966 dealing with Naval ship 
construction estimating and 
budgeting.   The major studies in 
this area are listed as GFl under 
this contract." 

The number and var- 

iety of suggestions as to how 

to solve the problems has 

become somewhat bewildering, 

The planning, programming and budgeting system is on elaborate 

process which depends on reliable estimates.   Program planning and resource 

allocation depend on accurate 

Task 3 

"Review and analysis of the 
SCN POM and budget sequences 
and evaluation of the time el- 
ements involved therein." 

estimates to produce the pro- 

per mix of cost effective sys- 

tems.    Inaccurate estimates 

can cause the program selec- 

tion process to either Include too many programs or too few to optimally utilize 

available resources. ^^^"   ' ^~~ 

The system imposes scheduHog constraints that interfere with careful 

estimating.   The long lead Information requirements preclude estimate tuning 

in times of fast-paced economic change. 
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The primary focus of the study 

estimate the cost of ship construction. 

Task  4 

"Evaluation of Navy ship 
construction cost estimating 
capability from 1966 to 1976. 
This will include an analysis 
of the follov/ing: 

a. Staffing and   organi- 
zational -structure 

b. Data Banks 
c. Returned cost and 

bid data 
d. Escalation and inflation 

predictions 
e. Quality vs. available 

technical description 
f. Estimating response time 
g. Review procedures 
h. Technical complexity 

and value of a unit of 
the product 

This evaluation will also Include 
an assessment of the mission of 
the ship cost estimating group in 
NAVSEA and a comparison to 
other such groups in OPNAV, 
OSD, NAVELEX, NAVAIR, 
NAVFAC, and the shipbuilding 
industry." 

was the Navy's ability to reliably 

The estimation of costs for a complex 

ship is not an easy task.    It re- 

quires a rational methodology, 

skill, experience, engineering, 

return cost data banks — and time. 

Task activities have sought to 

determine how well the NAVSEA 

organization has performed. 

Also of Interest was the 

general comparability of other cost 

estimating groups within and out- 

side of the Navy — both public 

and private. 

A detailed review of estim- 

ating performance over the years 

was lacking and needed. 

In addition to basic estimation of ship construction, many other 

activities are carried on by Navy estimators.    While each may be of value 
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Task 5 

"Review and analysis of 
related cost estimating and anal- 
ysis functions and their impact on 
the basic cost estimating function, 
These related functions are: 

. Program planning 
, Economic analysis 
. Economic forecasting 
. Technical cost analysis 

reviews 
. Should cost 
. Design to cost 
. Conceptual/Parametric 

costing 
. Life cycle cost 
. Overhead monitor 
. Contract cost analysis 
. Cost modeling 
. Specialized program costs" 

in itself, the increasing need to 

credibly perform these functions 

tends to dilute time and diverts 

staff from basic ship cost estim- 

ating. 

This task required looking 

at each function and analyzing 

staff performance relative to It with 

a view toward recommending a pro- 

per balance between these duties 

and other equally Important 

activities. 

The quality of estimating for GFE has been suspect over the years. 

The management of GFE   programs is relatively Independent of each other and 

I therefore no single mechanism exists 

In the Navy to develop consistent. Task 6 

I "Evaluation of cost Input est- 
imates for major weapons systems 
and major items of GFE. This 
review and analysis will parallel 
the evaluation of shipbuilding in 
paragraph 3 above and cover the 
same points." 

reliable estimates on a continuing 

basis. 

A second problem area is 

the customer/contractor relatlon- 
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Tas!*: 7a 

"IdenHflcatlon and Interview 
of critics, and an evaluation of 
the criticism made," 

ships where often sole source contracts are suspected of being higher priced 

than warranted. 

There has been no lack of criticism of the Navy regarding cost growth. 

The annual hearings on the defense 

budget are the most visible forum 

for the examination of cost growth 

on Navy programs.   Others in the 

shipbuilding industry, the press and government have been critical of the 

Navy on occasion.    In this task, efforts were made to categorize the varied 

criticisms and evaluate their merits. 

In order to test the study's findings, three ships and eight items of 

GFM were examined in-depth.   Definitive conclusions required that various 

ship programs be studied carefully 
Task 7b 

"Selection and documen- 
tation of case histories which 
will include a nuclear ship, a 
non-nuclear combatant ship and 
a naval auxiliary, such as the 
AO 177 class." 

to ascertain whether estimating 

was being performed satisfactorily, 

but other factors hod an impact on 

estimates;   or whether,  in fact. 

estimating was not what it should 

be in support of Navy ship and GFM programs. 

f 

Social legislation over the past ten years has had a direct impact on 
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American industry.  Whatever impact on productivity and overhead costs this 

legislation has had,  it has gen- 
Task 7c 

"Review and analyze social 

legislation such as OSHA, EPA 
etc., to evaluate its impact on 

cost control." 

erally been hidden or at least not 

addressed openly.    Its impact in 

the shipbuilding industry is dra- 

ma tic and definitely is a contributor to cost grov/th, 

3 THE PRODUCT OF THIS STUDY IS PRESENTED IN SEVERAL DOCU 
MENTS:   AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, A FINAL REPORT AND AN 

APPENDIX ~ 

As might be expected, the product of a year's study is quite voluminous. 

It is also recognized that several audiences exist  for the results of this work. 

Several volumes have therefore been written which provide Increasing detail 

regarding study findings.   Volumes provided are: 

An Executive Summary (about 50 pages) which covers the pro- 
blems surfaced, their effects and recommendations for their 

solution. 

The Final Report itself -- this volume of 435 pages —   which is 
the primary document discussing the cost problems broadly and 
following staff thinking through to conclusions and recommen- 

dations. 

The third volume (over 1,000 pages) is a reference document 
comprised of Appendices to the Final Report.   Each Appendix 
covers a specific contract task area and contains a great deal 
of detailed background data upon which the Final Report Is based. 

It is felt that adequate documentation has been provided to support the 

Report's conclusions and suggestions for improvement. 
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II THE BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 

Navy estimating must be evaluated in the context of the environment 

in which it is performed.    It is an activity carried out in relation to general 

economic conditions, specific circumstances in the shipbuilding industry, 

government resource allocation systems and professional disciplines of various 

I 

types.   Performance judged without regard to these interrelationships would 

be a mistake. 

This section of the report provides an overview of the shipbuilding 

industry, placing Into perspective the cost problems experienced in naval 

ship construction.    It describes the nature of the industry and its problems, 

emphasizing: 

The concentration of the industry reflected by the increasingly 

limited number of shipbuilders; 

The concentration of worldwide naval shipbuilding in only 
two countries; 

The sudden, erotic movement in labor and material 
cost that has impacted shipbuilders world-wide; 

The decrease in shipyard productivity; 
I 

The often hidden, but nonetheless severe Impact of social 

legislation. 

All of these have had important, and often unpredictable cost effects. 
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1. THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY EXISTS IN ITS PRESENT FORM AS A 
RESULT OF MASSIVE TECHNOLOGICAL, INSTITUTIONAL AND 
SOCIAL CHANGES " 

Massive changes in industries around the world hove foken place over 

the last fifteen years.    The complexity and rapidity of these changes have 

generally been understood only after their effects have created secondary 

and tertiary problems.   The specific effect of social legislation 

and changes in the work ethic, for example, was understood only when pro- 

ductivity was no longer a stable and predictable industrial component and 

overhead costs began to increase drastically.    The effect on American industry 

of the following kinds of changes has only recently been pieced together. 

Technological developments of the 60's and 70's could be 
referred to as a second industrial revolution.    Progress in 
nuclear propulsion and exotic fuels, automation of indus- 
trial and administrative activities, solid state electronics, 
supersonic and space flight, inertia! navigation, to name 
a few — all hove had a revolutionary effect on industry. 

International economic changes took place that were 
caused by: 

a new nationalism in many countries around the 
world; 

radical changes in currency exchange rates; 

the disruptive effects on all countries of seem- 
ingly uncontrollable inflation. 
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The slow but steady effects of social legislation relating to 
occupational health and safety, racial and sexual equality, 
environmental quality and the like — the real cost of which 
is only now becoming apparent. 

The change in industrial structure and capital distribution 
caused by the trend toward conglomerate ownership and 
management of basic industries. 

These factors, and others, hove contributed In varying degrees to 

the current industrial environment. 

(1) There Has Been, During This Period, A Widespread Inability 
To Grasp The Complexities Of The Industrial Environment 

The private, as well as the public sectors have experienced 

dislocations and instability brought on by confusion about the effects 

of these problems.   The complexities of the environment have created 

an attitude of uncertainty.   In the 1950's, uncertainty was a secondary 

I 
consideration; In the 1970's, It is an overriding concern.   Predlcti- 

billty of future events or requirements has become a highly inexact 

science due to the rapidly evolving nature of the Industrial and social 

environment. 

This attitude of uncertainty has been placed In heightened 

perspective by the fact that national resources are growing more 

slowly during a period when increasing demands are being made by 

many groups for larger portions of these resources.   Scarcity of 
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resources sets up its own set of constraints which act   to exaggerate 

the effects of uncertainty.   The efficient and fair allocation of 

available resources in such an environment is highly dependent on 

accurate estimation of future events and requirements. 

(2) The Massive Changes Over The Last Fifteen Years Are 
"Mirrored In The Shipbuilding Industry 

The U.S. shipbuilding and repair industry employed 175,000 

workers as of March,  1977.    It accounts for about two percent of the 

gross national product.   The industry's mix of work is comprised of 

military construction and repair, government subsidized commercial 

construction and repair, work generated through rigid cabotage laws, 

and some purely commercial construction and repair.   Paralleling the 

private sector of the industry is the government sector of eight naval 

shipyards employing 67,500 workers performing    conversion, 

alteration and repair activities on naval ships. 

Shipbuilding, as an industry, exhibits many of the charac- 

teristics generally associated with heavy construction or other land- 

based activities such as refinery and power plant construction.   Large, 

complex and expensive projects for only one, or at best a limited   ' 

number of similar products, are the norm in this type of industry.    ' 

Both shipbuilding and commercial heavy construction are highly labor 
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intensive industries where manual and supervisory skills are vital. 

Instability of markets has been recognized as a major impediment to 

technological advances and productivity in such circumstances. 

Further, due to its heavy construction orientation, shipbuilding per- 

mits only limited application of mechanization.    Even the highly 

publicized modern shipyards in Japan, Sweden, United States and 

other countries are unable to extensively use manufacturing processes 

for anything other than steel fabrication for later assembly in larger 

modular segments.   These modules are invariably regulated and ad- 

justed by hand in the final shipway or construction area. 

It is against this industrial orientation that significant changes 

over the last few decades have occurred.   Figure II. 1 on the following 

page outlines industry characteristics during the 1950's and then, by 

comparison,  lists differences arising in the 1960's and 1970's. 

(3) Naval Ship Construction Is More Concentrated Than 
Merchant Ship Construction 

The construction of naval ships Is a sub-industry which has 

also undergone substantial change.   In the broadest terms, the building 

of naval ships can be divided into construction of support/auxiliary 

ships and  combatant ships.      Auxiliaries  resemble  complex 
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merchant ships with the addition of special features inherent in com- 

batant ships.   However, complex ships in the combatant category 

require many skills well in excess of those usually encountered in a 

strictly commercial yard or yards constructing naval auxiliary ships. 
I ■ '^ ■ 
Depending upon the ship type, the added technologies over those 

required for commercial or auxiliary ships could include: 

More refined naval architecture 

Ship silencing and shockproofing 

Specialized electronic and weapons engineering 

Nuclear engineering 

A higher degree of planning 

Installation of more complex machinery 

Installation and integration of highly 
complex electronics and weapons 

Extensive checkout, testing and quality control 

Integration and installation of avionic equipment 
as well as aircraft landing and recovery equipment 

Special qualifications in assembly and jointing of 
pressure hull materials 

Extensive metallurgical engineering 

Fabrication, installation and welding of materials 
for nuclear systems 
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As a result, shipyards tend to specialize in certain types of combatant 

ships.   Shipyards involved in the naval shipbuilding program are  ' 

Indicated in Table 11.1 and it is interesting to note that, apart from 

the FFG and SSN which are contracted to more than one yard, each 

specific ship type In the FY 1970-1977 programs awarded to date is 

built largely   In a single shipyard. " 

TABLE II. 1 
■ 

U.S. SHIPYARDS auiLDir 
June 15 

sIG U. S. NAVAL SH IPS 

1 1  

(As of 77) 

Ship 
Type 

Newport 
News 

Electric 
Boat 

Ingalls 
(Litton) Both 

Todd 
San Pedro 

Todd 
Seattle 

National 
Steel Lockheed Avon dale 

SSN 8 17 
DD 23 
FFG 6 8 
TRIDENT 4 

6 

LHA 4 
CGN 3 
AD 
AS 2 

CVN 2 2 

AO 
1                    1 

' 

In testimony before the U. S. Senate Committ6e on Armed 

Services on April 29,  1976 the Honorable William P. Clements, Jr. 

testified regarding the decreasing number of shipyards engaged in 

naval ship construction: 

"In 1960, 14 private shipyjrds were engaged in 
the construction of 83 ma|or combatant, am- 
phibious warfare, and large auxiliary naval 



!«'Vi^'--':>r^ ''■~r^^\>^'Z- 

vessels.   Also, naval vessels were built in five 
naval shipyards.   Fifteen  years later, in 1975, 
over 90 percent of the Navy's shipbuilding pro- 
gram (62 out of 66 ships) was concentrated in 
thr§e yards (Newport News,  Electric Boat, 
and Litton)   and no new construction ship pro- 
ject has been assigned to a naval shipyard 
since 1967." 

Due to a reduction in commercial work the situation   has 

begun to change.   More shipyards are becoming involved in the con- 

struction of naval ships.   Currently, nine shipyards have contracted 

for "^he construction of 88 major combatant, amphibious warfare and 

large auxiliary ships.    Of the 88 ships that have been contracted with 

these nine yards, 61 (or 69 percent) are with three shipyards — New- 

port News, Electric Boat and Ingolls.   The trend toward a wider dis- 

I 
tribution may have been strengthened, however, considering the 

current estimate of a 74 ship FFG program and the involvement of 

I , 
three shipyards in construction of this type at the present time. 

Only two yards. Electric Boot and Nev/port News, are now involved 

in construction of nuclear ships.   Of the nine yards constructing 

naval ships., four are also constructing commercial ships. 

Only one other nation has any substantial interest in naval 

shipbuilding — the Soviet Union. 
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(^) Over The Period 1964-1974 The Soviet Union And The 
United States Constructed 249 And 163 Noval Ships 
Respectively 

During this period, dramatic increases in Soviet defense- 

oriented spending was seen.   The Soviet shipbuilding program ex- 

panded to the extent that their navy currently consists of a larger 

number of ships than any other In the world.   A maior achievement 

of the Soviet building program occurred during 1970 when their 

nuclear submarine fleet exceeded that of the U. S. in number of ships. 

The table below provides a comparison of U. S. and U.S.S.R. 

principal combatants built between 1964-1974. 

TABLE 11.2 

COMPARISON OF NAVAL SHIPBUILDING 
U.S. ANDU.S.S.R. DURING 1964-1974 

Aircraft Carriers 
Other Aviation Ships 
Cruisers 
Destroyers 
Frigates (ocean escorts) 

Nuclear Strategic Missile Submarines (SSEN) 
Nuclear General Purpose Submarines (SSN) 
Conventional Submarines 

TOTAL 

Soviet 

0 

16 
27 
57 
45 
56 
46 

249 

U.S. 

2 
5** 

16 
6 

61 
28 
45 

0 
163 

2 Guided Missile - Helicopter Carriers (CHG) 
5 Amphibious Assault Ships (LPH) 
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In addition to the principal combatants shown above, Soviet 

small combatants, auxiliaries, and other amphibious craft showed an 

increase of over 1,000 for the 1964-1974 period -- while the United 

States increased  non-principal combatonts by 112. 

Testimony on several occasions before the Defense Subcommittee 

of the Committee on Appropriations during 1977 revealed that the 

Soviet's have the largest, most modern submarine yards in the world, 

having expanded by two to four yards since 1966 alone.   Additionally, 

almost all of the eleven principal Soviet building yards have undergone 

major modernization during the past five years. 

Admiral H. G. Rickover, USN, stated in his testimony before the 

House Appropriations Committee on March 24,  1977 that the Soviets 

have a "nuclear submarine production capability of 20 ships a year on 

a single shift basis".   Further   evidence of Soviet accomplishments in 

shipbuilding Is seen In the fact that the Soviet fleet of nuclear ballistic 

missile submarines Is now 50 percent larger than that of the U.S.     The 

Soviet shipbuilding industry is delivering SSBNs at a rate of six per 

year.   The U. S. on the other hand has not delivered any SSBNs in the 

post ten years.     Current U.S. submarine programs are based on a pro- 

jected combined delivery rate of three to four SSN/SSBNs per year. 
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Other countries are constructing naval ships but not on the 

same scale as the U. S. and U.S.S.R.    Presently the People's 

Republic of China,  the United Kingdom and France rank third, 

fourth, and fifth, repectively, among the 30 nations currently 

building naval ships. 

2. THE EFFECT OF CHANGES - PARTICULARLY CHANGES IN COST 
ESCALATION AND CHANGES IN SUPPLY AND DEMAND — HAVE 
BEEN FELT IN SHIPBUILDING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

Significant changes in cost factors and workload have been taking 

place in the shipbuilding industry.   As   discussed below, these developments 

are not limited to U, S. shipyards. 

(') Escalation Of Material And Wages Has Been A Major Factor 
Driving Up U. S. Shipbuilding Costs As Well As Costs In 
Foreign Countries 

Over the period of 1967 through 1976, U.S. shipbuilding 

average hourly earnings (excluding fringes and bonuses) increased 

from $3.44 to $6.01 per week ~ or 74 percent.   About half of this 

increase occurred in the 1974-1976 period.    Hourly earnings in ship- 

building, as shown in Table 11.3, are presently higher than in gen- 

eral manufacturing, but less than earnings in the generally similar 

contract construction field -- the chief competitor for shipbuilding 
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skills.   This wage "gap" causes a drain of skilled workers  from 

the shipbuilding sector into contract construction — creating problems 

in building and retaining a skilled workforce. 

TABLE 11.3 

AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES 
1967 -  1976 

Shipbuilding Contract 

Year and Repair Manufacturing Construction 

1967 3.44 2.83 4.11 

1968 3.58 3.01 4.41 

1969 3.81 3.19 4.79 

1970 3.96 3.36 5.24 

1971 4.12 3.57 5.69 

1972 4.36 3.81 6.03 

1973 4.61 4.08 6.37 

1974 4.98 4.41 6.75 

1975 5.51 4.81 7.25 

1976 6.01 5.19. 7.68 

Percent 
Increase 
1967-1976         74 83 89 

SOURCE:   Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

Employment and Earnings 

Shipbuilding wages in other countries have also increased sig- 

nificantly over the past ten years.   As shown in Table 11.4, Swedish 

labor costs have risen very rapidly and are now the highest in the 

world.   Average hourly earnings in Japan, West Germany, Nether- 

lands and Norway have risen substantially, especially in the 1970's. 
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TABLE 11.4 

.*VERAGE_HOURLY EARNINGS IN MAJOR SHIPBUILDING COUNTRIES 
iro/-iy/0 

i 
(In U.S. dollars') 

United United West 
Year S'ates Sweden Kingdom Japan Netherlands Germany 

1967 3.44 2.45 1.16 0.75 1.12 1   31 
1968 3.58 2.58 1.27 0.80 1.21 1  35 1969 3.81 2.82 1.40 0.90 1.32 1  62 
1970 3.96 3.11 1.57 1.07 1.49 1 80 
197) 4.12 3.40 1.85 1.25 1.81 2  12 
1972 4.36 4.19 2.01 1.49 2.17 2 51 
1973 4.61 4.95 2.33 2.00 2.81 3 36 
1974 4.98 5.44 2.72 2.64 3.44 3 87 1975 5.51 6.41 3.43 3.24 4.20 4 33 
1976 6.01 7.05 3.16 4.05 4.33 4.42 

Percent 
Increase 
1967-76    74 187 172 406 286 237 

* Does not Include fringes 

SOURCE:   Bureau of Labor Statistics ~ Foreign 
Comparison Branch 

U.S. shipbuilding material costs have increased approx- 

imafely 95 percent in the same 1967-1976 period as shown in the 

next table.   This is considerably higher than a corresponding in- 

crease of 82.3 percent in the Wholesale Industrial Price Index during 

the same period, but considerably less than the 115.9 percent in- 

crease of the Iron and Steel Index. 
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TABLE 11.5 

MATERIAL COST INDICES 
(Average for Year) 

Wliolesole Price Iron & Steel ''^ 
BLS                      ^2) 

Shipbuilding Material 
Percent Percent Percent 
Yearly Yenily Yearly 

Year Index Increose Index Increase Index Increase 

1967 100.0 _ 100.0 _ 100.0 _ 
1968 102.5 2.5 101.9 1.9 102.2 2.2 
1969 106.0 3.4 107.0 5.0 106.5 4.2 
1970 110.0 .    3'.8 115.1 7.8 113.4 6.5 
1971 114.0 3.6 121.8 5.8 118.9 4.9 
1972 117.9 3.4 128.4 5.4 123.3 3.7 
1973 125.9 6.8 136.2 6.1 128.9 4.5 
1974 153.8 22.2 178.6 31.0 159.6 23.8 
1975 171.5 11.5 201.1 12.6 182.9 14.6 
1976 182.3 6.3 215.9 7.3 195.0 6.6 

Increos 
1967-7 i     82.3% 115.9% 95% 

Averag* 
Annual 
Growth 6.9% 8 .0% 7.7% 

(1) Group 10-1 of Wholesale Price Index 
(2) BLS Weighted Shipbuilding Index used for contract escalation 

SOURCE:   Bureau   of Labor Statistics 

As noted,  the average annual growth rate for the Wholesale Price 

Index was 6.9 percent, the Iron and Steel Index 8.0 percent, and the 

BLS Index   7.7 percent.   This also shows 1974 and 1975 as being cri- 

tical material inflation years as they were for labor inflation. 

The Maritime Administration in its reports to Congress on the 

"Relative Cost of Shipbuilding in the Various Coastal Districts in the 

United States" for 1973,  1974,  1975,  1976 and 1977 has established 
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basic costs (wit-hout profit and escalation) of an 89,000 DWT tanker 

for yearly comparisons.    In this five year period,  it was estimated 

that shipbuilder's costs had increased 86 percent.    Incidently,  the 

cost of ship's steel also increased 86 percent.   Total ship material 

costs increased approximately 95 percent, with an annual growth 

rate of 18.5 percent, which is considerably greater than any of the 

aforementioned Indices during the same period.   A comparison of the 

various material growth indices over the past five years   Indicates 

the fol lowing; 
TABLE 11.6 ' 

MATERIAL GROWTH INDICATORS ' 
1972 - 1976 

i 

Average 
Increase Annual 1976 
1972-1976 Growth Rate Growth Rate 

MarAd Material Increase 95.0% 18.5% 6.5% 
(FY 1973-1977) 

Wholesale Price Index 54.6 10.9 6.3 

Iron and Steel Index (10-1) 68.1 13.6 7.3 

BLS Material Index 57.0 11.4 6.6 

Thus, most shipbuilding materials are increasing at a greater 

rate than indicated by both the  Wholesale Price and BLS Material 

Indices. 

v*\; 
During the critical inflationary period,  the term double-digit 

:f;r- 
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was a misnomer by implying   inflaHon somewhat in excess of ten per- 

cent.    In reality, many selected materials increased inordinately in 

one year.    The impact of this inflationary period on the shipbuilding 

Industry has been understated and underestimated.    Its impact is still 

being felt in current prices of ships. 

Similarly, material costs overseas have been affected by in- 

flationary pressures.   Table  II .7 indicates that major shipbuilding 

countries have experienced wholesale industrial price increases in 

the range of 54 to 87 percent over the past ten years. 

TABLE 11.7 

WHOLESALE INDUSTRIAL PRICE INDEX 

(1966-1976r 

Nether- 
Country France Germony       Japan lands Norway Sweden U.S. 

Bo-.e Year 
=  100 1962 1970 1970 1970 1961 1968 1967 

1966 110.2 90.3 92.7 95 112 103 98.5 
1967 109.2 89.4 93.8 96 113 101 100.0 
1968 107.4 92.8 94.1 98 115 100 102.5 
1969 118.9 95.0 95.9 96 120 104 106.0 
1970 127.8 100.0 100.0 100 129 112 110.0 
1971 130.5 104.3 98.9 104 129 114 114.0 
1972 136.5 107.0 99.7 no 133 119 117.9 
1973 156.6 114.1 114.8 117 147 133 125.9 
1974 202.2 129.4 147.3 129 179 165 153.8 
1975 190.8 135.5 149.6 135 187 178 171.4 
1976 204.8 140.8 156.8 146 201 193 182.3 

Percent 
Increase 
1966-75 86 56 69 54 79 87 85 

Percent 
Increase 
1971-76 57 35 58 'to 56 69 60 

SOURCE:   Bureau of I obor Statistics 
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(2) Labor Fringe Benefits Are Increasing At Double The Rate Of 
Direct Labor Earnings In The U.S. 

As an adjunct to the rapid increases in shipbuilding direct 

labor costs, a recent overhead study of a major U.S.  shipyard   indicates 

that the 1969-1975 compound rate of growth of earnings was 6.3 per- 

cent per year, whereas fringes and benefits grew at a compound rate of 

13.4 percent annually.    In 1969, fringes and benefits represented about 

24 percent of direct labor earnings and by 1975 they reached 35 percent 

of earnings. 

As in all industrialized countries, the fringes and social benefits 

will continue to increase and represent large percentages of direct 

Fabor earnings.   Most of the causes for these increases are beyond the 

control of the shipyards. 

(3) The Serious Effects Of International Inflation   Are Complicated 
By Serious Disruptions Caused By Changes In Supply And Demand 

Since the energy crisis of 1974, worldwide demand for ship- 

building has declined drastically as Figure 11.2 indicates.   The backlog 
■j 

of shipbuilding in foreign shipyards fell from an all time high of 

124,833,000 gross registered tons in the fourth quarter of 1972 to 

50,660,000 tons in the corresponding quarter of 1976 — a decline of 

almost 60 percent. 
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FIGURt       I I  • ^ 

BACKLOG OF UNDELIVERED SHIPS ON ORDER AT THE END 
OF EACH CALENDAR YEAR 

f-OREIGN SHIP 
CONSTRUCTION 

73 74 

CALENDAR VEAH 

The result is a great deal of introspection at high government 

levels as to the best future course for their country's shipbuilding in- 

dustry.   Sweden, for example, is planning a phased reduction in the 

commercial shipbuilding market.   Other countries have established 

shipbuilding commissions to study alternatives for the future.    Indivi- 

dual shipyards are diversifying into other product areas — and/or 

shifting their building activities to countries with lower labor costs. 
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rion 

con- 

The impact of cost escalotion and the effect of market demand 

on end prices is demonstrated by the trend in Japanese shipbuilding 

prices for a 60,000 DWT "Panamax" tanker.   As shown in Table 11.8, 

the cost of this ship rose from S125/DWT In 1968 to S375/t)WT in 

1975 -- an increase of 200 percent over eight years.   This situati 

is caused by underlying increases that took place in the cost of 

structlon and changes In currency exchange rates.    In 1976, however, 

cost dropped to $300/DWT   which reflects the state of the ship- 

building market.       Demand fell off sharply and Japanese yards began 

to scramble for business -- driving end prices down. 

TABLE 11.8 

TRENDS IN JAPANESE SHIPBUILDING PRICES 
(Dollars per DWT)        ' 

Year $/DWT Year $/DWT 

1968 125 1973 225 
1969 150 1974 325 
1970 185 1975 375 
1971 175 1976 300 
1972 175 

(4) Workload In U. S. Shipyards   Has Fluctuated Considerably 
Over The Past Decade 

While not always evident on a broad national basis, individ- 

ual shipyards or regional shipbuiliding centers experienced yearly 

workload adjustments due to an inability to acquire an    orderly   flow 
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of contracts.   This is best reflected by Table 11,9 showing average 

shipyard employment over the 1966-1976 period in each of the five 

U.S. shipbuilding regions.    In 1976, there was an increase in em- 

ployment of 8.6 percent over the 1975 average.   This is the greatest 

anrual   increase during the past several years and due,  largely, to the 

accelerated naval program.    Naval shipyard epnployment during 1976, 

by comparison, averaged 67,500 workers, down from 85,400 workers 

in 1966. 

TABLE 11.9 

AVERAGE PRIVATE SHIPYARD EMPLOYMENT 1966-1976 
(in thousands) 

North South Great Lakes 
Year Total Atlantic Atlantic Gulf Pacific & Inland 

1966 143.6 52.6 24.8 35.6 20.7 9.9 
1967 140.0 48.4 26.1 34.8 20.7 10.0 
m 141.0 46.2 27.0 36.5 22.4 8.9 
>69 142.0 45.8 26.0 37.6 25.2 7.4 
UO 132.7 43.6 23.2 38.8 20.3 7.6 
VI 130.6 40.4 23.3 43.2 16.4 7.3 
U2 138,1 39.3 20.9 46.6 15.7 7.6 

1973 143.9 39.5 29.8 48.7 16.9 8.9 
1974 154.9 44.7 27.7 48.9 22.8 9.7 
1975 153.6 49.2 25.4 45.0 24.9 9.2 
1976 166.8 56.9 26.5 45.2 26.6 11.6 

SOURCE:   Shipbuilder's Council of America, 
Statistical Quarterly, First Quarter 
1977 
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Work fluctuations and uneven work force requirements are 

especially evident when comparing yearly employment in each region. 

Lay-offs are disastrous since only limited numbers of workers are in- 

duced to return to an industry where skills are necessary and when 

higher wages in the construction industry are usually achievable. 

A high turnover rate is also an important component of the 

general labor problem in shipbuilding.    During the past ten years,  it 

averaged 15.4 percent monthly and during 1976,12.5 percent monthly. 

This may be compared to the much lower 1976 monthly turnover rote 

of 7.1 percent in manufacturing generally. 

In the U. S., the shipbuilding order book has grown to a record 

level as also shown in Table II. 10.   The value of unfinished work has 

grown from $2.3 billion in 1967 to $9.7 billion in 1977. 

TABLE II. 10 

MERCHANT AND NAVAL VESSELS 
BUILDING OR ON ORDER IN PRIVATE U. STTHIPYARDS 

Ships of 1,000 Gross Tons and Larger 
(AS of January I,  1977) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Merchant Vessels Naval Vessels 
Value of Value of Total Value of 

Year Unfinished Wo.k Unfinished Work Unfinished Work 

1967 $     543 $1,751 $2,294 
1968 7ac 1,649 2,437 
1969 ROO 1,700 2,500 
1970 765 1,719 2,484 
1971 765 1,925 2,690 
1972 1,058 2,225 3,283 
1973 2,950 3,160 6,110 
1974 3,770 3,603 7,373 
1975 4,350 5,424 9,774 
1976 3,400 6,500 9,900 
1977 2,930 6,802 9,732 

SOURCE:   Shipbuilders Council of Americ 
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The Merchant Marine Act of 1970 stimulated construction of large 

commercial ships which peaked at over four billion dollars of unfinished 

work in 1975.   Since 1976, however, shipyards have been working off 

their commercial backlogs.   Some yards have acquired naval work as a 

supplement and will continue to do so since naval ship acquisition has 

been rapidly increasing.    In 1977, naval work represented more than 

twice the value of existing unfinished commercial work.   Enactment of 

a cargo preference law will result in contracts for some additional U.S. 

flag mercliant tonnage and shipyards are presently discussing this possibility 

with potential ship purchasers.   Only limited pressure on U. S. ship- 

building facilities and labor should result in the near term   however. 

It is estimated that the U.S. shipbuilding and repair industry 

has recently been completing work valued annually at about $5.2 to 

$5.8 billion.   About $3.3 to $3.6 billion represents naval and commer- 

cial ships with the difference comprised of repair, barge construction, 

oil rig construction, etc.   On this basis, the shipbuilding industry is 

estimated to have an average of about two and one-half to three years 

shipbuilding backlog, much of which represents naval ships.   Orderly 

planning and utilization of skilled labor and facilities dictates that 

shipyards should have new contracts about one and one-half to two years 
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prior to completion of their backlogs.   This will vary somewhat depen- 

ding on shipyard facilities, type of ships and labor force.   The Mari- 

time Administration indicates that several major yards need to build 

up their backlog immediately and Figure II .3 so indicates. 

I 

3. A NOTABLE REDUCTION IN SHIPYARD PRODUCTIVITY HAS 
ACCOMPANIED THESE CHANGES IN ECONOMIC AND MARKET 
CONDITIONS ~~ :  

A special survey of 14 organizations,  including seven U.S. shipyards, 

has been made during this study in order to identify and analyze factors affec- 

ting shipyard productivity.   Participants gave opinions on the importance of a 

number of factors.   The five on which a  consensus existed are indicated In 

Table 11.11 along with those on which no consensus could be found. 

TABLE 11.11 

jUMMARY OF SURVEY ON SHIPYARD PRODUCTIVITY 

Factors 
Affecting 
Productivity 

Number 
of 

Participants 

Stability of Operations/ 

Labor Availability & Turnover 14 
Navy Considerations* 14 
Learning ] 4 

Social Legislation 14 
Labor Agreements 14 

Automation & Mechanization 14 
Shipyards' Engineering 14 
Tiaining Programs 14 
liicieosed Complexity 14 
Shipbuilding Market 7 
Inflationary Trends 6 
Other Economic Trends 7 

Rank 

and/or 
Range 

Degree 
of 

Consensus 

High 
High 
High 
High 
High 

Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 

* Includes contract administration, changes under contracf,  inspection 
and plan approval, quality control,  GFM and GFI, delays, complexity. 
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A sample of opinion   relating to some of the major factors 

indicated   that fheir impact on productivity is as folk lows: 

Loss of stability — Productivity of new untrained em- 
ployees will be 50 percent of established employees 
for one to two /ears depending on craft.    In the case 
of employee expansion,  losses of five to ten percent 
in productivity appear possible. 

Automation and mechanization — Initial effects on 
productivity are adverse because of start-up problems. 
Subsequently, savings are produced, but in a rela- 
tively small part of the operation — particularly on 
naval ships. 

Engineering capability — A lack of such capability 
may cause losses of direct labor productivity between 
5 to 15 percent. 

Training programs ~ Losses of about five percent in 
productivity of the existing work force may occur 
because of the need for additional supervision and 
interference of on-the-iob trainees. 

Increased complexity of ships — Some losses in pro- 
ductivity, probably up to five percent, will almost 
certainly occur and could extend to 15 percent if 
major and complex design features other than weapons 
are included in a new ship.   Loss of productivity for 
complexity of weapons cannot be evaluated for the 
possible variations In ^hls factor, but the work Involved 
in their installation cannot be performed at levels of 
productivity on similar work for other systems. 

Special Navy considerations - Contract administration, 
inspection, plan approval, quality confrol,  GFE  and 
GFI    if working well will require one to three percent 
of the total yard force.    If they are not operating well 
losses m productivity of five to ten percent can occur. 
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These views on productivity apply generally to foreign as well as 

U.S. shipyards.    However, some are particularly important in U. S. ship- 

building — such as stability of operations,  labor availability and turnover, 

learning (series production), social legislation, training programs,  labor 

agreements and special Navy considerations. 

I 
4. SOCIAL LEGISLATION ENACTED OVER THE LAST DECADE HAS 

HAD GREAT IMPACT ON INDUSTRIAL CAPABILITY 

I ■, 

Since 1965 more social legislation has been enacted which impacts on 

shipbuilding costs than in the previous thirty years.    In the period from 1935 

to 1965 the most significant socially-oriented legislation having an impact 

on labor cost and productivity were the Social Security Act, Workman's Com- 

pensation, PICA, Unemployment Compensation and the Taft Hartley Act. 

During this earlier period, social benefits grew rather gradually and 

negotiated incremental cost from union contract to contract was small and 

usually predictable.   Since 1970, however, the industry has begun to ex- 

perience cost growth in these areas at a more   accelerated rate due primarily 

to inflation and a tendency for more liberal settlements.   Additional costs — 

■ 

some visible, some hidden — have been experienced, however, due to the 

passage of eight significant legislative acts. 

The Clean Air Act — Environmental Protection Agency, 
December 1970 
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Federal Water Pollution Control Act ~ June 1970 

Clean Air Amendments of 1970 -- Public Law 91-604, 
December 31,  1970 

Noise Control Act of 1972 — Public Law 92-574 
October 27,  1972 

Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 — Public Law 92-583 
October 27,  1972 

Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 ~ 
Public Law 92-532, October 23, 1972 

Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 — April 28,  1971 

Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act (LHWCA) 
Amendments — Public Law 92-576, November 27,  1972 

EEO Legislation — various dates 

All of these acts have affected the shipbuilding industry but those that 

feature most prominently have been the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' 

Compensation Act Amendments, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, 

Environmental Protection Acts, and Equal Employment Opportunity Acts. 

(^) The Longshoremen's And Harbor Workers' Compensation Act 
Now Applies To All Shipyards And Has Caused Certai^ 
Costs To Triple Between 1972 And 1975 

According to a Newport News press release of August 3,  1976 

their cost for Workmen's Compensation which is now covered by the 

act tripled from 1972 to 1975.   For 1976, 25 percent more was ex- 

pected.   In predicting costs for 1980, the firm predicts costs of 
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$7,000,000 or a 1,600 percent increase in eight years. 

The Commission on American Shipbuilding has produced the 

most authoritative study done on this subject (February 1973).   Their 

appraisal of the impact on shipyards reads as follows: 

"The shipyards responding to a survey aimed at determining 
the additional cost of the increased   benefits provided by 
the    Amended Act per $100.00 of payroll indicated that 
current additional expense would be $4.20 and prospec- 
tively $7.22.   Relating these costs to the base labor rate 
of $4.41 per hour as developed by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics    for shipbuilding and ship repair work as of 
September 1972, the current increase in the hourly billing 
rate would be $.185 and prospectively $.313.   Assuming 
an hourly billing rate of $10,00, the percentage increases 
would be 1 .85 percent and 3.13 percent. " 

The most recent estimates from the Shipbuilders Council of 

America are approaching 3.56 percent. 

In Congressional testimony on September 26, 1977 the 

President of Lockheed Shipbuilding and Construction Company stated 

that for full Workmen's Compensation insurance the rate for the year 

April 1976-1977 was quoted at $25.00 per $100.00 of payroll cost. 

This was a 227 percent increase over the previous year. 

Table 11.12 shows growth in Department of the Navy outlays 

for Workmen's Compensation between 1962 and 1976. 
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TABLE II. 12 

DEPARTMENT OF NAVY WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION COSTS_ 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Year Cost Year Cost 

1962 1.8 1970 14.6 
1963 3.1 1971 21.0 
1964 4.4 1972 30.3 
1965 5.8 1973 30.1 
1966 6.6 1974 40.3 
1967 7.6 1975 60.8 
1968 8.2 1976 82.9 
1969 11.1 

Obviously,  then,  the affect this legislation has on industry is 

to greatly add to overhead and odmiriistrative expense.    Firms   are 

concerned as to the eventual affect on corporate financial statements, 

(2) The   Occupational Safety And Health Act Of 1970 Is One Of 
Nations Most Important Pieces Of Legislation From A Reg^ 
ulation Point Of View 

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 went into 

effect on April 28,  1971   and it established the  Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration (OSHA) within the Departmentof Labor. 

OSHA is empowered to set safety and health standards for just about 

every non-governmental employer;    the only exceptions are employers 

already covered by another Federal safety program, small employers 

and businesses operated solely by members of a family. 
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OSHA is empowered to regulate such items as areas with 

dangerous atmosphere, surface preparation   and preservation, welding, 

cutting and heating octivities, material handling, etc. 

An early survey in September 1972 by the National Asso- 

ciation of Manufacturers indicates the initial (one-time expense) 

impact of compliance with known OSHA requirements to be of   the 

following order of magnitude. 

TABLE II. 13 

PREDICTED IMPACT OF OSHA 
ALL INDUSTRIES 

Company Size Estimated Expense 
(Number of Employees) (Weighted Average) 

1 - 100 $       33,000 
101 - 500 104,000 
501 - 1,000 212,000 

1,001 -2,000 372,000 
2,001 -5,000 863,000 
Over     5,000 7,146,000 

The impact of OSHA on the shipbuilding industry in not unlike 

industry in general.   Shipbuilders' compliance costs to date have been 

for the purchase of protective equipment coupled with the replace- 

ment of tools, ladders, scaffolding and machinery/equipment compo- 

nents which do not meet the OSHA Standards.    In shipbuilding, three 

areas are most affected:    tool  standards,    noise  standards and  house- 

keeping. 
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An example of tool expense to meet standards was 
^     the modification of hand chipping hammers.   The 
.     reported cost  to one shipyard was $295,000 for one- 
'_     time costs and a 50 percent loss in productivity over 

the long term. 

*^    The OSHA noise regulations are brief, but far- 
.    reaching.   Basically, there are two sections:   the 
-•    first sets maximum levels of industrial noise to which 
• '   an employee may be exposed;   the second explains 

what action the employer must take if these levels 
'   are exceeded. 

The Navy has reviewed the impact of OSHA requirements on 

the eight naval shipyards and estimated that $239.3 million per year 

would be needed to meet their interpretation of current OSHA reg- 

ulations. 

TABLE 11.14 

ESTIMATED OSHA EXPENDITURES 

By Yard Million $ By Category Million $ 

Portsmouth 11.8 Serious 61.9 
Philadelphia 82.4 Non-Serious 173.2 
Norfolk 54.4 Minimal 4.2 
Charleston 39.4 239.3 
Long Beach 6.1 
Mare Island 23.0 -■ 

Puget Sound 17.7 ( 

Pearl Harbor 4.5 
239.3 
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Considering the impact created with 67,500 naval shipyard 

employees amounting to over $3,500 per employee, concern has been 

expressed as to the ultimate impact of OSHA requirements. 

(3) Environmental Legislation Has Hod A Significant Impact On 
The Shipbuilding Industry 

No assessment of the United States shipbuilding industry w^ould 

be complete or conclusive without putting into perspective the eco- 

omic impacts of pollution abatement and other environmental re- 

quirements on the shipbuilding industry's activities.   A shipyard facil- 

ity is an integrated industrial, waterfront complex and unique in that 

it is usual ly subject to the overlapping authority and actions of agencies 

within Federal, state and local governments with respect to pollution 

abatement and environmental concerns. 

r 

Data shown in Table 11.15 was prepared by the Commission on 

American Shipbuilding and represents what 34 installations are or will 

experience financially and operationally due to environmental con- 

1 " ■ ■ ■ 
siderations.   The facilities owned and operated by the responders 

represent 79 percent of the major shipyards in the United States.   The 

current and projected Increases In overhead, hourly production cost 

billing rates, etc., are significant and have considerable impact on 

the industry. 
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TABLE 11.15 

PREDICTED EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION 

t Low High Average 

Overhead - Current y.2 t50 '4.2 
Est. Percentage of Change Prospective + .3 -53 ^7.1 

Hourly Production Cost - Current - 2 + 28 '3.2 
Est. Percentage of Change Prospective - 7 t30 •5.4 

Hourly Billing Rate   - Current + .01 + 1.38 . .19 
Est . Assigned Cost ($) Prospective + .01 + 1.72 • .54 

Focilities Improvement - 
Est. Additional Costs Expended (S) Industry 0 100 20 

Specific Maintenance - 
Est. Additional Cost Incurred (%) 0 75 12.6 

Additional Man-Days Expended 
for Environmental Matters 0 6,525 1,378 

Since 1969^ Minority Employment In Shipbuilding Has In- 

creased By 62.5 Percent As Compared To 1.3 Percent For 
Other Groups 

Equal  Employment   Opportunity legislation has promoted the 

employment and advancement of racial minorities, women and the 

handicapped and has affected shipyards in terms of productivity   loss 

due to necessary training requirements and a lowering of moral among 

experienced non-minorities because of real or imagined loss of advance- 

ment opportunities — or simple prejudice.   To our knowledge, no 

serious or published effort hos been made to quantify this effect in the 

shipbuilding industry. 
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An analysis of the records of the Office of Civil Rights of the 

U.S. Maritime Administration shows that advances have been made in promo- 

ting minority employment in the shipbuilding industry.   Since 1969, 

employment has grown about 13 percent, representing 14,969 jobs. 

Of this growth,  13,703 went to minorities and 1,266 went to non- 

minorities.   This represents a 62.5 percent increase in minority employ- 

ment   (from 21,918 to 35,627) and 1.3 percent growth for non-minorities 

(from 89,529 to 90,795). 

The growth of minority employment at Newport News, for 

example, as a percent of total employment is shown on Figure 11.4. 

Minorities now occupy 36.2 percent of all jobs as of January 1977 

compared to 27.5 percent in 1969. 

..u«. 11-4 
MINORITY EMPLOYMENT CHANGE AS 

A % OF TOTAL WORK FORCE AT 
NEWPORT NEWS 

CALENDAR YEARS 
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Figure 11.5 illustrates the percentage increase of minority 

employment in various categories and emphasizes the trend to white 

collar employment and a shift in the blue collar trades from unskilled 

and semi-skilled to skilled categories.   The Increase in skilled crafts 

such as welders, shipfltters, machinists, etc., has been 43.3 percent. 

FIGURi       11.5 

MINORITY EMPLOYMENT GROWTH 
IN % FROM 1969 TO 1977 

NEWPORT NEWS 
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(5) The Overall Impact Of Social Legislation During The Last 
Ten Years Is Believed To Be Substantial 

A review of published data on the Impact of social leglslat ion 
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upon shipyards indicates that no recent overall evaluation has been 

made.    The study on this subject made for the Commission on Ameri- 

can Shipbuilding in 1973 remains the latest overall   analysis on the 

subject. 

The shipyards visited during the course of this study point to a 

substantial increase in overhead costs and decline in productivity as 

reflecting the long term price being paid for these social improvements, 

5. COST ESTIMATING   DIFFICULTIES HAVE BEEN EXPERIENCED BY 
SHIPBUILDERS AROUND THE WORLD DUE TO THESE UNPREDICTABLE 

BASIC INDUSTRIAL CHANGES 

It has been mentioned that labor and material costs in ship construction 

have been increasing significantly over the past decade.   More important to 

this study, however, is that the rate of cost growth has not been at all con- 

sistent.   Many shipbuilders throughout the world have experienced the con- 

sequences of trying to make accurate cost projections in a period of erratic 

shifts in cost factors. 

(1) The Relatively Consistent Growth In Labor And Material Costs 
Tn The 1960's Has Been Replaced By An Erratic Pattern Over 
The Past Five Years 

Labor and material cost in the major shipbuilding countries 

tended to exhibit fairly consistent growth patterns between 1966-1972, 

There are exceptions, of course, but a review of Tables 11.3 and 11.7 
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indicates that a relatively predictable, consistent pattern of increase 

existed during this period. 

Between 1972 through 1974 both material and labor costs took 

a big jump in all shipbuilding countries.   Japanese labor costs, for 

example, increased $1.24 per hour during this period ~ an increase 

of 62 percent.   Material costs in Japan (as reflected by the Wholesale 

industrial Price Index) increased over 47 percent during the same , 

period.   Increases of a similar nature were experienced by European 

builders. 

(2) The Erratic Pattern In Labor And Material Costs Has Created 
Estimating Problems In Japan ~ 

According to a senior cost estimating official at Kawasaki 

Heavy Industries, estimates made by Kawasaki prior to 1973 "were 

generally within two to three percent of the final price".   But the 

unexpected rise in labor and material costs In the period immediately 

following the "oil shock" resulted In estimates "20 percent under the 

final delivered price".   According to this official they had estimated 

escalation of material at eight to ten percent annually — whereas 

actual experience was a sudden Increase of 30 percent in a one year 

period following the "oil shock". 
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Then the situation reversed itself.   In an attempt to take the 

more rapid factor cost increases into account, the firm "has over- 

estimated recent ships by 10-12 percent".   They had not anticipated 

the sudden leveling-off in both labor and material costs.   The situ- 

ation experienced by Kawasaki is graphically shown in Figure 11.6. 

1 As a result of this more erratic pattern, Kawasaki now makes 

a thorough in-house review of economic trends every three months 

and this is the basis of cost projections for estimating purposes.   Pre- 

viously, it was considered adequate to update the economic review 

once a year. 

FIGURE   11.6 

ESTIMATING EXPERIENCE 
(MAJOR JAPANESE SHIPBUILDER) 

PROJECTION BASED ON. 
1973-74 TREND 

WINDFALL PROFITS DUE TO , 
HIGH ESTIMATES 

LOSSES DUE TO 
LOW ESTIMATES 

PROJECTION BASED ON 
19601 EARLY 1970'i TREND 

1960 1970 

SOURCE: 
INTERVieWWITH F(RM OFFICIAL 

1980 
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An official at Mitsubishi reports a similar experience en- 

countered by his firm.   The oil shock caused a 20-30 percent |ump in 

actual costs — whereas estimates were based on a much lower histor- 

ical projection.   This official indicated that the financial consequences 

of low estimates were muted by the fact that substantial profit margins 

had been included in estimates made in the period immediately pre- 

ceding the oil shock.    "Losses due to underestimates would have been 

much greater had the profit cushion not existed." 
It 

IHI, a major Japanese shipbuilder, reports in its 1975 Annual 

Report to Shareholders that: 

"A characteristic of our products is the considerable time 
lag elapsing between receipt of an order and delivery of 
the finished article.   Thus, while deliveries made on 
orders received in past years bolstered our turnover, the 
resulting profits were squeezed down by the 23 percent 
rise In wholesale prices that came after the oil crisis, 
which inflated our production and operating costs beyond 
all expectations.   As a result, net earnings decreased 
by 18.5 percent to ¥ 6,800 million. 

Despite the fact that inaccurate cost estimating is currently 

generating windfall profits — as the official at Kawasaki sums it 

up — "cost estimating is now a big problem to Japanese builders". 

Their ability to predict future costs is much less than in earlier years. 
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(3) Unpredicted Increases In Labor And Material Costs Have 
Affected Original Cost Estimates In Other Countries 

There are mar.y examples in other shipbuilding countries where 

the cost of labor and material took an unexpected jump in 1973-1974. 

Perhaps a relevant example is that of the contract for six Mark 10 

frigates ordered by the Brazilian Nbvy from Vosper Thornycraft in the 

United Kingdom.   On the basis of a design   proposed by Vosper 

Thornycraft, a contract was signed in September 1970 valued at about 

-&■   100 million for six ships.   According to a recent article,  "the 

contract provided for adjustment to cover increases in the costs of 

labor and materials and these, together with subsequent changes in the 

specification have resulted in the present value of the contract being 

about -S- 150 million. "* 

Another example is the 7800 GRT ferry, St. Columbia, ordered 

by British Rail from Aalborg Vaerft in Denmark.   Original cost was 

estimated at-S-   14 million but turned out to cost-S- 19 million.* 

(4) in The United States Shipbuilders Have Been Experiencing 
Great Difficulty In Accurately Estimating Costs — For Ships 
Far Less Complex Than Naval Combatants 

The relatively uncomplicated merchant shipbuilding programs 

Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering International, Jan./Feb. 1977. 
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in the United States   have also resulted  in shipyard overruns and 

losses,  largely due to the yards' inability to project reasonable labor, 

material and overhead costs during the recent inflationary period. 

The numerous and continuing shipyard claims being made against 

owners demonstrate the effort being made to recoup losses through 

arbitration or the courts. 

Review of shipyard data for manhours to complete relatively 

simple (i.e., compared with navy combatants)  merchant ships indi- 

cates a considerable variance between estimated and actual hours. 

The variances (for ships of similar design) range from an underestimate 

of nine percent    to 27 percent. 

Dun's Review  reported in mid-1974 on the impact of under- 

estimated costs as follows: 

"Avondale had a tough year in 1973, points out Leopoldo 
Clemente, an analyst for Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and 
Smith, because they underestimated their costs.    But all of 
these contracts have since been renegotiated and are now 
profitable. " 

"Another Merrill  Lynch analyst is bearish on General Dynamics 
shipbuilding operation.    The overall history of their Quincy 
(Massachusetts) yard has been terrible, he points out.   Their 
cost estimates were way off and neither their customers nor 
fhe government are willing to renegotiate the contracts.    So 
the company now has a claim against the government for $200 

Dun's Review, May 1974.   Underlining added. 
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6. PROBLEMS OF PRODUCTIVITY, OVER-CAPACITY, LABOR TURN - 
OVER AND COST ESCALATION WILL CONTINUE TO CHARAC- 
TFRIZTtHrSHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY OVER THE NEAR FUTURE 

U, S. News and World Report (September 5,  1977) noted some of the 

problems facing the shipbuilding industry in the  near future. 

"Shipbuilders everywhere are sighting gale warnings lasting into 
the 1980's.   A crisis of overcapacity will buffet both shipyards 
and the international shipping business.   So says a committee of 
the Paris-based Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development.   Expect rough going at least until 1983.    Other 
experts say debt-laden tankers will sink owners into bankruptcy. 

"The recovery of world trade in 1976 helped some, but not a 
lot.. .'Overtonnage' will be around for years.   One reason: 
year after year, more ships keep sliding down the ways around 
the globe." 

"The world's merchant fleet increased by 10 percent in 1976, 
despite many order cancellations and the scrapping of old 
ships.   At year-end, the surplus oil-shipping capacity alone 
was a staggering 60 to 70 million deadweight tons.   This year, 
the oil-hauling fleet may add another eight percent, attaining 
a new peak of 360 million tons.   And the capacity in dry-bulk 
carriers of medium size is expected to jump by 25 percent in 
two years — far in excess of needs." 

"Government subsidies help prop up many of Europe's ship- 
builders.   But the order books for new vessels in some coun- 
tries will be bare by the end of 1977.   Meanwhile, the 
'third world' and Communist Eastern Europe also battle for 
ship work. " 

"Add it all up:   an oversupply of ships,  low demand for coal 
and iron ore for slow-paced steel mills, reduced calls for grain 
shipments.   Experts say it means that profits in shipping may be 
elusive for a long time to come." 
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Inflationary trends, uncertain workloads, reduced productivity, 

shortage of skilled labor and high labor turnover can be expected to continue, 

and beyond that, the U. S. shipbuilding environment over the next ten years 

may be   characterized as follows: 

Naval ship procurement is expected to remain at generally 
high levels over the next few years. 

Slackening commercial construction will provide additional 
facilities for building naval auxiliary ships — and possibly 
combatant ships -- thus stimulating competition and re- 
lieving cost pressures. 

U.S. commercial ship demand in the Immediate future will 
be less than during the banner 1974-1975 period and will 
consist of limited numbers of container ships, product tankers, 
smaller bulk carriers, specialized ships and major conversions. 

Enactment of cargo preference legislation, which appears 
Imminent at a relatively low percentage of total shipping, 
will somewhat reduce availability of commercial yards for 
naval construction, and affect pricing conditions.    Uncer- 
tainty related to the magnitude of the tanker program gen- 
erated under a variety of cargo preference options may pose 
a problem for Navy estimators. 

The Administration's defense policy may place greater em- 
phasis on smaller, conventionally   powered ships which could 
broaden the present naval shipbuilding base. 

Demand for U, S. constructed naval ships for foreign delivery 
will continue at a moderate rate. 

Private shipyards will continue to be uncompetltive in the in- 
ternational commercial market except for highly specialized 
and innovative ships. 

Major shipyards will continue to depend upon Government 
naval and government-sponsored commercial programs as their 
shipbuilding base. 
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The present rates of shipbuilding labor and material inflation 
are expected to continue and remain difficult to forecast. 

Availability of skilled labor will be a continuing problem, 
particularly if Federal policy entails stimulation of the 
construction industry. 

7. AS A MATTER OF BALANCE, IT MUST BE MENTIONED THAT SHIP- 
BUILDING HAS NOT EXPERIENCED PROPORTIONATELY LARGER 
OVERRUNS THAN OTHER CIVIL AND MILITARY PROJECTS 

It has not been demonstrated that the greater complexities of naval 

ship construction have resulted  in proportionately larger overruns than those 

in most major civil and  other military acquisition   programs  in the United 

States.   The relatively uncomplicated merchant shipbuilding programs in the 

United States have also resulted in shipyard overruns and losses,  largely due 

to the yards' inability to project reasonable labor, material and overhead 

costs during the recent inflationary period and accurately predict productivity. 

The numerous    and continuing shipyard claims being made against the owners 

demonstrate the effort being made to recoup losses through arbitration or the 

courts. 

I 
The General Accounting Office  Report to Congress of January 18,  1977 

referred to in the Introduction  on the subject of "Financial Status of Major 

Acquisitions As Of June 30,  1976" indicates that 753 civil and military 

acquisitions checked had an original expected cost of $276 billion and are 

currently estimated to cost $452 billion or an average Increase of 64 percent. 
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This compares to 43 percent overrun for all the current Department of Navy 

programs.   An analysis of those agencies with acquisition programs of $1 

billion or greater Indicates the following anticipated increases over the base- 

line estimates: i 

TABLE 11.16 

SELECTED GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OVERRUNS 

Agency Percent Increase 

Appalachian Regional Commission 580 
Department of Air Force 49 
Department of Army 36 
Department of Novy 43 
Department of Army, Corps of Engineers 1 \ 
Burenu of Reclamation 72 
National Park Service 27 
Federal Highway Administration 160 
Federal Railroad Administration 0 
Urban Mass Transportation Administration 9 
Energy Research and Development Administration 46 
Environmental Protection Agency 37 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 24 
Tennessee Valley Authority 36 
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 121 

The Report states: 

"Unanticipated development difficulties,  Inflation, faulty 
planning,  poor management and poor estimating will  in- 
crease the costs of major acquisitions.    Cost growth cannot 
always be prevented or anticipated, particularly when a 
project is in development and production extends over  long 
periods. " 
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Ill THE COST ESTIMATING AND 
ANALYSIS PROCESS 

Cost estimating in rhe Navy takes place in the context of two formal 

management systems.    One is a Department of Defense resource allocation 

system called PPBS or the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System.   The 

second is the Phased Acquisition Process in which end of phase review points 

are specified at key milestones for analysis of progress by the Defense Systems 

Acquisition Review Council.   At various times during the operation of these 

processes, program cost estimates are made for planning, program review or 

budgeting purposes. 

These management systems are an attempt to minimize uncertainties 

which affect management decisions.   When cost estimates are used in the planning 

I 
process, they are critical to providing defense management the ability to 

create a balanced, capable force structure within fiscal limitations authorized. 

Preparation of an estimate with that kind of accuracy, however, requires a stable 

program stream that allows time for preliminary development activity. 

An interdependency exists, then, between the system and the estimate. 

Both must work in harmony for either to function correctly. 

First, to estimate accurately for future programs, planning must 
develop a relatively stable program — not only for the short 

term, but up to five years out. 
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Second, given a stable program, sufficient design and engin- 
eering activity must take place to allow a reasonable base 
for cost estimating. 

Third, estirrators must use consistent and professional methods 
to provide accurate information for proper management de- 
cisions about program worth versus available resources. 

1. A HIGHLY COMPLEX SYSTEM FOR PLANNING AND FUNDING 
(PPBS) PROVIDES THE BASIC FRAMEWORK FOR PROGRAM DE- 
CISION MAKING WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AND 
THE NAVY 

The cornerstone of DOD management over many years has been the 

Five Year Defense Plan.    It is a history of past accomplishments, a record of 

current activities, and a forecast of future objectives. 

PPBS is really an updating system for the Five Year Defense Plan and 

Is directed toward funding of defense programs.    It is used by DOD to organ- 

ize Its complex activities Into an understandable procedure with orderly 

schedules, cost assumptions, and event documentation.    It is a virtually con- 

tinuous operation Involving almost every defense component.    In most general 

terms,  it Is a "proposal,  review, approval/disapproval, restatement, send to 

higher authority" process.    It serves to provide the necessary forums for 

weeding out weaker programs and promoting those worthy of eventual Imple- 

mentation. 
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(1) "Planning" Establishes Goals And Directions For A Five Year 

Time Period 

Navy planning takes place on two levels. 

There is constant activity directed by the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff toward identifying possible need for new force 
structures by responding to intelligence and threat 
assessments in the light of national objectives, treaty 
obligations,  current equipment inventories and apparent 

deficiencies. '' 

The Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) directs Navy five 
year planning.    It is a continual process of determining 
fleet requirements, characteristics of desired ship types, 

inventory levels and the like. 

This second level of planning is the most meaningful with regard 

to Navy acquisition and budget planning.   As part of this planning, 

trade-off analysesare performed for potential ship designs, as are Life 

Cycle Cost and Deslgn-To-Cost analyses. 

These planning activities are carried on in the context of the 

Navy Five Year Defense Plan    which  contains fundamental   in- 

formation  used by  the  Navy to  tie  together  the  diverse 

activities required to fulfill Its charter.    It describes what has been 

accomplished in programs during t-he past 15 years, what is happening 

currently, what can be expected in the short term   future and what can 

reasonably be expected beyond the short term future.   The program 
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descriptions cover force structure requirements, manpower  levels and 

funding in terms of total obligational authority.    It is in the ccntext 

of this document that planning for near and long terms, management 

decision-making for currently developing systems, force deployment 

and everyday problem solving is carried out. 

At specified periods during each year,  this planning is formal- 

ized and presented to higher level Defense management in a process 

called "programming". 

(2) "Programming" Is The Translation Of Planning Directjoji Jnto 
Specific Programs   Geared To Fiscal Realities 

Programming activities for the five year plan extend over an 

11 month period and begin with staff activities at the Systems Command 

level as part of the CNO Program Analysis Process.    In early stages, 

potential programs for future years are proposed by means of briefing 

presentations prepared by Naval Operations mission and resource (plat- 

form and support) sponsois with staff assistance frorr. appropriate Command 

personnel.   The potential programs are reviewed during analysis sessions 

held by the CNO and result in the issuance of CNO Program Analysis 

Memoranda (CPAMs).   T^^ese memoranda explore alternatives and courses 

of action available for inclusio;i in the Navy's program.    During CPAM 

analysis, sponsors for competing solutions appear at hearings to discuss 
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important program-related issues.     Studies using the Resource Allo- 

cation Display cost model (a subset of the Five Year Defense Plan) are 

carried on concurrently with the CPAM process and assist in achieving 

the best mix of programs within anticipated funding levels.   At the 

end of the   CPAM hearings, a summary CPAM is drafted and approved 

by the CNO.    He supplements the approved program draft with his 

initial fiscal guidcmce, the CNO Planning and Fiscal Guidance 

Memorandum. 

The final stage of program development begins with a series of 

"exercises" to test out and firm up programs.   Any adjustments neces- 

sary to weed out problems are made during these sessions where the 

sponsors review and define their programs.   At the conclusion of the 

Sponsor Program Review, the CNO Executive Board resolves major 

problems and finalizes the Summary CPAM. 

The Program Objectives Memorandum (POM) is the primary 

Navy program document and is submitted to the Office of the Secretary 

of Defense by the Secretary of the Navy.   The CNO provides the Sec- 

retary of the Navy with the Summary CPAM together with the overall 

program rationale in his final CNO Program and Fiscal Guidance 

Memorandum.   The Secretary of the Navy, after combining the Navy 

program with that of the Marine Corps, prepares and submits the 
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hotal Navy Program Objectives Memorandum to the Secretary of 

Defense. 
' ,      " I- 

The POMs from each Service are  part of a DOD review pro- 

cess — Program Decision Analysis ~ the purpose of which    is to bal- 

ance the service submitted programs and those of other DOD compon- 

ents to total available defense resources and settle, where appropriate, 

issues that arise during the programming process.   These issue meetings 

and hearings are contained in Program Decision Memoranda issued by 

the Secretary   of Defense which, along with the POM, are the defin- 

itive program documents.   The so-called POM cycle is one of the 

major update triggers for the Five Year Defense Plan -- in May for 

POM data and in October to reflect PDMs. 

Once the POM has been approved by top Navy management, 

the first year in that Five Year Plan becomes the basis for the Navy 

budget submission and budgeting activities begin. 

(3) "Budgeting" Is The Proposal Of DOD/Navy And The Executive 
Branch To The Congress For Funding Of Specific Programs 

Budgeting,  in the most general sense, can be categorized into 

the following three activities. 
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Budget Formulation — DOD components (as with all 
other government organizations) prepare a budget for 
the first program year (or,  in another perspective, the 
current funding year plus one).    Budget foimulotion, 
OS a procedure,  refers to activities carried on to derive 
budget estimates from the approved program base and the 
the combining of these estimates into a viable proposal 
to the Congress.    The controlling organization within 
the Navy for budget formulation is the Office of the 
Navy Comptroller (NAVCOMPT) — the comptroller- 
ship function in the Office of the Secretary of the 
Navy,   Budget guidance is issued by the Comptroller 
to all lower echelon Navy organizations which organ-! 
ize and submit the latest and best estimates of what 
the approved program will cost during the budget yearj 
After review and approval cycles by Command execu-, 
tives, Individual budgets are assembled by the Office \ 
of the Comptroller into the NAVCOMPT Budget j 

Submission. I 

DOD components send their budgets to OSD for a joint   | 
OSD/OMB review.   Major budget issues are presented!,   | 
debated and brought to decision.   The decisions are 
documented as Program Budget Decisions.   The approved 
Defense budget is sent to the  President for review and 
approval;   then, printed and sent to Congress. 

Congressional Review and Appropriation — Review of 
the budget by Congress is carried on chiefly by three 
committees in each chamber -- Armed Services Com- 
mittees, Appropriations Committees and Budget Com- 
mittees of the House and Senate, respectively.   Further 
coordinating activities are carried on by the Congres- 
sional Budget Office. 

The function of the Armed Services Committees and 
their sub-committees is to understand the rationale 
behind programs presented;   approve or   disapprove pro- 
posals;   in cases of disapproval, suggest alternative 
actions;   and, finally, set an upper funding limit for 
appropriation guidance.    In support of Congressional 
review, senior DOD officials deliver posture state- 
ments which summarize past accomplishments, mention 
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unsolved problems and state goals for the current and 
upcoming years.    Beyond this, other Defense officials 
are called by the Committees as required to discuss 
specific Issues in terms of programs and funding.   Once 
hearings are concluded, reports are prepared and each 
chamber passes an authorization bill which specifies 
approved programs and limits on total obllgational 
authority.   Any differences between Senate and House 
bills are resolved by a committee of conference and 
an amended Authorization Act is passed. 

The Appropriation Committees of both Houses meet to 
hear posture statements from senior financial officials 
such as Secretary of Treasury, Director of OMB, etc. 
Once the fiscal groundwork is laid, witnesses from 
individual Government departments and military ser- 
vices are called to justify their programs.   Upon com- 
pletion of the hearings,  the sub-committees prepare 
bills for full committee amendment and/or adoption. 

Appropriation bills are passed by each Chamber, a 
committee of conference resolves differences and the 
Appropriation Bill is submitted for enactment by the 
Congress.   The President's signature completes the 
enactment process. 

Apportionment and Allocation — During the formu- 
lation and appropriation process, budget items are 
proposed which are different than those finally approved. 
In the apportionment process, determination Is made by 
OMB   as lo the amount of funds which can reasonably 
be expected In the appropriation process and how much 
can be obligated during specified periods throughout 
the budget year and over the several years of multiple 
year appropriations under full-funding of projects. 
This prevents overspending of established funding 
authority and provides for orderly use of appropriated 
funds between Government departments. 

Apportionment defines funding authority to the level of 
a DOD component(such as DON). Allocation and sub- 
allocation are terms used to describe the passage of 



funding authority below 'component level' to CNO, 
CNM and below that to fleet end SYSCOM levels in 
preparation of operations budgets. 

Figure lll.l which accompanies this description of PPBS 

illustrates the timing and complexity of these activities. 

(4) Good Cost Estimates Are Critical To The Efficient Operation 

Of PPBS 

The importance of accurate cost estimates cannot be over- 

emphasized.   This is particularly so as a program approaches the 

"Budget" phase.   The credibility of the Navy in the eyes of Congress 

to estimate the cost of Its programs and to maintain fiscal stability 

have become a problem when predicted costs are often found to be 

too low. 

Since Congress has primary control over the resources of the 

nation, estimates prepared by the Novyand submitted as part of the 

annual program   are given careful scrutiny.   PPBS was designed to 

give Navy decision-makers every opportunity to submit estimates 

which the Congress could consider as reliable. 

PPBS controls the DOD/Navy organizations and processes by 

assuring that the following takes place: 
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Planning to assure prudent risk-taking in developed 

force structures; 

Planning to optimize use of available resources; 

Program planning to present most feasible and timely 

development of systems; 

Programming of ships and weapons to optimize delivery 

and cost; 

Budget formulation which provides reasonably accurate 
funding estimates to carry out implementation of pro- 

grams; 

Budget approval and appropriation procedures which 
guarantee full discussion of goals, implementation 

strategy and cost; 

Apportionment procedures to promote efficient cash 
flow for systems development within legal, budgeted 

constraints. 

As with most systems, flawless operation is an ideal which 

seldom is reached.   So with PPBS. 

AS CURRENTLY EXECUTED, THE PLANNING, PROGRAMMING 
AND BUDGETING SYSTEM MAKES RELIABLE ESTIMATING DIFFICULT 

The Planning, Programming and Budgeting System is an iterative pro- 

cess which, among other things, serves as the framework for developing and 

recording many of the decisions leading to approved shipbuilding programs. 

In practice, there are certain compromises which pit product quality and mix 

against the time and effort required for proper support — including proper 

estimates. 
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From the viewpoint of ship program development, there are advan- 

tages In testing a large number of combinations of ship types and procurement 

profiles, keeping the five year program loose as long as possible.   Also, 

there are advantages in considering ships for which concepts are not fully 

developed.   Through this means, the possibility that the final program will be 

the best In terms of financial, strategic, tactical and  technical balance is 

enhanced.   Conversely, too many tests can overburden the organizations 

responsible for preparing supporting information for the many proposed pro- 

grams and alternatives. 

In the execution of the POM and budgeting processes, NAVSEA 

estimating capability is a vital input whether it be in support of ship con- 

cepts, alternative ship specifications and programs or the basic programming 

and budgeting documents.    In this section, the impact of the programming 

effort on this estimating capability is tracked to see if the programming pro- 

cess, as presently executed, contributes to the often significant differences 

between initial and current estimates of cost. 

'1) The Ship Classes In The First Programming Year, The POM 
And The Budget Year Vary Significantly 

On a scheduled basis,  NAVSEA is required to develop and 

update estimates for inclusion in the basic POM and budget documents. 

Two of these updates have particular significance, one because it 
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becomes the budget year and programming or authorization year data 

in the President's budget and, the second, because it provides the 

cost estimates for the POM which initiates each budget cycle.   As one 

test of the stability of the programs for which estimates are requested 

and, thus, as one measure of estimating workload, ship classes in- 

cluded in the FY 1974-1977 programs were compared.   Specifically, 

the ship classes in the procurement annexes with the following pattern 

of dates were examined. 

For the FY 1974 program: 

January 1972 — first programming year 
(Authorization year) 

April through May 1972 ~ first year of POM 

January 1973 -- budget year (President's 

budget) 

July through December 1973 — program 
approved by Congress 

For FYs 1975, 1976 and 1977 — the same pattern of 

dates 

In Table 111.1,    the program approved by Congress is used as 

the base and the number of ship classes estimated and approved versus 

estimated but not approved is noted. 
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TABLE lll.l 

SHIP CLASSES ESTIMATED BUT NOT APPROVED 

Total Estimated Estimated 
Ship and not o. 

Classes Approved Approved Hits 

FY 1974 
Approved Program 7(1) - _ 
Programrrfng Year 7 3 4 43 
POM 10 6 4 60 
Budget Submission 7 6 1 86 

FY 1975 
Approved Program 10(2) - - 
Programming Yeor n 6 5 55 
POM 10 6 4 60 
Budget Submission 12 8 4 67 

FY 1976 
Approved Program 6 - _ 
Programming Year 9 5 4 56 
POM 10 6 4 60 
Budget Submission 8 6 2 75 

FY 1977 
Approved Program 7(1) - _ 
Programming Year 9 5 4 56 
POM 7 5 2 71 
Budget Submission 7 6 1 86 

(     )   Approved by Congress but not included in the budget year 
column of the procurement annexes for the pertinent budget 
year. 

The fact that only 43 percent to 56 percent of the ship classes 

included in the first programming year (first year beyond   the budget 

year) were approved by the Congress when that year came up for con- 

sideration does raise some question as to the stability of near term pro- 

gramming and,  incidently,  to the usefulness of such information as 

planning input to shipbuilders.    The programming improves to the 

point where 60 percent to 71 percent of the ship class programmed for 

the budget year in the POM are approved.    This results largely from 
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knowledge gained through Congressional hearings.    Finally,  the ship 

classes included in the President's budget have a good survival rate. 

It should be noted,  however,  that there Is no assurance that the estim- 

ates for ships approved by Congress but not Included In the procure- 

ment annexes are of budget quality.    In fact,  two of the four such ships 

Indicated In Table lll.l have only class F "ballpark" estimates. 

In summary, this analysis Indicates that roughly one-half of 

the ships estimated for the first programming year and budget year gain 

Congressional approval.   When viewed from the estimating effort re- 

quired, this ratio appears reasonable.    It Is Important to maintain the 

iterative nature of the process and, hopefully many of the ships not 

approved may be approved in the next year or two. 

(2) About One-Third Of The Ship Classes Appearing In The Pro- 
curement Annexes Supporting The President's Budget Are 
Approved 

In this analysis, every ship class appearing In any of the five 

years of the procurement annexes supporting the President's budgets 

for FYs 1974-1977 was counted.    (This differs from the data In Table 

lll.l which includes data from only the budget and first programming 

year of the annexes).    In all, 46 different ship classes, both new 

construction and conversion, are included in the annexes.    Of this 
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number,  16 ship classes or 35 percent were approved by Congress In 

one or more of the years in the Fiscal Year \91A-\977 programs. 

The fact that the PPBS requires estimates for approximately 

three ship classes for every class approved by Congress must be recog- 

nized as an estimating workload factor, although it is noted that 

budget quality estimates are not needed in all instances.   On the other 

hand, while less effort is required to prepare lower quality estimates, 

these poorer estimates   do appear in the Navy Five Year Plan and may 

become the cause for criticism. 

Again, this information must be of limited use to the ship- 

builders because of the one-to-three ratio and the widely varying pro- 

curement profiles, year to year, for each of the ship classes. 

(3) Procurement Profile Variations Impact On Estimating Workload 

The procurement annexes dated in January for Fiscal Years 

1972 through  1977 were reviewed to determine how widely the number 

of ships of a given class to be Included in specific year programs vary 

from year to year.   These   procurement annexes support the President's 

budgets.   The procurement profile for Fleet Oilers (AOs) is shown In 

the following table. r 
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TABlE 111.2 

FLEET OILER (AO) PROCUREMENT PROFILE 

Procurement- 
Annex Date 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 

January 1972 
January 1973 
January 1974 
January 1975 
January 1976 
January 1977 

1    1    1    1    1    1 

2 
1 
1 

3 
3 
3 
2* 

3 
2 
3 
2 
1' 

2 
2 
2 
1 
4 

" Approved by Congress 

This data shows the emergence and initial programming of a 

requirement followed by program changes resulting from changing 

priorities and other constraints.   As indicated,  this   pattern Is typical 

and is a part of the real world of ship cost estimating.   The problems 

of estimating the baseline cost of a given ship   are substantial and ore 

dependent on such factors as estimates of Inflation, shipyard and 

supporting industry, capacity   to produce, efficiency of the producing 

shipyard and schedule adherence. 

wor 

The real magnitude of the stability of programs, and estimating 

kload, becomes more apparent when the number of trial programs in 

a single year is considered. From April through December 1976, there 

were at least 15 different shipbuilding programs and alternates directed 
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to NAVSEA for estimating and documentation in support of POM 78 

and the FY 1978 budget.    This is at a rate of nearly two per month. 

In the aggregate,  these programs contained 24 ship classes.    Thus, 

NAVSEA needed to have at the ready 24 individual ship building 

block estimates.    Equally important, there was a total of 80 different 

procurement profiles, an average of more than three per ship class. 

As Indicated, each of these required consideration of capacity. 

Inflation rate,  impact on other ships and similar factors.   Moreover, 

this aspect of estimating requires very careful performance since the 

result is the end cost of the shipbuilding program,  the amount to be 

appropriated. 

^"^^         F£I The FY 1978 Budget Submission. NA\/<;FA Was Given 
SIX Weeks lo Complete All Ship Cost EstlmaTiT  

The Program Objectives Memorandum (POM 79) guidance for 

SCN was dated 26 November 1976.    In this memorandum the schedule 

for the development of ship estimates provided for the issuance of the 

final procurement plan in early December 1976 and completion of cost 

estimates by NAVSEA 01 G,  including documentation, by January 

4, 1977. 

The task assigned for this six week period involved the 

fol lowing: 
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Preparing estimates involving 160 ships; 

21 different designs were included; 

Estimates involved 15 designs that have never been 
previously awarded including four new designs; 

The total estimated cost — $47 billion. 

These requests are followed by numerous alternative programs 

of the same order of magnitude until a program is finally approved by 

Congress.   The point being made is that this requirement is normal and 

requires on exceptional cost estimating organization to respond with 

any acceptable degree of reliability.       . 

Program and budget estimates evolve as many ships and other 

items of government furnished material are acquired.   Each of these 

systems follows a more or less standard system of procurement which is 

described next. 

THE ACQUISITION PROCESS, AS DIFFERENTIATED FROM THE 
FUNDING PROCESS, INVOLVES ALL STEPS FROM IDENTIFICATION 
OF REQUIREMENTS THROUGH DELIVERY OF THE SHIP 

There has been an evolution in the methods used to procure combatant 

ships over the years.   Prior to 1966, one of the methods was that ships were 

"designed to requirements" by the Bureau of Ships.   Design and engineering 
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was carried on by the Navy with contracts being awarded generally 

after competitive bidding. 

Around 1966,  the Idea that cost aberrations could be con- 

trolled by having the  contractor build to his own design ond engin- 

eering based on a performance specification caught on ,   This was 

known as Total Package Procurement and was utilized in two major 

ship programs between 1966 and 1972 — the DD 963 class and the 

LHA 1 class. 

In 1972, the Department of Defense and the Navy changed to 

the current phased process of acquisition.   The process is an amalgam 

of systems and procedures for producing complex defense systems.   The 

phases and a brief identification of specific procedures within each 

phase follow. 

0) The First Phase Of Acquisition Is The Origination Of The Ship 
Requirement 

This Is begun In the planning process carried on by the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff and followed up by the Chief of Naval Operations, 

his deputies and sponsors with specific proposals regarding ship types 

which will meet the envisioned threat. 
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(2) The Ship Requirement Is Then Validoted By Issuing The 
Operat-ional Requirement Document- 

The Office of the CNO (Force or Mission Sponsor) issues on 

Operational Requirement which sets forth the operational need and 

concept together with capabilities required including cost objectives. 

The CNO subsequently convenes the Ship Acquisition and Improve- 

ment Panel which, after a review of the requirement, appoints a 

Program Coordinating Committee to assist in preparing the Top Level 

Requirement (TLR) and Top Level Specification (TLS).   A Ship Acqui- 

sition Project Manager (SHAPM) is appointed by the CNO or his dele- 

gate . 

(3) Early Design And Acquisition Planning Take Place In The 

Concept Phase 

Based on information in the Operational Requirement,  the 

SHAPM prepares a Development Proposal for submission to CNO which 

proposes a specific approach to system development.   This proposal 

eventually will be modified and updated to become a draft Decision 

Coordinating Paper (DCP).   Having finished the Development Proposal, 

the SHAPM begins several activities intended to add substance to the 

system concept.   These relate to preparation of outlines and prelim- 

inary reports for the Ship Acquisition Plan, Test and Evaluation Plan, 
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Combat Systems Management Plan, Advance Procurement Plan, etc. 

The SHAPM also takes steps to activate the Ship Project Directive 

System which enables quasi-ccntractual arrangements to be made with 

other Systems Commands and technical organizations for ship design 

and for design, procurement or construction of Government Furnished 

Material   (GFM). 

Paralleling the SHAPM-directed activities  is the v^ork of the 

Program Coordinating Committee which develops the TLR and the TLS 

to reach a desired level of conceptual definition  called o Conceptual 

Basel ne, 

At this point the DCP  draft is updated to include information 

developed by the Program Coordinating Committee   and the SHAPM, 

leading to the DNSARC and DSARC I proceedings.   Assuming favorable 

response to system status, approval is granted to proceed with the 

Preliminary Design Phase. 

(4) The Functional Requirements Are Determined During The 
Preliminary Design Phase     "^ [ ~ 

During this period, activities begun during the conceptual stage 

are continued from outline form to functional design level. An example 

is the completion of the Combat Systems Management Plan which allows 
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creation of the Combat System Design Requirement and the Combat 

System Operational Requirement. These activities are begun after 

CNO freezes the military payload of the ship. 

Two new activities which relate to eventual post-construction 

use of the ship are begun.   The Tactical Operational Requirement   is 

drafted along with the Integrated Logistics Support Plan. 

The additional information and specifications worked up during 

this phase are reflected in an updated TLR/TLS which reaches, at this 

point, the level of Functional Baseline.   As with the conclusion of 

other phases, the DCP is rewritten in draft form reflecting new levels 

of development and DSARC 11 clears the way for contract design, 

full-scale development. 

(5) All Remaining Activities Leading Up To Contract Award Are 
Completed During The Contract Design Phase 

Activities In this phase are oriented toward creation of a speci- 

fication package on which contractors are capable of bidding and 

which will provide a base from which to negotiate a contract with a 

selected bulIder. 

A new activity begun In this phase Is the preparation of the 

Program Integration Plan which documents methods of   tying weapons 
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systems together with the required navagational, fire control and 

monitoring systems. 
■» 

Increasing sophistication of ship specifications and confidence 

in program plans leads to the creation of the Contract Data Require- 

ments List, Bid Specifications from the Allocated Baseline, Qualified 

Bidders lists and finally, the Request for Proposal. 

The technical level of plans and specifications should allow, 

in this phase,  cost estimates of C quality, scheduling estimates of 

fairly high reliability   and evidence in final program reports that 

development  Is proceeding satisfactorily.     Documents supporting 

this  level  of confidence are a  final  Ship Acquisition  Plan,  Combat 

System  Design and  Operational  Requirements,   Test and  Evaluation 

Plan and Ship Logistics   Management Plan.    Also,   during this 

phase,   specific projects for  Government  Furnished  Equipment are 

funded and design/construction started. 

The DCP/DSARC  III process signals the end of the Contract 

Design  Phase. 

(6) Detailed Design And Construction Of The Lead Ship Of A 
Class Follow Award Of The Contract 

This phase begins with the issuance of RFP's  to qualified 
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bidders;   continues with submission of proposals and selection of con- 

tractor;   further, to development of working drawings by the contractor 

and construction of the lead ship.   During construction,  the SHAPM 

activities are oriented toward overall administration of the contract, 

including review and approval of changes.    GFM is delivered to the 

itractor and integrated into the ship on a scheduled basis. cont 

The activities during construction can be summarized in gen- 

eral terms as follows: 

Preparation of engineering specifications for procure- 
ment of Contractor Furnished Equipment 

Laying down of ship's lines ~ detailed engineering 

drawings 

Purchase and receipt of materials, equipment and 

machinery 

Pre-keel period —- fabrication of hull sections. 

Keel laying 

Construction of hull up to and including deck houses, 
with simultaneous installation of major machinery, 

equipment and ship systems 

Launching and removal to outfitting area 

Post launch activities ~ completion of contractor 

assigned work 

Dock trials 

Builder's sea trials 

INSURV trials -- acceptance trials 
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Correction of deficiencies 
Delivery by contractor to Navy 
Commissioning and turnover of ship to fleet 
Completion of fitting-out 
Ready-for-sea period 
Shakedown cruise 

Post-shakedown period for correction of deficiencies 

(7) in The Final Acquisition Phase, Production Of Follow Ships 
Is Carried Out 

Not all programs go through lead ship construction prior to pro- 

duction of other ships in the same program.   Often based on urgency of 

use, stability of specifications, etc., the production phase will preempt 

lead ship construction.    However,  if started somewhat ahead of the 

others, the lead ship in a program provides the opportunity to test and 

evaluate platform design and construction methods, with an eye toward 

correcting any deficiencies or inefficiencies in future construction. 

Important considerations in the production phase (which can 

extend for many years) relate to the number of ships built per program 

year, maintaining construction schedules in spite of possible disrup- 

tions — material shortages, strikes, personnel turnover, economic in- 

stability, engineering changes brought on by new technology, etc. 

It is, therefore, in this period where cost growth may become most 

apparent.   In general, construction and test activities follow the 

pattern set in lead ship construction. ■' 
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FIGURE III.2 
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The ship acquisition process [ust described and illustrated in 

Figure III.2 provides the framework within which Navy officials man- 

age the shipbuilding program.   Systems and procedures such as these 

require accurate projected costs of acquisition. 

Although one organization, the Cost Estimating and Analysis 

Division (NAVSEA 01G), is the focal point for ship cost estimating In 

NAVSEA, many groups throughout the Navy   contribute to the process 

in some way.   The following sections analyze specific cost estimating 

activities which take place within the systems described. 

COST ESTIMATING --A KEY ELEMENT IN BOTH PROCESSES — 
IS CARRIED ON FOR THREE GENERAL PURPOSES:   PLANNING, 
BUDGETING AND CONTRACTING 

The term "cost estimate" appears often in the instruction and procedures 

of the Navy.   As this report continues. It will further define the elements In a 

cost estimate and how estimates are created and used — but In the final analy- 

sis, estimates are used for the following general purposes. 

(1) Cost Estimates Are Essential To The Planning   And Program- 
ming Process 

The development of the DOD/Navy Five Year Defense Plan 

requires that ship   programs be structured over a five year period.   To 

arrive at the eventual plan, optional programs for each year are 
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developed by Naval Operations staff which comply with the force 

structure and fiscal guidance provided by the CNO   as part of the 

planning activity.   Each ship class included In a year's program must be 

estimated — not only for the proposed technical requirements and 

numbers of ships ~ but for the particular period of time over which the 

ships are to be constructed. 

Another planning activity mentioned previously is the process of 

developing an operational requirement for a ship.    It involves iterative 

cost estimating for a variety of ship characteristics to derive an optimum 

mix of weapons, platform and cost. 

Due to scarcity of technical data available during these pro- 

cesses, the estimator is usually limited to   two techniques — analgous 

and/or parametric estimating.   The analogous technique is used when 

the whole or major portion of the ship is similar to one built previously, 

or under construction, where actual cost or bid data are available.   These 

costs   are then adjusted for ship or component size difference and for 

building period.   If the estimator is fortunate enough to receive weight 

data In the single digit breakdown   of the Ship Work Breakdown System 

(SWBS), described later In this chapter, a parametric technique can be 

used to make planning estimates.   To the platform cost, the estimatdr must 
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add the cost of GFM which is supplied by appropriate program managers. 

The importance of cost estimating for planning purposes is sig- 

nificant.   There are obvious drawbacks, however, to the estimating 

methods which must be used during this process.   Estimates of reasonable 

precision available during the planning phase would greatly enhance 

the process, but generally, newness of concept and lock of specific 

product definition    inhibit    this kind of precision. 

■ 

(2) Estimates Prepared For Budget Purposes Are More Precise 

Many of the uncertainties present in "out year" planning are 
I 

resolved during the budget formulation process.   Although optional 

programs may be suggested in budget guidance, the ship classes included 

are generally better defined.   Estimates for budgeting, therefore, assume 

a new level of precision. 

The preparation of budget estimates for new designs will follow 

the same process as those prepared during early planning ~ except that 

the technical data and weapons complement should be better defined. 

Generally, most of the ships in any one budget year   are repeat ships 

in a continuing construction program and in these cases, the estirrating 

task is easier.   Navy estimates for these repeat ships depend heavily on 
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contractor bid data from previous awards. From bid data, rates rep- 

resenting manhours per ton for labor and dollars per ton for material 

are developed for each of seven weight groups. These rates ore then 

applied to the most recent corresponding weight estimate prepared by 

the Naval Ship Engineering Center, The current weight estimate 

should include all changes made in the ship and reflect modifications 

required for new weapons, electronics and other equipments. 

When estimating for budgeting purposes, estimators supplement 

the basic ship cost estimate with economic factors to project escalation, 

overhead, etc., for the projected life of the construction contract. 

Their objective is to prepare a budget estimate which will remain rea- 

sonably accurate from the time the estimate is prepared for the Budget 

to ship completion.   This could be from six to ten years in the case of 

a major combatant ship. 

(3) Cost Estimates For Contract-Related Activities Are The 
Highest Quality Estimates Prepared By The Navy 

Estimates in support of contracting activities are prepared for the 

contracting officer so that he may judge the reasonableness of proposals 

and bids received from the shipbuilders as required by Armed Services 

Procurement Regulations.   Such an estimate is called the Independent 

Government Cost Estimate and is prepared prior to receipt of quotations. 
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It is used to prepare the Government Contract Negotiation Objective 
t 

which is developed by the Contracting Officer after receipt and anal- 

ysis of contractor bid proposals.   The latter is not only an estimate 

but also the Government's alternative position to estimates contained 

in a contractor bid. 

This should be the most accurate of the three types of estimates 

due to the availability of contract plans and specifications.   It is 

usually a parametric estimate prepared in the SWBS single digit,   nine 

cost group breakdown which is also used by the shipyards to summarize 

i 
their detailed bids.   After bid opening, negotiators can compare broadly 

the nine line items for material, labor , overhead and profit and seek 
I  ■        -     ■.          ■ 

clarification  where needed. 

Organizations within the Navy continually use cost estimates 

for the three purposes outlined above.   Some organizations concentrate 

more on planning, others on budgeting and one, the NAVSEA Cost 

Estimating and Analysis Division    is concerned with all aspects of 

estimating. 
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5. THE PRIMARY COST ESTIMATING ORGANIZATION IN THE NAVY 
IS THE COST ESTIMATING AND ANALYSIS DIVISION (SEA OIG), 
BUT MANY OTHER ORGANIZATIONS HAVE ESTIMATING CAPABILITY 

The one organization which estimates for all the purposes mentioned 

is SEA OIG.    Its primary task is estimating the total end cost of ships.   This 

requires a capability to not only prepare estimates for a ship by various 

methods, but also the collection of cost data from other sources for weapons 

and other Government Furnished Material. 

Figure III.3 illustrates the location of SEA OIG in the Navy organ- 

ization and also identifies other groups which perform estimating as part of 

their charter.   A review of these groups starts with the System Commands 

where the acquisition process is managed. 

0) Estimating In The Systems Commands Supports The Acquisition 
Process Directly 

The Systems Commands are the organizations responsible for 

construction management of ships, weapons and other items of GFM. 

Estimating carried on in support of these activities is more or less 

continuous. 
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Naval Sea Systems Command j 

Ship Acquisition ProjectMonagers within NAVSEA 
(SHAPMs) have the organizational responsibility for 
cost estimating related to ships under their cognizance. 
NAVSEA 01 G acts for the SHAPMs in preparing budget 
cost estimates, cost estimates for Program Objectives 
Memoranda, contract estimates, and other special 
studies.    It is also the focal point for estimates pro- 
vided by other Systems Commands, but its duties go 
beyond that of being only an assembler.    NAVSEA 
01 G estimates the cost of the ship construction, the 
cost of installing the various systems/equipments that 
are GFM, validates estimates provided by other 
offices and forecasts escalation and inflation percen- 
tages for use by the various Project Managers. 

Other groups within NAVSEA, such as the Naval Ship 
Engineering Center   (NAVSEC), have limited cost 
estimating capability for ship systems or complete ships. 
In all cases, however,  NAVSEA 01 G performs the 
coordinating function with regard to the ship end cost 
estimates. 

Naval Electronic Systems Command 

NAVELEX 504B is the Central Cost Estimating and 
Analysis Group in this Command which validates 
estimates furnished to NAVSEA OIG.   These cost 
estimates may originate in the Material Acquisition 
Directorate,  NAVELEX 501A,for follow on pro- 
curements of production systems/equipments or from 
the cognizant engineer for initial production items. 

Naval Air Systems Command 

NAVAIR has a Cost Analysis/Cost Estimating Group 
(NAVAIR 506) which acts as its focol point for estim- 
ating and provides cost estimating policy and guidance 
to the Command.   Cost estimates foi  the POM and 
other ship equipment/system requests are provided 
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NAVSEA 01G by NAVAIR 537, the Ship Installation 
Division.   The cost estimating function of NAVAIR 
537 is a secondary one as their primary mission is 
installation of shipboard equipment to support air- 
craft.    NAVAIR 506 is the primary provider of air- 
craft, aircraft equipment, and missile cost estimates. 

These three Systems Commands are the prime system acquisition 

managers for the Navy.   The remaining tv/o Commands deal with lo- 

gistic and supply functions and are not, therefore, in the main stream 

of estimating for major hardware acquisitions. 

Other organizations within the Navy have cost estimating 

groups, however, and the capability of these groups is described 

briefly. 

(2) Divisions Within The Office Of The Chief Of Naval 
Operations Prepare Estimates For Planning And Validation 

Purposes 

The responsibilities of the CNO include the definition of 

ship requirements, the preparation of the Navy Program Objectives 

Memorandum, and the provision of annual budget information.   The 

groups which   perform activities related to these responsibilities are 
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as follows: 

t 

General Planning and Programming Division (OP 90) 

OP 90 validates costs and program factors for the Five 
Year Defense Plan, CNO Analysis process, POM 
preparation, and pricing for other documents such as 
Selected Acquisition Reports .   The group also maintains 
the Navy Resources Model and the Navy Cost Irfor- 
mation  System. 

Fiscal Management Division (OP 92) 

This group reconciles planning and programming cost 
estimates with annual budget back-up estimates; 
validates budget costing and provides budget and 
prior year cost data;   reviews budget cost estimates 
that are inputs to economic analyses required to 
support budget programs. 

System Analysis Division (OP 96) 

This group maintains a permanent, dedicated cost 
estimating group capable of making periodic on- 
request studies of Navy programs, both ongoing and 
proposed, for the purpose of validating acquisition 
and ownership costs of major weapon systems, pro- 
viding cost validation functions in support of cost 
effectiveness studies, and cost estimates in support 
of CNO Executive Board and Program Review Com- 
mittee presentations.   This group employs parametric 
cost analysis with other techniques to keep the Office 
of the Chief of Naval Operations and, particularly, 
program sponsors informed of the results of independ- 
ent analysis and validation. 
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(3) The Naval Material Command, Headquarters (NAVMAT), 
Performs Various Activities Related To Cost Estimating 

The Chief pf Naval Operations provides weapons, aircraft and 

ship requirements to the Chief of Naval Material (CNM) for develop- 

ment of more detail in terms of designs and specifications and several 

cost estimating functions are performed in support of these CNM respon- 

sibilities.   NAVMAT personnel coordinate SYSCOM cost analysis and 

estimating functions within the Command to: 

Provide the capability for preparing independent 
cost estimates and evaluations of contractor pro- 
posals based on actual cost experience and statis- 
tical techniques. 

Perform research on new methods and techniques 
useful in cost analysis and estimating. 

Collect, process, validate and store data in 
support of the cost analysis programs. 

Coordinate between cost estimating organizations 
in the Commands, the weapons managers, equip- 
ment project managers or other responsible groups. 

CNM activities   as with all Navy cost estimating organizations 

outside SEA 01G, are largely for purposes of validation or planning 

and control. 

-rsT'-t 
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(4) In Considering The Total EsHmating Capability Of The Navy, 

Some 50 Different Groups Are Involved in Estimating For 

6 Different Appropriations 

The Navy prepares estimates for ship and weapon acquisition, 

modernization and repair, and research and development.   The specific 

appropriations are: 

SCN Shipbuilding and Conversion,  Navy 

RDT&E        Research Development, Test and Evaluation 
FMS Foreign Military Sales 

O&MN       Operations and Maintenance,  Navy 

OPN Other Procurement,  Navy 

Weapons Procurement, Navy WPN 

The organizations that participate in preparing estimates for these 

appropriations are widespread and are indicated in Figure III.4.    Organ- 

itrions having primary responsibility for appropriation estimating are 

shown with dark borders.    It can be generally be observed that SEA 01G 

is the predominate organization with respect to new construction and 

conversion estimates and performs many support functions such as 

economic analysis and economic forecasting. 

GFM estimating is performed primarily by SEA 06, SEA 04 and 

other participating managers within the SYSCOMS.   Field organizations, 

such as PERA or SupShips, have a predominate role with respect to engin- 

eering changes, fleet modernization programs, overhauls and claims. 
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(5) As Indicated At The Outset, SEA OIG Is The Primary Estimating 

Group Within The Navy And It Is Organized Into Two Branches 

What is now the Cost Estimating end Analysis Division was, in 

earlier years, referred to as the Ship Cost Estimates and Analyses Office, 

Code 05F2, Ship Acquisition Directorate.   Beginning In 1966, the 

office underwent several title changes until it finally acquired its 

present title.    In 1970, it was divided Into the Cost Estimating Branch 

and Cost Analysis Branch with both reporting    to the Director of the 

Division.   This has been the Division's organizational structure to 

the present time. 

Figure III.5 shows the organization of the Division and sum- 

marizes the major functions of each branch and section. 

The Cost Estimating Branch Is responsible for predicting 

the total end cost of a ship by performing basic construction 

estimates and including pre-prepared estimates for GFM 

plus guidance for future economic conditions. 

The Cost Analysis Branch is responsible for establishing the 

guidance for estimators regarding future economic con- 

ditions, market situations. Industry norms and the like. 

Another responsibility is the performance of special studies such as 

Life Cycle Costing, Should Cost studies and Design-to-Cost studies. 
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6. COST ESTIMATES FOR SHIPS ARE DEVELOPED BY NAVSEA 01G1, 
THE SHIP COST ESTIMATING BRANCH 

The estimating task handled by this Branch breaks down into five 

functions — estimating for combatant ships, estimating for auxiliary ships, 

estimating for small craft, estimating for GFM, and estimating other costs 

commonly associated with ship construction. 

(1) Total Ship Cost Is The Product Of A Basic Ship Estimate, 
Estimates For GFM And Factors Representing Economic 
Conditions Over The Time Period Of The Contract 

When preparing an estimate for a ship, the three general rea- 

sons for estimates mentioned previously become Important In under- 

standing the process.   Requests for estimates are passed to NAVSEA 

01 G1 for purposes of responding to planning requirements In the POM 

or other longer range planning processes, for purposes of submissions to 

the annual budget, for preparation of a negotiation ob|ectIve for an up- 

coming contract, for a design-to-cost study, or any one of a number 

of purposes. 

Naturally, the stage of engineering development at which the 

ship stands becomes a factor in determining how the estimate is pre- 

pared.   Whether parametric, analogous or more detailed methods are 

used depends on the degree of detail of requirements and specifications 

available. ' 
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The detail or lack of detail in design and engineering speci- 

fications from which estimates are mode must be understood by the end 

user of an estimate.   Some estimates ore thought to be more reliable 

than others in that more data exists on which to base the estimate. 

To account for the wide range of quality possible in an estimate, the 

Navy has developed a classification system which categorizes estim- 

ates as being "X or directed" through "A or contract estimates". 

A or Detailed Cost Estimate (Post Budget-Contract 
Estimate ) — estimate based on contract plans and 
evaluation of firm quotations for major material items. 

B or Bid Evaluation Cost Estimate (Post Budget-Contract 
Estimate ) — estimate   based on contract plans and 
evaluation of contractor proposals in response to an 

RFP. 

C or Budget Quality Estimate — estimate based on an 
engineering analysis of detailed characteristics of 
items under consideration. 

D or Feasibility Estimate — estimate based on tech- 
nical feasibility studies and/or extrapolated from 
higher quality estimates of similar items. 

E or Computer Estimate — estimate developed usually 
by a computer model and based on cost estimating 
relationships and gross parameters. 

F or Ball Park Estimate ~ quick cost estimate prepared 
in absence of even minimum design and cost information 

and based on gross parameters. 
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X or Directed or Modified Cost EsHmate — estimate not 
developed by SYSCOMS through normal cost estimating 
processes. 

For whatever purpose the estimate is made, however, the process 

generally followed is shown in Figure III.6. 

In the development of ship cost estimates, basic characteristics 

originate in OPNAV and are forwarded to a SHAPM within NAVSEA via 

NAVMAT.   The SHAPM in turn tasks NAVSEC to produce a design and 

further tasks other Participating Managers (PARMs) for technical data 

and estimates for GFM characteristics required.   The SHAPM also collab- 

orates with the Ship Production Office, SEA 075, recently absorbed by 

the Industrial Activities Work and Resources Planning Division, SEA 071, 

to develop a production schedule. 

All this information is conveyed to the Cost Estimating Branch 

where the ship end cost estimate is produced.   The estimate is reviewed 

by the SHAPM,  final changes made as necessary and the forwarded to the 

Commander, NAVSEA for final approval and submission to requesting 

organizat ions. 

The development of the basic ship estimate follows a process of 

ascribing labor and material unit costs to estimated weight categories. 
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As has been mentioned. It Is a method based on a system which describes 

all activities associated with shipbuilding called a Ship Work Break- 

down System (SWBS).   Following this system, a ship Is divided Into 

seven major weight categories as shown In Figure III.7. 

100 - Hull Structure 

200 - Propulsion Plant 

300 - Electric Plant 

400 - Command and Surveillance 

500 - Auxiliary Systems 

600 - Outfit and Furnishings 

700 - Armament 

The estimator, once given weights for each of the particular 

groups (called at this level the single digit breakdown), computes a 

basic estimate.    Other costs are then added as they become available 

which are not computable by weight, such as 

800 - Integration/Engineering 

900 - Ship Assembly Support Services 

More refined estimates require the application of unit costs to 

sub-weight groups under each of the above single digit groupings. 

These are commonly known as either two or three digit breakdowns, 

shown at the second and third levels of the SWBS. 

The weights used by SEA 01G are prepared by NAVSEC and 

they take on Increased reliability as the ship design develops.   The 
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first weight estimating calculations are made during the feasibility 

study stage.   These estimates are computer derived in three digit for- 

mat;   however, due to the nature of current computer programs, only 

the total (single digit sum) of the three digit values are used.   These 

weights ore really only of sufficient quality to develop a measure of 

merit between a number of concepts or to make a sensitivity analysis. 

Computer programs utilized within NAVSEA OlGl produce 

estimates using algorithms representing a variety of ship types and 

weight statistics.    The usual input at the feasibility stage will consist 

of single sheet characteristics and the single digit estimated weights. 

This is considered satisfactory back-up for class E or F estimates. 

Weight estimates prepared during conceptual design develop- 

ment are in greater detail because at this point one of the feasibility 

designs will have been selected.   The degree of design definition at 

this stage includes machinery and electrical equipment lists, general 

arrangement sketches, a midship section, weapon list, etc.    From this 

data, a three digit weight estimate is developed in NAVSEC by com- 

paring each system to a calculated weight of a completed similar ship 

system.   There is no attempt at this stage in the design to make sketches 

for the purpose of estimating such things as the weight of piping sys- 

tems or electric cab!3 and fixtures.   The accuracy   of these weights is 

such that 0 margin of at least ten percent Is usually added. 
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The data bonk from which weights are retrieved is composed 

primarily of quarterly weight reports and inclining experiment results 

calculated by shipbuilders on ships under construction.    The data is 

based on actual weight figures (ten percent) with the remainder 

calculated (90 percent).   At this point In the design, the three digit 

weights are considered to be more accurate than those in the feasibility 

stage and sufficient for a  "D" class estimate,, 

.1 
!        The next phase is the preliminary/contract design stage.   Very 

often there Is not a clean cut-off point between preliminary design and 
I       . 

contract design, but as the design passes through the Defense Systems 

Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) II, it becomes more stable and the 

weight estimates become more accurate.   By the time the design Is at 

the  Functional Baseline stage, at the end of the Preliminary Design 

phase, a class "C" estimate could and should be mode. 

Under the present organizational arrangement, the ShlAPM tasks 

NAVSEC to provide design and technical services  to the project office. 

NAVSEC'c communication with SEA OIG is, therefore, on an Informal 

I 
basis. 

The procedure described above of ascribing unit costs to estimated 

weights by categories should develop, over a period of time, a Cost 
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Estimating Relationship (CER).   If these CERs ore based on accurate and 

comprehensive data, parametric estimates become increasingly accurate. 

The data bank which is the basis for parametric estimating in 

SEA 01 Gl is the history of past estimating assignments as recorded in 

various ship or budget estimate folders, individual estimator's files, con- 

tract files, bid files and so forth.    There is no organized or structured 

data bank that provides for timely and uniform entry of data for compre- 

hensive retrieval or systematic development of CERs.   The general pro- 

cedure now being employed for a new estimate is to develop CERs from 

the most recent bid on similar ships.   Very often these are a year or more 

old.   Little or no current return cost data is either sought or used in the 

estimating process.   The data used for estimating is generally not in a 

form where estimates can be made in greater detail than the single digit 

format.   Even if more data were made available, it is doubtful that it 

could be used under current procedures and staff structure. 

The estimator rarely refers directly to ship plans and specifications 

in the preparation of the estimate and,almost entirely, relies on weights 

OS developed by NAVSEC.   This applies equally to highly sophisticated 

electrical systems and hull steel.   Almost no distinction is made for 

special materials, ship complexity or special requirements except to the 
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degree it may be reflected on old bids of what are believed  to be 

sirrilar ships or systems.   Further, the estimators rarely see the ship 

being estimated so that they can personally make these judgments of 

similarity with assurance. 
I 

Using the system and methods described, the basic ship cost 

estimate is derived.   Various other sub-processes come into play, 

however, before the ship end cost estimate is completed. 

(2) Estimates For GFM Are Provided By Other Systems Commands 
And By Organizations Within NAVSEA 

Table III.3 lists types of major GFM included on ships, 

together with the source responsible for supplying cost data. 

TABLE III.3 

SOURCES FOR GFM ESTIMATES 

Command GFM Inputs For Ships 

NAVAIR Cotpults, Arresting Gear, 
Landing Aids,  Shop Equipment 

NAVELEX Communication Equipment,  Electronic 
Countermeosures 

NAVSEA 06 Radars (including Fire Control), 
Sonars, Launchers, Guns 

NAVSEA 04 Naval Tactical Data System 
AN/UYK-7 Computers, 
Turbines,  Gears,  Generators,  etc. 
Gas Turbines,  Pollution Equipment 

NAVSEA 08 Nuclear Propulsion Equipment 

BUMED Medical Eauipment 

SPECIAL PROJECTS Strategic Ordnance 
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For the most part, cost estimating for GFM Items within NAV- 

SEA Is a responsibility of the PARMs.   In NAVSEA 06, the Weapons 

Systems and Engineering Directorate, providing cost estimates is the 

responsibility of the hardware Project Manager.   Cost estimating, 

however,  is a collateral duty as he must allot the major share of his 

time to design, procurement and delivery of systems and equipment.    In 

NAVSEA 04, the Fleet Support Directorate, cost estimating is the re- 

sult of deriving prices from existing contracts or vendor quotes since 

most of these systems have been previously procured via NAVSEA con- 

tracts.   The variety and numbers of equipments managed by PARMs of 

all types are shown In the fol- 

lowing Table. 

GFM estimates are re- 

quested by NAVSEA 01G from 

the PARMs.   Personnel within 

PARM offices work with inde- 

pendent contractors or manu- 

facturers of the equipment to 

arrive at an estimate for a par- 

ticular ship or GFM configur- 

ation.   The completed estimate 

TABLE III.4 

TYPES AND APPROXIMATE NUMBERS OF 
WEAPONS SYSTEMS ESTIMATED 

Gun moun^s 15 

Gun Fire Control Systems 6 

Lounchers forMissIles orAircroft n 

Guided Missile Fire Control Systems 9 

Underwater Fire Control Systems 6 

Search andCountermeasure Radars 35 

Surface Ship Sonars 22 

Surface Ship Depth Sounders 2 

Submorine Sonors 47 

Submorine Depth Sounders 14 

Central Processiitg Units for 
Computer Systems 7 

Electronic Counfermeasure Systems 50 

Total 224 
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is then reviewed by monagement and sent back to NAVSEA 01G. 

Figure 111.8 shows the general estimating process for GFM. 

It is important to note the difference in estimating philosophy 

between the PARMs and NAVSEA 01G.   The PARM's responsibility is 

to provide realistic cost estimates and then control future production 

prices in line with the hardware contracT^.   On the other hand, NAV- 

SEA OIG must insure that the SHAPM will allow sufficient funding to 

cover the hardware cost plus amounts   for contingencies related to 

design, installation, integration, test firings, Weapon Systems Accur- 

acy Tests, Consolidated Operabllity Tests, etc.    Further, NAVSEA 

OIG includes inflation factors as necessary and margins for projected 
j 

engineering changes.   The NAVSEA OIG cost estimate will, therefore, 

be higher than that submitted by the PARM. 

The Navy, by means of ship specifications, requires the ship- 

builder to integrate GFM into the ship as part of the ship construction 

process.   This includes receiving, storing, installing and performing 

checkout and tests of the GFM items.   This process Is complex In its 

own right and is often a construction related cost driver.    In reviewing 
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the estimating process, this complex problem of installing, checking out, 

and testing GFM is not treated as a separate  line item.   Some portion 
i 

of this cost is included in each of the nine line items of the basic ship 

estimate. 

(3) The Ship Cost Estimating Branch Also Develops Estimates For 
Other Items Associated With The Construction Of Ships 

Figure III.9 is typical of work sheets used by estirrators in SEA 

OIG to collect and summarize available data.   Examples of the kind of 

information included are: 

. Construction Plans — Data is obtained from a SHAPM 
for a similar ship.   This includes costs, numbers of 
drawings, etc., which are projected by the estimator 
to be applicable to the estimate being computed. 

Construction Plans Change Orders — A percentage of the 
previous item is applied for costs expected in later years 
of the program. 

Stock Spares— Lists are provided by NAVSEC or PARMs. 
Analogous historical data and judgment are used to price 
out the furnished lists. 

Basic Change Orders — Estimates vary by type of ship 
and are based on historical data.   On lead submarines, 
12 percent of basic cost may be used (eight percent for 
hard core and four percent for Inflation).   Follow ships at 
the same yard, or at other yards, will receive different 
reduced percentages. 
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Testing and Instrumentation — This cost is based on 
analogous historical data.   The estimator's judgment 
is used heavily to establish an estimate based on type 
of ship, the shipyard, etc. 

Furure Characteristics Changes — The amount used in 
the estimate is furnished by OPNAV.    It may be "zero' 
to $10 million on a complex ship. 

Other considerations in on estimate may include models and 

mock-ups, inspecHon services, post delivery charges, etc., and the 

estimating process for these is similar to that described for the pre- 

ceding items — obtain data from another command, or from NAVSEA 

01G files, and modify as required for current use. 

The practice used to estimate miscellaneous end cost margins 

for changes, etc., is to develop more or less standard percentage fac- 

tors based on experience related to the basic ship or GFM item.    Some 

of these were developed some time ago and the derivation or rationale 

is no longer available.   It is not the practice to up-date these factors 

1 
on a regular basis from current return cost experience. 

A review of a large number of actual estimate files revealed 

a variety of different kinds of documentation.    For the most part,  the 

estimates are hand-written, hard to follow, with only sketchy refer- 

ence to the origin of technical data and CERs.   There  is generally a 

very poor record of the bridge from earlier estimates to more recent 
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ones and little explanation of the basis for estimate changes is avail 

able. This could indicate both a lack of time to properly document 

estimates and/or a lack of supervisory discipline. 

The basic estimate for a ship is worked up using engineering 

end construction information which is adjusted as necessary to reflect 

economic and market conditions expected during the building period. 

The adjustments are rr,ude using factors which allow for future escal- 

ation, productivity changes, overhead increases and the like   which 

are prepared by the second group within NAVSEA 01G. 

7.         THE COST ANALYSIS BRANCH (NAVSEA 01G2) PREPARES GUIDE- 
LiNES FOR USE WITH BASIC SHIP COST ESTIMATES THAT ALLOW 
FOR ECONOMIC, INDUSTRIAL AND MARKET TRENDS  

In the years before the Cost Analysis Branch was created, estimators 

did their own economic analysis on an ad hoc basis, maintaining individual 

card files for overhead factors, labor rates. Inflation estimates, etc.   There 

was no effort   to generate information in a standardized, methodical manner. 

In the absence of specific guidance, a wide range of economic assumptions were 

possible.    For this reason, the Cost Analysis Branch was formed. 

The primary responsibility of the Cost Analysis Branch Is to furnish 
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guidance for the Ship Cost Estimating Branch, to maintain necessary industry 

information and forecast industrial trends. A secondary responsibility relates 

to the performance of special studies on request from other Navy departments, 

The guidelines maintained or under development are the following: 

Material inflation trends 
Labor rates and inflation trends at private shipyards 
Labor rates at naval shipyards 
Material escalation during life of contract 
Labor rate escalation during life of contract 
Quick estimate of escalation 
Small boat escalation 
Overhead rate trends at private and naval shipyards 
Productivity trends 
Market analysis (probable bidders) 
Profit trends 
Costs of social legislation 
Costs of metrication 
Pollution abatement 
Out-year guidelines 

(1) The Material Cost Index Provides Inflation Protection In The 
Material Portion Of Estimates 

One of the most important estimating steps is to adjust historical 

material costs to represent economic conditions of the time period 

during which the ship is to be built.   In the interests of preparing an 

accurate index, the Cost Analysis Branch abandoned the BLS material 

Index systems which were not considered representative of shipbuilding 

elements     and formulated its own index based on material Items re- 

lated to the Ship Work Breakdown System.   Material inputs from ten 

shipyards and  146 vendors are  now being used as basic inputs 
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to the   NAVSEA 01 G index.   The index is used for material inflation 

projections In all estimates and this upgraded version,  tailored for 
r 

naval shipbuilding materials, should result in more accurate material 

cost estimates. 

(2) A Labor Rate Index Provides Similar Allowance For Inflation 
In The Labor Portion Of The Estimate 

Since 1970, the Branch has produced an annual guidance table 

for use by estimators in selecting labor bid rotes.    Data sources for this 

task are some 80 union-management agreements. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics studies, historical bids, U.S. Department of Commerce sta- 

tistics,  naval shipyard employment figures and other sources.    This 

guidance promotes consistency in all estimates and is intended to 

narrow ihe margin of error over previous   personalized methods. 

(3) Overhead   Guidelines Are Used In Computing The Overhead 
Portion Of A Ship Estimate Which Comprises About One-Third 
Of The Total Cost 

There was no syst'"atic or thorough method of determining 

overhead raT>.i for shipyards prior to 1972.   Cost estimators applied a 

standard 70 percent rate to all labor estimates since that figure was 

representative for at least several shipyards. 

In 1972, the Cost Analysis Branch began its system for providing 

specific guidance on overhead.   Its objective was to predict the rates 
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which each yard could be expected to. use in its bid estimates two years 

In the future. 

An Intensive review of actual overhead accounts at a major ship- 

yard was conducted In 1974 by the Cost Analysis Branch Jointly with 

auditors from the Defense Contract Audit Agency.   In 1976, a computer 

I 

model was completed for one major shipyard.   Work is underway on 

additional models, as the goal is to have a model for each major ship- 

I  _ 
builder. 

Overhead costs for other yards in annual guidance are established 

by continued trend analysis of gross quantities using current inputs from 

DCAA and recent bid data.   The actual overhead rate for a shipyard 

varies constantly and yards record it on a monthly basis.   To keep abreast 

of developments, the Branch adjusts Its data and amends its forecasts as 

appropriate. 

Because of tf.e dynamic nature of pertinent elements, an accurate 

overhead figure for the life of a contract is elusive. To further compound 

the problem, several recent developments detract from accuracy: 

Fringe benefits are rising faster than labor rates 

Changes In Social Security taxes, new environmental 
regulations, increased safety standards, etc., were 
hard to predict a few years ago when budget estimates 
were made for work now under contract. 
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Cost of energy has been difficult to predict. 

Labor turnover and absenteeism has increased.   Loss of 
skilled craftsmen requires constant training programs. 

The latest national overhead average for the prinicpal yards 

doing Navy work is 105 percent, with a range of 70-144 percent and 

the trend is upward as noted above. Accurate forecasting is growing 

in importance, yet the difficulty in doing so is increasing. 

The judgment of analysts in making overhead predictions and 

the judgment of estimators who use the guidance is not infallible, and 

they may be victimized by unexpected events in the economy, as has 

been   frequently the case.   Judgments should be evaluated by periodic 

comparison with actual overhead return cost data that may be avail- 

able through DCAA or other audit organizations and the system ad- 

justed as needed to further advance the accuracy of predictions. 

Since overhead can be such a large part of the total ship cost, 

a special study has been made and is included as Exhibit D.I to Appendix 

D.   A significant finding c' ;he study is that in the six year period from 

1969-1975 direct labor cost grew 53 percent while overhead grew 74 

percent — this greater increase being due to a rapid increase in the 
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cost of labor related fringes and benefits.   The study also shows the 

impact on overhead that can be caused by a ship construction stretch- 

out,  i.e., if a two year construction schedule is extended to four years, 

the overhead rate could be expected to increase as much as 80 percent 

or increase from 80 percent to 145 percent of direct labor. 

Other overhead component costs have increased due to the 

pressures caused by social legislation.   These problems have been dis- 
I 

cussed in Chapter II, but certainly deserve increased attention by the 

Cost Analysis Branch. 

These and other overhead costs ore not usually given as much 

attention as other more obvious considerations in the estimating process. 

It is suggested that overhead cost should be given careful analysis and 

that the practice of expressing it in terms of a percentage of direct labor 
j 

should be supplemented by an estimate of absolute overhead costs. 

(4) I       Prediction Of Escalation Over The Life Of The Contract Is A 
Key Estimating Factor 

I        At this point a word of explanation is in order to distinguish how 

the words  "inflation" and "escalation" are used by cost analysts in 

SEA 01G.   Inflation is used to express general economic growth    and 

also growth during the period prior to contract award.   Thus, inflation ^ 
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factors are used gLthe discretion of the estimator to inflate old- 

material or labor cost   for the purpose of developing an estimated cost 

for some future date,    Escalati9n. an the other hand, is inflation- 

related cost growth after contract award.   The factors in this case are 

defined in the  contract in the form of indices accepted throughout 

the   industry. 

Two basic escalation clauses are in effect on current Navy ship 

contracts.   The clause written in 1962 applies to most ships now under 

construction.    Payments for escalation are made quarterly in accordance 

with a pre-established, apportioned rote for labor and material ex- 

pended (not including change orders) which extends to the contractual 

delivery date and not beyond.   These restrictions were criticized by 

shipyards as not representing actual conditions and have resulted in some 

claims.   To correct this condition, a revision lo the escalation provision 

was instituted called the "Marshall Clause".   This clause, put into 

effect in 1975, extended escalation payments to actual delivery date. 

The 1962 and 1975 clauses both rely on the BLS indices for adjustments 

to material and labor. 

Since escalation deals with future events, and BLS indices are 

historical, it was necessary to forecast the future behavior of BLS in- 

dices.   A method to project escalation was developed by the Cost Anal- 

ysis Branch for material and labor which was first used in 1974.    It is 
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amended annually to show latest actual Indices and to forecast them 

for a minimum of four years.    Extrapolation for longer range forecasts 

is by extension of the four year trend curves. 

The mi/cof materials used in these BLS indices is not an accurate 

representation of naval shipbuilding   maierials.    It consists  of the follow- 

ing: WPI-10-1 Iron and Steel - 45 percent; WPI-11-4 General Purpose 

Machinery - 40 percent; and WPI-ll-/ Electrical Machinery - 15 percent. 

The formula was developed by the Maritime Administration in the 1950's 

for commercial vessels and is still used for computing contract escalation 

for naval ships primarily because it is accepted by the shipbuilders. 

NAVSEA 01 G is now working with the Bureau of Economic 

Analysis in developing a methodology to improve price prediction in 

shipbuilding and, more specifically, has initiated a "notional" ship 

concept.   Under the notional ship approach, the Bureau of Economic 

Analysis is developing a completely   new material index based on inputs 

from marine vendors, wholesale and other prices of materials commonly 

used in shipbuilding.    It is anticipated that this approach will provide 

the shipbuilding industry and the government with a more realistic index 

1 
than the one now used. 
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Three essential escalation outputs from these forecasts are pro- 

duced by the Cost Analysis Branch: first, an escalation estimate for the 

total cost of each new ship in the budget; second, earned escalation 

and a forecast of future escalation costs for each out year for all ships 

under construction; third, a balance sheet showing the surplus or deficit 

for the entire escalation account for ships under contract to be used in the 

next year's budget. 

(5) Market Analysis Is Performed To Aid Estimators In Predicting 
The Ultimate Builder Of A Ship 

in 1974, the Cost Analysis Branch began \o provide guidance to 

estimators on future market conditions.    It now predicts the shipbuilding 

workload in 17 major shipyards two years in advance and indicates the 

most likely bidders by ship type in the program.    The purpose of this 

analysis Is to guide estimators in selecting appropriate overhead and 

profit rates for those yards having    the greatest potential to undertake 

new work. 

This factor alone can influence price substantially.   In a competitive 

market where four or five qualified bidders respnd, one could expect a 

low bid ~ possibly 25 percent less than when only one bid is received. 

In the case of limited shipyard capacity, such as nuclear ships, a detailed 
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analysis of impact of new program requirements must be made in light 

of existing workload and the alternative uses the owners of these facili- 

ties have available to them. 

The review of NAVSEA 01G procedures indicates an awareness 

of these considerations, but little, if any reflection of such analysis are 

found in the cost estimates, themselves. 

(6) A Productivity Index Is Provided To Estimators Based On Bids 
And Returned Costs 

When historical costs are used in estimating labor for similar 

current ships, estimators must make adjustments for various factors with 

productivity being an important one.    In the past, estimators used their 

own judgment, but since 1969, the estimators have been using guidance 

provided by the Cost Analysis Branch . 

Measurement of productivity in ship construction has eluded 

quantitative analysis because of the complexity and changeability of 

factors.      Several studies have been commissioned by SEA 01G but 

were found to disagree to such an extent that they could not be used 

with confidence.   The Cost Analysis Branch relies principally on recent 

experience to predict trends in productivity for budget estimates.   The 

productivity trend has generally been downward in all years, except 
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where modernized facilities were provided; even in these shipyards, 

however, it only leveled off and very little overall improvement has 

been   indicated. 

Productivity is best observed by the shipyards themselves.   They 

are aware of current changes in management, technology, facilities, the 

work ethic,  loss of skills, turnover of labor force, impact of changing 

safety regulations, and   costs on a shop basis.     These are 

reflected in returned costs and in turn, in their bids for future work. 

The Cost Analysis Branch has analyzed shipyard bids, returned 

costs and obtained comparable analyses from the Maritime Administration 

for commercial ships to determine trends on which to base a gross 

productivity measure.   At present, the net result of all the studies is an 

instruction to add an additional 15 percent to labor manhour estimates 

based on past bid data. 

This report contains a special study on productivity, entitled 

"Factors Affecting Shipyard Productivity", as Exhibit D.2 to Appendix D. 

Fourteen organizations    ere surveyed, i.e., rnafor U.S. shipyards, 

naval architects, industry and government agencies, and most agreed on 

the general nature of productivity factors, but considered accurate 

estimates of their effects difficult or impossible in most cases. 
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There was close agreement among the participants in the sur- 

vey on the order of importance of several factors:   namely, 

Stability combined with labor availability 

and turnover 

Navy considerations 

Learning (Series production) 

Social legislation and training 

Labor agreements 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

I Only  a limited number of quantitative evaluations are avail- 

able from the survey, but it is concluded that manhours may be doubled 

and cost increased by half over previous performance if all factors 

have their greatest unfavorable effects. 

A review of Cost Analysis Branch efforts to evaluate and pre- 

dict productivity has indicated that it is recognized as a most impor- 

tant element but treated as an industry problem.   No special effort is 

directed toward evaluating individual  shipyards or to giving this 

factor special in-depth treatment. 

(7) Learning Curve Factors Are Also Provided 

For accurate estimating on multiple ship contracts consideration 

must be given to expected decreases   in material and labor costs on 
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repeHtlve operations.   Such decreases hove been expressed historically 

by learning curves   which are anticipated by cost managers in Navy 

and OSD and must be applied by estimators. 

i 

In 1969, a management research firm completed a study of 

learning curves for NAVSEA .   It was based on bids   which reflected 

actual experience and serious bidding intent.   As returned costs were 

never checked against study findings, the real merit of its conclusions 

is still unknown.   The curves shown in the study predicted downward 

trends for material and labor and have been used by the Navy since 

with varying degrees of caution. 

These conditions changed adversely shortly after the 1969 

study was completed.    Unexpected labor turnover and loss of skills 

in yards destroyed the learning curve completely at one shipyard 

between 1970-1974.   Another   yard   assumed no learning in pricing a 

series of large tankers started in 1973.   Programs for multiple ship 

contracts which were priced out for construction In the  late 

sixties on  normal learning curves, regardless of source, can be 

expected to show overruns for this factor alone. 
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The current estimating apprcxich Is to use the cumulative aver- 

age learning curve guidance from this study on a conservative basis. 

The estimator's judgment, however, is the key factor in avoiding 

erroneous learning predictions. 

(8) Estimate Of Future Contractor Profit Margins Are Based Upon 
An Assessment Of Predicted Market Conditions 

The first Issuance of profit margin guidance  in Its present form 

was prepared by the Cost Analysis Branch in 1973 and has been continued 

each year.   Before 1971, the policy was to add ten percent profit to an 

estimate of cost.   As a result of Armed Services Procurement Regulations 

of 1971, it became necessary to develop a schedule of profit rates to be 

used by cost estimators.   The schedule is based on such things as pro- 

visions for risk,  level of performance, development of facilities and 

return on investment. 

To augment this guidance, the Cost Analysis Branch tracks profit 

quotations from recent bids and from negotiated contracts.   Likewise, 

an evaluation of market conditions is also made as they may affect profit 

quotes in future bids. 
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(9) A Number Of Cost-Related Special Studies Have Been Made 
The Responsibility of SEA 01G2 ~~ 

As a result of Congressional and Department of Defense Improve- 

ments over the years, a number of special tasks have fallen to SEA 01G2 

staff.    Instructions have been issued by various   echelons of management 

I 
which call for on-request studies of selected acquisition program elements 

such as Life Cycle Costing, Should Cost studies, etc.   Since these 

studies require some cost and economic analysis capability, SEA OIG 

is generally assigned the task.   Tasks are requested randomly and with 

little or no regard for available resources.    For high priority studies, 

staff Is required to defer basic estimating in favor of these special 

assignments. 

A brief review of the special request Items are as follows: 

Technical Cost Analysis— Is a structured in-depth 
analysis of a contractor's proposal by a team of Govern- 
ment technical experts. 

Should Cost — is a concept of contract pricing based on 
an in-depth cost management and production analysis at 
the contractor's plant for the purpose of developing a 
realistic price objective which reflects reasonable, 
achievable economies and efficiencies. 

Life Cycle Costing —   Is an analysis technique which 
considers research and development , investment, operating 
and support and other costs of ownership in the decision- 
moking process and in selected cases for the construction 
of weapon systems, equipment, hardware, and related 
items. 
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Design-To-Cost — means selecting a unit cost goal 
and developing a product with that goal as a prin- 
cipal parameter. 

Cost Modeling — is an estimating tool wherein a set 
of mathematical relationships is arranged in a system- 
atic sequence to formulate a cost methodology in which 
outputs (cost estimates) are derived from inputs (de- 
scriptions of equipment or system). 

Field Audit — is the review and evaluation of field 
activities relating to policies, procedures, methodology, 
and capability to perform cost estimating. 

Central Cost Monitor — is the organizational unit which 
acts as the SYSCOM focal point for establishment of 
estimating policies and procedures to be followed by 
organizations and individuals not within the established 
central cost estimating group. 

Contract Cost Data Reporting — replaces the series of 
performance reports, that have been known in the past 
as CIRs, C/SCS, etc., that are to be periodically sub- 
mitted by contractors to insure that contract perfor- 
mance and costs are being obtained.   Certain disputes 
arise between contractors and the government with 
regard to these submittols and NAVSEA 01G is respon- 
sible for resolving these disputes. 

Table III.5 shows the Cost Estimating Functions of NAVSEA 

01G in relation to the special study type of activities required.    It shows 

professional time spent on each function and indicates whether or not 

these functions are Important to the overall estimating responsibility 

of NAVSEA 01G.   it can be seen that very little time Is spent on the 

1 
special projects and some thought should be given to their importance 

in the entire scheme of things.   In fact, the following may be In order. 
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Review of directives to determine if these functions 
are still required. 

if required, provide resources so NAVSEA 01G con 
carry them out. 

Transfer function to some other office if it is thought 
to be a better option. 

Contract out its performance. 

8. THE EVALUATION OF THE NAVSEA COST ESTIMATING ORGAN- 
IZATION PROVIDES EVIDENCE THAT STAFFING IMPROVEMENTS 
ARE REQUIRED 

i ' ' ■ 

As part of the evaluation of NAVSEA 01G, interview and rating forms 

were developed for use in visits with 23 presently employed professional per- 

sonnel.   Over the period studied, 1966-1976, 20 other professionals were em- 

ployed in the Division at various times and interviews were conducted with 

five of these employees and ratings developed for 11 others by reviewing per- 

sonnel records.   As a result, 91 percent of the total roster for ten years was 

researched. 

Desk interviews up to two hours duration were held with each of the 

current staff.   These were followed by numerous discussions held over a three 
1 

month period with key personnel in order to identify their responsibilities, 

activities, and problems.   Exhibit D.3 In Appendix D outlines Interview 
i '    . ■ :   \ 

me\Vio6% and describes the rating system in detail. 

■       1 

The results of the desk audits were assembled and are presented here in 
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graph or summary form for as much of the 1966-1976 period as It was possible 

to obtain.     The illustrations give a general description of capability trends 

and performance factors relative to NAVSEA 01 G staff. 

[]) Experience And Grade Level In NAVSEA OIG Are On A 
Downward Trend 

Figure 111.10 shows that the trend   of overage capability has 

been declining since 1974.   (The IMA Rating Factor ranges from a low 

of eight for a new trainee to 40 for an experienced and well-qualified 

estimator.)   This decrease is attribytable to the departure of several 

experienced personnel — all in Grades GS 13 to GS 15 -- and the 

influx of recent college graduates and others with less experience to 

replace them at lower grades. 

FIGURE     III.   I U 
TREND OF AVERAGE CAPABILITY OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF 

SEA01G 
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Table III.6 supports the above Figure in that it shows a large 

and adverse change in experience in recent years.   This trend cannot 

be expected to improve so long as it is Navy policy to reduce the 

average grade level and to restrict hiring to personnel on the "stopper 

list". 
TABLE III.6 

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE OF PROFESSIONAL. PERSONNEL, SEA 01G 
(as of December 1? >76) 

Number Persons Persons Persons Persons 
of Years in 1976 in 1975 in 1974 in 1973 

1 6 4 3 0 
2 5 3 0 0 
3 3 0 0 3 
4 0 0 2 3 
5 0 2 3 5 
6 1 3 5 4 
7 2 2 4 1 
8 2 4 0 1 
9 or over 4 1 1 1 

Totals 23 19 18 18 

3 yrs. or less 61% 37% 17% 17% 
Over 5 years 39% 53% 56% 39% 

A companion graph. Figure 111.11, shows a relative measure 

of total capability in the Division.    It shows the sum of the IMA Rating 

Factors for the total staff in NAVSEA 01G since 1969.   The number 

of personnel and per person capability increased until 1972.   The 

addition of the Combat Systems Estimating Section in 1974 was offset 

by a net loss of six persons and a loss in capability into 1976.    By 1977, 
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FIGURE     I I I •   I   I 
TREND OF TOTAL CAPABILITY OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF 

SEA01G 
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there was an increase In capability but itstill falls short of the 1972 

level.   The projected total capability will not increase substantially 

unless addition of experienced personnel is made possible. 

Figure 111.12 shows the reduction in average grade resulting 

from personnel changes in the past several years.     It can be seen 

from this graph thai, based on grade level and experience, the 

Division shows declining capability. 
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111.12 
FIGURt 
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SEPT , 1977 

(2) The Educational Background Of The Current Staff Is Exception- 

ally High 

The educational background of the current staff is high — in 

fact, considerably above the level of estimators in the private ship- 

yards and certain other organizations surveyed.   Bachelor Degrees are 

held by 91 percent of the staff and advanced degrees are held by 23 

percent.   Most personnel in the estimating group have a mix of engin- 

eering degrees, whereas in the analysis group, degrees in mathematics, 

business, and economics predominate.   This composition is ideal for 
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the nature of each group's work and the skills are generally well 

placed.    Personnel with additional degrees in computer sciences, or 

training for computer work, and a law degree further round out the 

staff background. ' 

The only basic talents considered lacking among staff are cost 

accounting, auditing expertise and purchasing experience.   These 

skills would be beneficial and increase overall performance if, as a 

regular procedure, more returned costs were utilized.    In private in- 

dustry, estimating departments work closely with accounting and pur- 

chasing departments for current costs of materials,  labor and overhead, 

and it is here that NAVSEA 01 G could benefit from their experience. 

Another observation regarding the staff's educational back- 

ground is that a number of employees expressed concern that they can 

seldom work to their intellectual capacity.   If this is the case and the 

office does not offer a desirable career path,high turnover can be 

experienced thus preventing the overall capability of the Division to 

grow.    In contrast to this, the typical newcomer to the estimating 

department in a shipyard is a high school graduate w" '- ollege 

education and considerable experience in the shipyard';  ot     uction 

or engineering divisions.       What Is more important, he considers 

estimating as a promotion to be sought after rather than a career 
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starting point or stepping stone. 

I 

(3) A Lack Of Shipyard Experience Is Evident 

The following data show the experience background of the 

current staff in NAVSEA 01G in terms of average number of years in, 

Cost analysis or estimating in Navy ... 5.7 
Cost analysis or estimating elsewhere.. 1 .6 
Shipyard experience  1-3 
Other construction experience  1.6 
Engineering experience  4.2 
Shipboard experience  0'° 
Average Years TotaI Experience  15.3 

The average of total experience indicates an adequate measure for 

estimating and analysis activities.   However, the average is some- 

what misleading as o guide to overall capability since this experience 

rests principally in the 39 percent of staff with five or more years ex- 

perience.   The preceding information on personnel experience. Table 

III.6 , shows how rapidly this group has and is declining in size.   The 

average 5.7 years of estimating in the Navy is similarly misleading 

since it also is lodged principally in the same group. 

I . 
I The most important indicator on the chart relative to capability 

is the lack of shipyard work experience -- 1.3 years per person.   This 

is considerably below the average of estimators in private shipyards. 
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for example, and can be a significant obsfacle to accurate material 

and labor cost estimating.   As noted elsewhere, estimators themselves 

expressed concern about their lack of shipyard exposure.    The organ- 

ization will be seriously handicapped   with regard to the experience 

factor if it is required to make estimates in more detail than currently 

practiced. 

Because of over-education in some of the staff and the lack of 

practical experience overall, the Division could improve in the future 

by recruiting a few employees with less formal education and more 

practical training and experience in shipbuilding.    It is estimated that 

there are about 1,500 people with estimating or planning experience 

to draw from in Navy field activities. 

(4) The Key Factor In Cost Analysis And Estimating Is Experienced 
Judgment 

Cost estimators and analysts require judgment to evaluate and 

interpret large amount? of data, adjust them as needed, and make 

evaluations and judgments relative to its current and future use; 

existing data rarely fits each estimating problem precisely.   This is 

particularly so since the new SWBS system was established and ships 

have increased in complexity. 

Training and experience in the shipbuilding process   are vital 
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to the development of proper judgment in estimators and analysts.   As 

indicated, NAVSEA 01G is very thin on such experience.   Its level 

of achievement can be attributed to the expertise of a few estimators 

and also to greatly improving guidance from the Cost Analysis Branch 

over the recent past.   If more key personnel are lost, present capa- 

bility would be seriously eroded. 

I 

9 FAILURE TO HAVE ACCESS TO TIMELY AND COMPLETE COST DATA 

IS A MAJOR DETERRENT T0"RELIABLE COST ESTIMATING 

I . ,  ■ .     ■ 

It is a known fact that an estimator, no matter how talented,   is no 

better than his data bank.   The ship cost estimating function in NAVSEA has 

a data bank that is composed primarily of the following: 

i Nine group bid submission on all ships 

One hundred group bid back-up on some ships 

Complete bid back-up on very few ships 

Return cost on complete ships generally in three categories — 

labor cost, material cost and overhead cost. 

In addition, miscellaneous return costs are available but, in general, 

no organized or systematic attempts have been made to provide more complete 

estimating information. 
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(1) NAVSEA 01G Needs Better Cost Data Than Is Now Available 
To Prepare Credible   Estimates 

In order to develop estimates that are commensurate with the 

degree of technical data that is available on repeat ships and some- 

times on new designs, the estimate should be expanded from nine line 

items to as many groups for which there is good technical definition 

and time to calculate.   With a well-organized data bank and current 

CERs, estimates of 50 to 100 line items should be feasible under 

current estimating conditions. 

The data bank required for estimates with this degree of detail 

should include,  in addition to what is now being used, at least the 

following kinds of data. 

Return costs on complete ships showing manhours and 
material cost   for each of the shipbuilder's record of 
accounts associated with corresponding material 
quantities. 

Same as above on ships under construction where 
sufficient progress has been made to give return cost 
some value. 

Breakdown of shipyard overhead expense for cornpleted 
work and work in progress. 

All bid back-up data available under the law. 
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(2) A Significant Portion Of The Required Cost Data Is Some- 
where In The Navy, But Does Not Get To The Cost Estimators 

Much of the above data will be hard to come by but DOD 

INST 7000.2 should be used to the maximum.   The contracting officers 

must be required to obtain all the bid data available under the law 

and give the estimators full access and custody if necessary. 

The SupShips Offices, Naval Shipyards and DCAA office at the 

shipyard have   access      to much of the data required by estimators. 

This review of the estimating process has shown that contacts between 

NAVSEA 01G and these offices are limited. 

i 

10.       THE FORECASTING OF BUILDING PERIODS IS NOT ACCURATE AND 
CAUSES SUBSTANTIAL APPARENT COST GROWTH 

Cost growth due to Inflationary effects are felt In many ways.   Factors 

such as delay and schedule change, although cost problems In their own right, 

also have an inflation component since labor and material continue to rise as 

the delay Is extended. Allowances for uncertainties such as these are Included 

in estimates but can be quickly expended in a climate of two digit Inflation. 

Margins over the last few years have been grossly Inadequate. 

(1) Ships Are Not Being Delivered On Their Planned Delivery 
Dates And This Is A Major Cost Driver 

Table III.7 shows that ships are delayed, on average, over 
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t-wo years frorr the delivery date planned at the time they were author- 

ized by Congress.   The responsibility for evaluating the shipbuilding 

industry capacity and shipbuilding periods rests with NAVSEA 071 in 

the Industrial and Facilities Management Directorate. 

TABLE III.7 

ORIGINAL VERSUS CURRENT DELIVERY DATES 

Percent C ompletion ( 3f Construction 

10% up 25% up 50% up 

No. of Ships 28 21 17 

Total Years Delay 61 50 43 

Years Delay/Ship 2.2 2.4 2.5 
(Average) 

SOURCE:   Hearings of the Senate Armed Services 
Committee,    February 1976 

Ship cost estimates contained In budget requests are presumed 

to be based on the originally planned delivery date end,  if allow- 

onces are made for delays, they certainly are not of the magnitude of 

the two and one-half year average Indicated above. 
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Refined estrmates of the impact of these delays on costs can 

only be made on a detailed, ship by ship basis.   It is possible, 

however, to develop a rough estin»iate using manning curves and 

inflation rates.   Figjre tH.l3 Shows an estimated manning plan for the 

budget funds appropriated by the Congress and the current manning 

plan which is made up of actual manning and a projection to com- 

pletion.   The points af which 50 percent of the direct labor have 

been expended are 3 1/4 years apart.   This actually means that the 

bulk of the expenditures for shipyard labor and overhead are being 

deferred 3 1/4 years.   As originally budgeted, about 62 percent of 

the costs of the CVN 69 Were ih the basic construction contract and, 

thus, subject to the 3 1/4 yefar delay. 

Similar analyses were made for the LHA 2 and the AS 39. 

The corresponding delays and percentages are: LHA 2, 2 1/4 years 

or 83 percent; AS 39, 3 years or 78 percent. 

The cost of these delays can be approximated by using the 

above data and the Ship Price Inflation Index (Figure 111.14) devel- 

oped by NAVSEA.   This index indicates that inflation in the price 

of ships is about 11 1/2 percent per year during the years in which 

the delivery delays on these three ships were occurring.   The results 
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of this costing follow: 

TABLE III.8 

COST OF DELAYED DELIVERIES 
(Millions of Dollars) 

CVN 69 LHA2 AS 39 

Current Estimate 
Original Estimate 
Total Increase to Navy 
Increase Due to Delay ^ ' 

734 
510 
224 
116 

224 
144 
80 
33 

152 
93 
59 
25 

(1)    Cost of delay to both Navy and Contractor 

These amounts are conservative in that no inflation for GFM 

or other non-shipyard costs is included.   Also, no consideration was 

given to the fact that disruption caused by such delays invariably in- 

creases the   man-days of direct labor expended.   Clearly, delays 

in delivery beyond the date used in estimating the end cost to be 

approved by Congress are a major cost driver.   A reasonable estimate 

requires not only or. r:''='quate technical definition    for pricing, but 

an accurate prediction of the construction time period. 
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11.       THERE ARE NO STANDARDS OR PROCEDURES WHICH PROVIDE 
CONSISTENTLY ACCURATE GFM ESTIMATES 

The review of organizations producing esHmated costs for future GFM 

ship installation showed that serious deficiencies existed in the methodology 

for estimating this equipment.   Each organization differed with respect to 

estimate documentation, utilization of cost verification procedures, use of 

return cost data, etc.   No judgment can be made on this situation since no 

standard has been established to which these organizations can comply.   The 

prime responsibilities of the groups researched are technical in nature and 

their performance is judged primarily on the capability and availability of the 

GFM item.   Not much emphasis is placed on the budgeting or planning processes. 

Becuase of this situation, cost information is submitted for budget pre- 

paration in a variety of formats with little back-up data.   Figure 111.15 indi- 

cates the wide variety of cost estimating practice which exists within GFM 

organizations. 

A number of problems can be identified from this matrix. 

The NAVSEA 06 and 04 codes are not staffed with adequate 
cost estimating capability. There are only two professional 
cost estimators in NAVSEA 06 and none in NAVSEA 04. 

Cost data banks are not available in NAVSEA .    Fragmented 
cost data can be found in the various   organizations as part of 
the system/equipment technical files.   Complete files contain- 
ing cost estimates based on technical baselines, changes to 
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such baselines and estimates and estimating rationale for these 

items cannot be found.   Exceptions are NAVSEA 06H where 

data banks are in the custody of a private contractor and 

NAVSEA 01G where cost data is received in various formats 

but not to the detail required for tracking cost estimates or 
cost analysis. 

It is too soon to evaluate the effects of DOD INST 7000.2 re- 

garding return cost information. Thus far, the only return cost 
information to be found was in SEA 02 — Contracts. 

The source of escalation and inflation predictions varies; in 

most cases these factors are applied by NAVSEA 01G.   There 

are some NAVSEA 06 codes which prefer to use inflation fnc- 
tors provided by the manufacturer while others will use DOD 
indices. 

No central review procedure was observed in   SEA 06.     If 

a review is made, it is mode in NAVSEA 01G which has very 
limited capability or resources. 

Cost estimates provided by NAVSEA 06H and SEA 04, in most 

cases were within ten percent of actual costs.   However, most 

of the cost estimates provided by other SEA 06 codes did not 
follow any consistent pattern. 

PMS 404 employs a private contractor to validate cost estimates 
for the PHALANX (CIWS) and PMS 403 does the same for the 

AEGIS System.   Validation of cost estimates for other SEA 04 
or 06 GFM is not common practice. 

Cost estimating is usually done by SEA 06/04 by updating con- 

tracts.   VAS is a natural by-product of the many repeat buys 

for systems/equipments in production.   For the cost of equip- 

ment modifications, the manufacturer is usually contacted. 

The SEA 06 and SEA 04 cost estimates are generated for new 

development, budget. Ship Project Directives, or contract 
bid purposes. 

In SEA 06 alone, there are presently 24 different offices procuring 

GFM.   They establish and initiate changes to technical baselines, are respon- 
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siblefcr GFM life cycle costs and for the cost information that is forwarded 

to NAVSEA 01G as input for SCN budget estimates.   These offices also keep 

current technical and cost data for Ship Project Directives and as required, 

provide cost data to SEA 02 to aid in selection of successful bidders.   There is 

very little coordination of these activities, however, and as a result, there is 

no uniformity of cost data or documentation. 
I 
I ■ ■    . 

Without standards or published procedures to guide the GFM estimating 

•1 ^ _ '■ 
process,   the lack of estimating consistency will continue. 

12.       THE IMPORTANCE AND COMPLEXITY OF THE COST ESTIMATING 
FUNCTION WARRANTS GREATER NAVSEA C0M"MAND RECOG- 

NITION 
\ 

In preceding sections of this chapter, it has been shown that estimating for 

naval ships requires large amounts of information from a wide variety of souces. 

It has also been shown that good estimating requires adequate product definition 

and accurate   assessment of shipbuilding market and building periods.   In order 

for the Navy to keep abreast of this information, estimators must have mean- 

ingful work-oriented contact with the industry, project offices and other Navy 

departments as necessary.   The present environment and organizational position 

of the estirrating division does not provide these essentials to good estimating. 

There is also a lack of clear-cut responsibility on the port of project and 

budgeting officials to manage to the budget approved. 
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Although the Commander, NAVSEA Is responsible for ship estimates, 

it is clearly understood that he must rely on NAVSEA 01, SHAPMs and other 

SYSCOMS for important input.   Thus, when estimates are deficient, no 

single person or office can be held responsible to the Commander.   In order 

to be assured that the cost estimating organization has the authority to coord- 

inate and have access to necessary Inputs and required data for estimates it 

produces, a single office in NAVSEA should be established which will be 

directly responsible to the Commander NAVSEA, 

This office should at least include what is now NAVSEA 01G and the 

shipbuilding scheduling function(recently absorbed in NAVSEA 071).    If it is 

to be a responsible organization, it must also have resources to validate estim- 

ates prepared within NAVSEA and other SYSCOMs, establish risk margins 

I, 
and task NAVSEC or contractors to assist in estimate preparation as required. 

It must have a free hand In Judging market/building periods, and shipbuilding 

capacity without overriding influence from SHAPMs. 

13.       CONTINUAL EFFORTS HAVE BEEN MADE OVER THE LAST TEN 
YEARS TO IMPROVE COST ESTIMATING FOR SHIP PROCUREMENT 

As part of this study the organizational history of NAVSEA 01G has 

been reviewed starting in 1969 when a staff of ten prepared ship cost estimates 

for the Navy.   At that time, only estimating for ships was done — neither 

Government Furnished Material nor economic factors were part of their respon- 

sibility. 
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(1) Professional Staffing Increased By Fourteen Estimators And 

Analysts Between 1969 and 1972" 

By 1972, the original staff of ten estimators had been raised to 

24; at this writing, professional staff now stands at 21 (excluding clerical 

staff and trainees).   Recommendations made in the 1969 SCN Study led 

to tlie creation of a Cost Analysis Branch which now has ten professionals 

and this is where most of the growth has taken piece. , 

The estimating branch grew by only four (from 10 to 14) during 

this time.   An increase of three resulted in 1974 when three NAVORD 

estimators were combined with tfie ship estimators to become SEA 01G. 

The NMARC study which was completed in January 1975 recommended 

additional staffing for the cost estimating function.   However, the only 

staff increase was 0   result of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy 

transferring three billets from NAVCOMPT to SEA 01G.   The overall 

gain in the comparable basic ship estimating staff has actually, therefore, 

been only one job. 

\ 

(2) Additional Analytical Staff Has Made It Possible To Make A 
More Systemonc Appraisal Of Economic Factors Impacting 

Estimated Costs 

The newly formed cost Analysis Branch now reviews and analyzes 

economic data in a more regular and consistent manner than previously 
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performed.   In the past, individual estimators provided their own 

opinions on these matters.   The new arrangement provides standardized 

guidance for all estimators. 

(3) A Method Of Classification Was Developed To Identify The 

Degree Of Risk Associated With An Estimate 

A series of estimate classifications  was  developed which 

identify for an estimate user, the degree of risk to be associated with 

the estimate.   The classification series went from A (most accurate) 

through C (budget quality but not best estimate) to F (ball park) or X 

(directed estimate). 

It was a step forward in that it provided a basis for the idea 

that estimates have varying degrees of credibility. 

(4) NAVSEA 01G Has Initiated A Training Plon For Its Personnel 

In 1971, NAVSEA initiated a long range training plan designed 

to give each of its staff training tailored to their individual needs. 

The substance of the training program is described as follows: 

A thorough examination of all cost estimating and cost 

analysis positions was undertaken and the specific 

skills and knowledge necessary for an employee to 

efficiently produce cost estimates, cost studies, anal- 

ysis, escalation projections, budgeting data, etc., 

were determined.   These skill and knowledge require- 
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merits were then weighted to reflect the degree of 

importance of individual positions to the organization 

OS a v^'l1ole . 

[cicii employee was interviewed to deteimine tlie ex- 

tent he had acquired tlie skill and knowledge require- 

ments identified for his position through formal training 

or practical experience. 

A schedule of training on a yearly basis was established 

which emphasized that training most needed to attain 

the skill and knowledge requirerrents for each position. 

Training was not restricted to formal classroom instruc- 

tion, but included job-related training, homework, 

and job rotation. 

Budget constraints have minimized expectations regarding the 

training in that only $75/year/employee has been available for training 

purposes.   About one week per year is spent in training each employee. 

14.        IN SPITE OF IMPROVEMENTS OVER THE LAST DECADE, THE COST 
ESTIMATING AND COST ANALYSIS FUNCTION IN NAVSEA IS 

NOTADEQUATE FOR THE COMPLEX AND DIVERSE DUTIES ASSIGNED 

The preceding review of the cost estimating and cost analysis process 

led this study to conclude that the following problems exist. 

The moaeii, i.cva! combat ship is probably the world's most 

complex and certainly one of the most expensive military 

systems being constructed. 

The budgeting process requires that a commitment to Congress 

on the estimated cost be made approximately two and one- 

half years before construction contract award and six to ten 

years before ship completion. 
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The lack of program stability characterized by change of sliip 

types and numbers places a heavy demand on the estimating 

staff to produce good estimates in a constricted time frame and 

often witli poorly defined ships. 

As many as 50 different organizations within the Navy prepare 

cost estimates with varying procedures and documentation that 

contribute to the total ship construction program cost. 

The ship's cost estimating procedure is based on a highly aggre- 

gated parametric cost estimating process using only nine line 

Items.    This procedure facilitates estimate preparation with a 

minimum of effort and time.    This procedure is not, however, 
responsive to the complexities of naval ships and dota avail- 
able within the Navy that could enhance the sensitivity and 

credibility of the estimating process. 

The ship construction cost data bank Is inadequate for estimating 

tasks required by the Navy as it is unstructured, does not pro- 

vide for systematic entry of up-to-date bid and return cost data, 

or retrieval of this data In rapid and usable form. 

Since 1969, NAVSEA has taken useful steps to improve their 

ability to evaluate economic,  industrial and market trends. 

Since   shipyard overhead is as large an expense as direct labor 

or material. It should be given more careful analysis and the 
practice of expressing It in terms of a percentage of direct labor 

should be supplemented by an estimate of absolute overhead 
costs. 

The composite BLS Index now being used as a basis for determining 

material cost escalation does not adequately reflect naval ships 

and a new more representative index should be developed. 

The evaluation of market factors utilized to adjust cost during 

budget preparation is difficult and warrants a greater degree 
of analysis and recognition than now being given due to its 
importance. 

Recent changes In labor productivity warrunt   a special effort 

on tiie part of the Navy to identify and quantify factors causing 

productivity change and to reflect these in the estimating pro- 
cedure . 
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NAVSEA 01 G has been assigned some cost-related functions 

for which it does not presently have the resources to carry out. 

The capability of the NAVSEA 01 G staff,   from the point of 
view of training and experience,  has been steadily declining 
since 1974. 

The NAVSEA OIG staff has very little shipyard experience. 

NAVSEA OIG has formulated a training plan that has not been 
fully implemented because of lock of time and funding. 

The   program      is intermittent,  lacks emphasis on field ex- 

perience and is not performance oriented. 

The cost estimators do not have regular   work-oriented contacts 
with their counterparts in indusfry. 

NAVSEA has allocated very limited resources to the task of 
estimating the cost of GFM. 

NAVSEA relies heavily on contractors' and manufacturers' 
assistance to provide GFM cost estimates. 

The cost estimating function within NAVSEA should be afforded 

greater  command recognition and responsibility. 
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I IV        COST ESTIMATING AS PRACTICED 
OUTSIDE NAVSEA 

In order to place t+ie NAVSEA esHmaMng function in perspective with 

other DOD and industrial entities that have comparable cost estimating func- 

tions, the activities and capabilities of the following organizations were 

reviewed: 

Within the Navy. 

Naval Electronics Systems Command (NAVELEX) 
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) 
Naval FxiciIities Command (NAVFAC) 
Military Sea lift Command (MSC) 
Office of Chief of Naval Operations 

Systems Analysis Division (OP96D) 
Naval Ship Engineering Center (NAVSEC) 

In DOD outside Navy. 

Army Directorate of Cost Analysis 
Army Material Development and 

Readiness Command (DARCOM) 
DOD Cost Analysis Improvement Group     (CAIG) 
Center For Naval Analysis (CNA) 

Shipbuilding Industry. 

Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry 
Dock Co. 

National Steel and Shipbuilding Co. 
Bethlehem Steel Co ./Shipbuilding 

Division (Sparrows Point Baltimore) 

(Newport News) 
(NASSCO) 

(Beth Sp Pt) 
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The wide range of cost estimaHng/cost analysis responsibilities, 

approaches, capabilities and procedures of these other organizations are 

shown in Figure IV. 1 (A thru D following). 

1. THE ORGANIZATIONS REVIEWED HAVE COGNIZANCE OVER 
THE PROCUREMENT OF A WIDE RANGE OF PRODUCTS AND 
PROGRAMS 

The purpose of this chapter is to draw comparisons between the cost 

estimating capability of NAVSEA and the capabilities of a variety of other 

groups with similar functions. Prior to making these comparisons, however, 

a description of the estimating charter for each of these groups is provided. 

(1) The Cost Estimating Group Of The Naval Electronics Systerris 
Command Has As Its Primary Objective, Support Of Con- 
tracting Activities 

The Cost Analysis/Estimating Group (ELEX 504B) is respon- 

sible  for all   cost analysis and estimating policy and guidance.     The 

estimating group prepares and  reviews cost estimates which are the 

basis  for  Command planning,   programming,  budgeting,   and acquisition 

in the  research,  development,   and production of electronic systems. 

Specifically,   the  NAVELEX estimating group's responsibility 

for cost analysis and estimating in the Command includes the 

following. 
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Cost estimates for POM/Budget and DCP/DSARC pro- 
cedures; estimates in support of Life Cycle Cost (LCC), 
Design-to-Cost (DTC), Foreign Military Sales, 
Advance Procurement Plans, and Ship Project Direc- 
tives. 

Analysis of direct costs presented in contractor's 
proposals to establish a fair and reasonable basis 
for contract negotiation. 

Implementation of Command responsibility for 
assuring Cost/Schedule Control System compliance 
in designated programs. 

Development and administration of training programs 
in cost analysis and estimating. 

Estimates to be used as DTC and LCC goals in desig- 
nated programs. 

Preparation of economic analyses and program evalu- 
ations to support selection of cost effective alternatives. 

I The major portion of time spent by ELEX 504B is in assisting 

the contracting officer in placing nev/ orders.   It is in this connection 

that they visit manufacturers, examine their cost analyses in detail 

and perform estimating themselves.   Budget preparation, although a 

natural development of the contract price, is of secondary importance 
I 

and extensive use of previous contract data is made in checking 

estimates prepared by the NAVELEX Program Managers. 
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(2) The Noval Air Systems Command Utilizes A Generalized, 
Computer-Based System For Estimating Activities 

The NAVAIR Estimating Group (AIR 506) collects estimates 

from various organizations within the Command in calculating aircraft 

flyaway cost including engines, ground support machinery, training 

equipment and facilities, catapults, etc.   As with total ship estimates, 

all these cost elements are combined in a systemotic way to arrive at 

the end cost of the aircraft. 

The cost estimating and budget formulation process, though 

similar to that of ship estimating, has some unique characteristics of 

its own that should be borne in mind. 

The naval aircraft are unique in that the new pro- 
grams are always incorporating features and require- 
ments that crov/d or exceed the current technological 
threshold.   This leads to difficult cost prediction. 

The number of units produced each year are ten to 
twenty times more than naval ships. 

The aircraft industry is very sensitive to program 
chonges witb regard to numbers and technical change. 

There ore a large number of sole source equipment 
suppliers whose performance can have an important 
impact on aircraft production. 

A change in one aircraft program could affect the 
costs in another.   For example, if two aircraft pro- 
grams were to use the same engine, cost would be 
lowered.    If one program was canceled, the engine 
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unit cost would increase for aircraft in remaining 

programs. 

The Navy is buying a manufacturer's design to meet 
stated performance requirements. 

The competition between aircraft manufacturers is 
based on both design and cost. 

NAVAIR utilizes a parametric estimating technique that 

identifies, in a standardized format, all important elements of pro- 

duction cost.    Figure IV.2 shows these elements. 

The estimating process at all levels of confidence is primarily 

parametric, with extensive use of the computer. 

During conceptual design, NAVAIR will use a Rand 
cost model to arrive at a "rough estimate. "   These 
estimates are made in support of LCC cost exercises 
used to evaluate optimum characteristic/cost trade 
offs. 

NAVAIR 506 uses its own computer — a Hewlett 
Packard System Model 9830.   This system has the 
ability to process data by using multiple linear 
regression analysis on NAVAIR data so similar 
elements can be estimated using weights and degree 
of complexity as principal parameters. 

The Budget estimating is done by the central group 
with the assistance of other Codes mentioned earlier. 
Note was made during the Interview that the learning 
curve for aircraft is much less apparent or predictable 
since the numbers of aircraft ordered have dropped 
from 3,000 in the 60's to 300 currently. 
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FIGURE  IV.2 

NAVAIR COST MODEL ELEMENTS 

Aircraft 
Airframes/CFE 
Changes Allowance 
Engines 
Engine Accessories 
Electronics 
Armament 
Other GFE 
Non-recurring Cost 

Flyaway Cost 
Airframe PGSE 
Engine PGSE 
Avionics PGSE 
Peculiar Training Equipment 
Publications/Technical Data 
Fac. Training/Training Parts 

Support Cost 
Gross P-1 Cost 
Advance Procurement (credit) 
Advance Procurement 

Other Program Cost 
Spares/Spare Parts 

Capital Investment Write-Off 

Missile Hardware 
G, C and A 
Propulsion 
Booster 
Safety & Arming Mechanism 
Target Detection Device 
Warhead 
Integration and Assembly 
Engineering Changes 

Procurement Support 
Sys. Engr/Proj. Mgt. 

Contractor 
Gov't-in-house    , 

Special Tool & Test Equipment 
Inspection Gages 
Gov't. Test Program 
Data 
Containers 

Fleet Support 
Peculiar Spt. Equipment 

Test Equipment 
Handling Equipment 

Training Equipment 
Training Services 
I.L.S. Data and Publications 
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NAVAIR 506 does not prepare a contract estimate 
prior to award nor do they perform a TAR prior to 

award. 

The NAVAIR estimating group has direct contact with manu- 

facturers and, as a result, can form opinion as to market conditions, 

inflation factors,  learning curve productivity, etc. 

i 
In broad terms cost for aircraft has gone up ten times in 

the last 15 to 20 years.   The principle causes for this increase, 

according to NAVAIR, have been inflation, technical sophistication, 

reduced numbers and decreased productivity. 

(3) The Naval Facilities Command Is Responsible For The Estim- 
ating, Construction And Maintenance Of All Shore Facilities 

In contrast to weapons or ships which are manufactured In 
I- 

large numbers (weapons) and where design similarity Is a goal (ships), 

I 

most shore installations are one of a kind and must be estimated and 

contracted for on an individual basis over a widely dispersed geo- 

graphical arec.   In order to come up with timely, knowledgable 

estimating on those projects where cost varies with the locality, the 

estimating Is done in the field. 
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Llnle estimating is performed in NAVFAC Headquarters, but 

it does provide guidance to regional field divisions by publishing: 

Conceptual Military Construction Cost Engineering 

Datu 

Historical Military Construction Cost Engineering 

Data 

The conceptual data is background material to be used for the pre- 

paration of very preliminary cost estimates and budgetary costs in 

the conceptual or planning stage of public works construction.   The 

costs are presented at the engineering estimate level and can be 

adjusted for geographic location   and time element.   The Historical 

Military Construction Cost Engineering Data provides information 

for the review of related Military Construction Programs by fiscal 

year.   This document lists the costs for all projects at the time and 

location of award.   Although the Engineering Field Divisions are 

responsible for estimate preparation as a matter of practice, most 

estimates are made by architectural and engineering firms. 

NAVFAC procedures call for a project to be 30 percent com- 

plete before a budget estimate can be prepored.   At the 30 percent 

design stage, the cost estimate is considered to be accurate within 
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10-20 percent.   The responsible field division reviews the 30 percent 

design and costs, resolves differences with responsible line personnel 

and aids in the preparation of budge* documents.   The design effort 

continues with a goal to reach 100 percent design and final estimate 

1 
preparation about six months before the President's Budget is presented 

to Congress.   This also gives the   Command about   two or three months 

to adjust programs before they become locked in.   This design effort 

is funded out of current year funds made available for this purpose 

amounting to 4.5 percent of total program cost. 

Cost estimating procedures are those commonly used in industry. 

Substantial use is made of published data, handbook and contract 

award data.   NAVFAC does not normally receive return costs as 

most projects are awarded on a fixed price basis and regarded in this 

industry as being proprietary. 

The backup for the budget estimate can vary from   a very 

abbreviated breakdown of some 15 line items to a detailed bottom-up 

estimate of 10-50 sheers with several hundred line items.   A 100 per- 

cent estimate for a hospital was examined;   it consisted of 128 sheets 

and approximately 2,000 line items. 
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Budget estimates prepared by NAVFAC carry a five per- 

cent margin.     This cannot be  exceeded.     If a   100 percent estimate 

review  indicated this margin would be exceeded,   the scope of the 

project is reduced or it is postponed for re-evaluation in a following 

year.   If the 30 percent design criteria is enforced, however, the 

chance   of cost overruns    is   greatly reduced as  long as inflation 

factors can be reasonably predicted.     This is possible only 

because design has advanced to the point where the Navy  is 

reasonably sure of what  the  project  requires. 

NAVFAC's contracting and specification requirements 

closely parallel  commercial and civilian projects.     The  firming up 

of design prior to budget submittal and the dictated five percent 

growth  limitation has almost eliminated cost growth except for 

unexpected inflation.   The unexpected inflation from 1973 to 1976 

caught NAVFAC unaware,  as it did many others.     Now,   however, 

they are finding that estimates made one year ago include an allow- 

ance  for inflation  and market which  is in excess of what is now 

being experienced. 
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(4) The Military Seal iff   Command Has Responsibility For 
Estimating AcquisiTTon And Operation Of A VarietyT)f 
Ships From Cargo Transport To Oceanographic Types 

The Military Sea lift Command Engineering Office is respon- 

sible for the engineering, operations, maintenance, repairs, and 

alterations for the MSC fleet and secondarily such other projects and 

ships as ore assigned to it.   This function includes planning, supervising 

and approving the development, construction and conversion of 

ships to be operated by MSC, and supervising the Technical Materials 

Program of MSC. 

The Ship Concepts Division has, as a primary responsibility, 

the definition of characteristics, early design activity and engin- 

eering support for construction of ships for the MSC.   A secondary 

responsibility is estimating costs for these ships. 

The major functions of the Division are: 

Reviewing Seal iff program requirements and preparing 

feasibility studies 

Reviewing MSC operations to determine areas of 
potential improvement and economy through intro- 
duction of more efficient methods or new, more 
productive equipment 
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Reviewing new construction plans and specifications 

proposed by: 

Private operators for construction subsidies 
for ships which may be offered for charter 

to MSC 

Naval organizations for MSC 
special project ships 

Maritime Administration for national defense 

purposes 

Preparing contract specifications and supervising con- 
tracts for naval architectural firms to supplement 
MSC groups     making engineering studies and 
developing ship concept designs Into contract guid- 
ance plans and specifications for bid purposes 

Advising with respect to characteristics and costs of 
new construction and with respect to operating 

economies 

There are two possibilities for adding to the MSC fleet — by 

a privately financed "build charter" program or through the SCN 

budget.    In the conceptual stage, MSC staff do not know how the 

financing will go, so they make preliminary estimates as part of 

feasibility studies to get an idea of how much a project might cost. 

This is more useful if financing will be by "build charter" than if by 

the SCN budget.       If the ship is to be included in the SCN budget, 

an independent estimate made by SEA 01G is used. 
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MSC usually estimates from a conceptual design that will 

include an outline specification, basic characteristics, general 

arrangements and a preliminary weight estimate.   With this data, 

informal contacts are made to shipyards building tfiis type of vessel 

for their opinion on cost as a whole or for a major weight grouping 

such as steel, outfit and machinery.   TTiey maintain close contacts 

with equipment suppliers and solicit their help as well as keeping 

track of published cost data. 

(5) The Systems Analysis Division Is The Cost Validation 

Organization For The CNO 

This office uses a number of estimating techniques such as 

statistical comparison, regression analysis and parametrics.   When 

using   parametric  techniques  they are,   if possible,   applied  to a 

basic nine group ship construction cost and weight breakdown.   From 

a data point of view, the estimating procedure is very similar to that 

employed by NAVSEA 01G in that they also use bid data rather than 

return costs as their data base.   The Rand model is used on occasion 

and it, too, is understood to be based upon bid data rather than 

return costs.   For weapon test and integration, they use a cost which 

is a percent of the estimated weapon cost. 
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The Systems Analysis Group (OP 96D) has a close working 

relationship with SEA 01 G.   Upon request, OP 96D receives copies 

of SEA 01G cost analyses, guidance and any other infomiation they 

specifically request.   Construction periods used are similar to those 

utilized by NAVSEA.   They do not make an independent evaluation 

of this important cost input. 

With these tools, plus their own judgment regarding market 

conditions, cost trends, and economic variables, OP96D develops 

an independent estimate. If the estimate is within eight percent of 

that   developed by SEA OIG, it is considered a reliable estimate. 

The credentials of the staff are impressive.   The officers are 

full Commanders and the average civilian grade is GS 14.   They have 

a basic engineering or scientific background.   All have two Masters 

Degrees in such disciplines as econometrics, finance, statistics, etc. 

Three of the staff have Ph.D. Degrees.   About 1 .5 man-years of 

effort are devoted to ship construction programs per year. 

In interviews with OP 96D staff, the following observations 

about their operations were offered. 

This office does not review budget estimates.   It con- 
fines its review to estimates to be presented in the 

DSARC process. 
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OP 96D attempts to spot unrealistic estimates in the 
DSARC process which, in the case of low project office 
estimates, could ovoid the appearance of cost growth 
had the low estimate been established as a baseline 
cost.    In their view, project office estimates tend to 

be low to help sell the program. 

Program instability is often considered to be respon- 
sible for cost growth by reducing numbers and pushing 
programs further into the future.   Both of these actions 
will cause cost growth without   technical  change. 
It was pointed out that most of these actions were 
directed by the Secretary of Defense, the Chief 
Executive or the Congress. 

The point of view was expressed that overruns or cost 
growth could have a positive effect.    It was theor- 
ized that if tfie cost estimates were not tight, all the 
margins would eventually get eaten up one way or 
another.   The net effect would be to have total pro- 
gram cost in excess of one witfi a low budget and high 

overrun. 

OP 96D, at one time, used a 95 percent learning 
curve.   Now they are seeing no evidence of learning. 

With respect to budgeting,   OP 96D personnel 
indicated that ideally ship estimates should be ex- 
pressed in ranges, rather than as finite amounts. 
Some personnel in the Congressional Budget Office 
and in DOD understand ifiis. However, as a practical 
matter, it is necessary to have a finite estimate 
even if it only covers a planning wedge.   Otherwise, 
the best that could be expected would be to be cut 
to the lower limit of the range. 

(6) The Naval Ship Engineering Center Has A Computer- 
Based   Ship Construction Cost Estimating Capability 

The cost estimating and analysis function in NAVSEC resides 

in the Economic Analysis Section.   This section is responsible for 
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developing ship cost estimates for the internal use of NAVSEC in 

maintaining cost control during the development of ship design (such 

as "design-to-cost" programs) and to provide the SHAPM with the 

approximate ship cost impact of various design features and equip- 

ment (weapons, electronics, HM&E, etc.) alternatives.   Very often, 

the cost impact of these design alternatives are used in LCC analysis 

to help determine final design selection. 

The estimate for the base ship is done on a computer using 

seven weight groups.   The data base is developed from bid data for 

selected shipyards specializing in certain ship types, i.e., DD's at 

Bath, CVN's at Newport News, etc.   If the estimates are eventually 

to be used outside NAVSEC, computer developed CER equations are 

first validated by SEA OIG.   The factors of particular interest to 

SEA OIG are labor rates, overhead rate, inflation, and profit.   When 

estimating the impact of alternative equipments   or features, the three 

digit weight breakdown Is used.   NAVSEC estimates are not in any way 

associated with or used by SEA OIG in the SCN Budget process and 

they are not subject to a formal review process. 

The Economic Analysis Branch is staffed with five profes- 

sionals.   Two mathematicians maintain the computerized data base 

using information made available to them from SEA OIG.    Engineers 
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perform estimating using weight and design data prepared by NAVSEC 

and economic guidance from SEA 01 G.   Cost information on equip- 

ments is obtained from engineers in NAVSEC, SHAPMs, PARMs, 

and various equipment PMs. 

The estimates, as produced by NAVSEC, are examples of 

state of the art, computer-based, parametric estimating and could 

serve as a model for future efforts by SEA 01G in this direction. 

(7) The Army Has A Well Conceived Total System For Estimating 
The Cost Of Weapons Acquisition 

In the past the Army, like the Navy, has had its problems 

with overruns and cost growth.   In order to improve its estimating 

reliability the Army established a Cost Analysis Directorate in the 

Office of the Chief of Staff in 1973 and made assignments for a total 

staff throughout the Army of over 400 cost analysis and estimating 

professionals.   Of this total, 260 professionals have been assigned to 

the Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) which is respon- 

sible for Army "interiel. 

The Cost Analysis Program embraces the entire spectrum of 

considerations and resources needed to define the life cycle cost of a 

procured system, i.e., tanks, aircraft, etc. 
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According to the Army, a cost arwlyst is an individual quali- 

fied through fonnal training and work experience   to provide credible 

and realistic cost estimates.   The analyst is a broad-guaged, manage- 

ment-oriented, multi-disciplined professional v^ho employs operations 

research, engineering and econometric techniques to prepare, evalu- 

ate and validate cost estimates.   Their primary interest is in assuring 

that the overall cost to the Government of weapons systems,   forces, 

units and activities is presented in ways which yield cost realism. 

A cost analyst is not a price analyst or budget analyst, nor Is he a 

requirements planner; he must, however, have an understanding of 

these functions to fulfill his role. 

Estimates for system acquisition costs are either derived from 

detailed, grass-root calculations (an industrial engineering approach) 

or based on the relationships between more aggregated components of 

system cost and the physical and/or performance characteristics of the 

system derived from cost histories on prior programs (a parametric 

approach).   Two descriptors have come into common usage because 

of the clarity with which they capture the essential differences: 

Bottom-up for the detailed industrial engineering approach and Top- 

down for the parametric approach. 
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Historically, defense contractors have employed the 
bottom-up approach in their proposal pricing estimates 
for the Government.   Because of Program Manager (PM) 
responsibilities in connection with defense contrac- 
tors, it has evolved that PM estimates of program 
costs mirror the detailed Work Breakdown Structure 
associated with contractor cost estimates.   TTius the 
PM estimate, described as the Baseline Cost Estimate, 
usually reflects bottom-up estimating methodology. 

The advent of top-down cost estimating methods 
brought the opportunity for a genuine cross-check 
of d6:tailed bottom-up cost estimates.   The descriptor. 
Independent Parametric Cost Estimate, has been given 
to those estimates employing the top-down cost 

estimating methodology. 

These concepts have become the foundation for the Army estim- 

ating procedure. Two estimates are made, then, for each system acqui- 

sition — the Baseline Cost Estimate and the Independent Parametric 

'.I -,■■.■■ 
Cost Estimate. 

The Baseline Cost Estimate (BCE) is a term denoting 
a complete, detailed and fully documented estimate 
of system life cycle cost accomplished by a system 
proponent (weapon system project manager).   It is 
a dynamic document, appropriately refined and up- 
dated throughout the acquisition cycle.   It serves, 
after review and validation, as the principal cost 
esrirriufe for that system.   If appropriate, the Comp- 
troller of the Army will propose to ASARC principals 
a preferred Army program estimate through the 
mechanism of an Army Cost Analysis Pbper or Cost 
Analysis Brief.   In this event, the baseline estimate 
may require modification to reflect the will of 
ASARC principals prior to being documented in a 
Decision Coordinating Paper. 
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The baseline estimate (including subsequent updates) 
is used as 

The principal institutional source document 
for cost information related to the materiel 
system including design-to-cost goals. 

The basis for projecting funding requirements 
for acquisition and operation of the materiel 
system. 

A Materiel Developer is responsible for devel- 
oping the initial BCE and for keeping it up- 
dated as the system progresses through 
acquisition phases.   Further, the Materiel 
Developer is responsible for including a 
Requirements Specification as part of each 
BCE. 

BCE's reflect a variety of costing approaches. 
If the initial BCE is developed prior to con- 
tractor involvement in the program, system 
design will not be well defined and will 
usually permit costing only by parametric 
techniques.   As system definition improves 
and contractor participation increases, BCE's 
reflect increasing use of detailed engineering 
cost estimates.   As a minimum, the BCE will 
be updated for each major decision point in 
the acquisition cycle. 

The Independent Parametric Cost Estimate (IPCE) is a 
highly aggregated system life cycle cost estimate 
accomplished outside of the functional control of 
program managers.    It utilizes a wide range of method- 
ologies.   This can vary from an industrial engineering 
approach to the use of cost estimating relationships 
and/or more advanced parametric methods.   Usually 
systems in early and mid stages of development lend 
themselves to parametric estimating and as knowledge 
and experience witfi the system increases, engineering 
type of estimates become more feasible.   The purpose 
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of the independent estimate is to provide an unbiased, 
second estimate of a system's cost which can serve as 
a test of reasonableness of the BCE.    It provides man- 
agers with an  important tool  at key decision 
points. 

In addition to its principal purpose of testing 
the reasonableness of the BCE, the IPCE is 
used for exploring cost sensitivities of the 
assumptions used in the BCE.   This includes such 
factors as the probable impact of technical 
failures, changes in configurations, schedule 

changes, testing requirements, prototype quan- 
tities, inflation rates, deployment. 

It is system output related, examining cost 
in terms of what is being purchased and 
operated, such as the physical, performance 
or operational characteristics of the system, 
rather than in terms of what the funds are 
paying for (labor, material). 

Its scope encompasses the total life cycle of 
a system — the resources required to develop, 
acquire, operate and support the system. 

It uses actual cost experience on similar, 
earlier systems (including that of other mili- 
tary departments and commercial firms) to the 
greatest extent applicable through statistical 
conversion of such experience to cost esti- 
mating relationships and cost factors.   Non- 
parametric estimating methodology (analogy, 
detailed buildup^ expert opinion) Is used only 
for those cost elements for which inadequate 
data exists for statistical analysis. 

A common framework is utilized by the Army for investment 

cost estimates.   A general idea of how this framework Is rationalized 
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and Implemented in practice is shown in Figure IV.3 at the end of 

this section. 

The XMl Battle Tank acquisition program is a good example 

of the system's viability.   The XMl Tank System was mandated as a 

Design-to-Cost system in 1972 and controls were written into the 

contract so that the Project Manager   could monitor return cost 

data in managing to cost goals.   The PM is staffed with professional 

engineers who track the schedules and have cognizance of the inte- 

gration of the various assemblies for the XMl .   The life of a tank is 

approximately 20 years and it will take about 10 years to build all 

the XMl Tanks in the program.   The XMl Tank System Project Office 

has as its Program Manager, a Major General and is physically 

located in Warren, Michigan close to Chrysler Corporation, manu- 

facturer of the XMl. 

Upon the establishment of the project, a task force was organ- 

ized composed of staff from the Project Manager's office, TVie Army 

Cost Analysis Directorate, and the Department of the Army Devel- 

opmeni and Readiness Command to prepare a cost study of the new 

tank.   In 1972, the PM issued a study which provided a parametric, 

should cost estimate based on the Research and Development (R&D) 

program.    Included in the cost analysis was the impact of a gas 
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turbine versus diesei engine, different suspension tracks, and different 

guns.   The study took approximately six months to complete, rep- 

resenting three man-years of effort. 

The task force received help from the Cost Information and 

Analysis Branch within the Project Manager's Office, as well as from 

Chrysler and General Motors, the potential contractors.   The 

Design-to-Cost goal   developed by the task force was $507,000 

i 

(in 1972 dollars) for each tank with a total of 3,312 tanks.   The 

program cost was accepted by Congress. 

General Motors and Chrysler were given contracts to develop 

two competitive prototype versions of the XMl Tank.   During the 

advance development phase (prior to DSARC II), both GM and 

Chrysler at three different times verified that their costs were below 

the $507,000 DTC thresholds by making detailed unit hardware cost 

estimates based on the Work Breakdown Structure for the tank.   The 

validated costs were subjected to a detailed study by the Project 

Manager, coi.:c^'-^ns made, and these costs then became the BCE. 

The Chrysler version was eventually chosen, but certain 

aspects of the design are still not firm.   For example, whether the 

gun will be 105 mm or 120 mm will not be decided until December 
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1977.   However, the design is sufficiently flexible to permit either 

gun along with the different stowage requirements.   Both GM and 

Chrysler had the leeway to change design within certain ranges for 

ten categories of performance (i.e., fire power and protection) but 

changes could not cause deviation from certain fixed criteria such as 

maintainability, reliability, or exceed the cost threshold of $507,000 

in 1972 dollars. 

The PM is of the opinion that competition between GM and 

Chrysler has been the main reason the $507,000 cost per tank thresh- 

old has not been exceeded and that a better tank has been developed. 

To maintain competition now that the contract has been awarded to 

Chrysler for 14 prototypes, the Army has established a Design-to- 

Cost award fee agreement.   The award fee of $8,000,000 is, in 

effect, a bonus that will be paid Chrysler in five increments if the 

target cost is held down to Hie cost threshold established by the Army. 

The first increment of 10 percent ($800,000) will be paid in Septem- 

ber 1977 with other increments given periodically.   The last incre- 

ment of $4,000,000 will be paid when a contract (fixed price 

incentive) for the first 110 tanks is signed.   The Army will also go 

sole source for the second lot of 352 tanks.   They already have signed 

ceiling options for the first and second lots and are presently 
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negotiating a ceiling option for the third lot. 

The following are distinct steps taken to hold down the costs 

for the XMl: 

i       . ■ .■      ■   ' 
Competition during development 

Design-To-Cost Award Fee during prototype phase 

Ceiling options signed well in advance, as the 
initial production contract award will be made 
in mid-1979. 

The principal cost review office for the XMl Project Manager 

is the Material Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) 

Cost Analysis Division.   The Cost Analysis Division's function is to: 

Compare the Independent Parametric Cost Estimate 
(IPCE) generated outside the DARCOM to the Project 
Baseline Estimate (BCE) which is generated by the 
DARCOM.   IPCEs for the big five (one of which is 
Main Battle Tank XMl) are provided by the Depart- 
ment of the Army Cost Analysis Directorate 

Review DARCOM IPCEs and BCEs 

Direct DAkCOM's IPCE effort (non big five) 

Provide inflation guidance 

Basically, this Division is responsible for coordinating all 

cost analyses, data and factors relating to weapons system costing 
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FIGURE IV.3 
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and the Army feels thai- it Is now preparing end cost estimates to 

witfiln eight to ten percent of actual costs. 

(8) The Cost Analysis Improvement Group Within Office Of The 
Secretary Of Defense Is The Principal Advisory Body To Tfie" 
DSARC On Cost Related Matters 

The Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) was established 

In January 1972 as a result of weapon systems cost growth of a mag- 

nitude of 100 to 200 percent.   The CAIG function is to review and 

Interpret project manager estimates and make Independent cost esti- 

mates at DSARC presentations.   Each member of the CAIG represents 

functional areas which are In accord with the organizational role and 

mission of his office.   Specific responsibilities include: 

Providing the DSARC with a review and evaluation 
of Independent and program cost estimates prepared 
by the Military Departments for presentation at each 
DSARC.   These cost reviews shall consider all ele- 
ments of system costs, including procurement, opera- 
tions and support as appropriate. 

Establishing criteria, standards and procedures con- 
cerriiKtj '■^'^ preparation and presentation of cost 
estimates on defense systems to the DSARC and CAIG. 

Identifying to OSD functional offices and DOD 
components where efforts are needed to Improve the 
technical capability of the DOD to make independent 
cost estimates of all major equipment classes. 
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Developing useful methods of formulating risk in- 
formation and introducing it into the DCP/DSARC 

process. 

Working with   DOD components to determine what 
costs are relevant for consideration as part of the 
DCP/DSARC process and developing techniques for 
identifying and projecting these costs. 

Developing and implementing policy to provide for 
the appropriate collection, storage and exchange of 
information concerning improved cost estimating 
procedures, methodology and data necessary for cost 
estimating between OSD staffs, all DOD components, 
and outside organizations. 

Providing an assessment for the DSARC of ail 
cost objectives prior to their inclusion 
in approved DCPs or similar documents giving direc- 
tion to a DOD Component for the acquisition of a 
major defense system. 

Helping to resolve issues which arise over the com- 
parability and completeness of cost data to be re- 
ported on new cost data collection systems. 

The CAIG encourages the use of the parametric cost tech- 

niques for the preparation of independent cost reviews, rather than 

the industrial engineering or "grass roots" estimates used in industry. 

The parametric approach relates the actual historical cost of earlier 

weapon systems to their performance characteristics to make statis- 

tical projections of the most likely costs of new weapons.   This 

approach is intended to capture the cost of setbacks and design 

changes encountered by almost all programs — costs which are not 
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usually anticipated in an industrial engineering approach.   These 

most likely estimates are particularly useful in checking the reason- 

ableness of the goals and thresholds used to manage and control 

weapon system acquisition programs   as well as to ensure that adequate 

resources for major systems are provided for in the Five Year Defense 

Program. 

Although independent analyses to date have tended to con- 

centrate on the costs of acquisition, recent reviews have begun to 

emphasize collateral operating and support costs.   The objective of these 

estimates has been to provide the DSARC principals with a perspec- 

tive on the total impact of a given system on available resources and 

to properly distinguish between the costs of alternatives under 

consideration. 

I 

The CAIG staff consists of three civilians (GS 15s); one Navy 

Commander; two Navy Lt. Commanders; two Army Majors; and one 

Air Force Major for a total of nine.   All members have Masters 

Degrees in var:'^"s fields, two specifically in Operations Research and 

Systems Analysis, one member a Ph.D. in Mathematics.   The naval 

officers are unrestricted line officers with a tour of three years with 

a possible extension of one year at the CAIG.   The Army officers are 

from the Corps of Engineers. 
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The selection process for the military officers Is very rigid. 

They must be nominated by their service; interviewed by the Chair- 

man of CAIG, the Deputy Director of Resource Analysis, the Deputy 

Director for Strategic Programs and the team leaders in ftie directorate 

and finally an interview by the person the applicant would work with 

in tfie CAIG.   The officers usually have not had cost experience 

before coming with the CAIG but have been outstanding students 

and officers. 

Of the staff of nine, only five are full-time.   This would 

seem to indicate that the level of effort placed on cost estimate 

review causes estimates to be made in a highly aggregated and 

approximate manner.   With respect to ships, they review estimates 

prepared by Project Managers and the independent estimate by OP 

96D.    In a few cases, they make their own independent cost estimate 

by using historical data, analogy   and regression equations.   For 

example, they made an independent estimate on the FFG which took 

about 3-1/2 man-weeks of effort. 

In DOD, the cost estimating process seems to proceed at two 

levels.   The first level is concerned with new programs that must 

compete with one another to accomplish a mission on the basis of 
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performance and LCC cost by way of the DSARC process.   This is the 

stage where the CAIG has been performing its function.    In this 

process, cost estimates are prepared without any direct regard for 

the Budget process.    It is quite possible for a ship budget price to go 

forward to Congress for a program well in advance of DSARC II when 

a preliminary design should be completed and as a result, the 

SHAPM/SEA 01G estimate is never checked against an IPCE pre- 

pared by any organization. 

The second level of estimates are those prepared for the POM/ 

Budget.   These are specifically reviewed at the prescribed adminis- 

trative level, but are not checked against on independent estimate or 

validated by any Independent group around the time of preparation. 

(9) Firms Interviewed In The Shipbuilding Industry Invest A 
Great Amount Of Time In Preparing Estimates Of Ship 

End Cost 

Any comparison of the estimating capabilities of the Navy 

with the shipbuilairiii I'^dustry would be invalid unless it recognizes 

the different demands placed on the respective estimating staffs. 

The estimators for a shipyard are a key to corporate survival 

They must be able to predict within a narrow margin of accuracy 
1 

what a project "will cost."   To do this, they have available a 

■ 
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contract design, returned costs, vendor quotes and they invest time 

and manpower to turn out a detailed estimate.   Furthermore, this 

estimate is recognized as being in effect for short periods, usually 

up to 90 days. 

In contrast to this. Navy estimators must prepare an estimate 

which ultimately goes to Congress that should be accurate for two 

to three years not 90 days.   The product description (for a new design) 

is usually not much better than shipyards use to give a prospective 

customer an "idea price."   The shipyard devotes as much as 20,000 

man-hours to prepare an estimate on which the Navy estimator may 

spend as little as three or four days each time the ship comes up for 

evaluation. 

In the final analysis, however, the net impact of these two 

estimating philosophies is essentially the same.   The estimates are a 

major factor in the generation of income to both a shipyard and the 

Navy. 

Three shipbuilders were visited and their estimating capa- 

bilities analyzed. 

the Bethlehem Steel Corporation operates seven 
facilities in the United States and one abroad.   Six 
facilities are dedicated to ship repair and conversion 
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and two to ship construction.   The largest and most 
modern is located at Sparrows Point, Maryland. 
Currently, this facility is building a series of 
265,000 DWT tankers.    In the past, it has been en- 
gaged in building large merchant ships, both tankers 
and dry cargo.   They have also built naval auxiliaries, 
the last of which were two ammunition ships delivered 
in 1971 .   This shipyard is now doing about 150 million 
dollars worth of work per year and has total employ- 
ment of about 4,000 people. 

The Newport News Shipbuilding Corporation is loca- 
ted in Newport News, Virginia on the James River. 
It has a current total employment of approximately 
23,000 people and is currently building CVN, CGN, 
SSN and LNG ships.   In addition, they have an exten- 
sive naval ship overhaul and repair capability. 

The original Newport News yard, now devoted to 
naval ship construction, is one of the oldest in the 
United States.   In 1973, it started a new facility 
adjacent to the old yard designed to accommodate 
VLCC tankers up to 1,000,000 DWT as well as LNG 
carriers. 

National Steel and Shipbuilding Company 
is a relatively new shipyard in the large ship con- 
struction field.   Since 1970, NASSCO has built 
numerous subsidized cargo ships, naval auxiliary 
ships, LSTs and tankers.   Currently, it has commercial 
tankers under contract and two destroyer tenders 
(AD 41, 42). 

NASSCO is currently doing about 150 million dollars 
worth oi" v.ork per year and employs approximately 
6,500 people. 

The first generalization that can be made concerning these 

three shipbuilding organizations is that the cost estimating function 
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occupies a highly Important place in the corporate structure — 

generally close to the General Manager or Vice Presidential level. 

Secondly, the basic estimating procedures of commercial 

firms are far more refined and exhaustive than   those of the Govern- 

ment,   The procedures used at Bethlehem Steel can be considered 

representative of commercial practice and are described in this 

section. 

Estimates are prepared in accordance with Bethlehem's Job 

Number System.   Material is accumulated by three digit account 

number and actual labor hours are projected by Department, by 

item number, as well as job number.   This job number system has the 

flexibility of being used for almost any type of ship.   It has been 

used in estimating and accumulating costs for naval ships as well as 

all types of commercial ships.   The job number breakdown provides 

information from returned costs enabling the estimator to apply costs 

at various stages of construction. 

The estimator concerns himself with weights, quantities of 

material required, present day material costs   and actual man-hours 

to do the job or jobs as described by the job number book. 
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From specifications, general clauses ore prepared which are 

attached to all vendx and subcontractor inquiries to explain general 

particulars such as: 

Standards of workmanship 
Regulatory body requirements 
Noise and vibration requirements 
Spare part requirements 
Instruction book requirements 
Gujrantee or warranty requirements 

The estimator generally takes off the material quantities and 

prepares the inquiry for purchased items.   Tliis assists ttie estimator 

in understanding the magnitude of the job and helps him in estimating 

labor while waiting for price information. 

Inquiries for purchased items include: 

List of quantities required 
Applicable specifications and plans 
General clauses 

Quotations, when received, are analyzed for price, delivery, con- 

formance wii-!- <=necifIcatIons, guarantees, engineering features, 

freight allowances, etc. 

1 
1 Where information is not available from bidding plans and 

specifications, the estimator must layout or estimate by comparison 
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to previous ships built for which he has returned cost information. 

The estimator Is responsible for   maintaining returned 

costs — the actual  record of costs for ships previously built. 

The estimator establishes   quantities from the working plans 

of ships previously built.   These quantities are used in developing 

material and  labor factors for each Item or job as the case 

may be.   Returned costs help the estimator to develop: 

Net to gross ratios 

Unit costs of items not normally sent for Inquiry 

Cost items that represent miscellaneous type materials 

for each job 

Unusual items of cost that may or may not be 
considered on future estimates 

Separate fixed charge type Items 

Comparisons with previous cost information to 
establish trends, learning curves, new requirements 

Unit rates for estimating 

Returned cost information includes not only ships completed, 

but ships under construction.    Information is received which compares 

hulls under construction to hulls completed at similar points of com- 

pletion.   The importance of returned costs to shipyard estimates can- 

not be emphasized enough. 
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In the case of a new item where factors are not available 

from returned costs, the estimator would first endeavor to apply any 

parts of returned costs from various ships to similar parts of the 

estimate under preparation.   He would also estimate on the basis of 

the number of men and lengtfi of time required to accomplish the 

work. 

i In preparing the summary of material and hours, each job 

number or group of job numbers is totalled showing new weight, 

material dollars and labor hours.   Reference to price source and other 

pertinent information is noted.   Job number totals are then carried to 

the Hull and Machinery Summaries and totalled.   This is then sum- 

marized on a sheet called a Summary of Material and Hours, in 

which: 

General characteristics are noted 

Total weight is estimated and comparison with the 
design agent information shown 

Weight, material and labor hour factors shown are 
used in overall checking and provide a ready basis 
for budget estimates 

Fixed charges or non-recurring items are added 

Unusual items or special considerations are added 

Adjustments are made for following ships as necessary 
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Material listed on this sheet generally represents 
a particular base month and is so noted 

An allowance may also be made for a learning curve 
or drop curve.   Years ago significant drop curves 
were providedi 

Subsequently, an estimate summary is prepared in a less 

complicated manner in which: , 

, Material is broken down into items that lend 
themselves to the application of escalation. 

Labor rates are applied using a particular base 
month. (Usually normal straight time rate and 
overtime and shift work rate are shown.) 

Expense rate is computed based on a value for the 
construction period applicable to the particular 
estimate (considering the yard force that is anti- 
cipated to exist at the time this construction would 
be occurring).   Expense dollars are developed by 
the shipyard with corporate Accounting Department 
assistance.   The yard force tbat is anticipated to 
exist is developed by the shipyard with corporate 
assistance. 

Key estimate elements are prepared in some detail, especially 

Labor, Material and Escalation.    In preparing labor estimates, 

periodic rate projections are provided by corporate headquarters with 

current information consisting of the following: 

The Accounting Department record of actual rates 
which is compared with latest projections. 
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Each estimate is weighted by shipyard divisions in 
establishing the total rate to be applied for each 
estimote.   Divisions are structural, machinery/ 
outfitiing, material/service and loft/optical. 

Each element of a rate computation is reviewed for 
each estimate revised to suit conditions such as: 

Will additional overtime or shift work be 
more or less? 

Is there any indication of base rate creep, 
i.e., laying off or keeping high paid 
workers ? 

Was the effect of possible labor agreements 
assessed properly? 

Are incentive payments following past trends? 

Material estimates are based on delivered prices plus escaia- 

tion and are computed as follows: 

An escalation factor for steel according to delivery 
schedules is applied based on the best judgment 
of Estimating Department, General Manager's Office, 
and Vice President's Office. 

Engineering services are escalated in a similar manner 
to yard rates. 

Fixed items would not be escalated provided they 
meet the required delivery schedule. 

On other quoted materials, if a vendor quoted to a 
different delivery schedule or expressed escalation 
conditions, increases are calculated as necessary. 
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For all other material a percent is applied based on 
the best judgment of Estimating and Purchasing Depart- 
ments at the time. 

Centroids for material are established bosed on 
historical information. 

On Navy work further escalation must be computed due to: 

Navy escalation percent is usually low 

. Navy formula provides for no profit on escalation 

NAVSEA indices are not currently weighted to suit 
most ship construction 

The Chief btimator presents his estimate to the Assistant 

General Manager.   From there it is reviewed by the yard General 

Manager and is sent to the corporate office for pricing.   The pricing 

is done by the Vice President's Office and involves adjusting tfie 

"will cost" estimate for overhead, profit, market and/or other mar- 

gins for such risks which are not compensated for by escalation, etc. 

All of these activities comprise the procedure followed by a 

private shipyard's estimating department in the 60 to 90 day period 

before bid opening.       This task can consume up to 20,000 

man-hours utilizing about 20 estimators with assistance from 

the production, accounting, and engineering departments.   But, an 

estimate is not finalized by the estimating department.   Rather, 
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adjustments for capital improvements, productivity, escalation, 

market conditions, profit, technical risk, form of contract, etc. , 

are done at executive levels after the Chief Estimator submits the 

"will cost" estimate. 

The private shipyards hove estimating staffs with personnel 

numbering — 

Bethlehem Steel        22 
Newport News 78 
NASSCO 24 

Examples of time spent on proposals — 

NASSCO bid proposals take 18,000 to 23,000 hours. 

Newport News reports that time spent on engineering 
estimates for follow-on submarine is 20,000 to 25,000 
man-hours;   CVN is 50,000 man-hours;   VLCC is 
10,000 man-hours. 

Bethlehem detailed estimates for MarAd-type con- 
struction take six to eight weeks;   Naval auxiliary 
takes eight to ten weeks;   Naval combatant takes 13 
to 17 weeks. 

In spite of the difference in estimating objectives, it is in- 

structive to see how detailed estimates are arrived at by industry.   It 

must be said, however, that in many recent cases Industry estimates 

did not accurately predict costs for one reason or another which is 

evidenced by the current volume of claims. 
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2. THE COMPARISON OF NAVSEA COST ESTIMATING METHOD- 
OLOGY AND CAPABILITY TO THAT OUTSIDE NAVSEA 
PROVIDES LEADS FOR POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS 

Figure IV. 1 shown previously shows the relative responsibilities, 

capabilities and resources of the twelve groups studied.   The individual ob- 

servations and comparisons outlined on the charts lead to the following 

statements. 

(1) NAVSEA, The Army and NAVAIR Have Similar Respon- 
sTbiiities But Different Methodologies, Capabilities a"riid" 

Resources 

NAVSEA 01G has a very broad range of responsibilities to 

develop estimates from conceptual stage to contract award.   In the 

overall picture, these responsibilities with respect to investment cost 

estimating are similar in scope and program size to NAVAIR and the 

Army (DARCOM). 

In carrying out these responsibilities, it is found that the 

Army is investing considerably more resources in cost estimating and 

analysis than either NAVSEA or NAVAIR with approximately 360 

people involved, while NAVAIR and NAVSEA have around 55 and 

26 respectively. 
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The Army has instituted a cost analysis program based on 

LCC techniques which is carried on uniformly through all levels of 

the service.   Since a system's initial investment is only a part of 

total LCC cost, many of the 360 staff are dedicated to other elements 

in life cycle analysis.   NAVSEA and NAVAIR, with smaller cost 

estimating staffs, are primarily concerned with Initial investment 

cost, but the difference in staff resources is still dramatic. 

The Army and NAVAIR make extensive use of manufacturer 

return cost data and computerized assistance for data storage and 

retrieval as well as for parametric estimating. 

Staff of these three organizations are generally comparable 

in education and experience.   The average staff member is young, 

has a college education and most of his experience has been with 

the Government.   In general it was found that people with engin- 

eering background were in the minority in NAVAIR and Army but 

I 
slightly in the majority in NAVSEA,   The pay level of these organ- 

izations is aboui .!.- "ome. 

With respect to estimating methodology, some differences 

are found. 
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Army   -   Extensive use of computer-based 
models for BCE and  IPCE detailed engin- 
eering estimates. 

Army - Extensive use of manufacturer and con- 
tractor detailed engineering estimates which are 
validated by Army estimators for budget purposes. 

Arrry   ~   Cost estimators maintain very close contact 
witn counterparts in industry. 

NAVAIR   -   Extensive use of computer aided esti- 
mating with return cost data bank. 

NAVSEA   -  Manual parametric estimating 

NAVSEA   -   Informal and dispersed data bank based 
primarily on nine cost group bid data. 

The important finding here is that the Army has rationalized 

the complete cost estimating procedure and made it an integral part 

of ffie acquisition process. 

(2) NAVELEX Has As Its Strong Point Computer-based Estimating 
And Its Wide Contact With Industry ~ 

NAVELEX has a small annual budget compared to NAVSEA 

and correspondingly fewer and less experienced estimators. 

NAVELEX estimating staff spends a large part of its time in the 

manufacturer plants validating proposals.    In contrast, NAVSEA 

estimators are relatively isolated from personal contact with industry. 
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NAVELEX is also conducting a Deslgn-to-Price procure- 

ment for an ECM System which is reported to be proving quite 

successful. 

This Command has a computerized system containing a com- 

plete record of past and current acquisition costs. The budget esti- 

mating process is usually relatively simple compared to NAVSEA 

I 
since 90 percent of dollar value budgeting is for equipment that is 

now on order or for previous programs. 

(3) The Key Lesson To Be Learned From NAVFAC Is That 
Of Requiring Levels Of Design Completion Prior 
To Budget Submission 

A comparison of NAVSEA with NAVFAC is difficult because 

of the great difference in sophistication of their products.   However, 

with respect to estimating procedure and approach, some meaningful 

observations can be made. 

The first is with respect to product definition where NAVFAC 

develops its budget estimates only after 30 percent of the detailed 

design has been completed.   These are engineering estimates in 

considerable detail as compared to the nine cost group estimates 

customarily prepared by NAVSEA.   Second, the estimating staff is 

of grade GS 11-12 level, generally with high school education but 
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usually with extensive experience In the commercial construction     / 

business. 

NAVFAC headquarters develops estimating guidance but does 

not do estimating itself.   Seventy-five percent of this is done by 

architectural and engineering firms and 25 percent done by the 

NAVFAC field offices.    In contrast, NAVSEA headquarters performs 

both these functions. 

(4) NAVSEC's Capability In Computer Modeling Should Be 
Emulated 

NAVSEC has developed   an estimating technique 

using a computer-based parametric ship estimating model.   Further 

development of this program to accommodate updated return cost 

and bid data in greater detail would provide an excellent basis for a 

rapid response estimating capability.   NAVSEA 01G does not 

utilize this type of capability at present. 

(5) OP 96D And The CAIG Are Basically Small, Elite Groups 
Performing Validation Functions 

OP 96 and CAIG have a very limited capability to do ship 

cost estimating due to the small staff, product identification and data 

banks.   TViere is very little in capability or technique that these two 
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validating organizaHons have that woyld be of any appreciable 

help to NAVSEA. 

(6) The Concept Of What Is Required To Make Estimates On The 
Part Of Industry Is Quite Different From That Of The Navy 

The shipyards have an entirely different estimating problem 

than NAVSEA.   The shipyards must make accurate estimates as to 

how much it will cost them to build a ship.   This price is normally 

valid for 90 days and usually 20,000 to 30,000 man-hours is devoted 

to developing this estimate.   It must be accurate within five percent 

in order to maintain planned profit margins.   NAVSEA is expected 

to do at least as well, two to fv/o and one-half years before award, 

with 40 to 80 man-hours of effort often based on a conceptual design. 

The lesson that can be drawn from reviewing shipyard esti- 

mating is that the industry believes accurate estimates must be based 

on: 

Return cost data 

Good product definition 

Engineering detail 

Vendor quotes 
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Limited price exposure (making offer good for 

limited time) 

Estimators having shipyard experience 

NAVSEA does not follow this procedure, partly because the 

system under which it operates does not permit it and partly because 

shipyard estimating techniques are not recognized as being essential 

to quality budget estimating. 

3. A NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS CAN BE MADE AS A RESULT OF 
THESE COMPARISONS 

The review of the estimating functions outside of NAVSEA provides 

a basis for the following conclusions. 

Within the Navy, NAVSEA 01G is considered to have 
greater overall   cost estimating capability than 

SEA 06 
SEA 04 
NAVELEX 
NAVSEC 
MSC 
OP 96 

NAVAIR and NAVFAC are considered to be somewhat super- 
ior to NAVSEA in overall capability to do their assigned 
basic estimating tasks. 

The Army (DARCOM), in the case of the XMl Tank project, 
appears to have superior estimating and analysis capability 
to NAVSEA, 
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The shipyards are superior to SEA 01G In preparing 

engineering estimafes. 

NAVAIR, NAVSEC, Army, CAIG, CNA, NAVELEX and 
the shipbuilding industry make greater use of the computer 
for data storage and estimating than SEA 01 G. 

NAVAIR, Army, and the shipbuilding industry make exten- 
sive use of return costs as a basis for estimating while 
SEA 01G relies primarily on bid data. 

NAVSEA has the smallest estimating and analysis staff 
relative to the dollar volume of estimates and collateral 
duties than any of the other organizations that prepare 

budget estimates. 

The NAVSEA 01 G estimating staff is at the GS 12 average 
level which is less than NAVAIR, Army, NAVSEC, CAIG, 
OP 96, SEA 06, SEA 04 and MSC. It is about the same as 
NAVFAC but greater than the shipyards. 

NAVSEA 01G is the only organization studied that has a 

training program. 

NAVSEA 01G appears to be the only Government office, 
except NAVAIR, that does not depend heavily upon industry 
estimates as the primary source. 

All the DOD offices reviewed rely heavily on parametric 
estimating. The Army and NAVFAC also rely heavily on 
engineering estimates prepared in-house and by private industry. 

The quality of the NAVSEA 01G data bank would seem to be only 
average.   Organizations considered to have superior data 

banks are: 

Shipyards 
NAVELEX 
NAVAIR 
Army 
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Organizations having lesser quality data banks are: 

OP 96 
CAIG 
CNA 
MSC 
SEA 06 
NAVSEC 

NAVSEA 01 G is required each year to estimate more new 
products in dollar value than any other organization. 

These are conclusions based on an extensive organization study. 

Paralleling the organization study, case studies have been made on ships, 

weapons and other GFM as well as an in-depth study of ship cost estimates 

for two fiscal years.   The findings in terms of actual performance will add 

other points for consideration of NAVSEA estimating capability. 
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^ 
V ESTIMATJNG PERFORMANCE OF THE NAVY 

j The study has thus far examined NAVSEA cost estimating from 

an organizational point of view.   Additionally, to gain perspective on the 

strengths and weaknesses of NAVSEA, other organizations were examined 

and comparisons drawn. 

i 

What remains to round out the study is an assessment   of the perfor- 

mance of NAVSEA and that is covered in this section.   Estimates prepared for 

oil new or modified ships during FY 1975 and FY 1976 have been studied. 

Beyond that, studies of three representative ship programs and eight items of 

GFM are discussed.   The objective in these case studies was to determine how 
I 

estimates were arrived at and what events followed that contributed to cost 

growth. 

1. OVER THE LAST EIGHT YEARS, FUNDS REQUESTED FOR SHIP- 
BUILDING PROGRAMS, WHICH TOTALLED $18 BILLION, HAVE 
GROWN TO $22 BILLION ~~ 

Between the FY 1970 and FY 1977 budgets, the Navy requested funding 

for 132 new ships of 13 major types totalling some $18.8 billion.   In late 

1976, the Navy estimated that to maintain this program in a fully funded status, 

$22.2 billion would be required — an 18 percent increase over the years 

amounting to $3.4 billion. 
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The 18 percent may be somewhat misleading, however, since cost growth 

in 1976 and 1977 Is minimal, if any.   These programs have just started con- 

struction or in some cases are in the bidding process and, therefore, tend to 

distort cost growth If recent history repeats itself. 

As is pointed out In Chapter I , the largest cost Increase by far is growth 

in unanticipated escalation and basic construction. Very weak third, fourth and 

fifth causes are unanticipated growth in change orders, ordnance and propulsion. 

Figure V.l following shows this. 

FIGURE   V.l 

ELEMENTS OF TOTAL 
PROGRAM COST GROWTH 

In terms of dollar values, the following relate to the percentages 

shown in the figure: 
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Escalation $ 1,500,000,000 
Basic Const-rucfion     1,200,000,000 
Change Orders       238,000,000 
Propulsion.       136,000,000 
Ordnance       136,000,000 
All Other      204,000,000 

It is clear that the Navy shared with many organizations — public 

and private — the probelm of unanticipated escalation.   Over $1 billion of 

unanticipated inflation can be shown to have occurred on the big ticket pro- 

grams (SSN, TRIDENT and FFG) constructing during recent years.   This pro- 

blem is further compounded by government-directed escalation rates which 

were often unrealistic.   Also a factor is the difference in escalation and 

inflation-related factors between    industries where shipbuilding, for example, 

seems to have been affected to a greater degree than some other industries. 

I 

It is another matter, however, with regard to overruns in basic con- 

struction, ordnance and electronics.   It is the responsibility of the Navy to 

be equipped to make reasonable predictions in these areas.   As a procurement 

"giant", knowledge of the shipbuilding industry, expertise in product engin- 

eering, experience in project management are areas in which the Navy should 

excel.   Case studies and estimate tracking, however, have   shown this to be 

open to question. 
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2. NAVSEA BASIC CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATES -- WHEN COMPARED 
WITH CONTRACT AWARD AND END COST FIGURES -- SHOW 
WIDE VARIANCES 

The reasons for cost growth in basic construction are not highly visible. 

It con be caused by such varied factors as inflation, design development 

problems, poor estimates, lowered productivity, fluctuating overhead, mar- 

ket changes, building period misestimates, etc.   It is this portion of the   end 

cost estimate that depends most upon the skill and capability of the NAVSEA 

Cost Estimating Group In that basic construction cost can vary from 30 to 

70 percent of the end cost of a ship.   It is the portion of the end cost thai is 

calculated solely by NAVSEA 01G and can usually be compared directly to 

the shipyard contract price, i.e., target price.   Thus, the comparison of the 

basic construction figure to the contract price can demonstrate, to a large 

degree, performance on o specific ship case. 

Table V.l shows NAVSEA 01G estimating performance for FY 1975 

and FY 1976 (excluding program awards based on option agreements of prior 

year procurements).   In FY 1975, NAVSEA estimates supplied to Congress 

were 35 percent below the contract or low bid price.   In FY 1976, their figure 

was 12 percent lower than contracts awarded. 

In order to determine why basic construction experiences such growth, 

the following cases were examined In detail for the FY 1975 program: 
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SSN 688 class — three Submarines 
FFG 7 class — three Frigates 
AD 41 — one Destroyer Tender 
ARDM 4 ~ one Floating Dry Dock 

(1) The SSN 711,712 And   713 Budgeted In FY 1975, Although 
Repeat Ships, Were Underestimated By 22 Percent 

The SSN 711, 712 and 713 are the 24th, 25th   and 26th of 

the SSN 688 class submorines and were awarded to Newport News on 

August 1, 1975.   The SSN 688, the first of the class, was awarded to 

the some builder over four years earlier on January 8,  1971.   Sub- 

sequent to January 1971, eight ships had been awarded to Newport 

News and 18 to General Dynamics - Electric Boat Division. 

The basic construction cost estimate for the FY 1975 ships 

made on July  10, 1973 was $254,400,000 for the three ships or about 

$84,800,000 each.   The total end cost for the program of three ships 

was estimated to be $580,500,000.   The most recent budget document, 

dated June 1, 1977, estimates basic construction at $309,493,000 for 

three ships or $103,164,000 each based on the contract price.   The 

increase in basic construction from July 1973 to August 1975 is 

approximately 22 percent. 

The initial estimate prepared for the FY 1975 budget made in 

July 1973 was based on General Dynamics-Electric Boat bid data of 
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November 1970, adjusted for construction learning and inflation. 

The estimate considered only three large aggregations of cost — engin- 

eering manhours, production manhours, and material.   All the no- 

tations on the estimating back-up sheets indicate that the $84.8 

million is for each of five ships, regardless of the fact that only three 

were in the budget. -     ■       - 

The revised estimate of $103,164,000 was based on Newport 

News bid data of January 30,  1975.   The major elements of cost 

growth related to the basic construction estimate were labor manhours 

and material.   The material increased by 47 percent  and labor and 

overhead cost was 20 percent greater than the NAVSEA estimate. 

On hindsight, this overrun in materiel could be expected 

since it bridged the years of highest inflation.   In fact, between the 

time the estimate was made in mid-1973 and the materials were pur- 

chased in 1975 and 1976, material costs increased by as much as 100 

percent according to the NAVSEA index.    It is unlikely that this 

aberration would have been foreseen by anyone. 

After granting this exception, however, it must be noted that 

the procedure used in estimate preparation would in most cases tend 

to provide less than adequate data.   The guide to material costs 
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utilized in mid-1973 was bid data from late 1970.   Data from a time 

period about four years prior to the material purchase period was used 

when return data from other partially completed SSN 688 class ships 

was available.   This four year difference could have been reduced to 

two years and In almost all cases (except 1974 and 1975) material 

trends would have been recognized. :, 

A summary of cost growth for the program follows: 

TABLE V.2 

SUAVv^ARY OF SSN COST GROWTH 
ON FY 1975 BUDGET 

(3 -SSN 6r.8 Class) 

Orig. Est. 4/77 
Approved Current Estimate 

Breakdown of Estimate By Congress Estimate Change 
(000) (000) (000) 

Plan Costs 12,000 15,000 3,000 
Basic Construction 254,400 309,493 55,093 
Change Orders 21,000 24,707 3,707 
Electronics 55,410 54,900 (510) 
Propulsion Equipment 105,900 105,900 
Hull, Mechanical, Electrical 55,707 51,000 (4,707) 
Other Costs 5,400 3,600 (1,800) 
Ordnance 8,550 9,000 450 
Future Characteristics Change 6,000 5,100 (900) 
Escalation Budgeted 33,885 160,200 126,315 
Escalation Earned - - - 
Project Managers Growth Fact or     22,248 - (22,248) 
Total Ship Estimate (3 Ships) 580,500 738,900 158,400 

The above table shows two primary areas of growth — basic 
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construction (21.7 percent), escalation (372 percent) which along 

with other increases and decreases makes for an overall increase for 

the total ship of 27 percent. 

(2) The FFG 8, 9 and 10, Which Are First Production HuHs, 
Have Thus Far Experienced A 30 Percent Cost Growth 

The FFG ships in the FY 1975 program are the FFG 8, 9 and 

10, and were awarded to Todd Shipbuilding (both San Pedro and 

Seattle yards) and Bath Iron Works on February 27,  1976 for a total 

$165,665,753 target price including profit.   The original basic con- 

struction budget estimate is recorded on the budget document as 

$110,940,000.   This reflects the proration   made by Congress when 
I 

the program was reduced from seven ships to three.   The records of 

NAVSEA 01G show that the    basic construction cost estimate for three 

ships at that time to be $129,140,000.   The $165,665,753 does not 

include the gas turbine propulsion system and generators as does the 

$129,140,000 because it was decided in the period between estimates 

and contract award to procure this equipment  as Government Furnished 

Equipment in lieu of CFM.   A comparable figure of $193,205,753 is 

then obtained by adding $27,540,000 for this equipment to the 

$165,665,753 figure.   According to this record of cost estimating, 

the Navy underestimated the FY 1975 FFG program by 52 percent. 
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Records in NAVSEA OIG Indicate that the back-update for the 

contract price of the FFG 8exceed the corresponding Navy estimates 

as follows: 

Labor hours 37 percent 
Overhead 73 percent 
Material 47 percent 
Profit 77 percent 
Total Basic Ship... 52 percent 

TABLE V.3 

1977 NAVY BUDGET ESTI^AATES FOR 
FY75 FFG FOLLOW SHIPS (3) 

(Dollars in Thousands) 

6/74 8/74 
Orig.Est. NAVSEA 4/77 6/74 8/74 
Approved Revised Current Estimate Estimate 

Breakdown of Estimate By Congress Estimate Estimate Change Change 

Plan Costs 1,020 2,580 2,580 1,560 _ 
Basic Construction 110,940 148,650 164,680 53,740 16,030 
Change Orders 3,360 3,720 20,900 17,540 17,180 
Electronics 13,110 16,300 30,680 17,570 12,380 
Propulsion Equipment - - 27,540 27,540 27,540 
Hull, Mechanical, Electrical 4,170 6,180 8,740 4,570 2,560 
Other Costs 330 840 1,180 850 340 
Ordnance 37,110 60,870 75,730 38,620 14,860 
Future Characteristics Changes - - - - - 
Escalation Budgeted 11,100 44,500 55,510 44,410 11,010 
Escalation Earned - - 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Project Managers Growth Facto r       4,860 9,660 13,060 8,200 3,400 
Total Ship Estimate (3 ships) 186,000 295,300 403,600 217,600 101,300 

The conclusion that is drawn from the review is that official 

budget documents show on overrun for the total ship estimate (three 
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ships) to be 117 percent or 37 percent depending on the base used. 
I    ' ■        ■ 

It would appear, based on documentation made available, 

that the underestimate for basic construction was about 52 percent. 

This basic construction estimate of $129,140,000 (three ships) was 

revised substantially in August 1977, two months after the seven ship 

estimate was developed, which increased the cost to $148,650,000. 

This new estimate includes what is described as 

"Reflects experience learned on lead FFG" 
"Includes additional (fourth) SSDG*" 

The cost growth from this revised basic construction estimate to the 

current estimate of $164,680,000 is approximately 11 percent. 

(3) The AD 41, Which Is A Repeat Of The AD 38 And 39, Is 
Being Overrun By 80.5 Percent 

There have been only two Destroyer Tenders (ADs) built since 

World War II.   The AD 37 and AD 38 were built in the Puget Sound 

Naval Shipyard and delivered in September 1967 and August 1968. 

The AD 41 is the third of a new class destroyer tender with the capa- 

bility to service nuclear ships.   The original budget estimate to Con- 
! 
gress, prepared October 11, 1971 for the FY 1973 budget was based on 

Ship Service Diesel Generator 
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refurn costs of the first two ships — the AD 37 and 38.   It was estim- 

ated that the basic construction cost for a third AD in the FY 1973 

SCN program would be $81.9 million if built in a naval shipyard 

and $64.6 million if built In a commercial shipyard. 

This FY 1973 estimate took into account Headquarters Modi- 

fication Requisitions and other changes not included on the AD 37 and 

38 design such as an accommodation change from a Type Command 

Ship to a Flotilla Command Ship.   For all changes, however, the 

light ship weight Increased only 72 tons to the current estimate of 

13,271 Light Ship Tons. 

The AD was dropped from the FY 1973 program due to       . 

fiscal constraints but reappeared in the FY 1975 program.   NAVSEA 

01G re-estimated the AD 41 on March 23,  1973 for the FY 1975 

program on the basis of bids received on similar ships — the AS 39 

and 40 received from Litton and General Dynamics in June 1972. 

Using the nine group breakdown from these bids, the basic construc- 

tion costs in FY 1975 were re-estimated at $90.4 million.   Table 

V.4 following details the estimate and subsequent cost history. 

■^ 
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TABLE V.4 

AD 41 ESTIMATE HISTORY 

04/75 
FY73 FY75 08/74 OSD Budget 

■ Budget Budget SCA Approved Estimate 
(10/71) (3/73) (6/76)* 

Manhours** 3,844 3,900 5,838 5,838 6,342 
Labor Rate (direct and overhead) $8.26 $10.24 $10.04 $10.61 $11.74 
Labor Cost** $31,738 $ 39,916 $ 58,610 $ 61,967 $  14,447 
Material Cost** $26,993 $41,255 $ 51,750 $ 54,015 $ 70,953 
Profit Rote 10% 11% 11% 12% 11.87% 
Basic Construction ** $64,610 $90,400 $122,500 $129,900 $162,737 
Contract Esclation ** $ 3,576 $ 5,460 $ 38,500 $ 40,054 $ 44,375 
Change Orders Allowance** $ 3,000 $ 4,525 $    6,100 $    6,500 $ 22,300 
GFE** $10,160 $ 9,202 $  13,958 $ 17,303 $    8,700 
Other** $ 5,554 $ 7,113 $    6,442 $    6,943 $    8,188 
End Cost** $86,900 $116,700 $187,500 $200,700 $246,300 
Estimate Classification lip II 11/" 11 

* Based on NASSCO Bid of December 1975 

** Expressed in thousands 

In August 1974, the AD basic construction cost was re-estimated 

in a Ship Cost Adjustment review and increased to $122,500,000 with an 

associated end cost of $187,500,000.   This estimate was based upon a 

re-bid of the AS 39 and 40 by Lockheed in November 1973.   Lockheed 

was the sole bidder and was given a cost plus fixed fee contract for the 
r 
AS   39 and 40 in November 1974. 
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' The AD 41 estimate was again revised on March 31, 1975 to 

reflect a three month delay in award which increased the end cost 

to $200,700,000 from $187,500,000.    Finally, the last estimate 

shows $162,737,000 for basic construction and $246,300,000 for 

end cost based on the NASSCO bid and subsequent award of the AD 

41 on December 15, 1975. 

The cost growth in basic construction between the March 1973 

estimate of $90.4 million and the bid estimate of $162,737,000 is 

summarized in Tables V.5 and V.6. 

TABLE V.5 

ESTIMATED VERSUS ACTUAL COST GROWTH 
BY MAJOR CATEGORY 

Light Ship Weight 
Percent Growth 

1.4 
Labor and Engineering Manhours 62.5 
Labor Costs 118.5 
Material Costs 75.5 
Overhead Costs 74.5 
Profit 95.5 
Basic Construction Cost 80.0 

Table V.5 shows the percent growth that took place between 

March 1973 and June 1976 by major cost category.   The significance 

of this comparison is the remarkable consistency of miscalculation of 

oil major estimating categories when the physical changes were 

^■-^ 
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minor — increasing the ship's   weight by only 72 tons.   This 

may have been due to a rapid change in productivity and material 

costs.   Table V.6 below shows the same cost differences in the form 

of the nine cost group breakdown. 

I TABLE V.6 

j ESTIMATED VERSUS ACTUAL COST GROWTH 
BY NINE COST GROUPS 

1 
 Grow th Percent ape  
Manhours Material Ship Changes 

Hull Structure 53.5 48.0 
Propulsion Plant 25.7 113.0 - 

Electric Plant -25.5 6.0 - 

Command and Surveillance 24.0 in.o -20.0 

Auxiliary Systems 63.8 102.0 +3.0 

Outfit and Furnishings 54.8 94.0 +8.0 

Armament 38.1 -28.0 -50.0 

Integration Engineering 142.3 -56.3 - 

Ship Assembly and Support 74.2 233.0 - 

*    Dollars 
** Weights 

•. 

According to the Navy Material Index, material prices grew 

55 percent between March 1973 and December 1975.   The material 

inflation growth shown in Table V.5 (by comparing the March 1973 

estimate to the current estimate) is 75.5 percent.   This may be due, 

in some degree,to the NASSCO practice of extensive subcontracting. 

The difference in labor hours of 62.5 percent then becomes even more 
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difficult to explain when the characteristics of the ship remained 

essentially unchanged.   In fact, the weight growth was only 1.4 per- 

cent.   This is either the result of bad estimating or a rapid deterior- 

ation of productivity that could not be predicted.   The succeeding 

table shows variations in labor estimates among the nine cost groups 

from -25.5 percent to 142.3 percent, a range of 168 percent. 

From records in NAVSEA OIG, it would appear that no 

attempt has been made to record the results of the contract negotiation to 

reconcile these wide differences as a protection against similar dis- 

crepancies in the future.   Possible explanations of these differences 

may be: 

The effect of a seller's market where the shipbuilders 
were willing to take Navy work only if they had 
sufficient manhours to cover all possible contingencies 
such as: 

Quality control and rework 
Hidden specifications requirements 
Disruption caused by changes or late GFM 
Unexpected engineering documentation 
Compliance with DOD INST 7000.2 
Productivity considerations 

The AS bids of June 1972 by Ingalls and General 
Dynamics may have been very low and NAVSEA OIG 
reflected this data in the AD 41 estimate. 

The NASSCO bid may have been high due to a backlog 
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of commercial work and due to its loss experience 
on the AOR 7.   NAVSEA OIG, again, did not have 
sufficient data or insight to detect it. 

Since Puget Sound Naval Shipyard delivered a very 
similar ship in 1967 for considerably less manhours, 
something dramatic happened to productivity and/or 
it had become increasingly difficult to work with the 

Navy. 

NAVSEA had demonstrated in this instance that they have the 

capability to extrapolate experience from similar ships to derive a 

cost estimate, but In budget preparation during that period, the group 

did not detect the Impact of rapid changes in productivity, market 

conditions and Inflation. 

! NAVSEA was(and is)not prepared to question a shipyard estim- 
i 

ate by Individual cost group which deals with manhour and material 

details.   This Is due to lack of readily  retrievable current bid and 

return cost data.   This type of Information Is needed to detect pro- 

1        . ■■ 
ductlvity and other general trends ~ which under any conditions is 

most difficult.   Currently,   NAVSEA Is Increasing labor estimates by 

18 percent to reflect changes In productivity. 

(4) The ARDM 4 Has Experienced A Cost Growth   Of 52.4 Percent 

The ARDM 4 is the first drydock to be built by the Navy since 

World War II.   The basic construction estimate dated March 13,1973 
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was $16,350,000 and carried a "D" classification.   This esfimate 

for a fixed price contract was included in the FY 1975 budget sub- 

mission to Congress.   About two years later, on February 14,  1975, 

a contract estimate was prepared prior to receipt of bids and the cost 

was re-estimated at $18,640,000 on an adjusted price basis which 

took into account unanticipated inflation that took place from 1973 

to 1975.   On July 29, 1975, bids were received from a single bidder — 

Bethlehem Steel Company — for $24,996,000 on an adjusted price 

basis (i.e., to be adjusted for labor and material escalation during 

contract).   A reconciliation was attempted to account for the differ- 

ence between the Navy estimate and Bethlehem's.   This review led 

to a voluntary price reduction of $569,000 by Bethlehem and an award 

was then made on October 23,  1975 for $24,427,000. 

A comparison of the end cost breakdown prepared for the 

FY 1975 budget on March 13, 1973 and the most recent estimate of 

June 1977 is shown in Table V.7. 

The $16,350,000 estimate of March 13, 1973 was classified by 

the estimator as "D" quality and, in doing so, indicated that it should 

not be considered budget quality.   Nevertheless, it was used for the 

budget submission and the record does not provide further explanation. 

'-^ 
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TABLE V.7 

ARDM 4 COST GROWTH 
(Dollars in Thousands) 

.1                  ,     . 

1 

Budget 
Estimate 
3/13/73 

Estimate 
as of 
6/// 

Percent 
Growth 

Construction Plans 
Basic Construction 
Basic Changes 
Future Delivery Charges 
Escalation Budgeted 
Other Costs 
Grand Total 

500 
16,350 
1,650 

800 

440 
19,740 

24,300 
2,000 

2,600 
500 

29,400 

48.6 
21.2 

13.6 
48.9 

As can be seen, the major contributor to cost growth is in 

the estimate for basic construction (49 percent).   One cause of this 

difference is in the area of labor rate.   It is shown in Table V.8 

that the quantity of labor was 22 percent less than the NAVSEA 

estimate and further that Bethlehem used $9.44 per hour compared 

to the Navy's $5.40 per hour.   Bethlehem presented back-up that 

finally convinced the Navy that this rate was reasonable for the 

Bethlehem shipyard. 

The breakdown of percent differences in the basic construc- 

tion estimate is shown in the following table.   It is a comparison of 

the Navy monhours and material estimate of March 13, 1973 and 

the accepted Bethlehem bid dated July 29, 1975. 
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TABLE V.8 

COMPARISON OF ARDM 4 ESTIMATE 
VERSUS BID 

Estimated Group 
Percentage Grov/th 

Labor Man-hours Material 

100 Hull structure -    ^7 +        12 
200 Propulsion Plont — 
300 Electric Plant +    37 +      154 
400 Command & Surveillance -    45 +      171 
500 Auxiliary Systems -    38 +      159 
600 Outfit and Furnishings -    26 +      144 
700 Armament _ 
800 Integration/Engineering -    41 + 1,650 
900 Ship Assembly/Support Services + 140 +     382 

TOTAL -    22 +      162 

The record does not indicate that the dry dock design changed 

in the intervening time so that when comparisons of estimated manhours 

and material costs are examined, differences are so large that one can 

conclude that either the Navy greatly under-estimated the job or Beth- 

lehem had greatly over-priced it.   The ship is now under construction oh 

a fixed price contract, hence it will be some time before the reason can be 

known. In any event, since the Navy did accept the Bethlehem bid, 

the overrun is real and as far as budgeting is concerned, it was under- 

estimated. 

-^ 

Bethlehem did submit a detailed estimate to back-up their bid 

but since NAVSEA uses only o nine group breakdown in their estimating. 
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a sole source award was considered without benefit of knowing in 

detail why manhour and material cost differences were so large.   NAV- 

SEA OIG subsequently examined the Bethlehem bid back-up, met with 

Bethlehem officials, and decided that the price was reasonable.   Upon 

this advice, the contracting officer negotiated the contract. 

In retrospect, several considerations should be kept in mind. 

Market conditions were such that Bethlehem was the 
sole bidder.   If the market had been such that several 
bids had been received, it would not have been un- 
reasonable to expect a low bid up to 25 percent less 
than that submitted by Bethlehem. 

NAVSEA made its budget estimate 31 months prior to 
award.   During this period, the NAVSEA "Cost Group" 
Index increased 60 percent, which is twice what might 
have been reasonably expected in 1973. 

It could be concluded that had the market conditions of 1973 

continued into 1975 and had material inflation remained within reason- 

able limits, the Navy's March 31, 1973 estimate of $16,350,000 would 

still have been on the low side — but not as seriously as it seems now. 

(5) NAVSEA OIG Estimating Performance On Ships Contracted For 
I In The FY 1975-1976 Budget Averaged 30 Percent Below The 

Contract Price 

Table V.9 shows NAVSEA estimating performance in relation 

to design status (i.e., new or repeat), time lapse between the budget 
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estimate and award, and the difference in estimated values used by 

Navy and low bidder for labor hours, material dollars and overhead 

cost. 
TABLE V.9 

BASIC CONSTRUCTION COST GROWTH 
FY 1975 and FY 1976 

Basic Time Between Increase in Basic Estimate 
Fiscal 
Year Program 

Construction 
Cost Growth 

Design 
Status 

Budget Est. and 
Contract Award 

Between Budget and Award 
Labor Hrs. Material Overhead 

(percent) (months) (percent) (percent) (percent) 
1975 SSN 688 22.0 Repeat 25 (1) 47.0,,, (1) 
1975 FFG 7 52.0 Repeat 18 29.0 47.0(3) 73.0(2) 
1975 AD 41 80.5 Repeat 33 62.5 75.5 74.5 
1975 ARDM 48.0 New 31 (22.0) 162.0 (10.0) 
1976 SSN 688 0.1 Repeat 19 * * * 
1976 FFG 7 27.4 Repeat 13 * * * 
1976 AD 42 6.5 Repeat 22 * * * 
1976 AO 3.8 New 12 * * * 

* Not analyzed. 
(1) Overrun for labor and overhead dollars combined — 20 percent. 
(2) Profit margin exceeded Navy estimate by 77 percent. 
(3) Includes main propulsion units, etc., (<'  $9.19 million per ship now GFM. 

In FYs 1975 and 1976, the only new designs were the ARDM 

4 and the AO.   The remainder consists of repeat designs with no 

changes in design which would affect price after the initial estimate 

to any great extent. 

With regard to labor hours, the Navy estimates were substan- 

tially less than the bidder except for the ARDM 4 and the SSN 688. 

In the case of the ARDM 4, the labor rate used by the bidder was 75 

percent higher than that used by the Navy; however, the number of 

manhours used by the bidder was 22 percent less.   Overhead estimates 
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(in two cases) were about 74 percent low.   The most consistent dif- 

ference is with respect to material costs. 

The effort to quantify the estimating capability of NAVSEA 

was complicated by the fact that the continuity and quality   of estim- 

ate records in NAVSEA over the 33 month time span are completely 

inadequate.   This was demonstrated by the inordinate amount of time 

spent by study staff and NAVSEA personnel to track this relatively 

small sample of estimating performance.   A more comprehensive anal- 

ysis of performance was precluded by inadequate estimate documen- 

tation.   The limited examples included, however, do represent almost 

all of NAVSEA's estimating activities for the 1975   program. 

What has been found is that the Navy failed to recognize, in 

the 1972 through 1974 time frame, the magnitude of changes taking 

place which were changing the character of the industry. 

Increasing labor costs 
Skyrocketing material costs 
A rapid drop in labor productivity 
?.zp'.6 growth in overhead cost 
Effects of a seller market in the industry 

j This is not to forget the difficulties in predicting prices and 

costs two to three years in advance of contract award even under the 

most favorable circumstances.   Navy estimators have even greater 
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difficulty, however, because of late program changes and poor pro- 

duct definition.   In addition, the allowances by GSD for future in- 

flation have proved in the past to be inadequate. 

Considering this environment, the Navy should have a par- 

ticularly strong and capable Cost Estimating and Analysis Group to 

cope with these conditions -- perhaps an elite group might be the 

term. 

This study of the FY 1975-1976 program has brought to light 

a number of   problems that can be noted. 

Cost estimates were calculated in too aggregated a 
manner (nine cost groups).   Greater accuracy and 
familiarity with design features and weapons systems 
could be expected if estimates were to reflect avail- 
able detail of the design development. 

Data banks were insufficient.   They are still not in a 
form that facilitates rapid retrieval of data in usable 
form.   Neither does it contain the mass of pertinent 
cost data that is available within the Navy or properly 
available to it. 

Estimate documentation setting forth the rationale be- 
hind an estimate, data source, purpose, design data, 
etc., in most cases, was incomplete and often non- 
existent. 

No systematic effort was made to monitor and analyze 
return costs in on-going programs to keep Cost Estim- 
ating Relationships up-to-date or to determine current 
productivity trends. 
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The estimating and cost analysis staff had very limited 
contact with shipyard and industry counterparts.   As a 
result they did not have an opportunity to keep abreast 
of current developments and trends until it was too late. 

The cost analysis and estimating staff are a dedicated 
group who have Implemented many previous study re- 
commendations, but on the whole, has been Insufficient 
In numbers, experience, training and budget resources 
to adequately estimate complex Navy ships. 

in addition to the lack of estimate documentation, 
recordkeeping In the Division was poor.   No records 
were kept, for example, of where time is spent on the 
numerous functions assigned to the Division. 

Supervision    was insufficient in that all supervisors 
through GS 15 were working supervisors and often 
could not give adequate guidance to subordinates or 
give their work adequate review. 

3,       ! A NUMBER OF SHIP AND GFM CASES WERE SELECTED FOR MORE 
IN-DEPTH STUDY TO PROVIDE FURTHER CLUES AS TO THE CAUSES 

OF COST GROWTH 

The ship cases selected demonstrated cost growth between the Con- 

gressional budget and estimated (or actual) end cost of 

52 percent for the AOR 7 
20pe.c;r.*for the SSN 678 
41 percent for the FFG 7 

These ships are vastly different in tenns of program development status, 

engineering sophistication, economic and market Influences during building 

periods and priority within the shipbuilding program. 
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To illustrate one of these differences ~ economic influences during 

building period ~ Figure V.2 shows shipbuilding material and labor inflation 

Indexes between the years 1965 and 1977.   Superimposed on these indices 

are the development periods for each of the three ships.   The difference in 

economic environment is obvious. 

Before describing the ship programs examined, however, a brief 

discussion on the method of selecting the ship and GFM items to be tracked. 

(1) A System Was Devised To Select Three Ships From The 1970- 
1977 Programs For Detailed Analysis 

The review   included 108 ships of 12 different types in the 

following five Budget Activities: 1) Ballistic Missile Ships;   2) Other 

Warships;   3) Amphibious Ships;   4) Mine Warfare Patrol; and 5) 

Auxiliaries and Craft.   Programs that were not included ore those that 

were considered as being not representative of typical ship construc- 

tion.   These were the SSBN POSEIDON conversions wherein major 

sections of the ships were not involved.   Also, four T-ATF tugs and 

smaller craft were not considered because of their relatively small 

impact in the SCN appropriation. 

Table V. 10 summarizes the ship classes and numbers of ships 

authorized over the study period and which formed the population 

from which ships were to be selected. /^ 
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TABLE V.IO 

SHIPS AUTHORIZED AND FISCAL YEAR OF AUTHORIZATION 

Type 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

SSM 3 4 5 6 5 3 2 3 
TRIDENT - - - - 1 2 1 1 
DD 3 6 7 - 7 7 _ _ 
FFG - - - 1 - 3 6 8 
CVN 1 - - - 1 - _ _ 
CON 1 1 1 - - 1 _ - 
LHA 2 2 - - - - _ 
AD - - _ - - 1 1 1 
AS - - 1 1 - - _ 1 
AO - - - - - 2 1 
AOR - - 1 - - - _ - 
PHM - - - - - 4 - - 

.^^ 

Many factors were considered in the initial review process 

before a recommendation could be made as to the ships to be selected 

for in-depth study.   The written record, particularly reports of Con- 

gressional hearings, discusses in some detail the problem of cost growth 

from original estimates, the    rapidly rising cost of naval ships (aside 

from obvious economic problems), the quality of Navy estimates, 

the diminishing number of shipyards in which naval ships are being 

constructed, shipyard attitude toward Navy and vice versa, contract 

administration procedures and the like.   These kinds of problems are 

covered in the many documents reviewed in preparation for the report. 

They provided a basis for focusing on important criteria requiring 
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review prior to selection of specific ships to be studied.   The criteria 

that were considered pertinent and on which selection was based 

follows: 

Size of the program — This criterion was used to 
weight the larger of the ship programs with the view 
that it was best to direct effort to areas consuming 
the larger amount of Navy resources. 

Size of cost growth — Since the study was prompted 
by the amount of cost growth being experienced on 
SCN programs, this factor was important in the 
selection process. 

As has been previously discussed, the size of cost 
growth    is considered in this study to be a function of 
the current estimated cost versus the "original estim- 
ate".   The original estimate is defined as the estimate 
made available to the Congress on which funding 
actions for advance procurement and/or authorization 
of a new ship or class of ships were based. 

Ship type — The type of ship was considered in that 
an insight might be gained regarding impact on overall 
cost growth in understanding estimating difficulties 
related to all types of ships. 

From the point of view of ship type alone, the ships 
authorized for construction in Fiscal Years 1970-1977 
provide a suitable mix from which to select three types 
for detailed review.   Within each of the categories 
indicated in the study specification, i.e., a nuclear 
ship, a non-nuclear combatant ship and an auxiliary 
ship, there are at least three types from which to make 
selections. 

The combatant ships cover a broad spectrum of size, 
configuration, manning, armament and mission.   They 
range from aircraft carriers (measuring almost 1,100 
feet, carrying over 5,700 people for whom living 
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and working accommodations must be provided, as 
well as complex systems for operating oircraft) to the 
132 foot hydrofoil (which carries 21 people and con- 
ducts offensive warfare while traveling at great speeds) 
as well as various types and classes of surface com- 
batants. 

Follow program — This criterion relates to the possi- 
bility that findings of the study will have additional 
value if the ship on which findings are based is to be 
followed by a ship class having features similar to the 
case study ship.   Similar or identical hulls or similar 
weapons systems are examples. 

System integration complexity— Because difficulties 
encountered in integrating weapons systems into the 
total ship control system have caused significant cost 
growth, it is considered that ships with more complex 
weapons systems should be given preference in the 
selection process.   The more complex the system, the 
greater the probability of integration problems, and 
the greater the estimating problem. 

Design — Within the population of ships there are a 
number of different design processes being followed. 
They range from a simple repeat design to design-to- 
cost.   Ships having more extensive or complex design 
requirements were given preference in the selection. 

Number of shipyards involved — There is a potential 
advantage in having two or more shipyards involved in 
the construction of ships of the same class as the spe- 
cific ships selected for in-depth review because cross- 
checking of estimates, proposals and performance 
reports should be possible. 

Acquisition status — The purpose of this criterion is 
to insure that ship programs in their infancy are not 
selected because, for these programs, the amount of 
useful data is limited.   Comparisons of estimates to 
actuals would not be possible on very new programs. 

■^' 
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Contract data — The contracts under which the ships 
being considered are procured usually cover more than 
one ship.   This makes data analyses more difficult, 
especially if a lead ship is included in the lot.    Prefer- 
ence is given to single ship contracts and, then, to 
contracts including only follow ships. 

Potential problems — It is considered that some of the 
ships in the population are more apt to experience pro- 
blems which will affect cost and delivery after this 
study is completed than are other ships.   This could 
tend to reduce the usefulness of the study results. 
Accordingly, preference was given to ships that give 
promise   of having fewer problems as they near com- 

pletion. 

Claims — Preference was given to ships with the fewest 
claims and to ships being constructed in shipyards 
having lodged claims on only one ship type.   The pur- 
pose is to reduce the impact of claims on the analysis 
of actual cost data. 

The process of selecting ships based on these criteria was an 

iterative one.   The first step was to eliminate from the sample those 

ship types which presented particular analysis problems.   On this 

basis, the following ships were eliminated in the first cut. 

TRIDENT since it was managed by a project office under 
NAVMAT; not a party to the contract and also not a 
mature program. 

LHA since it was the first Navy ship of its class con- 
structed at a completely new building facility; too 
many start-up problems could confuse issues. 

PHM as too unique and not built at typical shipyard. 

AO 177 since progress against completion is minimal. 
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AS ruled out as too closely connected with other 
potential nuclear ships. 

CVN since armament not complex — as compared 
with nuclear submarines, for example. 

The final selections were made between two ship types within 

each of the categories by close analysis of the criteria. The choices 

were as follows. 

The SSN 688 class was chosen over the CGN 38 class. 
It met the criteria of program size, cost growth, num- 
ber of ships, complexity and number of shipyards. 
Other criteria were either not germaine or favored 
the CGN. 

The FFG 7 class was chosen over the DD 963 class. 
This was a difficult choice but the major influences 
were program size, apparent cost growth, deslgn-to- 
cost experiments, number of shipyards, follow-on 
potential and fewer problems. 

The AOR 1 class was chosen over the AD 41 class. 
The choice here was driven by the fact that the AOR 
class had a relatively complete record of events over 
seven ships which would provide an opportunity for 
detailed review of acquisition phases. 

To summarize the selection choices,   then. 
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TABLE V.n 

i 
SUMMARY OF SHIP CLASS SELECTION 

 Shi p   Classes  
SSN 688/ DD 963/ AOR 1/ 

Selection Criteria CGN38 FFG7 AD 41 

Program Size SSN FFG AD 
Cost Growth — FFG AD 
Ship Type SSN — — 
Follow Program CGN DD AOR 
System Integration Complex CGN DD AOR 
Design — FFG AD 
Number of Shipyards SSN FFG AOR 
Delivery Status — DD AOR 
Contract Data — FFG AOR 
Potential Problems SSN FFG AOR 
Claims SSN — AD 

Consensus SSN FFG AOR 

(2) Three Ships Were Selected, Two Were Approved By The Navy^ 
The Third Rejected And A Substitute Directed 

The SSN program is under construction in two shipyards, New- 

port News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company and General Dynamics 

Corporation, Electric Boat Division.   The first consideration was the 

shipyard.   In consideration of the claims situation that prevails between 

Newport News and Navy, on prior programs as well as the SSN, 

opinion was that one of the ships under contract with Electric Boat 

could be tracked more thoroughly, with input provided by the ship- 

yard as well as the Government.   The selection process then concerned 

itself with which of the boats at Electric Boat to recommend.   Since 
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there was llUle choice but to track the lead ship in the non-nuclear 

combatant category and a single ship in the auxiliary category, study 

of a follow ship would round out the mix of lead yard/lead ship and 

follow yard/follow ship.   The group, therefore, recommended SSN 

696 for tracking.   The construction schedule for SSN 696, at the time, 

was about one year behind SSN 690;   the first ship of this class is 

under construction and nearing completion at Electric Boat and about 

1-1/2 years behind the SSN 688.   The SSN 696 is approximately 70 

percent complete and is projected for delivery in April 1978.   The 

selection of the SSN 696 was not approved by the Navy, however. 

A boat in the 637 class — SSN 678 — was directed. 

The FFG 7 was the logical choice for tracking in this cate- 

gory.   It is the lead ship of the class, being constructed in the lead 

yard.   There are two other yards involved in the program in follow 

ship construction.   FFG 7 is estimated to be approximately 90 percent 

complete, with delivery estimated in December 1977. 

The AOR 7 is the only ship of this type authorized in the 

period covered.   It was constructed by National Steel and Shipbuilding 

Company and delivered on October 14,  1976.   It is of the AOR 1 

class constructed by General Dynamics, Quincy Division in the late 

1960's. 
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(3) Eight I ferns Of GFM Were Selected By The Navy As Being 
Interesting Tracking Candidates 

The following items of GFM have been researched as part 

of this report: 

AN/$PS-55 Surface Search Radar — A conventional 
x-band radar capable of detecting medium and large 
line-of-sight targets and small targets at close range. 

PHALANX Close-in Weapons Systems— A unitized, 
completely automatic gunnery weapon designed to 
recognize, track,fire on and destroy a missile within 
its operating area. 

MK-45 Lightweight Gun — A fully automatic, light- 
weight, shielded single-barrel weapon firing 5"/54 
caliber projectiles at about 20 rounds per minute. 

MK-86 Gun Fire Control System — A gun fire con- 
trol system for surface to surface and surface to air 
(aircraft and missile) weapons. 

AN/UYK-7 Digital Computer -- A modular, general 
purpose digital computer for shipboard applications 
in the weaponry and administrative computing areas. 

AN/SPS-40 Air Search Radar ~ A lightweight air 
search radar for detection of high and low flying 
targets. 

AN/3QS-53 Sonar — A surface ship sonar providing 
detection, classification and localization of under- 
water targets as part of the ASW mission. 

LM 2500 Gas Turbine Engine — An advanced propulsion 
unit developed from aircraft technology.   It is a simple 
cycle, two shaft, high performance engine generating 
27,500 horsepower with necessary support subsystems. 
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4. THE APR 7 WAS BUDGETED AT $56.5 MILLION IN 1970;   BUT 
UPON DELIVERY IN 1976, THE COST WAS $86.3 MILLION 

The AOR 7 is a multipurpose replenishment ship designed to provide 

rapid replenishment of petroleum products, selected ammunition items, 

limited amounts of chilled and frozen provisions, repair parts, consumable 

stores, and fleet freight to operating forces at sea. 

I 

When first authorized in FY 1965, the AOR was a new type of ship 

which was designated a Replenishment Oiler and it is now one of five ship 

types classified as Underway Replenishment Ships in the Auxiliary Ship 

group.   Subsequent AOR class acquisitions are summarized below: 

Contracts for AORs 1 through 6 were awarded to General 
Dynamics-Quincy.   The U.S.S. WICHITA AOR 1, the lead 
ship of the class, was delivered in May 1968, thirteen months 
behind schedule at a cost of $41.0 million. 

The last of the class built by General Dynamlcs-Quincy, 
the U.S.S. KALAMAZOO AOR 6, was delivered in July 
1973, thirty months behind schedule at a cost of $43.7 
million. 

The AOR 7 was authorized in June 1971 with the FY 1972 
shipbuilding program to replace an older ship of question- 
able reliabiliry which was then approaching 36 years of 
service. 

An overview of the AOR 7 development follows: 
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FIGURE    V.3 
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(I) The Replenishment Oiler AOR 7 Was Included In The FY 1972 
Shipbuilding Program 

An estimated end cost of $56.5 million for AOR 7 was for- 

warded to the Congress in January 1971.   This estimate, including 

escalation growth and other contingencies was derived as a result of 

a   series of program planning and budgeting reviews, the results of 

which can be summarized as follows. 
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TABLE V.12 

COST HISTORY OF APR 7 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Estimate 
End Cost Estimated Basic Classi- 

Dote Estimate Construction Cost fication Remarks 

2 April 1970 70.9 46.7 F POM Preparation 

12 June 1970 68.5 44.7 D POM Submit 

28 Sept. 1970 65.5 44.7 D SECNAV to OSD 
Budget Submit 

19 Nov. 1970 56.5 41.7 F PBD Reclamn 

17 Dec. 1970 58.5 43.4 F NAVSHIPS to OP- 
NAV Budget Reclame 

18 Dec. 1970 56.5 41.7 F Approval and 
Budget Submit 

14 Dec. 1972 68.0 48.1 F Reprogramming Action 

14 Oct. 1976 86.3 61.4 End Cost 

These planning and budgeting reviews are characterized by 

continual testing of options to best utilize resources provided by OSD 

guidance for the POM and Budget submissions.   Many elements — cost 

per ship, number of ships, characteristics lists, current year or out 

year programming — are evaluated to achieve the best program within 

resources available.   The objective, finally, is to put forward a pro- 

gram which has high probability of Congressional approval.      The 

compromises attendent to such a process necessarily impact over 
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the life of the ship procurement.   This was evident in the AOR 7 

acquisition. 

Estimating problems during the early period were caused chiefly 

by changing and sometime   confusing characteristics lists for the ship. 

Beyond that, constant pressures were exerted to settle on a lower end 

cost figure.   CNO guidance for the AOR 7 was issued in September 1969 

and requested five ships (two in FY 1973 and three in FY 1974) of a 

modified, repeat design based on AOR 5 and 6 specifications.   All changes 

In the AOR class developed over the three previous flights such as class items, 

field and headquarters-initiated changes and operational evaluation items 

were to be included in the design baseline.     Further, new characteristics 

were specified in ordnance, habitabllity, pollution abatement, helicopter 

handling, refrigeration compartments and electronics. 

In reviewing estimating activities during this period, a question 

arises as to whether AOR 7 was a new class   ship or actually a routine 

modification of a current or existing class of ships.   The answer to this 

question impacts the estimate classification.     If the changes accumulated 

on prior ships had been routinely incorporated in the class design, one 

might expect a class "B" estimate; however, these changes were thought 

by NAVSEA estimators to be substantial and precluded extensive 
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utilization of cost experience from past ships. 

«t 

The first estinate for the AOR 7 was $70.9 million and implies, 

by its class "F" designation, an initial reaction that ship changes and 

updates as approved were sufficient to consider it almost a new class 

which would cost substantially more than any of the first six AORs — the 

last of which cost $43.7 million at completion. 

In the time between the POM estimate and the NAVCOMPT 

budget submission,   more refinement took place and a class "D" estimate 

of $68.5 million for a FY 1973 award was arrived at.   A breakdown 

of the original POM estimate is found in   the Table below. 

TABLE V. 13 

BREAKDOWN OF AOR 7 ORIGINAL VERSUS 
REVISED BUDGET ESTIMATES 

(Dollars in Millions) 

Original POM Revised   POM 
Cost Category Submit Class "D" Submit Class "F" 

(5/22/70) (9/28/70) 
Plans 1.9 1.9 
Basic Construction 44.7 44.7 
Change Orders 3.6 3.6 
Electronics 1.2 1.3 
H/M/E 1.8 1.8 
Ordnance 8.0 8.0 
Escalation 4.6 1.5 
Future Characteristics Char iges         1.7 1.7 
Other 1.0 1.0 
Total 68.5 65.5 
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During the Budget cycle, the NAVCOMPT, CNO and 

SECNAV Hearings produced a revised plan and, in the last days 

before the OSD Budget submission, a repricing of the AOR 7 for 

FY 1972 was requested by CNO. • 

i' 

This price-out came during a time of great pressure in the 

budget process.   The Navy hearings mentioned all take place within 

the same month and, to further complicate matters, OSD budget 

guidance Is published during this period.   The total time between the 

last hearing (SECNAV review) and the OSD submit is typically only 

a few days.   Consequently, the revised AOR 7 estimate for the FY 

1972 budget year was completed In about one day.   The resulting 

revised end cost estimate, shown In Table V. 13, was reduced to 

$65.5 million by a two-thirds reduction in the escalotion allowance. 

This estimate was forwarded for OSD/OMB review on September 28, 

1970. 

During the Program Budget Decision process, PBD #81 dropped 

the FY 1972 AOR from consideration.   This was responded to by OP- 

NAV on November 19,  1970 with a reduced end cost estimate of 

$56.5 million and a request for re-Inclusion in the FY 1972 budget. 

Further, it was asserted that the estimate was a class "C" estimate. 

This view by OPNAV was addressed in a November 30th Internal memo 
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by the NAVSEA estimators in which they stated an objection not only 

to the amount, but also the "C" classification.   The resultant $9 

million reduction was considered to be arbitrary and undocumented 

with regard to characteristics changes.   It was further recommended 

that approximately $4.5 million be reinstated to provide for Integrated 

Logistics Support, NAVSEC customer funding, and change order growth. 

Table V.14 summarizes the estimate reduction. 
TABLE V. 14 

BREAKDOWN OF AOR 7 RECLAMA ESTIMATE 

Nov. 1970 
Sept. 1970 PBD*81 

FY 72 POM Reclama 
Class "F" Class "F" Difference 

Plans $ 1.9M $ 1.8M $0.1 M 

Basic Construction 44.7 41.7 3.0 

Change Orders 3.6 2.7 0.9 

Electronics 1.3 1.0 0.3 

H/M/E 1.8 1.6 0.2 

Ordnance 8.0 4.9 3.1 

Other Cost 1.0 0.3 0.7 

Future Char.Chngs 1.7 1.0 0.7 

Escalation 1.5 1.5 — 

Total $65.5M $56.5M $9.0M 

One of the contir igency issues discussed dur ing the PBD | 

cess was the inclusion of long-lead funding for an aircraft carrier. 

When the carrier funding was eventually dropped the AOR 7 funds, 

apparently then falling within available resources, were reinstated at 

the reclama end cost estimate of $56.5 million.   This figure prevailed 
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and was Included in fhe Presidenf's Budget for Fiscal Year 1972. 

It thus became the standard against which bid figures and actual costs 

are measured. 

Looking ahead to what the ACR 7 would ultimately cost. It 

must be concluded that the players in the program planning and 

budgeting process were in a large measure responsible for changing 

an estimate which was within 18 percent ($70.9 million) of the end 

cost to one which wos within 35 percent ($56.5 million) of the even- 

tual end cost ($86.3 million). 

(2) The Construction Contract Was Awarded To National Steel 
And Shipbuilding Company On 15 December 1972 As A 
Rxed Price Incentive Type Amounting To $51.5 Million 

The ACR 7, which was to be a modified repeat design after 

an AOR construction hiatus   of more than five years, incorporated 

numerous design modifications and characteristics changes which in 

retrospect may have warranted designation as a new class of AOR. 

Potential bidders were invited to visit General Dynamics- 

Quincy during the period 13 to 16 March 1972 for the purpose of 

reviewing approximately 1,500 plans and drawings from the AOR 5 

and 6.   The contract requirements for the AOR 7 directed that the 

detailed working drawings prepared by General Dynamics-Qulncy for 
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the AOR 5 and 6 were to be utilized to the maximum extent possible 

in the AOR 7.   This requirement also provided that the successful 

bidder would modify the subject plans and drawings for compatibility 

with the involved yard's construction methods.   The five days pro- 

vided for plan review was later confirmed by the Navy claim analysis 

group to be wholly inadequate for a detailed analysis and review of 

the working drawings.   There Is no record, however, of any bidder 

requesting additional time to review the plans.    Thus, bids were 

based on contract drawings, contract guidance drawings and specifi- 

cations supplied as part of the RFP with only limited review of the 

1 ■ ■     . 
working drawings. 

Prior to the submission of bids, General Dynamics Informed 

the Navy that hardware and software changes specified in the AOR 7 

contract/design package would Involve a large cost increase over the 

AOR 6.   The cost Information submitted by General Dynamics showed 

a $55 million cost baseline for an AOR 6 design with potential In- 

creases of $8-11.5 million for hardware and $2-6 million for software 

for the new AOR 7 baseline.   General Dynamics' maximum estimate 

was In excess of $70 million.   NAVSEA agreed that perhaps $2.0 

million more was needed, but disagreed with General Dynamics 

pessimistic outlook regarding budgeted funds. 
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The Navy's independent estimate of the contract price for 

the AOR 7 was calculated just prior to the bid closing date.   This 

estimate which is used to judge the reasonableness and accuracy of 

contractor's bids, was $55.5 million or $12 million above the original 

amount ($43.5 million) budgeted for basic construction and plans. 

As of June 13,  1972 three offerers had submitted bids on the 

AOR 7, including National Steel and Shipbuilding Company (NASSCO), 

Todd Shipyards, and General Dynamics-Quincy. 

The bid from NASSCO was $51,465,000.   The bid from 

General Dynamics was $69,440,000 and the bid from Todd Shipyards 

(Los Angeles) was $60,603,991. 

General Dynamics, builder of the first six AORs, submitted a 

bid almost $18 million higher than NASSCO;   Todd's bid was almost 

$9 million or 18 percent higher than NASSCOs.   General Dynamics' 

estimate, capitalizing on experience with AORs 1 through 6, detailed 

knowledge of the AOR 5 and 6 baseline design plus a knowledge of 

the AOR 7 characteristics changes, caused them to submit a bid which 

in the final analysis turned out to be closest to the final contract cost 

of $71.1 million. 

In September 1972, a $10 million increase was requested by 
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the Navy to cover probable higher cost of the AOR 7.   The requested 

increase was attributed to a stated under-estimation of material, labor 

and overhead costs.   Approval for the $10.0 million reprogramming 

action was given on December 14, 1972 — one day before the con- 

struction contract was awarded. 

On October 16, 1972 the Source Selection Advisory Council 

recommended the awarding of the AOR 7 contract to NASSCO.   On 

December 15, 1972 NASSCO was awarded the AOR 7 contract for 

$51,474,347.   The contract was a fixed price incentive type with 

material and labor escalation clauses. A summary of the contract costs 

at award follows: 

Target Cost $47,125,383 
Target Profi t      4,348,964 
Target Price    51,474,347 
Ceiling Price    58,906,727 

Delivery was scheduled to be 36 months from award date. 

' A comparison of the manhours bid with regard to major cost 

categories is shown in Figure V.4 along    with the Independent Gov- 

ernment Estimate and actual manhours expended. 

«L 
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FIGURE V.4 

COMPARISON OF AOR 7 BID DATA 
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(3) The Building Period Can Be Characterized By Manhour 
Overruns, Late Equipment And Schedule Delays 

NASSCO had built and delivered, prior to the AOR 7 contract, 

twenty-four ships for the Navy since 1966.   During 1963, in con- 

junction with the Navy, NASSCO developed the prototype combat 

stores ships, the U.S.S. MARS AFS 1 and subsequently delivered 

seven AFS type ships to the Navy (the last of which delivered in 1970). 

This was followed by a $250 million contract for seventeen 1179 

Class LSTs, the last of which was delivered in August 1972.   Addi- 

tionally, NASSCO had built and was still building a number of large 

ocean-going commercial ships. 

I Review of previous Navy ship deliveries reveals that of the 24 
I' 

ships delivered to the Navy prior to the award of AOR 7, the contractor 

had averaged eight months delay in ship deliveries — five months of 
I 
excusable delay, three months non-excusable deloy.   This was a better 

than average record ~ especially compared with the average 17 month 

'■■■■" .       ,   ■ 

delays on AOR 1 through 6. 

I 
{ The following Table identifies key milestones and delays during 

I the AOR 7 building period as a reference for later comments. 
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TABLE V. 15 

SLIPPAGES IN AOR 7 KEY EVENTS SCHEDULES 

Schedule Months 
Description Date Actual Late 

Start Construction 10/01/73 10/06/73 - 
Keel 01/05/74 01/19/74 - 
Launch 11/02/74 12/07/74 1 
Ship Service Gen. Tests 08/01/75 05/12/76 9 
Boiler Light Off 06/27/75 04/26/76 10 
Preliminary Dock Trials 08/25/75 07/13/76 11 
Official Dock Trials 09/08A5 07/14/76 10 
Builder Sea Trials 09/29/75 08/01/76 10 
Acceptance Trials 11/03/75 09/13/76 10 
Contract Delivery 12/15/75 10/14/76 10 

Schedule slippage started early in the building period due to 

late delivery of contractor furnished equipment.   This was caused 

primarily by vendor market problems such as shortages of valves, com- 

pressors, pumps, etc.   Late deliveries impacting construction schedules 

occurred mostly in the main propulsion area.   Also, late arrival of 

equipment and material resulted in slippages in the Master Machinery 

Erection Schedule of from three to twelve months. 

Boiler light-off was ten months behind schedule 
primarily due to slipped hull erection schedules 
and delivery of critical valves. 

Due to non-receipt of critical valves, the con- 
tractor proposed on December 17, 1975 that the 
contract delivery date of July 15, 1976 could only 
be met if Navy approved the substitution of 
commercially-available replacements.   Following 
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discussions regarding valve substitution, the con- 
tractor advised on January 22,  1976 that barring 
unconditional approval for valve substitutions, 
the delivery date would slip to September 30,  1976, 
(Approval was denied.) 

^ 

The majority of deviations from planned manpower allocation 

came before launch when massive efforts were made to meet the 

launch date.   As shown in the preceding table (V.15), launch   was 

accomplished within one month of the original schedule.   Figure V.5 

Illustrates the magnitude of changes in planned manpower scheduling. 

Figure V.6 which follows indicates the magnitude of other work In 

the contractor's yard and might explain the rigid adherence to the 

planned AOR launch date. 

Major overruns In manhours occurred In construction of the 

hull, decks, bulkheads, foundations and other structural members. 

Other significant manhour over-expenditures were In auxiliary 

systems, design and engineering services   and construction services. 

A comparison of total manhours expended (planned versus actual) Is 

shown in Figure V.5 and also In Table V. 15    As seen in the table 

actual total manhour expenditures exceeded the bid estimate by 71 

percent and the Government's   independent estimate by 76 percent. 

A key category, hull structure — which should prove little problem 

for estimators — shows a large growth. 
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^ 
TABLE V. 16 

NASSCO BID/INDEPENDENT GOVERNMENT 
ESTIMATE     VS. ACTUAL MANHOURS 

PERCENTAGE VARIATION BY CATEGORY 

Category NASSCO Government 

Hull Structure 171 197 
Propulsion 33 60 
Electric Plant (4) (5) 
Communication and Control (21) 65 
Auxiliary Systems 44 29 
Outfitting and Furnishing 39 7 
Armament 147 (66) 
Design and Engineering Services 55 60 
Construction Services 61 108 
Total Manhour Overrun 71 76 

(4) In The Final Analysis, Delivery Of The APR 7 Was 
Delayed Ten Montlis 

n. 

All delay was adfudicated as excusable in contract modifi- 

cations v^^ith actual delivery taking place on 14 October 1976 vice 

the originally scheduled date of 15 December 1975. 

In January 1975, the contractor affirmed 15 December 
1975 as the then current contract delivery date. 

In mid-February 1975, however, the contractor asserted 
that the ship would be delayed as a result of stated 
causes, primarily late CFE, which he considered ex- 
cusable and proposed that 15 April 1976 be accepted 
as the guaranteed delivery date of the ship. 

Government re{ected proposed new guaranteed delivery 
date on the grounds that stated causes were present 

-^ 
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prior to January 1975 when the contractor reaffirmed 
the 15 December 1975 delivery date. 

Government, by contract modification dated 21 July 
1975, agreed to extend the delivery date of 15 
December 1975 to 15 June 1976 for stated consider- 
ations, which included full and final settlement for 
all claims arising out of delays in delivery of GFE 
which previously occurred.   The considerations did 
not include late GFI. 

Government, by contract modification dated 17 Sep- 
tember 1976, agreed to extention of contract delivery 
date to 14 October 1976. 

Considerations included contractor acceptance 
of full responsibility for cost of additional 
Builders Trial held during August and Septem- 
ber 1976. 

Contractor further agreed to correct certain 
Government-responsible trial item deficiencies. 

Over the life of the AOR 7 contract, a total of $900 thousand 

was paid to NASSCO for adjudicated changes reflected in FMRs and 

HMRs.   By contract modification, the contract billing price was in- 

creased to cover allowable cost increases related primarily to in- 

creased labor expenditures for a total of $6.7 million.   Table V. 17 

summarizes the contract cost growth. 
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TABLE V. 17 n 
SUMMARY OF APR 7 CONTRACT COST GROWTH 

(Dollars in Millions) 

Original Contract Target Price 
FMRsand HMRs (excluding REA-related) 

51.4 
0.9 

Increased Billing Price via Contract Modification     6.7 
HMR '''58 (REA settlement) 
Escalation Paid 
Final Adjudicated Contract Price 

2.9 
9.2 

71.1 

The majority of the final cost increase was incurred as a re- 

sult of the settlement of a Request for Equitable Adjustment submitted 

by NASSCO in November 1975.   The original REA totalled over 

$20 million and contained 19 separate items.   The settlement nego- 

tiations are outlined below: '^ 

The REA was examined by a team from SupShips- 
San Diego in order to analyze the facts and aid 
settlement. 

In October 1976, the original REA was formally mod- 
ified to nine items as follows: 

Replenishment-at-Seo $    748,893 
Hotel Space Arrangement 2,698,654 
Machinery Space   Interferences 1,595,997 
Growth in Electrical Dist. 278,756 
Degaussing Systems 22,647 
Pollution Holding Tanks 116,833 
Thermal Insulation 65,647 
Shafting Calculation 34,420 
Grounding of Electrical Equip. 28,877 

$5,590,724 

Subsequent technical and cost evaluations substantiated 
.^. 
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that NASSCO had incurred reimbursable costs as a 
result of Government changes and defective ship 
construction plans and drawings. 

Following review, the Government proposed a settle- 
ment of $2.9 million.   Extensive negotiations took 
place between NASSCO and Government representa- 
tives and agreement was reached on November 12, 1976 
in the amount of $3.5 million.   This included $581 
thousand for outstanding FMRs (repairs to GFM, etc.) 
and $2,919,000 covering items specified in the REA. 

The $9,180 million escalation paid ($4,017 million 
related to labor and $5,163 million to materials) equals 
approximately 40 percent of the total contract growth. 
The escalation provision had reached the maximum 
permitted number of quarterly payments eleven months 
prior to delivery.   The approved budget baseline 
allowed for only $1,475 million for escalation growth. 
The most significant increase in escalation results from 
revisions in the rates upon which the escalation pay- 
ments are computed.   This amounted to a $4,331 
million adjustment to the escalation funds as reported 
in the August 1974 Ship Cost Adjustment Report. 

(5) The APR 7 Experienced An Overrun Of 53 Percent On The 
Original Budgeted End Cost Estimate Forwarded To The Con- 

gress In 1971 ~'. 

Program tracking was able to identify an overrun of $29.8 

million during the six year period from authorization to ship delivery. 

Several areas contributed to the overall cost growth. 

Costs attributable to basic construction accounted for 
66 percent ($19.7 million) of the growth caused by: 
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Incorrect plans 
Defective specifications 
Inadequate time to estimate 
Changing market conditions 
Low productivity 
Delay in government action 
Scheduled event delays 

Costs in other areas including escalation, changes 
and GFE/GFI accounted for the remaining $10.1 
million related to: 

Constraints on estimates 
Program uncertainty 
Unanticipated escalation 
Low productivity 
Insufficient definition 
Characteristics changes 
Incorrect plans and defective specifications 
Poor estimates 
Inadequate time to estimate 

The tracking uncovered the following problems relative to 

the AOR 7 experience: 

The numerous pre-authorization budget reviews caused 
a pressuring of the estimating process which resulted 
in lower estimates. 

Budget ceilings, real or self-imposed,   seriously in- 
hibited allowances for reasonable contract growth 
especially as seen in the overrun In escalation. 

Budgeting decisions were made without budget quality 
estimates and characteristics changes were made during 
the contract design process, thus invalidating the 
budgeted amount.   (See Table V. 18) 

Completed prior ship drawings were not updated In a 
systematic or disciplined manner. ^^ 
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The time allowed to review AOR 5 and 6 working 
drawings was not adequate and provisions to ship 
check AOR 5 and 6 for "as-built" conditions were 

not made. 

AOR 7 characteristics changes were used as a wedge 
for inflating or deflating end cost estimates.   The 
cost impact of these changes was underestimated. 

Productivity factors were in error. 

CFE lead times were inadequate. 

Lack of an adequate budget quality ("C") end cost 
estimate for a modified repeat design cannot be 

justified. 

TABLE V.18 

SUMMARY OF AOR 7 COST MOVEMENT 

Cost Category 

Plons 1.880 
Basic Construction 44.700 
Change Orders 3.600 
Electronics 1.145 
H/M/E 1.790 
NAVSEC Tasks 1.000 
Ordnance 8.055 
Future Charoct. Chanyes        1.700 
Escalation 4.630 

$68.5 Million 
Class "D" 

May 1970 

Total $68,500 

$56.5 Million       Final 
Class "F" Estimate 

Reductions     Nov. 1970     Oct. 1976 

( .055) 
(3.000) 
( .900) 
(■ .190) 
( .214) 
( .750) 
(3.036) 
( .700) 
(3.155) 

$(12,000) 

1.825 
41.700 
2.700 

.955 
1.576 

.250 
5.019 
1.000 
1.475 

$56,500 

3.527 
61.425 

2.313 
.985 

2.190 
1.098 
5.000 

.456 
9.306 

$86,300 
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5. ALTHOUGH THE SSN 678 HAD A COST OVERRUN OF 20 PERCENT, 
IT WAS DELIVERED EARLY AND EARNED A BONUS FOR JTS BUILDER 

This class of nuclear attack submarines has as its mission the location 

and destruction of enemy submarines and surface ships.   They are designed to 

conduct radio, radar and sonar reconnaissance, as well as coordinated anti- 

submarine warfare operations with other anti-submarine warfare units.    It is 

... ^ 
the largest single class of nuclear-powered submarines in the fleet. 

1   This chapter will briefly trace the acquisition of the 37 ships of the 

STURGEON Class of submarines and the ARCHERFISH SSN 678 (the 24th ship) 

in some detail from the original end cost estimate as submitted to Congress 

through contract award, construction and delivery. 

P) The Development Of The STURGEON Class Submarine 
Was Evolutionary Rather Than A Major Departure From 

Previous Designs 

Nuclear-powered attack submarines built over the last decade 

and a half have followed a developmental path which began with the 

SKIPJACK, then to the THRESHER/PERMIT Class, then to the STUR- 

GEON Class, and finally to the current SSN 688 LOS ANGELES 

i 

Class.   The STURGEON or SSN 637 Class technology was based on 

the improved depth and silence capabilities of the THRESHER/PERMIT 

1    . 
Class.   The need for immediate incorporation of designated SUBSAFE 
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requirements hastened the Introduction of these development im- 

provements in the case of the STURGEON Class. 

The SSN 637 Class procurement was characterized by year- 

to-year authorizations rather than a pre-planned 37 ship program as 

Table V. 19 shows. 

TABLE V. 19 

SSN 637 CLASS PROCUREMENT SCHEDULE 

Fiscal Year 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 

^ Authorized 3 8 5 6 6 5 2 2 

The SSN 637 procurement contracts from FY 1962 through 

1965 were fixed price.   Fiscal Year 1966 contracts, also fixed price, 

included a special bonus provision for early delivery — a feature 

which carried through the remaining program years. 

(2) Over The Entire Thirty-Seven Ship Program Actual Costs 
Exceeded Predicted Costs By 13.1 Percent With An Average 
Delay Of About 13 MonTKT" ~ 

Over the nine year period during which all the SSN 637 Class 

submarines were constructed, the average cost per ship was $76.5 

million.   An initial cost growth occurred with the lead ships of the 

FY 1962 buy and was attributed to the SUBSAFE requirements and 

associated design changes brought about by the U.S.S. THRESHER 

accident in 1963. 
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m. 
TABLE V.20 

SSN 637 CLASS PROGRAM COST HISTORY 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Approved Congressional  Budget vs. Actual End Cost 

Fiscal Number Approved Budget Cost End End Cost Cost Variance 

Year of Ships Budget Per Ship Cost Per Ship By Fiscal Year 

62 3 $  103.9 $61.3 $    225.0 $75.0 $ 41.1 

63 8 505.9 63.2 612.4 76.6 106.5 

64 5 337,3 67.5 363.9 72.8 26.6 

65 6 441.0 73.5 426.5 71.1 (14.5) 

66 6 400.9 66.8 437.2 72.9 36.3 

67 5 341.0 68.2 39^.6 79.3 55.6 

68 2 143.2 71.6 176.0 88.0 32.8 

69 2 162.6 81.3 196.4 98.2 33.8 
1 37 $2,515.8 $2,834.0 $318.2 

mi 

As seen in the Table above, overall cost growth of $318.2 

llion or about 13 percent has been experienced.   Additionally, 

claims totalling approximately $200 million have been filed and are 

still outstanding.   However, it should be pointed out that this nom- 

inal cost increase supported a program which accommodated a systematic 

update of class characteristics.   The diversity of changes is seen in 

Figure V.7. 

Delivery aelcys averaged 13.1 months over the acquisition 

period.   Electric Boat Division - General Dynamics built 32 percent 

of the program's ships and experienced no overall delay.   On average 

they bettered delivery dates by one month. 
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(3) The SSN 678 Grew In Cost Over Budgeted Amount By 20 
Percent But Was Delivered Ahead Of Schedule 

The original end cost estimate forwarded to Congress in 1966 

for the SSN 678 was $70.0 million and was included in the FY 1967   . 

SSN 637 Class budget request for five ships.   A summary of the approved 

budget for the SSN 637 Class (FY 1967) follows: 

SSN 678 $70.0 million 
SSN 679 70.0 
SSN 680 67.0 
SSN 681 67.0 
SSN 682 67.0 
Total $341.0 million 

A construction contract for four ships was awarded to the 

Electric Boat Division - General Dynamics in June 1968, including 

the ARCHERFISH which was delivered to the Navy three months ahead 

of schedule on 23 December 1971 at an end cost at delivery of $84.3 

million.   This amount represents an apparent cost growth of approxi- 

mately 20 percent which included an earned bonus for early delivery. 

The early delivery incentive appears, in this case, to have pro- 

vided motivation to complete the   construction of these ships ahead of 

schedule.   The progress evident in this instance is particularly note- 

worthy when compared to that exhibited for earlier ships of this class 

constructed in other private or public yards — in some coses four 
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extra years were required to effect delivery. 

The CNO requested a price-out for the FY 1967 SSNs during 

September 1964.   This request produced a response in October 1965 

of $68.2 million per FY 1967 ship based upon the characteristics of 

the FY 1966 SSN 637 Class ships.    This estimate was forwarded to 

OSD for inclusion In the FY 1967 budget. 

In March  1966, however, CNO directed NAVSHIPS to under- 

take a study relative to the inclusion of additional space and weight 

for the Acoustic Information Gathering System.   The findings of the 

May 1966 study   showed that the length of the ship's hull would have 

to be increased by eight feet, which for the five FY 1967 ships would 

add an estimated $3.7 million.   Changes in the estimate between 

original CNO price-out and budget approval are seen in Table V.21. 

It is noted that the initial estimate for hull lengthening increased ship 

end cost by $0.7 million (total $68.9 million) and FCC reserves by 

$1,1 million (total  $70.0 million). 
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TABLE V.21 

BUDGEJ ESTIMATE CHANGES 
(Dollars in Mill ions) 

Date Estimate Remarks 

October 1965 68.2 Price-out per CNO request 

May 1966 68.9 Increase for lengthening hull 
by eight feet 

September 1966 70.0* FCC reserves for additional 
characteristics 

* Budget Estimate, SCA dated March 1966 

The Congressionally authorized baseline end cost for   SSN 

678 was $70.0 million which included an estimate of $31.5 million 

for basic construction (contract price).     However, a review of avail- 

able data shows that significant characteristics changes approved in 

February 1967 were incorporated into the FY 1968 STURGEON Class 

submarines.   The estimates approved by Congress   did not include 

these changes as they were approved over one year after the estimates 

were submitted.   Accordingly, an analysis of Ship Cost Adjustment 

Reports shows a difference of $7.0 million between the $31.5 million 

estimate and the $38.5 million contract award. 

The independent government estimate prepared in March 1968 

to provide guidance for proper evaluation of bid proposals was based 
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upon average labor, material, overhead and profit factors from prior 

. year SSN procurements. While allowing for a moderate increase of 

!   approximately $2.5 million for escalation, specifications, and GFM 

changes, this estimate fell $4.5 million short of the actual award price. 

An examination of available SCAs Indicates that the budgeted 

end cost as forwarded to Congress did not allocate funds to cover plans 

i  costs, however, between September 1966 and contract award In June 

1968, a total of $4.95 million was added to this cost category.   As 

previously pointed out, the costs in the basic construction category 

also increased by $7.0 million during that period to allow for the 

difference between estimated and awarded basic construction contract 

price.     The SCA report of August 1968 indicates that an additional 

$2.3 million was reprogrammed Into the basic construction category 

and an additional $4.1 million was reprogrammed into the construction 

plans category.   The increases in the plans and basic construction 

categories are summarized in Table V.22 below. 

TABLE V.22 

SSN 678 PLANS AND BASIC CONSTRUCTION 
COST INCREASES 

(Dollars in Millions^ 

Plans 
Basic 

Construction 
Related End 
Cost Estimate 

Congress Baseline 
March 1968 SCA 
Est. Cost at Del. 

4.9 
9.2 

31.5 
38.2 
40.5 

70.0 
75.9 
84.3 ■"^ 
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While the record indlcat-es that all plans costs were charged to 

the SSN 678, the overall increase from the originally quoted $0.7 

million to about $18 million which included allowances for increased 

contractor labor, overhead and profit rates illustrates the significant 

impact upon estimate credibility and apparent cost growth brought 

about by changing characteristics/design subsequent to estimate 

preparation.   The scope of these characteristics changes is   shown below: 

Hull  lengthening ~ 8 feet, 3 inches 

Space and weight for: 

Acoustic Information Gathering System (AIGS) 
Improved PUFFS array and equipment 

- Satellite Navigation System AN/SRN-9 

, Increase accommodations (three enlisted) 

Deep Submergence Rescue Vehicle capability 

, Periscope change . 

. Rearrange ECM room 

Update electronics suite 

Stowage for expendable bathythermograph 

Improved VHF/UHF/IFF system 

New weapons launch console and switchboard 

. Revised noise goals 
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While some of the cost growth can be attributed to changing 

fnarket conditions or award delay and higher profit margins, the 

magnitude of the cost increase in basic construction, following analysis 

of available records, can be traced to significant changes other than 

those associated with hull lengthening which could not have been con- 

sidered by the estimator in late 1965. 

(4) ARCHERFISH Experienced Minimal Cost Growth After 
Contract Award 

The ARCHERFISH shows a net cost growth of $14.3 million (to 

$84.3 million) over the originally authorized $70.0 million including 

$7.0 million incurred at contract award.   However, tracking shows 

that before considering several costs which fell below budgeted amounts, 

thus negating some of the increase, cost growth in the plans and basic 

construction categories at delivery totalled $19.9 million.   Of this, 

nearly $9.2 million was required for construction plan changes asso- 

ciated with the hull lengthening and other interior rearrangements. 

The increases by cost category are shown in Table V.23. 

^\ 
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m. TABLE V.23 

SSN 678 BUDGETED VERSUS ACTUAL END COST 

.' (Dollars in Millions) 

Original End Cost 
' i. Approved At 

Estimate Delivery Difference 

Plans ^ 9.2 9.2 

Basic Construction 31.5 42.2 10.7 

Change Orders 2.5 1.1 (1.4) 

Electronics 7.4 6.8 (0.6) 

HME 17.3 18.5 1.2 

Post Delivery 1.4 - (1.4) 

NAVSEC 0.4 - (0.4) 

Ordnance 2.9 2.2 (0.7) 

Escalation 2.4 4.3 1.9 

Future Char. Changes 1.9 - (1.9) 

Other 
Total 

.2.3 
70.0 

- (2.3) 
84.3 14.3 J 

From Table V.23 it can be seen that GFE costs were actually 

less than originally budgeted, even while supporting the update of 

t   • . 
various equipments.   The decrease in GFE funding requirements aided 

somewhat in reducing cost growth in the plans and basic construction 

categories.   Escalation growth in the case of the SSN 678 amounted 

to $1.9 million or only 13 percent of the total dollar growth. 

In summary, while some of the cost growth can be attributed 

to changing market conditions, award delay and higher profit margins, 

the majority of the increased costs are apparently related to design 

changes  which included hull lengthening, equipment updating and 

various interior rearrangements. 
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(5) The SSN 678 Experienced A Post Authorizqfion Program Growth 
Of Approximal-ely 20 Percent. 

Cost growth for this ship totalled $14.3 million which included 

$1 million as a bonus for early delivery.   The general causes were: 

Basic construction costs were increased through 
characteristics changes approved after budget 
and approval. 

Government estimated labor, overhead and profit 
rates were lower than negotiated. 

GFE cost growth was negative. 

No factors  such as fast-paced material escalation, decline in pro- 

auctivity, availability of potential builders or shortage of skilled f^ 

labor seemed to influence the construction process. 
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6. THE FFG 7, LEAD SHIP OF A 74 SHIP PROCUREMENT, SHOWS 
SIGNIFICANT COST GROWTH WHICH AAAY BE EXPLAINED BY 
ITS PURPOSE AS A "PROTOTYPE""SHIP 

i -   ■   ■ ' ■ 

The end cost of the FFG 7 is currently estimated to be $270,100,000 

as of scheduled delivery in December 1977.   6ince the budget approved by 

Congress in 1973 for lead ship construction was $191,500,000, a cost growth 

of $78,600,000 has been experienced resulting in a percentage increase of 

41 percent.    This growth is comprised of increases in almost all categories 

of cost with significant growth in basic construction and GFM cost's. 

■I, , ■ ■ ■   . ■ - ■     .        ■ 
In addition to the rise in costs   on the lead ship, total FFG program 

costs have risen significantly.   The average unescalated unit cost per ship has 

risen approximately 55 percent since the approved development estimate and 

escalation has increased over 1,100 percent.   Program size has risen from 50 

to 74 ships which will be built through FY 1988.   The average escalated unit 

cost for each ship in the FFG program is now estimated at $187 million.   Total 

program through 1988 now is predicted to be $13.8 billion, making it the 

largest combatant shipbuilding program — both in number of ships and planned 

expenditures. 
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(I) The Requirement For The FFG Arose From The Need For An 
Escort Type Ship To Replace World War II Destroyers Being 
Phased Out ~~ 

In the late 1960's, several trends were apparent which led to 

decisions related to the creation of a new patrol escort ship class.   The 

trends were: 

The declining inventory of World War II destroyers — 
the majority of which were over 20 years old and 
deficient in modern weaponry. 

An increasing requirement to upgrade the Anti-Air 
Warfare (AAW) and Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 
capabilities for protection of sea lines of communication. 

The need for not only weapons-capable plat- 
forms but numbers of ships to "cover" the water, increase 
visibility and bring inventory levels up to more reasonable 
levels of risk. 

The need for a low-cost ship, large numbers of which 
could be financed in a period of increasing demand on 
available resources. 

These trends and needs caused the CNO in January 1970 to order 

c Cost and Feasibility Study relative to the   development of an escort 

type ship design. 

Approval for conceptual activities were Included in PBD *507 

(December 31, 1970) and on January 1, 1971 the FFG Conceptual Phase 

was begun. 
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Assumptions made at the outset were   as follows: 

% 

Ship design would take into account a $50 million 
limitation on cost. 

Two designs would be implemented — one ASW and 
another, AAW — with similar hull and operational 
characteristics. 

Total inventory would be about 50 ships. 

To accomplish these goals, the ship would be "austere" 
with extensive use of off-the-shelf items and only 
thoroughly tested weapons systems. 

The SHAPM organization determined in March 1971 that a lead 

ship contract could be awarded In 1973.   All plans were, therefore, 

oriented toward that goal. 

(2) A Number Of Management Techniques Were Adopted During 
Early Project Phases To Optimize Performance And Minimize 

Costs 

Plans made to implement a program to meet the stated mission 

requirements were comprehensive and ambitious.   The number of ships 

planned impliea a degree of cost control, intensive management and 

standardization that was not common to many other programs.   Since 

various problems common in ship construction could be multiplied time 

after time in such a large program, a number of efforts were made to 

eliminate to the maximum exterit possible causes of engineering and 

construction problems. 



^"■^ 

The first objective of the planning   was  to define ship 

conflguration(s) that would meet the dual objectives of mission capa- 

bility and cost.   Several hundred configurations were analyzed — both 

from a technical and cost point of view during the conceptual planning 

period.   By tfie end of the conceptual phase, a single ship platform was 

selected to incorporate the required AAW and ASW characteristics. 

Table V.24 shows the evolution from two ship to a single ship design. 

For reference in later sections, characteristics changes are listed 

through 1976.    It can be noted in passing that — with the exception of 

the Sonar, Oto Melara Gun and Gun Fire Control System — major 

characteristics have remained relatively stable. 

The trade-off studies required that a number of estimated costs 

be produced.   These varied widely, but did provide evidence that a 

lead ship could be built for $125 to $146 million;   follow ships at a cost 

starting at $34 million and $53 million for ships with increased capability. 

W^hen the single ship platform decision was made, the lead ship cost was 

estimated at $185 million;   follow ships at $49,2 million. 

In order to provide an increased assurance that the cost and mil- 

itary capability equation could be solved, program management outlined 

a number of techniques that would be utilized throughout the   program 

to assure optimum performance. 
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r\ 
A DesIgn-to-Cost technique was to be utilized to a 
achieve maximum capability at minimum cost.   The 
concept is most critical during the early design phases 
and it assures that cost is as Important an element in 
development thinking as capability, engineering, etc. 

A life cycle cost technique was to minimize costs in 
such areas as: 

Acquisition cost — reduced building and growth 
margins, close configuration management, and 
reduced test requirements. 

Manning — reduction of normal personnel re- 
quirement. 

Availability and maintainability — extended 
periods between overhauls and on-board main- 
tenance improvements. 

Fuel — selection of low fuel rate systems. 

A lead ship/follow ship concept would provide for the 
elimination of engineering and equipment problems on a 
lead ship.   Also provided for  was a detail design period 
which would last over the construction period of the 
first ship so that follow ships would have validated, 
as-built drawings.   All testing, on ship and land-based, 
would be accomplished on the lead ship. 

The validated drawings technique was to be implemented 
at a substantial investment, to assure detailed and 
accurate drawings for use in building follow ships.   The 
goal was to increase producibility in a number of ship- 
yards and reduce production risk. 

Industry participation in ship system design was planned 
so that two shipbuilders would be involved: 
the first as primary design agent and potential lead 
builder; and the second   as secondary design agent 
(verifier) and potential follow ship builder.   The goal of 
this technique was to produce better quality design, 
enhance producibility and encourage competitive 
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bidding.    The Navy hoped to have a number 
of bidders for production ships and to be 
oble to finally choose three.   The technique of early 
shipbuilder participation would also encourage, later 
in the detail design phase 

More realistic estimates for basic construction 
by the designated lead ship builder. 

The safety factor of having the secondary design 
agent (follow ship builder) as an alternate lead 
ship builder. 

Added pressure for the 
tiate realistically. 

lead ship builder to nego- 

The land-based test site concept was to involve the 
design, integration and testing of all combat system and 
propulsion system equipment.   The defined purpose of the 
LBTS was to help alleviate integration and testing pro- 
blems on lead and follow ships, and to provide early 
crew training. 

A standardized, centrally procured equipment technique 
would be utilized to enhance class equipment standard- 
ization and control costs.   In this technique the lead 
ship builder would purchase options on approximately 
60 pieces of equipment.   Life cycle cost benefits through 
increased availability of spares and lower maintenance 
costs were also anticipated. 

Having defined the techniques to be used in ship development, 

program milestones were projected as follows: 

.m 

Release RFP for SSD 11/71 
NAVSEC start SSD 11/71 
Shipbuilder start SSD 02/72 
Start LLT GFE buys 06/72 
Start Detail Design 06/72 
Deliver lead ship 12/76 
Deliver first follow ship 04/78 
Deliver last follow ship 04/82 
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This schedule assumed that the lead ship could be constructed in 32 

months and follow ships In 24 months.   Three yards would each build 

four ships per year so that an average of one ship per month could be 

delivered to the Navy. 

The last important activity during the pre-implementation 

period was the preparation and submission of the budget for the lead 

ship.   The preliminary design phase was in progress during the last 

half of 1971 when budget data was assembled.   Although the Functional 

Baseline was not to be published until December 1971, preliminary 

versions were available to estimators. 

P)        Budget Reviews Reduced The Original FFG 7 Class "D" 
Estimate By $12.5 Million ■ 

Initially, a class "D" budget estimate totalling $204 million for 

construction of the lead ship was forwarded to NAVGOMPT.   This 

estimate was immediately adjusted down by $7.1 million after initial 

NAVCOMPT review.   A revised budget of $196.9 million was sub- 

sequently submitted by NAVSEA .   The reduction   was accompanied by 

a reprogramming of FY 1972 funds involving GFM such as the MK-92 

FCS, Oto Melara 35 millimeter gun, MK-13 Launcher and SQQ-23 

Sonar so that necessary design and development activities could start 

sufficiently early. 
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The lead ship budget, in three separate Program Budget De- 

cisions (PBDs), was reduced from $196.9 million to $191.5 million. 

The net $5.4 million reduction was effected by further reprogramming 

of FY 1972 RDT&E funds and adjusting escalation down to OSD rates 

offset by charging the Universal Hot Plant to SCN. 

'        ■ 

Construction of the lead ship was, therefore, officially estim- 

ated at $191.5 million and the average price of a follow ship (scheduled 

for initial award in FY 1975) was $47.2 million.   The $191.5 million 

estimate included not only construction of the ship, but detail design 

activities and Land-Based Test Site procurement activities. 

The key components of the Congressional Budget estimate  were 

as follows: 

Major categories 

Plans $63.2 million 
Basic Construction ...   39.8 
Ordnance       38.0 
Electronics      8.8 
H/M/E      6.8 
Escalation      6.2 
All Other Costs    28.7 
Total $191.5million 

Plans at $63.2  million was uncommonly high because 
design and engineering during construction of the lead 
ship was to be intensive.   Changes were apt to be higher 
than normal and activities related to validated drawings 
would continue until contract  trials were complete. 
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Basic construction was estimated at $39,800,000 
and was comprised of: 

Labor Hours     1,568,247 
LaborDoIlars $6,747,384 | 
Overhead Dollars     4,858,116 \ 
Material Dollars 22,629,331 - \ 

— Profit and Weight Margins ...    5,608,963 

The original NAVSEA 01G estimates for basic con- ' 
struction rose from $25.1 to $39.8 million when the ' 
propulsion system was designated CFE vice GFE and 
costs were transferred from H/M/E (GFE) into basic 
construction.   The propulsion equipment for the land- 
bosed test site is also included in the higher basic 
construction estimate.     In addition to costs for the 
LM 2500, other items such as reduction gears, CRP 
propeller, and start-up costs amounted to $14.7 million. 

Ordnance was estimated at $38 million  and included ^i^^    ^ 
land-based and ship testing of all weapons plus in- ^ 
tegration. ! 

Escalation, which was originally estimated at $9.9 
million or a rate of five percent, was finally submitted 
at $6.2 million or a 3.2 percent rate. 

Table V.25 identifies the key estimates prepared during 

the pre-implementation phase. 
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(4) The Pre-Production And Design Phase Began Early In 1972 
And Has Progressed To The Point Of 90 Percent Completion 
On Lead Ship Construction 

Common practice in the Navy calls for contract design to be 

developed by NAVSEC, with the final product being an Allocated 

Baseline on which contractors can bid for award of a construction con- 

tract.   In the case of the FFG, an attempt was made to produce a ship 

design which represented not only the best the Navy could develop, 

but which also reflected ideas of shipbuilders and engineering firms 

that would eventually participate in production phases. 

An RFP for Ship System Design participation was sent to a num- 

ber of shipbuilders.   While responses were being prepared, NAVSEC 

began activities directed toward preparation of an Allocated Baseline. 

Four shipyards submitted bids, but only bids from Bath Iron Works end 

Todd Shipyards were accepted.   The other two shipyards submitted bids 

which, in the opinion of the Navy, were too high.   Bath Iron Works 

was awarded a Cost Plus Fixed Fee contract for $3.15 million as the 

primary design agent and potential lead ship builder and Todd Shipyards 

was awarded a contract for $1.78 million to review the lead ship base- 

line and was considered to be a potential follow ship builder. 

In normal acquisition procedure, DSARC I is held to review 

program concept and approve preceding with preliminary design; 
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DSARC II determines whether to proceed with full scale development 

and specifically, contract design.   In the case of the FFG program, 

DSARC I and II were combined.   An independent cost estimate was 

prepared by OP 96 for the combined DSARC meeting scheduled for 

August 1972 and it was detemnined that cost projections for the lead 

ship and production ships were reasonable and within acceptable risk. 

Program plans were approved and acting on the DSARC recommenda- 

tions, DEPSECDEF (in September 1972) authorized a 56 ship program, 

lead ship construction and land-based test site development. 

] Ship system design activities continued with Bath Iron Works 

(BIW), and Gibbs and Cox as BIW's subcontractor, developing design 

and engineering specifications based on NAVSEC plans.   Todd played 

its role as a reviewer of specifications for producibility and came up 

with over 200 recommendations for design and engineering improve- 

ments.   Since the decision had been made earlier as to lead ship 

builder, negotiations took place with BIW during the period with re- 

gard to lead ship construction. 

■[ ■ ■■ ■ ■    . I - 
I In June 1973, Bath Iron Works submitted a non-competitive 

bid for detail design and lead ship construction.   Negotiations con- 

tinued until October 1973 when a contract was awarded.   It called 

for two separately priced tasks: 
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A Cost Plus Fixed Fee task for detail design leading 
up to Validated Follow Ship Drawings, lead ship 
planning, special studies and procurement of pro- 
pulsion systems for the lead ship and LBTS;   awarded 
for $42,914,000. 

A Cost Plus Incentive Fee task for construction of the 
lead ship and central procurement of certain standard 
items;   this task awarded for $49,500,000. 

Detail design began at BIW subsequent to completion of the 

Ship System Design phase which had provided a Lead Ship Allocated 

Baseline.   The objective was to proceed from the Lead Ship Allocated 

Baseline and associated specifications and drawings to arrive at a 

guide to build the lead and follow ships.   To assure that drawings would 

always represent the latest information, great pains were taken to ^ 

update drawings at each change and prior to performance of any shop 

or yard work.   All work on the lead ship was to be done from as-built 

drawings and in that way, there would be a higher probability of 

assurance that the validated drawing concept would operate in practice 

successfully by eliminating most drawing "bugs". 

Certain engineering problems became apparent quickly and 

contributed to a six month delay in lead ship delivery right at the 

outset.   Several reasons can be given for this delay and the nego- 

tiations it caused to modify contract costs. 

'-N 
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The subcontractor to Bath for design work, GIbbs and 
Cox, increased its estimate at completion because 

Defective   specifications and information re- 
sulted in inaccurate information being sent 
to vendors. 

Additional manpower and hours were required 
to make up lost time on material and equipment 
procurement. 

Backlogs in drawing activities occurred due to 
the preceding factors. 

Design and engineering activities did not progress 
adequately and some rather basic changes had to be 
implemented. 

A fourth   diesel generator 

Longitudinal bulkheads below the second deck 
to eliminate vibration 

Space and weight provisions for fin stabilizers 

The ships firefighting capability had to be 
redesigned 

A fifth fire pump 

Additional computer memory modules 

Some several hundred other items. 

it 

Throughout the construction process, engineering changes 

have been numerous.   Table V.26 which follows identifies the scale 

and number of contract modifications that have taken place. 
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TABLE V.26 

HMR'S/FMR'S 
SUMMARY 

Total Modificotions (According to Dolior Volue) 

Individual Mods Number of Mods CPFF CPIF Total 

>1M 
■> 500K 
>100K 

< lOOK 

6 
7 

23 
36 

327* 

$10,914,856 
1,101,213 
2,725,968 

$4,922,747 
2,293,418 
1,367,575 

$8,583,740 

2,229,524 
$10,813,264 

$15,837,603 
3,394,631 
4,093,543 

$23,325,777 

13,384,334 
$36,710,111 

$14,742,037 

11,154,810 
Total Changes Recorded $25,896,847 

Increases in Contract Price Estimate 
at Completion as of March 1977 

$ 20.9M $18.3M $39.2M 

* Of *he 327 other contract modifications (as of April 1977), only 
109 involved chonges in dollar amounts according to SupShips. 

SOURCE:   SupShips Bath 

The numbers of changes that took place can probably be jus- 

tified for a lead or prototype ship.   The primary objective of the lead 

ship construction concept is to eliminate design and engineering pro- 

blems and fully test equipment in order to minimize problems on 

follow ships.   The net result of all this has been, however, a delay 

of at least nine months in delivery, with an associated estimated 

increase in cost of construction and design activities exceeding $39 

million.   In general, the cost increases can be attributed to: 

Labor hour overruns caused by a misestimate of the 
complications of outfitting a complex ship with a 
smaller than normal hull. 

Increased material costs driven by increased reliability 
assurance requirements giving rise to the view that the 
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ship is "gold-plated" and not austere 

The propulsion system at the LBTS has required numerous 
engineering changes necessitating  attendent cost in- 

creases and delays. 

Late GFM at the Combat System Land-Based Test Site 
and increased GFM testing required have been factors 
of delay and cost increases in the construction process, 
mainly in the case of the AN/SPS-49 Radar, SQS-56 
Sonar, and MK-92 FCS. 

t 

I        Regardless of the cost increase and engineering change experi 
,1 .    ■ ■ • 

enced, prospects are good that the selected lead ship design and con- 

struction techniques have provided the necessary foundation for con- 

struction of follow ships — the initial awards of which took place in 

1975.   A high degree of confidence has been noted at both Bath Iron 

Works and Todd Shipyards with respect to follow ship production. 

9L 

(5) Cost Growth On The Lead Ship   Has Exceeded 40 Percent 
And Provides Evidence Of Consistently Low Estimates 

■ 

i  ■ 

The FFG 7 is scheduled for delivery in December 1977.   Com- 

parlsons of estimates versus actual costs are therefore based on return 

costs through March 1977 and estimates of cost to complete which are 

Indicated on Quarterly Progress Reports and Ship Cost Adjustment 

Reports. 

Current percentage cost growth with respect to original estimates 
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versus current- end cost estimates In major categories is as follows: 

Basic Construction 

Labor Hours        91% 
- Labor Dollars 175 

Overhead Dollars ... 252 
Material Dollars 27 

Plans     1% 

H/M/E  535% 

, Ordnance 36% 

Note:   Basic construction and plans increases are based 
on March 1977 Estimates at Completion from 
Bath  Iron Works and H/M/E and ordnance in- 
creases are based on March 1977 budget documents. 

As can be seen cost increases in basic construction are signi- 

ficant.   The following chart. Figure V.8, shows labor hours estimated 

for various basic construction components as compared to return costs 

when the ship was 81 percent complete.   Although the relationships 

may change when the ship is complete, it is notable that two com- 

ponents have been underestimated, due perhaps, to faulty engineering 

data provided estimators or other information-related problems during 

early phases. 
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FIGURE V.8 
ANALYSIS OF BASIC CONSTRUCTION 

LABOR HOURS 

I I       S( A 01(1 (HSI  f ST1MAH 

[ ^;     AClliAl  HHUH\(:i)STS THHU 3 7MHOMBU\ 

m b Q. 
SOURCE 
BHV COST PERf OHMANCE 
RtPORTS 

Inl-egration engineering estimates have been exceeded 
thus far by 174,000 labor hours, a 104 percent labor 
hour growth. 

Ship assembly estimates have been exceeded thus far 
by 420,000 labor hours or 153 percent. 

Both labor hours and labor rates were low so that a large labor 

dollar increase occurred. NAVSEA 01G based lead ship labor estim- 

ates on a rate of $4.30Aour. BIW currently projects the rate through 

completionof construction to be over $6.00/hour.   Analysis shows, 
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therefore,   that labor rates were under-estimated by almost 44 per- 

cent.   There was a labor rate increase at Bath Iron Works during lead 

ship construction, and it is suspected that NAVSEA 01G should have 

included projections of such rate change in their estimates.   No 

documentation exists which substantiates the use of the original labor 

rate. 

Overhead estimates follow the pattern of labor hour estimates, 

tending to be mostly on the low side.   The return cost data shows over- 

FIGURE  V.9 
ANALYSIS OF BASIC CONSTRUCTION 

OVERHEAD COST $ 

I        I   -   5EA01G COST ESTIMATE 

r~~1   -   ACTUAL RETURN COSTS THRU 3/77 FROM eiW 

n n-i '•"N 
SOURCE 
BIW COST PERFORMANCE 
REPORTS 
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head charges of $10.3 million through March 1977 whereas 

SEA 01G estimated $4.8 million.   The March 1977 estimate at com- 

pletion projects total overhead charges to be over $17 million. 

Figure V.9 identifies overhead overruns and underruns. 

The NAVSEA lead ship material estimates were exceeded 

in mid-1976 when the lead ship contract was approximately 50 per- 

cent complete.   The following figure shows the comparison of SEA 

01G estimates versus return cost data through March 1977.   As can 

be seen, SEA OIG estimates, although exceeded in many sub- 

accounts, were fairly   close in the overall estimate of material costs. 

An estimate at completion of $28.7 million vice SEA 
OIG estimate of $22.6 million shows a difference of 
$6.1 million ~ a 27 percent overrun. 

The BIW bid showed estimates of total material costs 
at approximately $23 million as a comparison. 

The most significant overrun in material cost has occurred In 

auxiliary systems.   The SEA OIG estimate was $2.1 million and return 

costs through March 1977 exceed $6.4 million for a $4.3 million 

overrun. 
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FIGURE V. 10 

ANALYSIS OF BASIC COIMSTRUCTION 
MATERIAL COSTS 

is 
z = 

H 
is 

r'       1 SEA OIG COST ESTIMATES 

{ j ATT'iAL RETuR\ COSTS THPLi i 77 

m n n-. I n iC 
SOURCE 
BIW COST PERFORMANCE 
REPORTS 

GFM cost growth has reflected problems in the propulsion area 

and costs associated with weapon and sensor testing.   The largest single 

increase occurred in the area of Hull, Mechanical and Electrical in 

1973 when estimates increased from $6.8 million to $29.7 million. 

The mafority of this increase can be attributed to test and instrumen- 

tation at the propulsion system land-based test site, including in- 

creased design activity, new construction at test site, hardware in- 

stallation, and lengthy testing.  The bulk of the remaining increase 
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to the present budget estimates is also due to additional test and 

instrumentation costs at both Land-Based Test Sites (i.e., $13.6 

million). 

In May 1972, the CNO issued several changes to the ship's 

characteristics: 

Utilize two vice one LAMPS helicopters 

76 millimeter Oto Melara Gun vice 35 millimeter gun 

SQS-505 Sonar vice   SQQ-23 Sonar, later changed 

to SQS-56 Sonar 

Other than these changes, the weapon and sensor characteristics have 

remained relatively stable.   It would appear, however, that testing 

costs of the magnitude experienced were not foreseen in the original 

estimate for GFM. 
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TABLE V.27 

HARDWARE COST INCREASES 
(Millions of Dollars) * 

Equipment 
Designation 

Budget 
Estimate 
(1/71) 

Current 
SPD Estimate 

Dollar 
Difference 

Percent 
Difference Reasons for Change 

MK-92 Mod 2 
Fire Control System 
with STIR 

11.5 for one 
15.7 for two 

19.5(3) 
for two 3.8(3) 24(3) 

1 LBTS System ($4.2M); 
additional GFE, 
INCO    spares, systems 
engineering, console 
modifications, refurbish 
to "as new condition", 
portion of reliability 
testing. 

MK-13 GMLS 5.4 for one 6.3 17 
for one 0.9 Low estimates due to 

smaller initiol quantity 
(one) buy than antici- 
pated originally (50). 

AN/SPS-49 Rodar 0.825 for one       1.6 
for one 0.775 94 Low estimates, undefined 

cost growth, engineering 
services, controct 
increose to ceiling price, 

HARPOON Command 
and Launch Sub- 
system (') 

0.100 for 0.963 
one for one 0.863 863 Originally low estim- 

ates, poorly defined 
initial requirements. 
escalation. 

AN/SQS-56 Sonar 

/ 1 \ 

1.5(2) 2.3 .80 53 Additional testing or 
equipment modifications, 
low estimates. 

No documentation available to support changes. 
^ '   Planning estimates 
(3)    Includes procurement of two MK 92 systems. 

Equipment hardware costs and related charges for software and 

testing have increased significantly as shown in the accompanying 

tables.   The explanations for increases in hardware and software costs 

are sometimes overlapping and somewhat general due to the limited 

data available. 
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TABLE V.26 

JOFTWARE ANp_TE_STING^OSJS_ 
TDoliors in MTTiions) 

Equipment 
Desigr-ation Date of Increase 

Amount 
of Increase Reason for Increase 

MK-92FCS late 1975 2.1 Reliability and qualification 
testing 

1976 1.3 Computer program support 
and engineering change proposals 

MK-13 GMLS since 1973 0,019 RMA testing 

late 1975 1.6 Engineering support, strike 

and 1976 impact, increase in scope, i.e., 

- 
heat exchanges, spares, etc.; b 
blast test vehicle, MK 60 testing 

AN/SPS-49 After 1973 0.65 Deficiency correction, i.e., 

Radar receiver noise, memory cards. 
:                                 Total   5.7 additional operational testing, 

drawing revisions 

It has been reported that the FFG SHAPM originally requested 

Research and Development funds to finance additional testing and re- 

liability efforts for such items as the MK-92 Fire   Control System, 

AN/SQS-56 Sonar and AN/SPS-49 Radar.   Also, R&D funds were 

requested for the land-based test sites since they could be considered 

a form of research and development.   These funds were not forthcoming, 

however, and therefore, a great deal of testing was charged to lead 

ship construction — much more than was originally estimated. 
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(6) The Growth In Total Program Costs Has Resulted From An 
Increased Unit Price Per Ship, An Increased Inventory 
Requirement And Escalation 

In late 1972 during FFG 7 budget reviews within the Navy, 

projected total program costs for the 50 ship buy were $2,717,400,000. 

TheFY 1978 budget shows a total program cost of $13,793,400,000 ~ 

an increase of about 400 percent.   Table V.29 tabulates this growth 

over the years. 

The first element of this increase is the growth in unit pro- 

duction cost per ship.   Under the Design-to-Cost discipline, unit pro- 

duction costs are maintained in constant dollars and as engineering 

changes take place, applicable cost differences are computed in con- 

stant dollars so that the DTC goals or targets are maintained and a 

reasonable comparison can be made. 

The Conceptual Report in July 1971 specified a Design-to-Cost 

goal based on engineering data then available.   Early program activities 

dealt with the process of evaluation trade-offs in operating character- 

istics, weaponry and mafor equipment to produce an acceptable capa- 

bility for a cost at or under the cost goal.    When the preliminary design 

was completed, a new DTC target was fixed.   Once the single ship 

platform was selected and initial characteristics approved, DTC goals 
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were subsequently indentified each time o major engineering or pro- 

ject change took place.    A summary of these changes follows: 

TABLE V.30 

FFG DESIGN-TO-COST TARGETS 
FOR FOLLOW SHIPS 

End Cost 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Milestone 1973 Dollars 

Original Goal ~ December 1970 
Conceptual Baseline Goal — July 1971 
Functional Baseline Target — August 1972 
Updated Target ~ October 1973 
Updated Target (DSARC III) — June 1976 

The difference between an important DTC milestone — 

functional baseline — of $45.7 million and the lead ship baseline 

target of $71.3 million, a $25.6 million increase, has been explained 

by project officials as follows: 

TABLE V.31 

FFG RECONCILIATION OF DTC TARGET 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Functional Baseline Goal   (1973 Constant Dollars) $45.7 M 

Changes                                              Dollars             Percent 

Engineering                                    1.8                   7 
Estimating (GFE/CFE)                 5.9                 23 
Characteristics and R/M/A        1.3                  5 
Market Factors                           8.5                33 
Revised Procurement                   2.0       -          7 
Revised Outlay Rates                  3.0                 11 
Adjustment for Small Buy           3.1                 12 

Total      25.6 

New Design-to-Cost Goal   (1973 Constant Dollars) $71.3 M 
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j By removing the adjustrnent for small buys, which is not 

needed if the proposed procurement plan is followed, the new DTC 

goal would be $68.3 million — an increase of 37 percent. 

; Although an increase of 37 percent would appear on the sur- 

face to be large, it must be understood that this is an increase from 

an arbitrary goal which took place during engineering and prototype 

I 
phases.   During this time, many trade-offs and changes were made to 

maintain costs goals.   Project officials have mentioned that without 

the use of DTC techniques, the average follow ship cost might be con- 

siderably higher. 
I    ■ . ■ ..■.■■■ 

I The second major element of cost growth is the increase in 

the overall buy. The original inventory target was 50 ships. This 

number was changed several times and now is targeted at 74. The 

extra 24 ships caused the program to be extended at least two full 

years.   The unescalated cost of these ships is at least $1.6 billion. 

The third and largest component of cost growth is escalation. 

Before the officially approved development estimate, the escalation 

estimates were averaging approximately 5.8 percent of total program 

cost.   The approved development estimate for escalation was estab- 

lished at $624.1 million.   This amount was 19 percent of total pro- 
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gram costs as of June 1974. 

Escalation increased substantially in the June 1974 "current 

estimate" and further increased through March 1977 to 57 percent of 

total program costs as the accompanying table shows. 

ems (7)         In Summary, FFG Program Tracking Has Disclosed ProbI 
In Both The Areas Of Cost Estimating And Management 
Strategies ~ ~~   ' '  

Although it is very early in the FFG program, findings and 

conclusions based mainly on lead ship experience are of sufficient 

importance to warrant comment relative to cost estimating, financial 

management and project strategies. 

With regard to cost estimating and financial management. 

Current (April 1977) end cost estimates project cost 
growth of 41 percent from original estimates for FFG 7. 

The major contributors to cost growth by category are: 
basic construction and change orders, hull/mechanical/ 
electrical, ordnance and escalation. 

Using the initial budget estimates and the Bath Iron 
Works estimate at completion, basic construction cost 
growth on the lead ship will exceed 70 percent. 

Labor hours ~ budget estimates exceeded by 
at least 91 percent largely in the cost areas of 
integration engineering and ship assembly. 
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Labor dollars — exceeded by ]75 percent. 

- Labor rates -- budget estimates exceeded by 
almost 44 percent. 

Material dollars ~ budget estimates exceeded 
by 27 percent. 

Overhead dollars — budget estimate exceeded 
by over 252 percent. 

Numerous change orders (HMRs/FMRs) during basic 
construction are expected to be responsible for over 
$18 million in cost growth.   A 37 percent increase 
includes causes such as addition of a fourth diesel 
generator, a fifth fire pump, addition of longitudinal 
bulkheads, redesign of Fire fighting capability, etc. 

The area of hull, mechanical and electrical has ex- 
perienced significant cost growth ~ a $36 million 
increase. 

$23 million of this increase right at the be- 
ginning of  production was due to additional 
test and instrumentation at the propulsion 
system LBTS. 

The cost for the lead FFG is high due to the 
charge for the costs (including testing) for both' 
the propulsion and combat systems LBTS's. 

The ordnance category has experienced cost growth of 
almost $14 million or 36 percent thus far. 

Major increases are in weapon and sensor hard- 
ware: 

MK-92FCS 24% 
MK-13 GMLS 17 
AN/SPS-49 Radar 94 
HARPOON Command and 
Launch Subsystem 863 
SQS-56 Sonar 53 
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Reasons for these increases were not defined 
very well but were due to such things as 1) 
LBTS equipment;   2) additional spares;   3) low 
estimates;   4) engineering services;   5) addi- 
tional GFE;   6) poorly defined initial require- 
ments; and 7) inflation. 

Additional software and testing costs have been 
responsibile thus far for a large increase in 
v/eapon and sensor costs of almost $6 million. 

Denial of R&D funds for the additional testing and mod- 
ifications to such items as the MK-92 FCS and AN/SQS- 
56 Sonar contributed to cost growth. 

Estimates for detail design have proven fairly accurate. 

Based solely on budget estimates detail design 
costs will be $6.4 million under the original 
budget estimate. 

Cost growth between the contract price   and 
current Bath Iron Works estimate at completion 
(April 1977) is $20.9 million. 

Costs caused by defective NAVSEC specifications, 
activities related to the validated drawing con- 
cept, changes in ship design, etc., comprise 
cost growth experienced. 

Escalation has been a major factor of cost growth. 

#. 

Impact of escalation on lead ship costs is diffi- 
cult to determine since escalation is included 

in each cost category. 

Escalation growth allowances on 74 ship FFG 
program has increased $7.2 billion since the 
approved development estimate, a percentage 
increase of over 1,100. 
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With regard to project and management strategies, 

. Design-to-Cost goals included ship design austerity, 
use of off-the-shelf items and service tested weapon 
systems.   These intentions were not completely im- 
plemented in the final lead ship design end therefore 
changed the character of the ship. 

The Design-to-Cost dollar goal was optimistic too 
early and therefore DTC, taken in its strictest 
interpretation, did not keep design costs close to 
initial goals.   Design-to-Cost goals can be self-defeating 
if established prior to a firm ship definition. 

The Design-to-Cost dollar goals established, however, 
cost constraints    A^hich exerted pressure to minimize 
costs and maintain cost consciousness throughout a 
program, especially during the conceptual design phase. 

The use of land-based test sites promises to be a 
positive cost control factor. 

The use of the validated drawings concept will be 
proven or disproven as a cost control factor as the 
construction of the follow ships progress, but currently 
is a positive project technique. 

. The use of the central procurement (standardization) 
concept may not reflect a positive cost control factor, 
but will aid In having standardized ships in a class 
and decrease life cycle costs through the availability 
of spares and lower maintenance costs. 

The compression of the time Interval between lead and 
follow ship construction tends to lessen the positive cost 
control aspects of the FFG acquisition strategy. 
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FIGURE V.11 
GUIDED MISSILE PATROL FRIGATE 

DOLLAR GROWTH OF THE 
MAJOR PROGRAM CATEGORIES 

SAR DATES (AS OF) 

• OFFfCIAL DEVELO(«ENT 
ESTIMATE 

SOURCE: 
fFG SELECTED 
ACQUISITION REPORTS 

7. ESTIMATING FOR GFM IS CARRIED ON WITH LITTLE CONSISTENCY 
BETWEEN PROJECTS AND PRACTICALLY NO PRIORITY GIVEN TO 
ITS PERFORMANCE ~~ ~ 

The cost of Government Furnished Material (GFM) is a significant ele- 
I ■   ■ 

ment of the total cost of a ship.   On the major ship classes in current programs, 

the following percentages apply: 
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Hull, Mechanical, Electrical      1 - 3 % 
Electronics 4 - 14% 
Ordnance 4 - 14% 

Propulsion equipment is another category of material sometimes han- 

dled as GFM which contributes significantly to total ship cost.   Overall, for 

complex nuclear powered ships, GFM can account for up to 45 percent of the 

total estimate for a ship. 

Since GFM often comprises so large a portion of the total ship cost, 

detailed analyses have been performed on eight different items of GFM. 

AN/SPS-55 Surface Search Radar 
AN/SPS-40Air Search Radar 
5" Lightweight Gun, MK-45 
MK-86 Gun Fire Control System 
AN/SQS-53 Sonar 
PHALANX - Close In Weapons System (CIWS) 
AN/UYK-7 Digital Computer 
LM-2500 Gas Turbine Engine 

Additionally, certain broad measures of the accuracy for GFM estimates 

have been reviewed to ensure that problems not disclosed by the detailed re- 

view of the eight items listed will be given consideration.   Finally, mention 

is made of the problems of defective and late arriving GFM. 

(1) Despite A Lack Of Structure In The AN/$P$-55 Radar 
Estimating Process, Accurate Estimates Do Result 

The AN/SPS-55 radar system is a solid state, surface search 
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and navigation radar capable of detecting targets from os close in as 

50 yards and out to 30 miles with good target resolution.      The basic 

system consists of: 

Receiver/Transmitter RT-1124/SPS-55 
Antenna Group OE-172/SPS-55 
Antenna Safety Switch SA-1963/SPS-55 
Radar Set Control C-9447/SPS-55 

Other equipments such as displays and repeaters ore not a part of the 

basic SPS-55 system. 

Evolution of the requirement — The requirement for the 
AN/SPS radar originated in OPNAV.    It was developed 
to take advantage of evolving technology which included 
solid state construction and higher frequencies for 
improved range and reduced weight.   The OPNAV/NAV- 
SEA transaction was based on a simple request, rather 
than through the Specific Operational Requirement 
(SOR) process. 

Evolution of the design — The original design was 
financed by RDT&E engineering development funds 
since the required equipment was essentially within 
the state of the art and risk was minimal.   OPNAV 
was able to define the capability required as being 
generally similar to the capability of the SPS-10 
except that the new radar would operate in the X-bond 
rather than the C-bond.   The development was initi- 
ated in 1963 under a performance specification and 
the original design equipment produced by Raytheon 
was service approved in 1968.   However, there was 
a considerable time lapse before the equipment was 
specified for installation on a class of ships.   When 
the decision to use this radar on the DD 963 class was 
made, the design was reviewed, the transmitter and 
receiver were combined In one cabinet and a circuit 
Involving suppression of clutter was removed.   The 
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design has been stable since. 

Application of the SP$-55 radar — The SPS-55 sur- 
face search and navigotion radar Is a standard Type I 
radar system suitable for use on such ship classes as 
the DD 963, FFG 7, DDG 47, CGN, PGG, PCG, 
AC and AS. 

The SPS-55 radar is a reliable system.   It exceeds the 
specified mean time between failures (MTBF) of 500 

h ou rs. 

Time sequence review of basic equipment costs — 

DATE EVENT 

1963 Raytheon selected to develop the SPS-55. 
The RDT&E contract cost approxirrately 
$1 .2 million. 

1968 Specification was revised as indicated 
above for procurement as GFE for DD 963 

class. 

1971 Unable to execute satisfactory sole source 
- agreement with Raytheon. Cardion won 

competitive multi-year oward for 36 sets 
at $41,200 per set including first article 

testing and software. 

1974 Production set completed technical eval- 
uation satisfactorily. 

1976 Cardion awarded sole source contract for 
18 sets at $92,000 per set.   No develop- 
ment of test gear and software was in- 
cluded in this buy. 

1977 Cardion awarded sole source contract for 
20 sets at $86,256 per set. 

Estimating history — Table V.33 contains the record 
of budget estimates and procurements made for this 
radar by SEA 01G.   Estiitiates relating to the 1971 
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procurement could not be found. 

TABLE  V.33 
AN/SPS-55 RADAR 

TREND IN BUDGET ESTIMATES AND CONTRACT AWARD 
PRICES (BASIC HARDWARE ONLY) 

Item 
1 » 1 IIVV. 

FY 
r 1 

Amount Amount 
Description Est. For Est. Date Applicable Estimated Contract Award 

SPS-55 71 41 
DD963 12/72 73 65 
DD963 12/72 74 70 

1 DD963 12/72 75 73 
DE 06/73- 75 74 

CGN* 06/74 76 89 92 
PCG/ 

PGG 11/75 76 85 

CGN* 06/75 77 100 86 
CGN 9/ 

1 DDG 11/75 78 105 

* Formerly DLGN 

In this Table, the estimates are arranged by Fiscal 
Year and, then, by date prepared.   The trend is reo- 
sonable and approximately parallels the growth in 
material indices over the same period.    In the right 
hand column, contract award amounts are shown 
opposite estimates applicable to the fiscal year of 
award.   To the extent comparisons can be mode, the 
contract amounts are reasonably comparable to the 
corresponding estimates.   In essence, no estimating 
problem is evidenced by available data. 

Observations relating to estimating — In developing 
the cost history, it was found that records did not 
exist in any consistent manner until 1972 and that 
the radar section does not retain cost estimating infor- 
mation.   This can be attributed to some extent to the 
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fact that the AN/SPS-55 is o relatively old system 
and that there were document retention problems re- 
sulting from organizational and physical location 
changes as well as the constant need to dispose of 
records. 

Albeit, there was no evidence of cost data banks or 
return cost information upon which analogous cost 
estimates could be derived or cost analyses made.   What 
cost estimate information is available is fragmented 
throughout SEA 02 (Contracts), NAVSEA 01G his- 
torical program year and ship files, and the NAVSEA 
01G AN/SPS-55 rodar files. 

After 1972, NAVSEA OIG records do provide a con- 
sistent cost estimate track.   As borne out by interviews 
and documents, these estimates are simply the sum of 
the previous year's estimate plus additional money for 
expected cost Increases over the next year.   None of 
the estimates Indicated specifically the basis for the 
cost Increases other than being the results of general 
economic trends.   Simply stated, for relatively small 
and inexpensive hardware such as the SPS-55 radar, 
cost estimating within NAVSEA is not a structured ' 
process.   Cost estimating in these cases is generally 
done by contacting a vendor or by reviewing past 
contract prices and adding Inflation factors.   Based on 
the data shown In Table V.33, this method    has worked 
for the SPS-55 radar. 

Problems disclosed — No actual data bank could be 
found for the SPS-55 radar.   Rather, such data as was 
found was In SEA OIG files and SEA 02 contract files. 
The data was not organized, but was scattered and was 
not consistent In format. 

The radar section, which must make   estimates in support 
of a number of processes such as budgets and   SPDs, 
does not have trained estimators.   Logically, It pla'ces 
most of Its emphasis on the technical/engineering phases 
of the work, but this Is at the expense of a formal 
estimating process and adequate record keeping. 
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(2) The Lack Of Estimate Documentation On The AN/SPS-40 
Radar Mokes Any Definitive Appraisal Impossible 

The AN/SPS-40 is a long range two-dimensional air search 

radar which supports early warning detection and tracking for ship- 

board combat systems. 

Evolution of the requirement — The requirement for 
the SPS-40 radar originated as a CNO Operational 
Requirement in the late 1950's.   To date, over 260 
of these radars hove been purchased, primarily for 
installation on destroyer and amphibious type ships. 

Evolution of the design -- The original design which 
went into production in 1959 employed vacuum tube 
technology.    During 1964-1965,improvements to the 
design were mode to provide greater performance. 
Some of the circuits were changed to solid state. 
The radar was then designated the AN/SPS-40A. 
During 1968-1969, the SPS-40A was partially re- 
designed again to improve capability and reliability. 
At this time the designation was changed to SPS-40B. 
The design has remained constant since. 

Estimating history ~ The initial cost estimates (planning 
or development estimates) for an equipment in pro- 
duction since the late 1950's could not be found.   The 
problem was mode more difficult by the many organ- 
izational changes that have taken place.   This par- 
ticular radar has been managed by two Systems Commands 
'^nd the personnel involved in both the technical and 
management aspects have relocated several times.   The 
current prefect engineer in NAVSEA stated that there 
is no cost estimate data in his office and the only source 
of data he knew of was in the AN/SPS-40 contract files 
in the NAVSEA Contracts Directorate and in the pro- 
curement files of SEA 04.   The only sources of cost 
estimates for the AN/SPS-40 were the NAVSEA 01G 
Ship Program Year files, various NAVSEA 01G ship 
files, and contract files.   The estimates still available 
are as follows: 
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TABLE   V.34 
AN/SPS-40 

TREND IN ESTIMATES AND CONTRACT AWARD PRICES 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Item FY Amount Amount 
Description Est. For Est.  Date Applicable Estimated Contract Award 

SPS-40 1959 143 
SPS-40 LPD,  LPH, 

FF (DE) 03/63 150 158 
— -- 1965 -- 167 
LPD, DE, 
LSD 10/64 1966 212 

SPS-40A FF (DE) 04/65 1966 212 

SPS-40B LCC,  LHA 06/67 1969 160 191 
CGN- 06/67 1970 160 

(DLGN) 1973 
1974 
1975 

200/250 
214/268 
229/285 

■'■■'' i 1976 
1977 

367/530 
659/936 

455 

The estimates shown in the above Table through FY 1970 
are believed to be total unit costs including spares, 
software, etc.    However, no records to verify this 
could be found although it is known that they were 
made by personnel in NAVSEA and its predecessors. 
From 1973 and in following years, only hardware and 
total estimates are shown.   The estimates for FY 1973- 
1975 were made by NAVORD and those for FY 1976- 
1977 by NAVSEA 01G.   Also, the contract prices at 
time of award for each of the five procurements are 
shown opposite the estimates for the fiscal years in 
which the purchases were made. 

The estimates tend to progress uniformly from smaller 
to larger.   However, there are model changes which 
must affect the cost and, of course, there are different 
rates of inflation.   Overall, the estimates are judged 
to be reasonably good and, as such, do not disclose 
deficiencies in the estimating process. 
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The contract prices shown do vary from the estimates, 
particularly from 1969 on.    Since the estimates are 
not documented in detail, the reasons for the vari- 
ations are unknown.    It is known that there has been 
growth in three of the contracts which has caused on 
increase in the variations.   This growth is shown in the 
following Table. 

TABLE  V.35 

Contract-or 

Lockheed 
Lockheed 
Sperry Marine 
Dynell Electronics 
Dynell Electronics 

SPS-40 CONTRACT PRICES 

Year    Configuration 

1959 
1963 
1965 
1969 
1976 

SPS-40 
SPS-40 
SPS-40A 
SPS-40B 
SPS-40B 

-J Unit Price 
Award 

Quantity    Price 

92 
47 
72 
46 

7 

$143,606 
$158,086 
$167,000 
$190,728 
$455,300 

Current 
End Price 

$143,606 
$187,190 
$192,020 
$214,760 
$455,300 

The latest, higher contract price appears to be the 
result of inflationary factors (at least 75 percent be- 
tween 1969 and 1976) and a sole source, small buy. 
Also a factor is that certain of these radars are for 
foreign military sales and have unusual requirements 
for spares, test instruments and software. 

The SQS-40 radar serves as a good example of the 
problem of comparing total unit cost estimates.   There 
ore big differences in the estimates for the   items to 
be purchased in addition to the basic hardware as 
shown in Table V.36. 

Evidence was found to support the contention that 
the subordinate items ore not being consistently han- 
dled by different estimators and that, in some cases, 
items are being overlooked. 
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TABLE  V.36 

NAVSEA ESTIMATES FOR THE AN/SPS-40B 
(All Figures in OOO's of Dollars) 

Difference 
: FY76 FY 77 in Estimates 

n/12/75 12/05/75 (FY 77-76) 

Hardware 367 659 292 
Inifial Spares 37 50 13 
l&C Spares 37 25 -12 
Design Changes - 66 66 
Test Equipment - 14 14 
Project Av^nagement 18 - -18 
Contr. Field Eng. Serv. 20 6 -14 
Gov. Field Eng. Serv. 30 6 -24 
Design Engineering - - - 
Technical Data and Doc. 13 5 -8 
ILS AAanagement 4 - -4 
Systems Eng. Cost - 75 75 
SQT - 30 30 
QA& RMA 4 - -4 

Total 530 936 406 

Also with reference to the above Table, it is to be 
noted that the estimates were made less than one month 
apart by the same organization.   There is no documen- ' 
tation to explain the large differences. 

Problems disc I ose d 

Again, the research and data are poor.   For example, 
no record could be found of the estimate of 
change in cost attributable to the two signif- 
icant model changes.   Also, estimates directly 
relating to the contract negotiations could not 
be found.   With the earlier estimates, such 
documentation as does exist does not reveal 
whether the estirra te covers hardware only or 
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total cost.   Without improvement in the 
documentation consistently good estimating 
can hardly be expected. 

The data included above indicates that con- 
tract prices have exceeded estimates made at 
the approximate time of contracting by a sig- 
nificant amount (except for the FY 1976 con- 
tract).   This Indicates that responses to SPD's 
must have been inaccurate and that budget 
figures must have been low, making the pro- 
gram management task doubly difficult. 

SPS-40 technical personnel showed virtually 
no interest in the preparation of estimates 
which could no doubt be attributed to the 
well-defined baseline of a radar which had 
been under contract before.   Still, the need 
for more emphasis on the importance of good 
estimates or for assistance by qualified per- 
sonnel Is Indicated. 

(3) As With The Previous Equipment, Estimating Performance On 
The MK-45 Lightweight Gun Seems To Be Of Low Quality 
But Is Difficult To Make A Judgment About Due To Lack Of 
Documentation 

The 5"/54 Caliber Lightweight Gun (LWG) Mount MK-45 Mod 0 

is a fully automatic, lightweight, shielded, single barrel weapon cap- 

able   of firing 5" proiectlles at 20 rounds per minute.   It was developed 

to hove the highest possible mission capability, fully automatic oper- 

ation, all-weather performance, reduced space and manning require- 

ments, low life cycle costs, and maximum safety   for crew and ship. 

Its capabilities extend to defense against air threats, small, fast, 
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highly maneuverable surface targets and provision of extremely 

accurote gunfire support for ground forces. 

Evolution of the requirement -- The 5"/54 LWG MK-45 
is the first completely new major shipboard gun mount 
designed for the Navy since the 1950's.   It was de- 
veloped by FMC Corporation/Northern Ordnance 
Division under a contract awarded in April 1964.    It 
was delivered to the Navy for testing in June 1967 and 
approved for service use by the Chief of Naval Oper- 
ations in July 1970.   Three production contracts have 
been awarded to Northern Ordnance Inc., and one to 
General Electric for a total of 96 mounts. 

Application of the 5"/54 LWG MK-45 ~ This light- 
weight gun was designed primarily for use on destroyer 
type ships, but it also is used on CGNs (DLGNs) and 
LHAs. 

History of estimates and contracts — Table V.37 con- 
tains a record of selected budget estimates made for this 
gun.   The estimates made in the 1960's were developed 
by NAVORD while NAVSEA OIG was responsible for the 
estimates prepared in March 1973 and later.   A NAV- 
ORD memorandum to OPNAV dated In December 1968 
forwarded the estimate dated December 1968 in Table 
V.37.   Certain comments In this memorandum are 
applicable to nearly all GFM estimates and bear 
repeating. 

The price of the gun varies with the quantity 
procured. 

"As the shipbuilding program changes and 
the required number of gun mounts is varied, 
the cost will vary also." 

"The conflict between the 'program' approach, 
and the 'budget' approach causes price differ- 
ences.    If the quantities required for the DX 
program of say 40 ships is priced, the result 
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will certainly be different from that obtained 
for the LHA ship In a particular FY program 
as approved by Congress." 

The initial direct buy from Northern Ordnance 
was necessary for the first contract in order to 
meet ship delivery schedules.   And, "these 
prices are expected to be somewhat higher 
than prices that can be obtained after the pro- 
curement data package is available and the 
lead times are compatible." 

TABLE  v. 37 

LIGHTWEIGHT 5"/54 GUN MOUNT MK 45, MOD 0 

TREND IN BUDGET ESTIMATES - TOTAL UNIT COSTS 
(Thousonds of Dollars) 

Estimate For Estlmote Date FY Applicable Amount Estimoted 

DDG, DE 06/67 - 1,680 
CGN(DLGN) 04/68 - 1,936 
CGN{DLGN) 1^68 1968 1,974 
LHA 1^/68 1968 1,740* 
DX, DXGN 1^68 1970 1,520 
LHA 12/68 1970 1,368* 

DXG 12/68 1971 1,490 
01/69 1970 1,522 
01/69 1971-77 

(24/yr.) 1,509 
01/69 1971-75 

(36/yr.) 1,404 
DD963 03/73 1973 1,6X 

03/73 1974 1,685 
03/73 1975 1,744 

DDG 47 11/75 1975 3,066 
CGN(DLGN 38) oy75 1976 3,711 
DD963 09/75 1977 3,974 
DDG 47 11/75 1978 4,199 

Without Hoist 

There have been four separate contracts    for the gun 
OS reported in the following Table: 
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TABLE V.38 

CONTRACTS FOR MK-45 LWG 

Year 
of Contract 

1968 
1971 
1972 
1975 

Contractor 

Northern Ordnance,  Inc. 
General Electric 
Northern Ordnance,  Inc. 
Northern Ordnance, Inc. 

Quantity 

25 
54 

7 
14* 

Unit Price 
At Award 

$1,789,000 
852,000 

1,300,000 
1,655,986 

Anticipated 
End Price 

$2,097,000 
976,655 

1,300,000 
1,697,736 

Reduced to ten units after contract award. 

The first contract was the result of a sole source buy 
and Northern Ordnance received a premium price. 
Further acquisition was opened to competitive bidding, 
which, along with the large size of the contract (54 
systems), resulted in a large unit price reduction be- 
tween the first and the second contract.    However, 
this lower unit price is misleading since it does not 
include the cost of lower ammunition,hoists and other 
items which were contracted for by separate contracts 
with Northern Ordnance and furnished to GE as Gov- 
ernment Furnished Material.   This material cost is In 
the order of $500,000. 

The prices decreased markedly when the procurement 
was opened to competition and, even though the con- 
tract prices have grown,  the gun mounts are still no 
more expensive than they were nine years ago. 

The actual cost decrease Is even more impressive than 
these figures portray as the system has been expanded 
and Increased capability has been added since its ini- 
tial production.   Thus, it appears that the MK-45 has 
not had excessive cost growth and the Government has 
been successful In keeping a lid on the cost Increases. 
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In relating estimates (Table V.37) to contract prices 
(Table V.38), the estimates made by SEA 01G during 
1975 stand out dramatically.   They are from 50 percent 
to 100 percent higher than the anticipated end cost 
of the mounts being procured under the contract awarded 
in 1976.   These increases are attributed by SEA 01G 
to anticipated inflationary factors and lack of com- 
petition as It Is anticipated that GE will no longer be 
Interested and 5"/54 LWGs will be procured sole 
source from Northern Ordnance. 

Figure V.12 relates estimates to anticipated end prices 
per unit.   While the data are not exactly comparable 
(since they apply to different ship types, etc.), they 
do show reasonable estimating performance until re- 
cently.   The later SEA 01G estimates appear to be 
overly generous. 

FIGURE V.12 

^ 

MK 45 LIGHTWEIGHT GUN 
ANTICIPATED CONTRACT PRICES vs. ESTIMATES 

(TOTAL COST BASIS) 

QNAVOliU IStlMATtS 
AMAVSEA OKHSTIMAttS 
• ..■.ii(ii'.\If |>. uM- -.1 I 

1972 1973 1974 
FISCAL YEAR 

Problems disclosed 

Historical records and documentation covering 
the estimates are incomplete making the re- 
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const-ruction of estimates difficult to impossible. 
This factor also contributes to the potential for 
making inaccurate estimates when estimating 
responsibility is transferred from one organi- 
zation to another. 

On these gun mounts as well as other items of 
GFM, there is evidence that competitive pro- 
curement results in lower prices.   The estimator 
must anticipate this, but it is difficult in view 
of the time lapse between budgeting and con- 
tracting. 

(4) Cost Growth On The Evolving MK-86 Gun Fire Control 
System Has Been Moderate But Estimates Are Difficult To 
Follow 

The MK-86 Gun Fire Control System has surface and, in some 

Mods, air target capability.   The system employs radars, a computer 

and associated control consoles. : 

Evolution of the design — The Specific Operotional 
Requirement (SOR)   for a MK-86 Gun Fire Control 
System (GFCS) was issued In February 1963 and was 
to control surface to surface gunfire in support of 
amphibious operations.    In February 1964,   a contract 
was let to Lockheed Electronics Company for the design 
and manufacture of two prototype models.   The first 
system was delivered in May 1966 arid accepted by 
the Naval Ordnance Systems Command.   This system 
was subsequently installed on the U.S.S. BARRY 
(DD 933) for a concurrent evaluation but, due to 
technical problems, this evaluation was never com- 
pleted. 

In November 1966, CNO issued a revision to the SOR 
covering improvements to further develop the system 
and also addition of anti-aircraft and missile (con- 
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tinuous wave illumination) capabilities. Lockheed 
was awarded contracts for this work in July 1967 and 
by 1969, the MK-86 met performance requirements. 

Application of the MK-86 GFCS — The MK-86 GFCS 
Mod 3 controls two guns, primarily on the CGN 36 
and DD 963 classes;   the Mod 4 controls three guns on 
the LHA ships;   and the Mod 5 controls two guns and 
provides standard missile guidance for CGN 38 class 
ships.   Still another version, without a dedicated com- 
puter, is being considered for AEGIS ships. 

Estimating history — Estimates have been traced back as 
far as January 1964 when NAVORD prepared an 
estimate for the DDG of $1,400,000.     Later estimates 
in 1969 showed a range of $2,250,000 to $2,297,000. 

The first estimates to show hardware plus ancillary 
costs are for the DD 963 as shown in the following table. 

TABLE  V.39 

NAVORD ESTIMATES FOR THE MK 86 GFCS 
FOR THE DD 96 3 
(000's of Dollar ̂  

1/15/70 11/30/71 12/10/71 
Estimate Estimate Estimate 

. (Mod 5) (Mod 3) 

Hardware 3,630 3,800 3,375 
Growth 15 - - 
Technical Documentation 192 10 - 
Test and Checkout 25 - 80 
Sup. Engineering 15 100 - 
Field Service Engineering 25 100 61 
Travel and Per Diem 25 - - 
l&C Spares - 50 - 
SOT Costs - 30 - 
initial Spares - - 150 
Design Engineering Changes - - 200 
Development Costs - - - 

Total 3,977 4,090 3,866 
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f   This Table Illustrates a problem which was noted for 
each GFM system examined.   Beyond the basic hard- 
ware, the items included to reach a total cost estimate 
vary from estimate to estimate, within and between 
estimating organizations.   This spottiness could be 
rectified with some care and through use of a compre- 
hensive check off list.   More over, when a given item 
appears in two or more estimates, the estimated amounts 
are apt to vary widely.   Back  up information to justify 
these variations is almost invariably lacking. 

Table V.40 contains a number of estimates made by 
SEA 01G of the basic hardware cost of the MK-86 sys- 
tem.   Also, selected estimates made by the project 

TABLE   V.40 

MK 86 GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM 
(BASIC HARDWARE ONLY) 

TREND IN ESTIMATES 
(Millions of Dollars) 

Item FY SEA 01G Project Office 
Description Est. For Est.  Date Applicable Estimate Estimate 

MK 86 1964 1.4 

MK 86 Mod 3 DD 963, 
LX-1 

09/03/75 1977 6.1 3.4 (12/10/71) 

DD963 09/04/75 1977 3.2 3.4 (10/2?/75) 
CSGN 09/12/75 1977 5.1 2.1 (10/22/75) 
DD963 10/23/75 1977 4.0 

MK 86 Mod 5 DD963 3.8 (11/30/71) 
CGN 38 , 04/11/75 1976 5.5 3.0 (01/19/76) 
CGN 38 10/23/75 1978 4.2 3.6 (10/2^/75) 
DDG 2-15 10/23/75 1977 4.1 3.5 (10/2V75) 

MK 86 (AEGIS) DDG 47 03/73 1973 1.1 
03/73 1974 1.2 
03/73 1975 1.2 

CGN 41 12/03/73 1976 2.1 
CGN 38 03/06/75 1976 3.1 
CSGN 09/23/75 1977 3.3 
DDG 47 10/23/75 1977 3.4 N 

DDG 47, 10/23/75 1977 3.4 
CSGN 

DDG 47 11/21/75 1975 2.5 

^?> 
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organization are also shown.   With two exceptions, 
the estimates selected correspond to SEA 01G estimates 
in terms of ship class and fiscal year applicable. 
Usually, the estimates are in terms of ship class and 
fiscal year.   Also, the estimates were prepared on 
approximately the same date.   The differences are not 
inconsequential.   The Mod 3 estimates for the CSGN 
are widely different and the three corresponding sets of 
estimates for the Mod 5 vary on average by 36 percent. 

There have been three production contracts with Lock- 
heed Electronics for the MK-86 GFCS as shown in the 
Table which follows: 

TABLE V.41 

PRODUCTION CONTRACTS FOR THE MK-86 GFCS^ 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Year Quantity 

Approx. Average 
Hardware Price* 

1970 
1973 
1975 

16 
28 

4 

3.0 
2.6 
3.3 

*   Target price at time of contracting 

By and large, the contract unit hardware prices more 
closely approximate the project office estimates than 
the SEA 01G estimates.   Again, the matter of open 
coii'munication channels arises.   The estimates in Table 
V.40 and the prices in Table V.41 are for the basic 
hardware only.   Thus, there should be comparability 
but   there is no evidence that actual contract prices 
were introduced into the SEA 01G estimating process. 

Problems disclosed 

% 

A lack of adequate communications between the 
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central esflmating organization, SEA 01G, 
and the project office is evidenced 
by the significant differences in the estimates 
of unit costs of the basic hardware. 

The   lack of consistency in items considered in 
making the estimate for requirements other than 
basic hardware is a recurring problem which leads 
to inaccurate total cost estimates. 

(5) Estimates For The AN/SQS-53 Sonar Have Been High But 
Reasonable And Generally Have Been Able To Foresee Cost 
Growth That Has Occurred 

The AN/SQS-53 Sonar is a modified AN/SQS-26CX, a Sonar 

which has been installed on many Navy surface ships since the early 

1960's.    It's purpose is to provide detection, classification, and locali 

zation of underwater targets as part of the ASW mission. ' 

Evolution of the design — The AN/SQS-26CX Sonar, 
developed in the early 1960's to Interface with the 
analog Underwater Battery Fire Control System (UBFCS) 
MK-n4, was scheduled for installation on the DD 963 
and CGN 38 class ships which are equipped with the 
digital UBFCS MK-n6 and digital Command and Control 
Systems.   In 1967, it was decided that modifying the 
AN/SQS-26CX Sonar to provide digital outputs was 
preferable to doing the necessary data conversions In 
separate converters.   The extensive changes to the many 
cabinets of the AN/SQS-26CX Sonar and the addition 
of a new cabinet resulted In a change of nomenclature 
to the AN/SQS-53 and the AN/SGS-53A in September 
1971. 

Application of the SQS-53 Sonar ~ The AN/SQS-53 
Sonar, first defined In 1968, has been Installed on DD 963 
class ships and the AN/SQS-53A on the CGN 38, 39 
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40 and 41 (formerly the DLGNs).   The CGN 42 and 
the DDG 47 class ships are also scheduled to have the 
AN/SQS-53A installed. 

Estimating history — The first AN/SQS-53 sonars were 
purchased from General Electric Company by Litton 
Industries for DD 963 class ships.   The unit cost of the 
first nine of these sonars was $3,186,437. 

The first SQS-53A sonars procured as GFM were for the 
CGN 38 and 39.   These were modifications of previously 
designed and constructed SQS-26CX's and were priced 
as follows: 

Original Unit Cost 
Cost to Modify 
Total Cost 

$1,880,302 
1,032,800 
2,913,102 

The unit cost estimate made by SEA 06 for the modifi- 
cations was $983,000.   The actual unit price of the 
modifications was $1,032,800 or within five percent 
of the cost estirnate. 

The only procurement of complete SQS-53A systems as 
GFM has been for the CGN 40 and 41.   The SEA 06 
unit cost estimates for these systems is shown in the 
following Table. 

TABLE V.42 

SQS-53A ESTIMATES AND PRICES 
(Dollars in Thousands) 

NAVSEA 
Estimate 

CGN 40 
Price 

CGN 41 
Price 

Hardware 
Engineering Services 

3,721 
74 

2,951 
70 _ 

Total 3,795 3,024 3,232 

Percent Difference (25) (17) 
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Estimating the cost of the well-defined AN/SQS-53A 
should not have been too difficult.   Thus, the over- 
estimate of 25 percent for the CGN 40 and 17 percent 
for the CGN 41 could be considered inadequate per- 
formance.   At the same time, the actual prices are 
not out of line with those Litton Industries obtained 
for generally similar systems. 

Prospective procurements of the SQS-53A sonars will 
be more costly— !f these SQS-53A sonars are even- 
tually Installed on the CGN 42 class and the DDG 47's, 
the costs will be higher as indicated by the following 
Table which contains estimates prepared by SEA 06 
project office for sonar systems. 

TABLE V.43 

ESTIMATES FOR SQS-53A SONARS FOR 
CGN 42 AND DDG 47 CLASS SHIPS 

(Dollars in Thousands) 

CGN 40 
Price 

Future 
Estimate 

Hardware 
Engineering Services 

2,951 
70 

4,961 
166 

Total 3,021 5,127 

The continuing program for modernizotion of these 
sonar systems is a factor in this predicted increase 
In costs. 

Problems disclosed 

The cost estimating records for these sonars were 
more complete than those found for most other 
items of GFM.   Also,  copies of contracts and 
modifications thereto were readily available. 
At the same, the over estimates for the two 
complete systems which were purchased as GFM 
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cannot be accounted for except in terms of 
market factors.   The $3.2 million price awarded 
to Litton for the first nine systems was estab- 
lished just nine months before the Navy con- 
tract was signed on February 2,  1973.   With 
the smaller quantity and the later date, the 
higher Navy estimate would appear to be in 
order.   Thus, this example points to the im- 
portance of carefully assessing influences of 
the market. 

While the technical baseline for the SQS-53A 
system, including modifications/ is well-defined, 
the substantially higher estimate for the systems 
for the DDG 47's and CGN 42 is premised on 
further modernization of the system with   accom- 
panying increase in services, documentation 
and other software.   This illustrates the essen- 
tiality of keeping the technical baseline up- 
to-date for estimating as well as other purposes, 
something   that has not been done for all of 
the GFM items reviewed. 

(6) Cost Estimates For the LM-2500 Hove Been Consistently 
Higher Than Actual Costs        [ 

The LM-2500 is a  single-cycle, two shaft engine consisting of 

a gas generator, power turbine, fuel control and governing system, 

associated inlet and exhaust sections, lubrication and   scavenging sys- 

tems, and controls and devices for starting and monitoring operation 

of the engine.   It is available as a gas turbine alone, as a base- 

mounted unit, or as a completely packaged module. 
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The engine incorporates a 16-stage compressor;   a full annular, 

dual fuel burning combustor with externally mounted fuel nozzles; a 

two-stage high pressure gas generator turbine, air cooled, that drives 

the compressor and accessory drive gearbox; and a six-stage-low speed, 

low-stress power turbine, with an output speed of 3,600 rpm, which is 

coupled aerodynamically to the gas generator and is driven by its 

high energy release exhaust flow. 

There are four distinct configuration items:   Base/Enclosure 

Assembly;   Gas Turbine Assembly;   Gas Turbine Lube Storage and Con- 

ditioning Assembly;and a Free Standing Electronic Enclosure Assembly. 

Evolution of the design — The LM-2500 gas turbine is 
a marine adaption of the General Electric turbine used 
in the DC 10 airplane.   The first such engine installed 
in a ship by the Navy was on the GTS ADMIRAL 
WILLIAM M. CALLAGHAN, a high speed roll-on/ 
roll-off cargo ship built for charter to the Military 
Sea lift Command. 

The advantages sought included weight and space 
savings;   reduction in installation costs;   greater ship 
availability due to reduced down time for maintenance; 
reduced manning requirements;   flexibility in choice 
of fuels;   and rapid ship response. 

Application of the LM-2500 gas turbine ~ At present 
the LM-2500 gas turbine is being installed in 

SPRUANCE (DD 963) Class Destroyers - 30 
ship program; four gas turbine modules per ship. 
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Guided Missile Frigate (FFG) — 74 ship pro- 
gram;   two gas turbine modules per ship. 

There are plans to use this gas turbine in additional 
ship classes;   the AEGIS Destroyer and the Sea 
Control Ship are examples. 

Cost estimating for the LM-2500 gas turbine — Cost 
estimates for the LM-2500 marine gas turbine modules 
for use in new ship construction have been and are 
being generated by several organizations: 

NAVSEAOIG 

SHAPMs for ships utilizing the LM-2500;   the 
Guided Missile Frigate (FFG) Ship Acquisition 
Office, and, more specifically, PMS 399P4 

within that office. 

SUPSHIP (Supervisor of Shipbuilding) Bath, 

where Bath Iron Works is acting as agent for the 
Navy in buying LM-2500 modules under the 
terms of an option agreement covering the pro- 
curement of 60 LM-2500 modules. 

Naval Ship Engineering Center (NAVSEC), 
where NAVSEC 6146 provides estimates as 
called for by SHAPMs, particularly at the 
beginning of a project. 

General Electric Company, the vendor for the 
LM-2500 marine gas turbine modules. 

In order to develop an historical track of LM-2500 cost 
estirrrates that would be meaningful, only estimates of 
LM-2500 marine gas turbine modules were considered, 
and of these, the only ones used were those connected 
with the Guided Missile Frigate (FFG) program, one 
of the two principal programs utilizing the LM-2500 
engine.   The other principal program, the SPRUANCE 
(DD 963) Class destroyer program, did not have com- 
parable estimates available because the LM-2500 
modules were CFE rather than GFE.   However, there 
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is some data on the DD 963 gas turbines which pro- 
vides an initial perspective.   In 1970, the unesca- 
lated base price for an LM-2500 marine gas turbine 
module, as provided for in the General Electric/ 
Litton option agreement for 120 modules for the 
SPRUANCE (DD 963) Class destroyer program was 
about $1.1 million;   the final escalated return cost 
per module under this agreement, with all deliveries 
made in the 1972-1976 period, was $1.43 million. 

TABLE V.44 

LM 2500 GAS TURBINE FOR FFG 7 CLASS 

TREND IN ESTIMATES 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Estimate Date FY Applicable Amount Estimated 

1970 ,. 1.3 
1971 ■n 1.1-1.5 
1972 - 1.8 
1973 1973 2.0 

1974 1.8-2.1 
1975 2.3 

1974 1975 2.8 
1975 1976 2.9 
1976 1977 3.3 

1978 3.6 
1977 1977 3.3 

1978 3.6 
1979 4.6 

Several of the estimates in the Table were prepared by 
PMS 399 for inclusion in SCN budgets.   The metho- 
dology is summarized in Table V.45. 
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TABLE V.45 

FFG OPTION PRICE ESTIMATES FOR LM 2500 
(Dollars in Millions) 

Estimated Cost Per                         Estimated Unit 
Ship Set (2 modules)                      Cost (1 module) 

FY 1976 
Bath Fee 

5.71   (Estimate from 
X 1.03      SUPSHIP, BIW) 

5.88 2.94 

FY 1977 
Inflation FY 
Inflation FY 

5.88   (FY 1976 estimate) 
X 1.028 
X 1.102 

6.661 3.33 

FY 1978 
Inflation FY 1978 

6.661   (FY 1977 estimate) 
X 1.084 

7.220 3.61 

FY 1979 
Inflation FY 1979 
Provision for new 
negotiations with GE 

7.220 (FY 1978 estimate) 
X 1.066 

X 1.2 
4.62 9.236 

Figure V.13 compares certain of the estimales shown in 
the previous two tables with contract prices.   The data 
are arranged by Fiscal Year to show the trend in both 
estimate and price. 

The estimates depicted on the Figure show the steady 
growth in cost that is anticipated, a factor of three 
and one half times the original estimate in nine years. 
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FIGURE V.13 

LM-2500-GROWTH IN ESTIMATES AND PRICES 
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According to the various organizations making LM-250C 
cost estimates, the principal cost drivers of the cost 
estimates of the LM-2500 modules for the FFG program 
are: 

* Inflation (reflected in escalation as per option 
agreement for 60 modules) 

- Changes in engine 

Smaller ship buy than originally planned 

Expiration of 30 ship set option at end of FY 
1978, with consequent necessity of having to 
provide contingency for added cost for FY 1979 
renegotiation. 

The price information shown on the Figure represents 
General Electric's   billings based on deliveries.   Thus, 
the time relationships are only approximate.   Also, the 
price increases arise from the conditions established in 
the basic Bath/General Electric contract.   The price 
to be agreed upon in the follow-on contract is, of 
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course, unknown at this time.   As Table V.45 indi- 
cates, a contingency of 20 percent has been added. 
The need for this size contingency is not obvious from 
the Figure which indicates that estimates have been 
overly generous to date. 

Problem areas 

I . 

^ 

Data banks — None.   Estimates must be   ob- 
tained from files of the various organizations. 

Return cost and bid data — Very scarce or 
non-existent in the files of the various Navy 
organizations making estimates. 

Escalation and inflation predictions — Inflation 
factors are used In developing estimates, but 
little. If any, use is made of the escalation 
formula contained in the General  Electric/ 
Bath Iron Works option agreement covering 
the procurement of 60 LM-2500 modules. 

Review procedures — NAVSEA GIG and the 
SHAPMs coordinate their estimates, but the 
methodology used by all the Navy organizations 
involved In LM-2500 cost estimating Is not 
standardized. 

(7) The Close In Weapons System (PHALANX - CIWS) Is A 
Weapon Developed By A Cost-Conscious Group Over Its 
Pre-Procurement Phases 

The PHALANX-CIWS is an automatic, self-contained unit 

consisting of a search and track radar, digitailzed fire control system, 

and o 20 millimeter MlAl gun which fires depleted uranium projectiles. 
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The sysi-em is mounted In a single, above deck structure requiring a 

minimum of interface with other shipboard systems. 

Evolution of the requirement — The CIWS is a fast 
reaction system designed specifically to fulfill the 
"last ditch defense" concept against all low-flying, 
high speed antiship missiles.   The CIWS system is 
designed for a quick and inexpensive installation on 
virtually all types of surface ships and requires only 
ship's power and coolant water for operation. 

Evolution of the design 

In 1966, the Chief of Naval Operations asked 
for proposals from industry for a lightweight gun 
system which could defend ships from attacks 
by antiship cruise missiles.   In 1968, General 
Dynamics submitted a proposal for the CIWS 
and began concept fonnulation and feasibility 
tests. 

Between 1969 and late 1973, the plan was to 
develop, in quick succession, prototypical and 
operational suitability models with heavy re- 
liance on simulation and increasingly stringent 
phased testing of some nine or ten early units. 

During 1973, Defense Department policy took 
on the form of "fly-before-buy" and this con- 
cept required a considerable change in the 
method of producing and testing the early CIWS 
units.   Emphasis was placed on comprehensive 
testing on only a few prototype units.   This new 
approach caused a complete re-appraisal of 
pro|ected costs.   The result was a tripling of 
expected end cost of R&D. 
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Since late 1973, fhe second phase has been in 
effect with rather steady progress to target cost 
despite testing and funding difficulties. 

Table V.46 depicts the schedule for the 12 milestones 
which were planned to successfully complete the pro- 
gram.   The reason for program delays beginning at 
Event Five — Complete At-Sea Test of Prototype ^1 — 
ore set forth in the footnotes. 

Despite the delays and testing probleres, the CIWS 
appears to be operating at or over design requirements. 
As a result, production (R&D plus procurement) of 437 
units, 434 of which are to be produced between FY 1978 
and FY 1983 is now planned.   321 of the units are iden- 
tified in the WPN appropriation for back-fit on operating 
ships;   113 are for new ships in the SCN appropriation; 
the remaining three are the RDT&E units. 

Cost estimating history — Unlike other weapons systems 
being studied, the CIWS project has no procurement 
history.   Although procurement was originally planned 
for an earlier period, first production runs are now 
planned for June 1979. 

Due to the character of the project, a study of cost 
estimating performance primarily relates to the ability 
of project and contractor personnel to correctly estimate 
the end cost of the fJ&D process.   Beyond that, one can 
trace the evolution of a procurement price and its use 
for both project and budget purposes. 

Table V.47   shows the key milestones of cost growth in 
this project through March 31, 1977. 
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TABLE V.46 

CIWS PROGRAM EVENTS 

Event 

1. Award contract and start Engineering 
Development 

2. Complete fabrication of Engineering 
Development Model (pre-prototype) 

3. Complete testing of pre-prototype 

4. Complete testing of Prototype 
^] and #2 

5. Complete At-Seo Test of Prototype 
#1 

6. Complete RMA proofing of Proto- 
type *2 

7. Award contract for Operational 
Suitability Model (OSM)   program 

8. Deliver OSM *1 

9. Commence At-Sea Test of OSM *1 

10. Complete At-Seo Test of OSM *] 

11. Award Production Contract 

12. First Production Run 

Planned 

December 1970 

May 1972 

September 1972 

December 

November 1973 

December 1973 

November 1973 

November 1974 

February 1975 

July 1975 

July 1975 

January 1977 

Actual 

Reasons for Delay 

(1) Extended land-based testing and bad weather. 

(2) Decided to use Prototype *2 as testing model for life of program. 

(3) Reprogramming action acted on by Congress seven months after con- 
tract ready to execute.    Further delay after Congress reduced Oper- 
ational Suitability Model (OSM) buy from six to option for one. 
Option for one exercised 1 March 1976. 

(4) These events are a function of the Congressional holding action. 
The option for one OSM wos exercised in March 1975 with actual 
delivery in November 1976 (8 months).    Testing of the OSM was 
correspondingly delayed.   Although program delays ore approximately 
two years at this point, once the one OSM was authorized for com- 
pletion, the contractor cut four months off the original planned time 
for award and delivery of the OSM and two months off the originally 
planned time for at-seo testing.   RDT&E budget cuts by Congress 
olso contribute to the general slowdown in progress. 

(5) Last three months delays due to preparation for DSARC III, expected 
in September 1977. 

(6) At DSARC III approval, full scale production will occur; the estimated 
27 month lag is necessary for set up of production facilities. 

Delay 
Mos. Reasons 

December 1970 

May 1972 

September 1972 0 

December 0 

March 1974 4 (1) 

NA 4 (2) 

June 1974 7 (3) 

November 1976 24 (4) 

May 1977 27 (4) 

July 1977 24 (4) 

October 1977 27 (5) 

June 1979 30 (6) 
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TABLE   V.47 

CIWS COST GROWTH SUM\AARY 

3/77 

1/73 6/73 12/73 6/74 12/74 12/75 Current 

R&D^'^ 42.2 53.0 123.1 123.4 119.6 127.7 126.4 

Procurement         ,,, 526.3 490.5 517.1 579.6 716.9 806,2 943.6 

Program Estimate^  ' 568.5 543.5 640.2 703.0 836.5 933.9 1070.0 

Units                      . 360 370 367 367 364 362 437 

Average Unit 1.54 1.47 1.74 1.92 2.30 2.58 2.45 

Cost 

(1) Figures in Millions of Dollars 

The Decision CoordinaHon Paper (DCP) for CIWS which 
reflected the first development philosophy shows an end 
cost estimate for R&D of $42.2 million.   During the 
change in approach, this was raised $10 million and 
finally, once a new "fly-before-buy" direction was 
developed, a cost of $123 million was estimated.   This 
latter amount has increased to only $126.4 million in 
over three years.   Thus, very little variance from 
target has been experienced in the R&D area. 

Figure  V. 14 shows a breakdown of the overall cost 

FIGURE V.14 

DOLLAR GROWTH OF 
MAJOR CATEGORIES 

CIWS 
1070 

1/73 3/74 3/75 

AS OF DATE 

3/76 3/77 

IZH ESCAL. PROCUREMENT R&D 
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growth from $568.5 fo $1070.0 million.   The amounts 
for R&D and procurement shown on the Figures are in 
constant FY 1972 dollars. 

Figure V. 15 summarizes the overall cost growth by con- 
tributing factors.   The program has not been without its 
engineering, reliability and funding problems which 
have caused about 13 percent of the cost growth.   The 
largest portions of growth, however, appear due to 
quantity changes and escalation growth as shown in 
the Figure below. 

FIGURE    V.15 

SUMMARY OF CIWS COST GROWTH 
BY CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 

($ IN MILLIONS) 
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08 4 

[        I 58.5 

~|64.1 

I 0.4 

{ ) 57.4 

ESCALATION J    ■ 1287.7 

SOURCE: 
CIWS SELECTED 
ACQUISITION REPORTS 

R&D and procurement cost estimating performance — The 
CIWS project group is small, well-managed and resu11- 
oriented.   Cost related decisions are made after careful 
review of Information provided by several sources. 

General Dynamics, the CIWS contractor, has an 
extensive estimating and cost control section 
under the direction of the assistant controller. 
Two estimates are made in this division, totally 
independent of each other.   The first estimate 
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is an engineering estimate based on actual data 
utilizing the first prototype as the baseline.   The 
second independent estimate is a parametric 
estimate developed by utilizing the DEC Com- 
puter Cost Prediction Model (PRICE). 

A completely independent contractor, Tecolte 
Research, Inc., prepares an independent para- 
metric estimate based on contractor return cost 
data.   Tecolte has a small staff of people edu- 
cated in engineering, mathematics, physics and 
economics which provide research, analysis, 
engineering and consulting services to govern- 
ment and private agencies.   Their cost analysis/ 
estimating experience is between 10 and 15 years. 

In the case of the CIWS, Tecolte prepares a para- 
metric estimate based on cost estimating relation- 
ships.   The data used is obtained through Con- 
tractor Cost Data Reports, Cost Information 
Reports and data solicited from contractors by 
Tecolte themselves. 

When these estimates are received by the CIWS 
project office, the management staff reviews 
and compares them.   CIWS project management 
maintains tight rein over changes in cost estimates 
by monitoring and questioning all significant 

variations. 

Further, special contract clauses, not port of 
DOD 1NST. 7000.2 outline   returned costs 
required by the project office.   The reports are 
based on existing contractor MIS output which 
are also relevant to CIWS management activi- 
ties.   Typical reports include: 

Actual costs against bid estimates showing 
cost-to-complete on a monthly basis; 

Performance data based on Work Break- 
down Structure and Functional organi- 
zation; 
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Man-power loading by WBS and functional 
organization; 

Material cost by major cost element; 

Milestone schedule and progress. 

From the above it can be seen that serious attention has 
been given to cost estimating and cost control by the 
CIWS project office.   All that can reasonably be ex- 
pected is being done in terms fof utilizing timely in- 
formation and support by the contractor and indepen- 
dent cost estimators.   Still, there has been a 57 percent 
increase in the expected unit cost of a CIWS.   This 
clearly illustrates the very significant impact of in- 
fluences above and beyond the control of NAVSEA. 
However, there are problems with respect to estimates 
of the cost to install the CIWS aboard ship which should 
be within NAVSEA control. 

Supporting equipirent   services and software cost 
estimates for CIWS vary widely — Two appropriations 
are applicable for CIWS equipment budgeting. 

WPN appropriation for bock-fitting CIWS during 
overhauls on ships in the fleet.   (Installation funds 
separate.) 

SCN appropriation for CIWS equipment and 
installation on ships being constructed. 

The estimates prepared for these appropriations reflect 
add-ons for costs necessary to install, test and prove 
the weapon on a ship.   These vary, of course, on 
whether the ship is under construction or in   service. 

The present practice of NAVSEA 01G in estimating for 
the SCN budget is shown in Table V.48.   It is signi- 
ficant to note the basic hardware cost of the CIWS 
($2,600,000) compared with the costs after the addition 
of other supporting and installation charges ($5,646,000). 
The difference between the two figures is over $3 million 
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for the PI' 1977 lead system.   Of this total, $61,000 
applies to the CIWS gun itself. 

Almost $640 thousand applies to engineering support 
charges.   In addition, there   are substantial install- 
ation charges included in each ship estimate.   The 
CIWS project office and SEA 01G disagree on costs 
for engineering support and installation.   Costs will 
vary between ships, i.e., a carrier will be higher than 
a destroyer, but based on actual costs during research 
and development, the NAVSEA 01G estimates are 
thought by the project office to be high.   There is 
little disagreement between NAVSEA 01G and the 
CIWS project office over the CIWS hardware estimates. 

TABLE   V.48 

NAVSEA 01G COST ESTIMATES — CIWS 
(All Ships) 

{$ in Thousands) 

Lead System Lead System Follow System Follow System 
FY77 FY78 FY77 FY78 

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

Equipment Cost 

Hardware 2,600 2,615 2,600 2,615 

Remote Control Indicators 85 - 85 - 
Peculiar Support Eng. 130 - 130 - 
Production Support 127 - 127 - 
GFE - gun 61 60 61 60 

Ordalts 30 - 30 - 
Shipping Fixtures 12 13 12 13 
Project Management 12 13 12 13 

l&C Spares 150 268 150 268 

Design Eng. Changes 601 268 601 268 

Test Equipment 73 79 73 79 

Initial Sparey'Support 480 536 480 536 
Tech. Data, Doc, OD's 58 50 23 9 
\IZ '^nagement 49 14 .49 14 

QA end RAAA 84 11 84 11 
4,552 3,927 4,517 3,886 

Growth 10% 455 393 452 389 
5,007 4,320 4,969 4,275 

Enqineering Support Costs 639 647 289 305 

Total Estimate: 

Equipment/Support 
Costs 5,646 4,967 5,258 4,580 
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The SEA 01G generalized format Is based on weapons 
systems requiring extensive engineering and integration, 
complicated installation and extensive testing.   Due to 
lack of data and staff, little ability exists to examine 
weapon systems on an individual basis to determine 
individualized supporting and installation charges 
required.   The CIWS, which is the product of extensive 
R&D effort.   Operational  Suitability Models and 
is a stand-alone and easily installed system, should not 
require the level of supporting expenditures called for 
by the generalized format. 

The estimates for WPN units for ships in service also 
have add-on charges, but not to the extent of SCN 
figures.   The WPN figure for FY 1977 is estimated at 
$3.2 million, or approximately $2.6 million for basic 
hardware and $600 thousand for support expenditures 
other than installation. 

Problem areas 

The amount and quality of data utilized by the 
project office Is well-thoughtout and useful in 
decision-making activities.   The good perfor- 
mance of the project office in adhering to 
budgeted costs of R&D and procurement can be 
attributed to the emphasis given to the cost 
estimating function.   However, there was 
growth from external factors and this points to 
the need to develop the information flow and 
analysis techniques necessary to better anti- 
cipate the impact of these factors. 

The use of a generalized system for estimating 
the cost of supporting Items can result in sig- 
nificant   misestimates which could be rectified 
if the practice were to attempt to review such 
costs for new major systems in detail in con- 
junction with the project office. 
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(8) Cost Growth Is Not A Problem In The AN/UYK-7 Procure- 
ment And EstimaMng Performance Is Relatively Good 

The AN/UYK-7 is a general purpose, stored-program, solid 

state, binary computer designed for real time applications.   For 

weapon systems, the computer performs the data processing and com- 

putations needed for target tracking, generation of gun, torpedo and 

missile orders, and for providing display data to fire control systems 

and tactical data system operators.   It is installed in cabinets or bays 

in various combinations of the following units:   Central Processing 

Unit (CPU), Memory Units (single or double density) , Input/Output 

Controller, Power Supply Unit, Dummy Unit, I/O Adapter (4, 8, 12 

or 16 channels). Maintenance Console Unit, and Remote Operating 

Console Unit. * 

Reproduced From 
Best Available Copy 

Evolution of the requirement — In order to avoid pro- 
blems associated with the proliferation of Navy com- 
puters, the Chief of Naval Operations directed the 
development of a general purpose digital computer 
upon which the Navy could standardize for shipboard 
applications in the 1970's.   The AN/UYK-7 Computer 
was developed in response to this direction and repre- 
sents an improved version of the CP-901 used by 
NAVAIR.   The computer's modular construction makes 
it readily adaptable to a wide range of shipboard / 
applications including those of both specialized and 
general natures and it can be installed on all type ships 

Procurement experience — The initial cost estim<- 
approximately $524,000 for the AN/UYK-7 t' 
furnished for the Advance Ship Missile Syr' 
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which Is now AEGIS) was generated by the Computer 
Systems Section of NAVSEC.   Due to their previous 
computer procurement experience and the standard 
nature of the components Involved, the above initial 
cost was based on a well-defined baseline.   This no 
doubt contributed to the fact that the actual cost of 
the ASMS computer (approximately $534,000) was 
within $10,000 of the NAVSEC estimate. 

Since the above Initial contract, there have been approx- 
imately twelve Navy   sole source firm fixed price con- 
tracts with Sperry Rand.   Approximately 348 AN/UYK 
Computers have been procured by the Navy which is 
the sole procuring agent of the Department of Defense 
for th is system. 

By definition, a standard AN/UYK-7 computer consisted 
of a central processing unit, an Input-output controller, 
three memory units, an Input-output adapter, and a 
power supply.   However, the computer system is capable 
of fast, easily facilitated expansion through the addition 
of modules.   For example, by the addition of memory 
units, the memory capacity of the computer can be ex- 
tended; also, memory units have double density capa- 
bility.   The limits of system expansion are determined 
by the amount of inter-module communication required 
and the addressing capability of each module.   This 
flexibility has. resulted In many configurations, all 
"ta'.'ior made" to fit a specific application. 

This flexibility factor has several implications.   First, 
to review contract costs it is necessary to price out a 
standard computer.   SEA 045 recently made a com- 
parison of the basic cost of an equivalent 1 bay single 
density computer during the period from 1972 to 1977 
with the following results. 

w-m: Reproduced From 
Best Available Copy 



Contract N00024- 

72-C-1327 
72-C-1256 
73-C-1327 
74-D-1193 
75-D-7165 
76-D-7195 
77-D-7121 

Basic Cost Per 
Equivalent Standard Computer 

$304K 
247K 
228K 
223K 
225K 
231K 
279K 

The above costs have remained stable; which is cer- 
tainly amazing in view of the inflation experienced 
by so many of the Navy programs.   This stability has 
contributed to the accuracy of the estimates for these 
computers made by SEA 04. 

For the SCN Budget the flow of estimates is as follows. 
SEA 04, SCN Support Section, will provide AN/UYK-7 
Computer cost estimates to SEA 01G for ships listed in 
the Program Ob{ectives Memorandum (POM).   The 
estimate is based on the most recent bid proposals from 
the manufacturers, Univac-Sperry Rand, and will 
include the current inflation factor being used by the 
contractor.   It should be noted that because the  Navy 
is the sole procuring   agent for all AN/UYK-7's, the 
availability of current prices and bids appears to be of 
significant value in the estimating process and is used 
to the exclusion of a parametric or engineering method. 

The flexibility in the configuration of the UYK-7 com- 
puter for different applications does result in widely 
varying dollar amounts being reported in different budget 
forms for different ship classes.   Examples have been 
found where a difference in the number of bays or the 
density resulting from changed specifications have been 
overlooked.   This points to the need to keep config- 
uration information with the estimates. 

The magnitude of the dollar differences that may arise 
is illustrated by the following data taken from FY 1975 
budget back-up forms itemizing UYK-7 computer 

estimates. 
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^ FFG7 $    437,000 
SSN 688        596,000 
CGN 38    1,587,000 

The preceding data strongly indlca|-es that cost estim- 
ating has not been a problem due to the stability of 
the production contracts from year to year and that 
cost overruns hove not been experienced when pro- 
curing AN/UYK-7 Computers.   The comparatively 
large amount of computers procured over an approx- 
imate seven to eight year period and UNIVAC pro- 
ducing the maximum   number of computers which can 
be built in their facility has provided production 
stability with resulting monetary savings for the Navy. 
On a ship by ship basis there has been some problem with 
estimates since the estimates have not always stayed 
abreast of specification changes. 

Problems disclosed 

The AN/UYK-7 computer has an excellent cost 
history which provides a sound basis for good 
estimating.   At the same time, this case high- 
lights the need to know the precise configuration 
when estimating.   This requires record keeping 
which was not in evidence in the central 
estimating organization. 

Furthermore, this case highlights the need for 
the estimating organizations to maintain close 
communications with the technical organization. 
Any change, contemplated or accepted, in a 
ship system (e.g., weapons, command and con- 
trol) can impact the computer configuration. 
The same holds true for nearly all systems ex- 
cept for those which are truly stand alone. 
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(9) Estimates For Government Furnished Material May Be Defi- 
cient At The Item Level, Ship Level Or In Anticipation Of_ 

I Problems At Time Of DeliveTy^ 

Although the eight GFM items studied in detail were developed 

and managed by different organizations and were in different stages of 

development and production, there were several common findings 

applicable to the   majority. 

Basic hardware estimates as related to contract prices 
were not precise and were frequently misestimated in 
the order of 20 percent. 

A consistent approach to estimating items other than 
basic hardware (e.g., spares, manuals, services) appears 
to be almost totally lacking. 

Estimates generally originated with contractors or past 

contract prices. 

In the technical organizations, estimating usually 
received little emphasis. 

Procedures for estimating, maintenance of data banks 
including return costs and compilation of configuration 
data to support estimates are almost entirely lacking. 

Communications between the central estimating organ- 
ization and the many GFM estimators are not adequate. 

Analysis of market factors related to GFM procurement 
is inadequate, particularly for competitive procurements. 

Chapter VII contains several recommendations designed to 

correct the problems identified by these findings.   There are, however. 
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two areas of action that deserve particular notice.     First, a univer- 

sally adapted system for detailing,   recording and maintaining estim- 

ating data is needed.    Second, much greater interplay on a personal 

level between members of the central estimating staff and the GFM 

estimators In the technical organizations is needed to improve the flow 

of market, production and technical knowledge essential to good 

estimating. 

All GFM items must be considered in a total ship 
cost estimate — Accurate estimates of the cost of a 
ship must Include good estimates of the entire GFM 
suite.   For a repeat design   where no significant 
change in characteristics is planned and where the 
individual items are off-the-shelf or within the state 
of the art, estimating should be relatively simple. 
However, with a new design where equipment selec- 
tion is in a state of flux and some equipment is in a 
development stage, estimating is difficult.   These 
conditions are reflected in the GFM estimates for 
the three ships tracked in depth. 

As shown in the following table, there are changes in 
the estimates for the three ships which are beyond the 
amounts that might be expected.   The reasons are dis- 
cussed in the sections covering tracking of the three 
ships.   The point to be noted here Is that no matter 
what the status of the ship, significant variations in 
predicted actual costs versus original estimates do 
arise.   Again, there must be constant communication 
and constant updating of configuration, test site and 
similar data if estimates prepared for the budget are 
to stand up.   If configuration or plans are changed 
significantly after the budget submission, and the 
changes are not anticipated, differences as shown in 
the table are bound to arise. 
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TABLE  V.49 

GFM ESTIAMTES 
($ Thousands) 

GFM 
Category Estimate AOR7 SSN 678 FFG7 

HM&E Original 
Current 
% change 

1,605 
2,190 

36 

3,602 
3,904 

8 

6,790 
43,243 

537 

Electronics Original 
Current 
% change 

860 
985 
14 

6,922 
6,611 

4 

8,800 
10,250 

16 

Ordnance Original 
Current 
% change 

4,546 
5,000 

10 

2,882 
2,211 

23 

38,000 
51,572 

36 

The handling and care of material is a factor in esti- 
mating— There have been a number of studies and 
reports on the problems caused by receipt of GFM 
either too early, too late or in defective condition. 
Therefore, this area was not examined in depth in this 
study.   It is, however, an area which should be given 
attention by the estimating organization since the 
amounts of money involved can be large as shown by 
the following: 

The MK-74 Guided Missile Fire Control System 
experienced defects causing 960 discrepancy 
reports on the CGN 36 and 558 discrepancy 
reports on the CGN 37, at a total cost to 
repair/replace (including material) of $1,095,095 
and $418,387 respectively. 

Unsatisfactory anchors (4) for use on the CGN 
36 and 37 were reported by SupShip- Newport 
News on 23 May 1973.    Subsequently, three 
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other unsatisfacfory  anchors for use on the 
CGN 38 were received and reported in 
February 1976. 

The values shown in the following tabulation represent 
a summary of discrepancy reports and estimated cost to 
correct for selected ships as of January 1975. 

TABLE V.50 

DISCREPANCY REPORT PROBLEMS ON 
SELECTED SHIPS 

i 

D 
Number of 

iscrepancy Reports 
Estimated 

Cost to Correct 

SSN 686 
CYAN 68 
CGN 36 
CGN 37 

752 
2,321 
3,015 
2,123 

$    599,691 
1,081,548 
1,638,514 
1,175,706 

Summarizing, there are areas for improvement in the 
development of cost estimates for Government Furnished 
Material.   Much of this improvement can be accom- 

,     plished by actions within the realm of NAVSEA by 
carrying out the recommendations in Chapter Yll. 

8- A NUMBER OF IMPORTANT ESTIMATING AND COST MANAGE- 
MENT ISSUES HAVE SURFACED DURING THE DETAILED ANA! YSK 
OF SHIPS AND GFM ITEMS 

In the Interim Report of this project, 39 potential cost drivers were 

identified and defined.   As the analyses of ships, weapons and other GFM items 

were performed, efforts were made to keep these cost drivers in mind.   The 

categories or areas of potential growth dealt with were as follows: 
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Programmlnc/Budgeting Factors 
Technical DefinlHon 
EsHmcHng 
Personnel 
Scheduling 
Contracting 
Construction 
Government Programs and Requirements 

Problems exist in most of these areas. 

(1)   .     The Size Of Cost Growth In Ships Correlated Roughly With 
The Number Of Cost Drivers Present 

As each ship was studied, the occurrence of these potential 

cost drivers was noted.   Figure V.16 shows their occurrence on each 

ship project.   If the cost driver was present, it is so indicated by an 

X;   if the cost driver was a serious problem, it is noted by a 2X. 

No percentage or finer weighting can be applied to the table, 

but it can be suggested that 

The greater the number of these items present, the 
greater the difficulty for the estimator. 

The number of cost drivers present correlate roughly 
with the magnitude of the overruns: 

Reproduced From 
Best Available Copy 

SSN 678 ~ 20 percent growth, 4 cost drl 
FFG 7 — 41 percent growth, 17 cost H 
AOR 7 ~ 52 percent growth, 18 cr 

Touching briefly on the reason for choosir 
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FIGURE V. 16 

INFLUENCE OF COST DRIVERS 

COST DRIVER 
PRESENCE OF COST DRIVERS 

SSN 678      FFG 7      AOR 7 

*    |,Programming/Budgefing                                              ;   ^    ^ f- 
1                 constraints on estimates \ ■ 

X 

X 
2X 

2X 
unanticipated escalation 

;                 reduced program / 

•                  program uncertainties X X 
additional stock units                                       ' 

i 

Technical Definition 
i 

insufficient definition ' 
X 2X 

system upgraded                                       ,   ) 2X 2X 
additional systems X X X 
additional specifications 2X X X 
mcorrect plans 

X 
X late changes under contract X X 

Estimating 

poor estimates 
X 
X 
X 

,       inadequate time to estimate 
changed market conditions 2X 
different overhead burden X 
less efficient shipyard 
low productivity X 
fewer shipyards 

retention of shipbuilding base X 
Personnel -     • 

management instability 

too few estimators 

estimating responsibilities diffused 2X 
Scheduling 

schedules event delays X X 
poor scheduling X X 

X 

2X 

late GFE/GFI 
late CFE/Ctjlj X 

Contracting 

poor form of contract 
Construction 

tect-.Ti'ical difficulties X 
shipbuilder's backlog 

^ - low productivity X X 
work stoppages                ' X 
mismanagement 

inadequate facilities       ^ 
labor shortage 

Government Programs 

management layering 

■ 

excessive management,. 

■              excessive inspections          j 
social programs 

delay in government action? 
-..^.        ..                ^Q^^^ 

4 17 18 
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items as cost drivers, the following is submitted. 

Constraints on estimates 

- Pressure existed In the FFG program to main- 
tain estimates at or below DTC goals. 

Budget decisions     constrained estimates 
during AOR 7 budgeting. 

Unanticipated escalation 

- Important at the very beginning of the FFG 
program, but estimates soon took high escala- 
tion into account. 

AOR 7 escalation was used up prior to delivery 
and additional funds requested — never really 
had a handle on escalation estimates. 

Program uncertainties 

Uncertainties about ordnance and sensors, 
operational testing, cost effectiveness — all 
have caused cost growth in the FFG program. 

Uncertainties relating to characteristics 
(modified repeat versus new class), accept- 
able budget cost, completeness of prior ship 
drawings — all caused growth in the AOR 7. 

Insufficient definition 

Certain GFM characteristics were not decided 
upon until late in development and caused bad 
end cost estimates.   (FFG 7) 

Drawing and specifications of prior ships in 
the class were not kept up-to-date. (AOR 7) 

System upgraded 

"Hie SSN 678 was the first ship in the SSN 637 
class to have the re-engineered hull. 
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- New, more capable GFM were added to 
FFG 7, i.e., PCS, sonar, gun, efc. 

Additional systems 

In the SSN 678 -- AIGS III S&W, Satellite 
navigation, new launch console and a number 
of others. 

In the FFG -- LAMPS III, CIWS, extra gen- 
erator, TACTLASS, etc. 

In the AOR 7 — helo hangers, NATO SEA- 
SPARROW, improved habitability, pollution 
abatement and increased frozen food and 
ammunition capacity. 

Additional specifications 

- On all ships, additional systems and/or mod- 
ified systems caused additional specifications 
and costs throughout the building period. 

I ■    ■ ■ 

Incorrect plans 

As has been mentioned, the AOR 1 through 6 
plans had not been kept up-to-date. 

Late changes under contract 

"* HMRs were common for all three ships. 

^ Plans changes for SSN 678 amounted   to $9 
million, for the FFG 7 about $20 million and 
a much smaller figure for the AOR 7. 

Inadequate time to estimate 

*• AOR 7 estimates often were made under a 
short deadline. 
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Changed market conditions 

The FFG program office listed nine companies 
capable of building the ship, only two were 
interested; effect was to add $8 million to the 
cost of an average follow ship. 

Stable economic and market conditions existed 
for the SSN 678, quite the opposite for the 

AOR 7 and FFG 7. 

Different overhead burden 

Overhead for the shipyards building the FFGs 
was greater than estimated due to lack of 
other repair and commercial work. 

Low productivity 

The FFG 7 and the AOR 7 can be said to have 
suffered from lowered productivity to a serious 
extent.   This was due to lack of prior com- 
plex Navy construction, layoffs for lack of 

v/ork, etc. 

(2) Serious Estimating Errors Are Being Made For New — And As 
Often Follow — Ship Designs 

Throughout this section, estimators have missed key elements 

of ship estimates. 

Man-hour estimates are almost all low by large mar- 
gins.   Although this may be due to productivity losses, 
it is usually a result of estimating from dated informa- 
tion.   Generally, bid data or similar ship data is 
used.   No feeling for current conditions is exhibited. 

It must also be noted that shipyards have not been 

much better. 
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Material costs and the changing market place for key 
items of ship equipment were not reacted to quickly. 

Overhead cost growth was not reflected in estimates. 

Market place factors — seller's market in 1974, 
smaller number of Navy shipyards demanding higher 
profit margins, etc. — were not included in cost 
predictions. 

Two fundamental problems seem important with regard to these 

misestimated elements: 

The planning, programming and budgeting system re- 
quires estimates so far In advance and It is so difficult 
to adjust estimates that the estimates become outdated 
quickly and do not reflect current situations. 

The estimating process must be improved significantly 
if It is to produce reasonable estimates in the current 
environment. 

0) The GFM Case Histories Provide Additional Information Re- 
garding Estimating And Cost Growth 

Cost estimating for GFM is, except for several recent cases 

StUiJrfecl, so varied as to not allow the chart approach to cost drivers 

used with the ship studies.    In general, estimates are quotes from 

Vendors with installation mark-ups added, or contract prices escalated 

forward but seldom is there a concerted effort to maintain control over 

uhit cdsts of shipboard equipment. 
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Some general conclusions can be made about many GFM 

systems: 

There is no uniform method of estimating for GFM. 

Few data banks are maintained so that a review of past 
costs can be performed by Navy management or others. 

From information that can be collected, wide, un- 
explained variances exist in estimates made for ships. 
These variances have no consistency by year or by 
similar ships. 

Although in many systems solid technical baselines 
exist, estimating and cost control personnel are not 
required to take advantage of this situation to improve 
estimating performance. 

Installation add-ons seem to have no particular relation- 
ship;   except In a few cases no return costs are required 
or utilized. 

Although weapons and sensors are being estimated for 
SCN appropriations, many have R&D quality base- 
lines making it difficult, if not impossible to estimate for 
the weapon or    sensor to which they are applied.   All 

GFM gets the same handling. 

All these points apply to  a number of GFM items — irrespective 

of cost.   The r'^'-e expensive items (over $4 million) are handled sim- 

ilarly to cheaper items (less than $1 million). 

Some GFM procurements sttjdied stand out as well managed, arid 

cost conscious efforts. 
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The procurement of the LM-2500, although estimates 
ore relatively high, shows normal cost patterns, and 
adequate data would seem to be available. 

The CIWS project exhibits particular cost conscious- 
ness and much effort is placed in preparing accurate 
projections and managing to a cost target. 

Recent steps taken by NAVSEA 01G provide some prospect 

for improvement, but much more should be done to estimate and 

control the procurement of GFM which amounts (over the last eight 

years) to $7,015 billion. 
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VI NAVY COST ESTIMATING IN A 
NEW PERSPECTIVE 

It has been noted that over the last two decades, there were periods 

of relative stability in the economic environment, the shipbuilding industry 

and in Navy programs themselves.   During the 1970's, however, that stability 

has been replaced by a period during which many problems came to a head 

all at   the same time . 

Productivity in shipbuilding was lowered severely as a result 
of demand instability, social legislation, lessening worker 
job interest, and the effects of changing ownership of the 

shipyards. 

Severe inflation which effected   labor and material costs. 

Market place adjustments where the number of companies 
building Naval and large commercial ships became fewer 
in number, thereby tending to increase profit demands and 
bid prices— and generally complicating the relationship 

between owners and builders. 

New engineering complexities of ships which caused schedule 
delays, re-engineering and more difficult ship integration 

and outfitting. 

Increased importance of cost management due to decreasing 
budgets for shipbuilding which required more accurate estim- 
ating Olid new emphasis on project cost control. 

The estimator, during periods of instability and confusing relationships, 

becomes a key element in the management process. The professional expertise 

of the estimator in making reasonable predictions about the future becomes much 
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more important to successful programs than in stable times when less estim- 

ating skill and judgment is required. 

It is the responsibility of the professional estimator to keep abreast 

of economic conditions and be aware of trends which influence his predictions. 

It is also the responsibility of the estimator to develop the estimating capa- 

bility appropriate to the difficulties of the task.   Evidence would appear 

that NAVSEA has not yet prepared itself to develop this improved capability. 

It has also been mentioned that the aberrations of the 1970's are 

unusual and perhaps this is the first time in recent history when so many 

problems  "hit" Navy shipbuilding programs all at once. 

Even in more normal times, however, cost estimating and manage- 

ment has been a problem.   Table VI. 1 illustrates that in the early post 

World War II period cost growth was even then a concern to the Navy and 

Congress.   During this period, new technologies such as nuclear propulsion, 

guided missiles and extensive use of electronics were being developed for 

shipboard use.   It would seem that since then, the complexity of construction 

has caused continual problems related to cost estimating. 
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TABLE VI. 1 

rn<;T<; OF 1952 - 1960 SHIPBUILDING i>ROGRAMS 
(Dollors in Millionj) 

1961 
Budget or End Cost vs. 

Original End Cost Original Percent 

Program Year Estimate Estimate Difference Growth 

1952 1,786.5 1,921.3 134.8 7.5 

1953 644.5 694.1 49.6 7.7 

1954 547.6 529.8 (17.8) (3.3) 

1955 824.8 888.9 64.1 7.8 

1956 1,253.8 1,476.7 222.9 17.8 

1957 1,357.9 2,177.6 819.7 60.4 

1958 1,351.2 1,752.6 401.4 29.7 

1959 1,738.3 2,050.5 312,2 18.0 

1960 593.4 670.0 76.6 12.9 

Total SCN 10,098.0 12,161.5 2,063.5 20.4 

SOURCE:   BUSHIPS Comptroller Division Report -- 
The End Cost of Shipbuildi ng Budgeting , 

This would seem to indicote that a general improvement in the Navy's 

capability to predict program costs has been needed for a long time.   The 

current problems hdve exaggerated a more general condition. 

A professional g.oup which could handle the cofnplexities of Navy 

estimating would require, as a mimimum, the following characteristics: 

I 

Strong management which could rationalize a cost estimating 
, ' methodology that would have the greatest opportunity of 

meeting modern estirtiating problems and around which an 
efficient organization could be built. 
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An organization with enough "reach" so that close affiliation 
could be built up between the estimators  and project personnel , 
between estimators and industry components, and between 
estimators and the ship and weapon engineering community. 

The availability of modem  systems and   procedures which would 
allow the storage and retrieval of large amounts of engineering, 
economic and industrial data;   the models or systems that would 
allow quick response to estimating tasks and would allow 
learning from past errors and successes. 

Enough influence and authority to require proper product defin- 
ition and to enforce the strict classification of estimates as 
indicators of risk and confidence. 

An overall impact and importance to NAVSEA top management 
that would make the estimating process   vital in the management 
of shipbuilding. 

Sufficient resources in staff and funding to carry out 
assigned responsibilities. 

This places a new importance on the estimating process and provides 

a new perspective or context in which to consider improvements in Navy estim- 

ating. 

This general approach differs somewhat from the approach taken by a 

number of studies undertaken in the past and is also different, at least in degree, 

from criticism by various sources leveled at the Navy over the last few years. 
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1. SOME TWENTY STUDIES PERFORMED OVER THE LAST FORTY YEARS 
HAVE MADE REFERENCE TO ESTIMATING PERFORMANCE 

i  A total of 20 significant studies have been examined and synthesized 

during this project.   The earliest study examined was performed in 1939;   the 

latest was dated 1977.   Most of the studies cover the past ten years during 

which period the most serious cost aberrations and overruns hove taken place. 

Table VI.2 lists the studies reviewed to assess the impact of past recommen- 

dations and their specific applicability to cost estimating. 

j   All these acquisition studies and reports relate directly or indirectly 

to estimating.   A commonality in particular phases of the estimating process 

runs through each study, even though greater emphasis may be placed on or- 

ganization, management and other aspects of acquisition .   Many of the recom- 

mendations and suggestions have been implemented, while others for various 

reasons have either not been implemented or only implemented in part. 

The majority of studies have been undertaken by various components of 

the Department of Defense, Its consultants and the General Accounting Office 
1^ ■     • 

(GAO).   A great perception of the overall problem is evident although only 

limited exploration of the basic cost estimating process has been undertaken. 

Many cost drivers have been identified and a few of the reports recognize the 

unpredictable pitfalls facing estimators which can only be reduced by an 

adequate estimating base. 
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TABLE VI.2 

CHRONO LOGICAL LIST OF ACQUISITION STUDIES 

Dote 

09/21/39 

12/01/67 

01/30/69 

02/10/69 

04/10/69 

04/69 

07/01/70 

09/05A0 

09/21/70 

06/10/71 

07/72 

07/17/72 

07/24/72 

12/72 

03/73 

10/22/74 

01/75 

04/11/75 

09/30/75 

01/18/77 

Title Source 

Cost of Naval Ships Bureau of S and A to SECNAV 

New Construction Cost of Major Warships Chief, Naval Operations 
(Holloway) 

An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the 
Ship Procurement Study 

Study of Economic Factors Applicable to 
Shipbuilding 

Survey of Government and Industry Cost 
Estimating and Cost Control 

SCN Pricing and Control Sutdy 

Blue Ribbon Defense Panel 

Review of Estimating Techniques within 
Department of Defense 

Organizational Problems in SCN 
Procurement Systems 

NAVSHIPS Procurement Review 
Group (Sonders-Scanlon) 

Center for Naval Analyses 

Booz-Allen 

Chief, Naval Material 

President and Secretary of Defense 

ASPR Pricing Subcommittee 

Center for Naval Analyses 

Command Inspection of Naval Ship Systems       CNM 
Command Headquarters 

Shipbuilding and Conversion Improvement CNO 
Program (SCIP) 

Acquisition of Major Weapon Systems 
Department of Defense 

GAO 

Theory and Practice of Cost Estimating for GAO 
Major Acquisitions in Department of Defense 

Report of the Commission on Government 
Procurement 

Study of Cost Escalation 

Discussion of Navy Shipbuilding Industry 
Business Relationships 

Report of the Navy-Marine Corp Acquis- 
ition Review Committee (NMARC) 

Financial Management Planning Group 
Inflation Study 

Report of the Acquisition Advisory Group 
to Deputy  Secretary of Defense 

Financial Status of Major Acquisitions as 
of June 30,  1976 (covering all major, 
fully or partially Government funded pro- 
grams) 

Industry - Government 
(Public Law 91-129) 

Department of Defense 

Shipbuilders Council of 
America 

SECNAV 

ASN 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

GAO 
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A few of the studies have been developed with the participation of 

industry.    The Commission on Government Procurement Report (1972), Blue 

Ribbon Defense Panel Report (1970) and the Navy and Marine Corps Acquisi- 

tion Review Committee Report (1975) are examples.   The Commission on 

Government Procurement covers government-wide acquisition programs.   Its 

basic emphasis is on the entire process including research and development, 

major systems, commercial products, engineering services. Federal grant pro- 

grams, liabilities, patents and administration.   The report states the following 

with regard to estimating: 
I 

"Because of the repeated pattern of major cost increases in system 
acquisitions, many people have concluded that there is need for 
better cost estimating and better risk analysis.   However, improved 
estimating techniques can bring only relatively small improvements. 
About 15 percent of cost growth in major programs during the 1960's 
can be attributed to the inherent imprecision of present cost estim- 
ating procedures.   Better cost control will come only if fundamental 
changes are made in the way systems are refined and chosen early 
in the acquisition process;   these steps largely determine ultimate 
cost and performance." 

The Blue Ribbon Defense Panel Report is heavily oriented in DOD or- 

ganization, but it he: t ^ew pertinent findings on cost estimating and con- 

tracting, the highlights of which are: 

The accuracy; of cost estimates for acquisition programs has 
been widely overrated.   It should be axiomatic that one 

I cannot place a price on any program containing unknowns. 

'W 
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Contractor eagerness to sell long-term acquisition programs 
influences low-side cost estimates. 

Contracting policies and procedures have a tendency to support 
the level of proposed cost estimates. 

Competitive pressures of concept formulation/contract definition 
have led to over-optimistic cost estimates for acquisition and 
not permitted a hard look at inherent pricing uncertainties. 
Parametric cost estimating techniques offer the potential for 
improved planning of cost factors. 

The lack of cost data base information for prior programs limits 
the accuracy of cost predictions for current ones. 

Original cost estimates should be considered only as baselines 
and should be revised and updated across the system or equip- 
ment life cycle. 

The Navy and Marine Corps Acquisition Review Committee Report 

(1975) is the most complete of those recently undertaken.   There were a total 

of 254 recommendations made, of which 29 had some direct or indirect appli- 

cation to the estimating process.   The Report states: ' 

"Existing Navy cost estimating staffs are professional,competent 
and produce better estimates than they are generally given credit 
for.   However, they are under-staffed in relation to their workload 
and are frequently required to develop estimates to a very tight 
schedule on the basis of very limited data.   To ensure the integrity, 
completeness, and currency of cost estimates, it is necessary that 
the cost estimating groups in the Naval Sea Systems Command be 
given adequate manpower and improved information and that the 
cost data be given to the NSARC." 
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As a result of reviewing these studies, a total of U estimating factors 

were selected as being common to all.   The commonality of the various acqui- 

sition recommendations and areas of greatest concern to those involved in 

developing the many findings are best demonstrated through a matrix of the 

studies as shown in Table VI.3.    The Table identifies aspects of the estimating 

process that were of greatest concern to those involved in developing the 

many acquisition study findings.   For example, there was considerable agree- 

ment on the need for a clear "Technical Definition" of the system to be estim- 

ated.   Heavy emphasis was also placed on the need for a complete data bank, 

OS  well as the economics of shipbuilding which are very basic tools in the 

estimating process. 

Many of the findings in the past studies, for example Bureau of Supplies 

and Accounts "Cost of Naval Ships" study completed in 1939, are essentially 

valid today.   While some of the recommendations in each study have been 

implemented, particularly those which can be accomplished at the operating 

level, many recommendations requiring significant changes in the acquisition 

process at higher mur.-»?ment levels are more difficult. 

Each of the 14 estimating factors listed in Table VI.3 have been 

analyzed and  discussed in terms of the past study recommendations in Appen- 

dix B of this report.   Each analysis includes a brief definition of an estimating 

factor, a discussion of its importance and its application in the current 

f^ 
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TABLE VI.3 

SUM^AARY OF MAJOR ACQUISITION STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS 
RELATED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY TO THE ESTIMATING PROCESS 

^VJjo'  AcquisiHon Study Title 
Source Of Study 

Cost of Navol Ships 
(Bureau Scxid A to SECNAV) 

New Construction Cost of Major Warship 
(Chief, Naval Operations- Holloway) 

Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Ship 

Procurement Study 
(NAVSHPS Procurement Review Group - 

SconIon) 

Study of Economic Factors Applicable to 
Shipbuilding 

(Center of Naval Analysis) 

Survey of Government and industry Eitimoting 

and Cost Control 
(Booz - Allen) 

SCN Pricing and Control Study 

(Chief, Navol Material) 

Blue Ribbon Defense Panel 
(President ond Secretory of Defense) 

Review of Estimating Techniques Within DOD 
(ASPR Pricing Subcommittee) 

Orgonizotional Problems in SCN 
Procurement Systems 

(Center for Naval Analysis) 

Command Inspection of Navol Ship Systems 
Command Headquarters 

(Chief, Naval Material) 

Shipbuilding and Conversion Improvement 

Program   (SCID) 
(Chief, Naval Operations) 

Acquisition of Major Weapon Systems - DOD 

(GAO) 

Theory and Practice of Cost Estimating For 

/Aiior Acquisitions in DOD       (GAO) 

Report of the Commission on Governmeni 
Prou-.urement 

(Industry - Govt. Public Low 91-129) 

Study of Cost Escalation 
(DOD) 

Discussion of Navy Shipbuilding Industry 

Business Relationships 
(Shipbuilders Council of America) 

Report of the Navy-Marine Corp 
Acquisition Review Committee (NMARC) 

(SECNAV) 

Financial Inflation Monogement Planning 
Group Study (ASN) 

Report of the Acquisition Advisory Group to 

Secretary of Defense 
(Deputy Secretary of Defense) 

Financial Status of Major Acquisitions as 
of June 30,  1976 

(GAO) 

IMA RECOMMENDATION    CATEGORIES 

NOTE;   (I) Those morked   X'ore of special 

Date of 
Study 

Estimoting ConsidrotJons 

I   s 

^        o      :^ 

£     S     ^ 

X      X 

X     X 

X      X 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

X      X X        X 

09-21-39 

12-01-67 

01-30-49 

02-10-A9 

04-10-69 

04-69 

07-01-70 

09-05-70 

09-21-70 

04-10-71 

07-72 

07-17-72 

07-24-72 

12-72 

03-73 X      X 

10-22-74        X      X 

01-75 XXX XXXXX 

04-11-75 

09-30-75 

01-18-77 

X        X 

X      X XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

significance In the estimoting process 

X'X XXX >^X XX 

X    X 
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estimating procedure.   Finally, conclusions are offered indicating to what 

degree the present NAVSEA estimating proctices follow the more important 

study recommendations and what improvements, if any, are believed necessary. 

Highlights of the conclusions are as follows: 

''   ■ . 

Technical Definition — A sufficient definition of the system 

or ship should be required. 

Data Bank — A continuing system of updating and upgrading 
estimating data bonks should be developed. 

Staff Resources — Additional    staffing with experienced per- 

sonnel is required to meet the many estimating, budgeting 

and analysis requirements. 

Staff Training ~ A training program exists which should be 
supplemented with additional on-site field assignments for 
which sufficient funds should be provided. 

Reserves ~ With unpredictable cost trends continuing, suffi- 
cient margins and reserves should be provided.   This is 
especially true where less than class "C" estimates are pro- 

vided. 

Economics of Industry— Acquisition of current industry econ- 
omic information including that from shipyards, SupShips and 
Navy auditors should be accelerated. 

Documentation — This is currently required in NAVSEA but 
it is nc^ :;'ways being accomplished and the importance of 
developing and maintaining these records to cover each phase 

'    , of the ship system and GFM estimating process cannot be 

over-emphasized. 

Review and Authentication ~ Higher level reviews of budget 
estimates are lacking and should be established. 
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Realistic Construction Schedules — Due to the importance of 
developing realistic construction award and completion sche- 
dules, improvements in predicting correct schedules are 
required.   Failing this, greater funding margins should be 

provided for contingencies. 

Related Costing Functions — Compliance with existing 
directives is not being met due to time and staff limitations. 
This condition may be improved by assignment of selective 
cost related functions to other groups or by staff increases 

within NAVSEA 01G. 

Centralized Estimating — This responsibility within NAVSEA 
and the delegation of NAVSEA 01G as the focal point for 

all estimates has been complied with. 

Classification of Estimates — An estimate classification 
system has been established since 1969 and is in use, but 
needs © more stringent criteria for budget quality estimates. 

Budgeting Process -- Despite the complications and politics 
common to acquisition programs, the budgeting process must 
reflect professional estimates within which the programs may 
be successfully completed with a minimum risk   of claims or 

budget overruns. 

Cost Control Management ~ There is no continuing flow of 
program cost information   into NAVSEA 01G.   It is developed 
on an ad hoc basis when necessary for preparing certain 

estimates. 

As has been shown, several reports recognize the vagaries of the 

estimating process, and further indicate that estimating is often not the direct 

cause of overruns.   The GAO Report of January 18, 1977 on Financial Status 

of Major Acquisitions as of June 30, 1976 (covering all major fully or par- 

tially Government funded programs) indicates that only six percent of the 

$150.9 billion overrun of 201 civil and defense acquisition programs (with 
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total original value of $249.6 billion) is attributed to estimating.   The 

balance is due to quantity changes, engineering, support, schedules, 

economic changes, and sundry such as environmental costs. 

A study group in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy 

(Installation and Logistics) has been established and, with the assistance of 

a private contractor, is currently addressing all problems brought forth by 

the U. S. shipbuilding industry.   The purpose of the study is to improve 

Navy-industry management practices and business relationships, with the 

goal of avoiding future claims. 

: The Initial phase will document the various viev« and problems of 

the industry as already indicated through the many past studies relating to 

Navy acquisition problems.   The study group will also review and document 

the views of the Navy on what has been done, is being done and could 

be accomplished to improve the general business environment.   After 

completion of the preliminary findings, a series of meetings are planned with 

industry in an attempt to resolve many of the controversial issues. 

This is an indication of the general desire to improve the situation and 

arrive at a stronger position with regard to predicting program costs and con- 
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trolling cost growth.   Nothing in these 20 some reports conflicts with this 

report's conclusion that the estimating process requires a re-thinking — a new 

perspective.   One thing that does come through is that a patchwork approach to 

improving the cost management process will not solve the problem.   A few 

recommendations here and there, a new study, more people, etc., will not 

suffice; a plan of action is required which is a generalized attack on the 

problem. 

2« CRITICISM OF NAVY SHIPBUILDING HAS BEEN DIRECTED AT AN 
ALLEGED DETERIORATING CAPABILITY TO CONSTRUCT SHIPS 
REQUIRED FOR THE NATIONAL DEFENSE 

The focal point   of the current criticism is the annual Congressional 

review of the budget.   At this forum. Navy, OSD, industry and Congressional 

points of view are presented — usually with lively debate on all sides. 

The Congress believes that 

The Navy cannot derive a long range building program that 
corresponds to a well-thoughtout defense strategy. 

The absence of this strategy causes short term instability with 
all sorts of fallout such as incomplete engineering of ships 
placed in the budget, faulty estimates, overruns, etc. 

The Navy has lost its ability to manage complicated programs 
and management should be improved from top levels down 
to SupShips. 
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The Navy does not take seriously its responsibility to estimate 
realistically and work to control costs through strict project 

discipline. 

1   Other government and industry organizations, the President, OSD and 

the industry have voiced similar criticisms which vary in degree but not sub- 

stance.   Some of the most frequently voiced are: 

! '. Combatant surface ships were being included in the Navy budget 
with incomplete plans, specifications and analysis. 

. I ■ 

Slippages due in part to unrealistic delivery dates. 

Lengthy change order approval process. 

!    . Unrefined cost estimates are submitted as budget class estimates. 

Instability in yearly shipbuilding prograrns impedes shipyard 

i modernization. 

'    . Navy decision-making process is too complex and lengthy. 

■     , Adversarial relationships are prevalent mainly in nuclear 

areas, but also in conventional yards. 

1     ■. ■ ■ 

Table VI .4 summarizes the criticism examined which shows a high 

degree of similarity. 

'^ 
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TABLE  VI.4 

CRITICISM CRITICS 

Congress Executive Shipbuilder In House 

Low budget estimate/Under funding X X X X 

Unrealistic delivery estimates X X 

Program Instobility X X X X 

Unrealistic shipbuilder productivity X X 

estimates 

Excessive government changes X X X 

Inadequote technical definition X X X 

Faulty specifications X X X 

Late and faulty GFM/GFI X X X X 

Excessive Gov't. mgm't.  requirements X X X X 

Late specification changes X X X 

Excessive management turnover X X X 

Excessive management layering X X X X 

Excessive claims X X X X 

Inflexible contracting methods X X X 

3, THE SOLUTION TO THE COST ESTIMATING AND COST MANAGE- 
MENT PROBLEM DOES NOT INVOLVE NAVSEA ALONE 

This study has concentrated on NAVSEA and its capabilities in the 

estimating area.   Recommendations will be made in this study which are be- 

lieved to provide the basis for a complete overhaul of the estimating process, 

not just a "band-aid" or "finger in the dike".   It is believed that a re- 

thinking of the process and implementation of a specific plan of action will 
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provide an increased capability which will provide a higher level of 

estimating performance and ability to contribute more successfully in the 

management of ship and weapons acquisition within NAVSEA . 

This increased capability and performance, however, must also 

be accompanied by improvements outside of NAVSEA.   A lack of planning 

and budgeting discipline, lack of and changing technical definition, all 

can cause even improved estimates to be unreliable. 
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VII RECOMMENDED COURSE OF ACTION 

Each preceding chapter in this report has pointed to problems which 

have, over the years, been a deterrent to quality estimating performance. 

Over 50 specific problems have been addressed and substantiated in a num- 

ber of different contexts.   Some of these are of more serious consequence 

than others, but all should, in some way, be recognized and solutions devel- 

oped. 

These may not be the only problems, of course, but since they are 

contributors to cost growth and bear on estimating, solutions should bring 

about improvements.   This chapter will summarize these problems and suggest 

steps which can be taken to bring about higher quality performance in the 

future. 

1. THE NAVSEA COST ESTIMATING ORGANIZATION MUST BE 
CAPABLE OF DEALING WITH A WIDE RANGE OF COMPLEX 
PROBLEMS AND PRODUCING RELIABLE ESTIMATES 

An estimatinq group is expected to deal with a variety of current and 

potential problems which may have an impact on predictions about the future. 

Further, it is in the nature of things that these problems will, in some form 

or another, remain and be continuing elements in the estimating equation. 

The key point here is that a credible estimating organization must have capa- 
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bility approprial-e to the numbers and complexiMes of the problems, and that 

it rationalize the entire estimating process so that it can cope with the en- 

vironment   in which it exists.   To accomplish its objective, an estimating 

organization must produce reliable results regardless of the situation and 

remain adaptable to changing environments. 

(1) Many Of The Problem Areas Identified In This Study Are 
Outside The Direct Control Of The NAVSEA Estimating" 
Division 

NAVSEA estimators should be equipped to recognize, under- 

stand and adjust for problems of three general types which are out- 

side their immediate sphere of control;   Industrial and Economic 

Problems, Administrative and Political Problems and finally.   Engin- 

eering and Construction Problems. 

Economic and industrial problems were discussed pri- 
marily in Chapter II and can be summarized as follows. 

Subsequent to World War II, an increasing 
number of technologies have evolved which 
have had a revolutionary affect on naval 
shipbuilding. 

Naval shipbuilding, as with some highly 
technological commercial ships, has become 
a highly complex engineering and construction 
activity. 

Material and labor inflation has grown phenom- 
enally and unpredictably at times over the 
past decade. 
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The real cost to industry of social legislation 
is being felt in a number of ways but chiefly 
in increased overhead costs and reduced pro- 

ductivity. I 

Contributing also to increased overhead cost 
and lowered productivity is a changed work 
ethic which appears to be subtle, but per- 

vasive. I 

A change in management objectives related 
to the shipbuilding industry and considerable 
management turnover have been brought about 
by conglomerate ownership of the shipyards. 

A reduction in the number of shipyards capable 
and/or interested in building complex naval 

ships. 

Shortages of skilled labor and a high turnover 
In labor at all levels have also been a cause 
of lowered productivity. 

Employee fringe benefit costs have been in- 
creasing at almost double the rate of direct 

labor earnings. 

Most or all of these problems have contributed to a 
reduction in shipbuilding productivity, unforeseen 
material and labor increases, rising overhead cost 
and a general uncertainty as to how these factors 
relate to cost estimating and control. 

Administrative and politir.al problems were mentioned 

as part of Chapters 111 and V. 

There is evidence that the planning process 
could be improved to provide less year-to- 
year changes in the five year shipbuilding 
program and thereby provide a more stable 
environment to accomplish necessary engin- 
eering activities for desired ship programs. 
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More stable program planning and the re- 
sultant increased time available for engin- 
eering would allow estimate build-ups over 
longer periods of time based on fundamentals — 
not generalities. 

The planning, programming and budgeting 
process in which estimates are made often 
requires that estimates be prepared in short 
periods of time which do not allow thoughtful 
consideration of issues. 

The planning, programming and budgeting 
process which requires estimates to be pre- 
pared 27 months in advance obviously does 
not foster precision estimates in a fast-paced 
economic environment. 

Administrative delays cause award dates to be 
different than those planned in the budget sub- 
mission thereby causing apparent cost growth. 

The budgeting system requires that estimates 
remain accurate over a long period of time— 
sometimes five to ten years — with little 
allowance   for margins reflecting the uncer- 
tainty inherent in such estimates. 

Although estimates are coded to reflect the 
degree of risk associated with the prediction, 
users on all levels often dismiss its significance 
or override its   purpose. 

Once an estimate is submitted for a particular 
ship or program, a greatly modified ship from 
the point of view of characteristics is often 
built which, although advantageous in terms 
of military capability, precludes the accuracy 
of a previous estimate. 

The budgeting process from NAVSEA on up to 
Congress is frequently a political process — 
both literally and figuratively — in which funds 
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are withheld, allocated and re-allocated with 
what appears to be little regard for the ration- 
ale behind the original program estimates.   This 
process also results in changing the number of 
ships and therefore the cost and also in push- 
ing programs into different building periods 
thus changing the escalation characteristics 

of the estimates. 

The policy with regard to inflation-related 
estimate elements is often treated as a political 
tool rather than a realistic measure of expec- 

tations. 

All of the problems in this general area lead to cost 
growth in one way or another and this occurs whether 
the original estimates are good or bad. 

Engineering and construction problems are mentioned 

in various sections of the report. 

Rapidly advancing technology introduces un- 
certainty into the estimating process due to the 
complexity of engineering and greater numbers 

of stumbling blocks. 

The planning of the acquisition and engineering 
process by program sponsors and other operations- 
oriented managers has often resulted in insuffi- 
cient time being allowed to accomplish funda- 
mental engineering or system documentation. 
Further, a general absence of development 
standardization is apparent. 

Engineering changes are a way of life due to 
emphasis on characteristics changes to achieve 
increased military performance but prediction 
of end cost under these circumstances becomes 

extremely difficult. 

The Navy does not seem motivated to man- 
age to the budget figure during engineering 
and construction phases. 
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-»: Schedules and corrmitment-s which start out 
displaying "healthy" optimism often result 
in construction delays causing substantial 
cost growth. 

Each program office is allowed the freedom 
to work relatively independently, thereby 
causing a lack of standard procedure. 

These kind of problems create communication break- 
downs and a set of circumstances which provide weak 
fundamentals on which to base predictions. 

Earlier comments in this report have suggested that two funda- 

mental situations must be recognized: 

First, about one-half of total program cost growth 
can be associated with economic and industrial factors 
which are outside the control of government depart- 

ments. 

Second, the remaining portion of total program cost 
growth can be associated with problems within the 
control of the Navy or other government departments. 
These have been represented under the Administrative/ 
Political and Engineering /Construction captions above. 

The point here is that cost growth will occur despite any 

improvements in NAVSEA estimating unless specific action to elim- 

inate or reduce the affect of these problems takes place. 

(2) NAVSEA Planning Must Be Based On The Assumption That 
These Problems Will Continue To Exist 

There are a number of improvements that NAVSEA con make 
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which will be noted later In this chapter.   The improvements suggested 

are based on a recognition that the aforementioned problems will con- 

tinue to exist and be the environment in which the estimating process 

must function. - 

The economic and industrial problems will remain a challenge 

to accurate estimates in the future.   In this area also, crystal balls are 

usually cloudy.   Respected economists, for example, are difficult to 

pin down on long range trends.   It takes unusual estimating capability 

to be continually on target in this area. 

The political nature of programming and budgeting and the 

interaction of the Navy with OSD, OMB and Congress will, in the 

same sense, continue as before.   This is not a "given" in the same 

sense as the economic and industrial problems, but national attitudes, 

the pressures of redistributing and managing national resources, and 

the nature of large organizations themselves would make a dramatic 

change in   NAVSEA's favor seem rather remote. 

Similarly, Navy management problems are a response to a 

complex set of situations and constraints that are deep-seated and not 

capable of rapid change.   The alleged problems of cost growth and 

less than   efficient management are the effects of a large set of pro- 
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blems which may or may not be solved. 

Whatever capability is established must work within the con- 

staints set up by these problems. 

(3) Over The Years (And Currently) The Cost Estimating Capa- 
bTlity Of NAVSEA Generally Has Not Been Equal To The~ 
Problems Confronted 

In judging the performance of NAVSEA, the most important 

criterion against which performance must be evaluated is the general 

reliability of the product over a period of time.    In periods when pro- 

blems are small in scale, the NAVSEA estimating group may have 

sufficient capability to produce reliable estimates whereas in periods 

when problems ore of serious magnitude, significant capability to 

produce the same result is required. 

The limiting factor is, of course, the attitude of Navy man- 

agement toward cost prediction and cost management functions and 

the allocation of resources when appropriate to maintain proper 

estimating capability.   Ideas have been suggested over the years to 

improve the estimating process and some of these have been imple- 

mented — especially in the cost analysis area.   The inability, how- 

ever, to support similar improvements in the cost estimating area have 

caused a situation where less than reliable performance often occurs. 
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A few examples that were pointed out in this study are: 

A persistent problem in predicting "basic construction"- 
the price of a ship construction contract. 

A general lack of consistency in predicting the in- 
stalled cost of Government Furnished Material. 

Difficulty in adequately forecasting market trends in 
a relatively small yet complex industry. 

Lack of fundamental estimating skills such as predic- 
tion of monhours, labor rates, material costs, over- 
head, building periods, etc. 

These examples are symptomatic of a general lack of appro- 

priate capability given the large scale of problems   faced and the 

increasing importance of the NAVSEA estimator to the entire Navy 

program. 

(4) The Remainder Of The Problems Identified In This Report 
RJT^te Directly To The Current Capability Of The NAVSEA 

Estimating Group 

A group of problems have been pointed out in several sections 

of the report that relate to the estimating organization, methodology 

and procedures of NAVSEA. 

There are about 50 organizations contrrubting to cost 
estimating with no unifying methodology or standards 
controlling their separate products. 
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Estimating staff has not grown in numbers, expertise and 
experience in proportion to the growth of economic, 
industrial, engineering and administrative problems. 
There are also critical gaps in experience levels. I.e., 
shipyard experience. 

Estimating is being done in a highly aggregated format 
regardless of the stage of engineering development or 
other program information available. 

There are no predictable tendencies to GFM overruns 
or underruns and little documentation exists which in- 
dicates concern about this problem. 

Little evidence has been uncovered of an effort to utilize 
data processing systems to manage the large amounts of 
information to which estimating professionals must refer. 

Efforts have been lacking to collect and utilize Infor- 
mation from project offices, field installations, con- 
tractors or other industry groups which would assure that 

all necessary facts were being uncovered and trends 
were being recognized. 

No evidence exists that return costs of ships under con- 
struction or from complete ships has been utilized to 
improve estimates being prepared or to perform post 
mortum analyses to improve overall capability. 

Generalized cost estimating relationships are sometimes 
used when the facts of individual situations would 
produce better results. 

The definition of what budget quality estimates should 
represent Is unclear and presently is not based on suffi- 
ciently high standards. 

Due to current problems and staffing deficiencies, estim- 
ating management has not been able to supply adequate 
direction — both from a methodological point of view 
and in day-to-day o' erations. 
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No data banks exist which deal with economic and 
industrial conditions in the industries constructing 
government furnished material.   Escalation errors 
ore a result of this gap in information. 

Presently, special cost related studies (e.g., life 
cycle costing, should cost, design-to-cost goals, 
etc.) are relegated to a secondary priority. 

Building periods are often miscalculated thereby 
causing a fundamental estimating assumption to be 

incorrect. 

These are problems which are apparent in reviewing the case 

histories, the detailed analysis of FY 1975 and FY 1976 estimate prep- 

aration, the organizational study done within   NAVSEA and finally, 

by comparison to the good points of other estimating organizations 

researched. 

In light of these findings it would appear desireable for NAV- 

SEA to take steps to correct those problems within its control. This 

would greatly improve its ability to cope with the other sets of pro- 

blems mentioned which are not under its control. As well documented 

and reliable estimating performance evolves over future months and 

years, the responsibility for implementation to that budget becomes 

clearer and can be shared by a larger number of participants in the 

process.   Once NAVSEA has improved its own capability, the "ball 
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is in the other court", so to speak, and the responsibility for actions 

related to the budget becomes the responsibility of others. 

2. THE PROBLEMS CHARACTERIZING THE CURRENT COST ESTIMATING 
SITUATION CAN BE SOLVED AND FINANCED WITHIN REASON^ 
ABLE RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS ~~ 

Over the course of this study recommendations regarding estimating 

improvements have been developed and will be discussed in this section.   The 

recommendations address the fundamentals of estimating and cost analysis and 

can become a framework for considerable improvement in estimating performance. 

The suggestions are based on two premises: 

Resources should be invested in staff and other systems after 
a thorough examination of an overall estimating procedure. 

Once the procedure is formalized, it should be documented, 
staff employed and systems developed which will complement 
and be supportive of the improved procedures. 

In this way, an estimating and analysis organization can be developed 

which is appropriate to the problems at hand and which will make the best 

use of resources invested. 

An estimating group is similar to other organizations in that it has a 

set of objectives which support the basic objectives of the organization of 

which it is a part.   In some cases, the performance of these objectives is 

accomplished in a rather casual manner, in others in a more disciplined 
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manner.   In an estimating division such as NAVSEA OIG, the latter approach 

is the more desirable due to the nature and criticality of the product.   It is 
j ■ 

necessary, therefore, that plans for improvement follow a rationale which 

will assure that proper results will be forthcoming. 

The first recommendations address the problems of cost estimating in 

NAVSEA directly.   Later in this chapter, suggestions are provided for or- 

ganizations outside of NAVSEA since many of these organizations directly 

impact on the results of estimating.   The plan of action, then, starts with 

substantive Improvement of estimating within NAVSEA and ends with ideas 

NAVSEA can provide other groups to share in estimate improvement. 

RECOMMENDATION 1;  A General  Strengthening Of The 
Cost Estimating Process Is Necessary 

The problems identified in the previous section with regard to 

cost estimating are serious and require appropriate remedies.   The 

general strengthening of estimating capability should include the 

following improvements. 

The organization's ability to seek out and understand 
important Information bearing on estimate preparation 
should be Improved. 

This Involves the periodic, short-term assign- 
ment of NAVSEA personnel to project offices, 
field installations, contractors, etc., to 
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collect   background data from "where the 

action is". 

It involves the tasking of field or project per- 
sonnel for specific estimate-related tasks in 
support of particular estimating problems. 

It involves the proper use of bid data, returned 
costs for ships being built and completed, and 
other information that might be supplied by 
the Navy Audit Service, DCAA, Contract 
Office, etc.   Proper information is so vital 
to estimating performance that it should be 
made available with little or no restriction. 

A system should be designed which would allow estim- 
ates to be prepared in more detail which would pro- 
vide consistency and standardization. 

This would include the conceptualization 
of a Work Breakdown   System   on 
several levels that would be applicable for 
all ships and items of government furnished 
material. 

It would include proper hardware to store 
large amounts of data, process the data and 
provide appropriate response times for current 
estimating demands. 

It would provide estimate documentation and 
back-up support in an organized and retrie- 
vable manner. 

Such a system would provide not only the processing 
capability but a discipline which is necessary in 
technically-oriented organizations. 

A staffing plan should be developed which would 
provide an experience level and numbers of personnel 
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appropriate to current demands. 

This would Include a set of professional stan- 
dards appropriate to shipbuilding expertise, 
economic and industrial research, information 
processing, operations research and other pro- 
fessional skills as necessary. 

It would include a training program for new 
employees and continued education for estab- 
lished employees. 

RECOMMENDATION 2;   The Cost Estimating Staff Should Be 
Closely Associated With The Ship Production Staff, And 
Should Be Given Greater Organizational Prominence 

A critical assumption made in estimate preparation, is the 

period during which the ship is to be built.   An erroneous assumption, 

as has been shown, can greatly influence an estimate.   It is also 

apparent that research done in support of ship production activities 

keeps staff in touch with shipyard workloads and the character of the 

market place.   This kind of information is a must for estimate prepara- 

tion and analysis of industrial factors.   In view  of these benefits it 

■      ■ i       ■       - 1 
would serve the best interest of both groups to be managed with a 

single organizational head. \ 

It is recommended that this consolidation of the estimating 

and scheduling organization be undertaken without delay.   The con- 

,■...,■ s 

solidated group should be placed organizationally such that communi- 
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cations with key acquisition personnel is facilitated and independent 

judgment Is assured. 

RECOMMENDATION 3:   A Procedure Should Be Instituted 
That Requires Periodic Auditing And "Post Mortem" Reviews 
Of Estimates 

t 

An independent review of selected estimates is a healthy man- 

agement technique.   This review should be done within NAVSEA and 

to some extent within the cost estimating organization itself.   This 

kind of review corrects honest mistakes,  occasional sloppiness and 
'it 

produces corrective action over the long term to improve performance. 

It would include as a minimum: 

A periodic, surprise audit of selected estimates by 
either top level NAVSEA personnel or contractors 
hired for such a task. 

A scheduled analysis of important ship and GFM estim- 
ates should be performed by the cost estimating organ- 
ization itself.   The lessons learned should be worked 
into the ongoing estimating group training program. 

These analyses should include research as to the 
accuracy of estimate classification, economic indices, 
building periods, productivity, overhead and other 
industrial trends, etc. 

These audits and post mortems would assure NAVSEA that estim- 

ates were reasonable and that procedures were in effect which would 

foster long term improvement. 
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Independent estimates or audits outside of NAVSEA such as 

estimates for DSARC reviews by OP 96 should remain and perhaps 

be strengthened.   Since the information base for these independent 

estimates comes from NAVSEA, however, their contribution to consis- 

tently reliable estimates is minimal ~ especially if NAVSEA takes 

the steps mentioned. 

RECOMMENDATION 4;   A Substantial Continuing Effort 
Should Be Made To Keep Abreast Of The Impact Of Changes 
In Shipyard Productivity, Overhead Costs And Other Im- 
portant Estimating Elements 

This study has shown that   rapid changes in shipyard pro- 

gj^ ductivity have taken place that have not been predicted by either 

Navy or shipyard estimators. The result has been poor estimates and 

unpredicted cost growth. The special study on productivity prepared 

for this report shows that very little has been done by either the Navy 

or the shipbuilding industry to quantify the effect of factors that 

determine productivity. j 

! ' " 

I The review of estimating performance has demonstrated the 

difficulty in estimating other key elements such as overhead costs, 

material and labor inflation; New infomiation collected (per Recom- 
''/■■■ I 

mendations 1 and 3) should be utilized to systematically analyze and 

keep current on these subjects.   These analyses should include but 

''-■■' 
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not be limited to quantifying the effect of social legislation, 

the changing work ethic, ownership and management changes, series 

production,  etc. 

RECOMMENDATION 5;   The Concept Of Estimate Classi- 
fication Should Be Redefined And A Supporting System Of 
Estimate Preparation Established 

Currently, estimates are prepared  in a highly aggregated 

manner whether engineering and project information exists in detail 

or not.   A better approach would be for estimates to parallel (in detail 

and precision)engineering and project information that evolves during 

the acquisition process.   Assuming proper estimating and processing 

tools, it would be possible to have a cost model of each ship, weapon, 

sensor or other item of GFM.   The model would develop gradually from 

a   generalized      base to a more detailed, accurate model based on 

returned costs during the production phase.   The product of any model 

could be combined, it is assumed, with other ship or GFM models to 

build up a total ship estimate. 

The system of estirrxate classification, then, should be struc- 

tured to keep pace with the degree of definition present in the model 

at any particular time.   The overall degree of definition for a ship 

would be the result of adding up and weighting the various risk estim- 
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ates for major ship-related elements — weapons, industrial factors, 

etc.   Estimate precision, a well-reasoned estimate rationale and 

back-up information would be introduced in this way.   Several im- 

portant situations would follow naturally. 

A budget estimate would be redefined to include a 
* degree of detail and documentation that would include: 

Completion of preliminary design or its equiv- 
alent in ternis of acquisition system standards. 

I - Weight estimates in three digit breakdown for 

each system. 
. I  ■ . ,,     .       ' 

- Complete equipment list and values for items 

! with values exceeding $10,000 or $25,000, 
depending on total ship cost. 

Signed Top Level Requirement by CNO. 

I - An industry capacity analysis to set realistic 
I contract award and delivery dates. 

Regardless of the purpose for which an estimate is 
prepared, it should identify in a formal manner the 
origin of the request, time and   other constraints 

related to preparation. 

RI-!- weighting should account for such other items 
as program complexity, construction time, time be- 

tween estimate and award, etc. 

The currently defined "X" classification should be 
utilized each and every time an estimate is modified 
by rwn-estimating personnel. 
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RECOMMENDATION 6:  A Standard System For Preparing, 
Maintaining, Retaining And Transmitting Configuration And 
Estimating Data For Government Furnished Material 
Should Be Instituted 

Because of the number and diversity of organizations handling 

GFM, procedures should be developed to assure the consistency and 

standardization of configuration and estimating data provided to the 

NAVSEA estimating group and others requiring estimates.     Beyond this 

general objective, the procedures should 

Encourage close communication betv/een personnel 
responsible for different aspects of estimating, thus 
facilitating the exchange of information on market 
conditions, potential suppliers, pertinent changes 
in interfacing systems and other factors essential 
to sound estimating. 

Support development of a responsive data bank 
containing both estimating and return cost data. 

Provide a consistent approach to estimating items other 
than basic hardware (e.g., spares, manuals,   services). 

Provide for a progression of more detailed work break- 
down information as the system proceeds through devel- 
opment. 

Provide a means of ensuring that all items in a ship's 
GFM suite are considered. 

Provide for compatibility of the GFM estimates with 
other ship system data maintained by NAVSEA, thus 
making the preparation of parametric or engineering 
estimates a more organized activity. 
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Provide for indices to be maintained by the Cost Analysis 
group with specific applicability to industries producing 
weapons, sensors, propulsion systems, etc., so that 
applied escalation rates are more appropriate. 

Provide technical personnel with collateral   responsibility 
for preparing estimates with the support and assistance of 
personnel from the central estimating staff. 

RECOMMENDATION 7;   Senior Cost Estimating Staff Should 
Be More Involved In The Contract Negotiation Process 

One of the important concepts behind these recommendations is 

that estimating personnel must operate "where the action is".   The in- 

formation base from which estimators work must be current and compre- 

hensive. 

I ■       ' ■ ' 

In line with this concept, on the one hand, and also because 

contracting officials can benefit from the expertise of experienced 

estimators, it is recommended that estimators   participate in a senior 

advisory role to contracting officers. 

Generally, an independent government estimate is prepared by 

NAVSEA for the guidance of the contracting officer.   A natural contin- 

uation of this process would be for the estimator to confront, with the 

contracting officer, shipyard negotiators and advise as to differences 

or conflicts which may develop.   The last logical step relates to the 
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review of shipyard bids and the reconciliation of positions. 

The estimators, when working with the contracting officer in 

this manner, gain experience and awareness and improve both the 

estimating and negotiating process. 

There are only two points in the above recommendations that 

have investment implications of any significance. 

A one-time investment will be required to define, 
document, program and implement the estimating 
system to be utilized. 

Added staff will be required to carry out the system. 

Outside of these reasonable investments, all other recommen- 

dations require primarily a rethinkrngf^f estimating concepts, more 

efficient utilization of current resources and establishment of pro- 

cedures and standards to improve the process. 

3. DESPITE CONSIDERABLE ESTIMATING IMPROVEMENT WITHIN 
NAVSEA, AaiONS OF OTHER ORGANIZATIONS G\N PRECLUDE 

CONSISTENTLY RELIABLE ESTIMATES 

The report has thus far covered four different categories of problems. 

In the fourth category were those directly related to NAVSEA cost estimating 
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and, in the preceding section, solutions to those problems have been recom- 

mended.   It has also been mentioned that problems in the other three cate- 

gories will in all likelihood remain to influence future estimates for better 

or worse.   Even though the charter of this study limits it to the activities 

of NAVSEA, it is felt to be important that NAVSEA have a list of recom- 

mendations for other organizations in the government which, if recognized 

and implemented, would contribute to long term estimate reliability. 

RECOMMENDATION 8:   Planning At All Levels Should Be 
Redirected To Provide A Firm Engineering And Estimating 
Base 

The cycles of the planning, programming and budgeting pro- 
.' ,   . ■    I 

flp cess extend over a significantly long period of time in the case of 

naval procurement.   With respect to a program such as the FFG, for 

- - - :      ■ 1 
example, the planning and budgeting window is over ten years in 

length.   The system requires budget estimates two years in advance of 

''.'■'■■      I  ■ ■ 

appropriation and works on the notion that these estimates can remain 

accurate over five to ten year periods.        f    . 

In the besr environments, this is a most difficult task.   When 

less than optimum conditions arise, reliability cannot be expected. 

Certain changes would improve the estimating and resource allocation 

environment. 
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A consistenf vision of naval shipbuilding require- 
ments over a five to ten year period would permit 
less changing of yearly programs and make the funding 
of engineering development an investment providing 
higher returns in terms of reliable estimates, firmer 
ship configurations, more predictable project 

schedules, etc. 

The exercise of a higher level of discipline with re- 
spect to changes — changing requirements, changing 
characteristics and, in general, unnecessary compli- 
cation of the allocation process — should be sought. 

A recognition that the construction of naval com- 
batants is one of the most complex engineering and 
industrial processes performed in the country.   The 
prevailing attitude that changes must be a way of life 
and are absolutely necessary endangers commitments 
made to Congress as to how much naval defense will 
cost the country. 

RECOMMENDATION 9:   Acquisition Programs Should Not 
Be Included In Budgets Until They Pass DSARC II Or Its 

Equivalent 

A great deal of controversy exists due to the fact that less 

than budget quality estimates are sent to Congress for authorization 

and appropriation.   Too often, in the view of many, ill-defined ship 

programs are presented for Congressional action with resultant cost 

growth after a higher level of definition is achieved and a higher, 

but more accurate estimate is developed. 

To eliminate this situation, it is suggested that progroms to 

be included in a budget must have passed the DSARC II acquisition 
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system milestone.   Several advantages are associated with this idea. 

The preliminary design engineering level will have 

been reached. 

. All Defense Department acquisition managers will be 

familiar with development progress and potential 

problems. 

I       . A reasonable estimate can be made at this stage. 

RECOMMENDATION 10:  A Continued Emphasis Should Be 
Placed On The Accountability Of Program And Planning 
Management To Operate Within Established Budgets 

In the strictest sense, a budget submission is a plan not a 

commitment.   It does become a commitment, however, when the 

budget plan becomes an appropriation from which funds will be 

apportioned and allocated.   Too often, the "plan" definition is 

used as an escape clause. 

Planning, program and project management assign- 
ments are not always scheduled with strict accounta- 
bility for management actions in mind.   They are often 
too short and allow decisions to be made by personnel 
who do not have to live with the results.   It is a 
difficult phenomenon to document in any detail, but 
many officials interviewed believe this to be the case. 

The budgets appropriated are often not taken as seriously 
as they should be;   Engineering and characteristics 
changes, schedule changes, administrative delay, etc., 
seem to have a higher priority than meeting budget 
commitments. 
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Accountabilit-y for cost overruns should be considered as 

important as other competing and sometimes conflicting policies 

which foster short assignments and allow a high rate of ship and pro- 

ject changes. 

4 IN SUMMARY, THE RECOMMENDATIONS OFFERED ARE PRAC- 
TICAL AND PROVIDE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR SUBSTANTIAL 
IMPROVEMENT OF ESTIMATING CAPABILITY 

Recommendations outlined in this chapter are made on the assumption 

that some new and some re-defined functions would be created within the 

NAVSEA estimating group.   A grand design or specific organization is not 

suggested at this time.   That kind of decision can only be made after a 

specific approach is approved by management. 

Certain overriding concepts do evolve from the recommendations 

offered and these functions are outlined in the accompanying Figure VII. 1. 

The Division would be organized for the performance of five 
primary estimate-related functions: 

Basic ship estimating 
GFM estimating 
Ship scheduling 
Analysis and special studies 
End cost estimating 

As a matter of policy, each group would contribute necessary 
estimate elements with their associated risk classifications. 
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The assembly of the total ship estimate, although performed 
by a senior staff member, would reflect a concensus of all 
contributors   to the estimate as to its dollar amounts and 

associated risk. 

The secondary level of functions is a mix of staff, models, 
computers, data and procedures which would be the oper- 
ational heart of the estimating process. 

A tertiary level of functions relates to the activities of cost' 
and estimating specialists.   The responsibilities of these staff 
members would be to assist project offices in preparing estim- 
ates for any number of purposes, collect important engineering 
and project information that bears on estimating and in gen- 
eral, be experts on particular ship systems, GFM systems, 

industrial elements, etc. 

The estimating staff would also be charged with making 
necessary field trips to naval or contractor facilities in their 
efforts to collect the most up-to-date, pertinent information 
available and to assist in contract negotiations. 

The nature of the relationship of this staff to NAVSEA cost 
estimating vis-a-vis project offices can vary but it would 
seem obvious that the closer the relationship of these indivi- 
duals to project office staff, the better the mutual benefits. 

Again, this is not offered as a grand design but rather as functions 

which are implied by the recommendations.   The methodology finally derived 

can be based on these kinds of functions and staff eventually employed   could 

fit into the patterns suggested. 

The following charts summarize the recommendations offered, indicate 

the payback to resource ratio   and relate them to the problems needing solution. 
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